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Abstract

Malayalam, which belongs to the SouthDravidian language family, is an agglutinative language

with rich inflectional morphology. The aim of the thesis is to analyse the grammar and acqui

sition of Malayalam verbal inflections (tense, aspect and mood) and nominal inflections (case,

number, and gender). Within the larger discussion of inflectional morphology and its acqui

sition, particular attention is paid to two complex morphological processes, a) the past tense

formation of verbs and b) case assignment of subjects and objects.

In particular, the thesis will show the following: a) that the past tense marker selection

is determined by different grammatical principles in underived and derived stems; specifically,

phonotactics in the former and the lexical feature of transitivity in the latter; b) that the da

tive nominals of a class of predicates (variously labelled experiencer or dative subject or psych

predicates) are in fact subjects using an array of empirical tests involving binding, control, ac

cusative marking, and predicate alternation; and c) that inflections for number and object case

rest on lexical features of the noun (stem) and the allomorphy is governed by these featural

requirements. In looking at the developing grammar in the two subjects, the thesis will show

that Malayalam inflectional grammar has quite direct consequences for the acquisition of inflec

tional morphology. Specifically, acquisition proceeds unobstructed when the mode of selection

is phonological and offers more challenges when the mode of selection is morphological, i.e.,

when the selection depends on the learning of the lexical or grammatical features of the noun

and verb stems.

Thus, using the interplay between acquisition and the grammatical description, we es

tablish that in addition to the established factors that guide acquisition, mode of selection of an

inflection plays a key role in determining the relative ease/difficulty in the acquisition of in

flectional morphology. This follows quite neatly from the fact that children are phonologically

competent even before much language is produced and that this modulecompetence could fa

cilitate the acquisition of morphology. The thesis will argue that this is indeed the case.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Children and Language

It is evident even from lay observation that a child’s knowledge of language increases with age

in a uniform and rapid fashion. Hence it is only natural to ask what constitutes knowledge of a

language. Knowledge of a language is identified with having a mentally represented grammar,

which constitutes the native speakers’ language ‘competence’ (Radford, 1997). Thus, to know a

language is to possess such a grammar, that allows the speakers to generate legitimate sentences.

The competence or the grammatical knowledge of native speakers of a language includes a tacit

knowledge of the speech sounds of their language and how to combine them to make meaningful

words. It also includes a knowledge of how to combine words to form meaningful sentences,

how to resolve structural ambiguity in the sentences, and how to interpret them compositionally.

Native speakers can also identify unacceptable combinations of phonemes, morphemes, and

sentences in their language (Radford, 1997). Children grow up to become fully competent native

speakers who have such a mentally represented grammar. Their development gives us glimpses

into the innate language capacity and the constraints at work. Equally, they also allow us to

understand aspects of the input that are critical to the development.

Despite being exposed to only a finite number of sentences, children apparently possess

the capacity to understand and produce a potentially infinite number of sentences. What chil

dren have access to is the input they receive or positive evidence which comprises acceptable

sentences in the target language, and only a subset of them. Yet, children’s speech contains

errors not seen in the input, for example, the regularised past tense forms in English such as

breaked* and singed* or the regularised plurals such as sheeps*. Although children are not ex
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plicitly taught which sentences or productions are correct and which are not, they eventually

attain adultlike linguistic competence. Besides, children are seen not to make certain kinds of

errors which they may logically be expected to make if they generalised solely from the received

input. One often cited example is the wannacontraction in English. Although children hear ut

terances such asWho do you wanna invite? andWho do you wanna see? (both involving object

questions), they never generalise this to include constructions like *Who do you wanna come?

(subject question), though this could be a reasonable generalisation of the input (Guasti, 2002).

These observations centre around the issue of the limited or impoverished input received and is

known as the poverty of the stimulus argument (Chomsky, 1986; Guasti, 2002).

Different theories have been put forward to explain how a first language is acquired.

These include a) behaviourist approaches (Skinner, 1957)which associate active learning through

imitation, reinforcement, or association, b) constructivist/cognitivist approaches (Piaget, 1971;

Goldberg, 1995) which link cognitive milestones with language growth where structures are as

sumed to be learned in a piecemeal fashion, c) socialinteractionist approaches (Vygotsky, 1978)

which emphasise the role of social interaction in language learning where children construct

the ambient language through socially mediated interaction with linguistically knowledgeable

adults, d) functional or usagebased approaches which assume that children’s acquisition of lan

guage is driven by their desire to use language to perform communicative functions such as

requesting something and making sense of their input (Tomasello, 2003), and e) nativist ap

proaches (Chomsky, 1972) which assume that certain aspects of children’s knowledge of lan

guage is present from the birth itself or is innate. Chomsky (1972) argues that the rapidity and

uniformity in children’s language acquisition point towards a speciesspecific, biologically en

dowed innate language faculty. This hypothesis is popularly known as the innateness hypoth

esis. The idea of an innate and highly organised language faculty is engaged with addressing

the poverty of stimulus problem and aims to offer an account of the developmental stages in

acquisition crosslinguistically. The innateness hypothesis suggests that infants are born ready

to learn language, unless they have some impairment that hampers such learning (Guasti, 2002).

It is observed that languages vary quite a lot from each other and that the differences

between them appear to be large and without limit. However, children are able to learn any

language/languages to which they are exposed in their environment and are not limited in this

ability by their race or family circumstances. Immigrant children learn the language of the

country they grow up in without any difficulty. Despite the differences in the input that they are
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exposed to, children attain the same level of competence in a short period of time. At about 1012

months, they reach the oneword stage, between 2024 months their utterances constitute two

word structures, and by 23 years, they have acquired a wide range of constructions involving

considerable grammatical complexity (Guasti, 2002). All these facts point towards a species

specific neurophysiological mechanism which enables the children to acquire their ambient

language at such a fast pace within a short period of time without explicit teaching.

In order to explain this universal ability of humans to learn language (irrespective of

their geographical location, socioeconomic or educational status), Chomsky (1972) proposed a

speciesspecific, innate language faculty which is termed as the Language Acquisition Device

(LAD) or Universal Grammar (UG). According to Chomsky (1986, p. 3), UG is a “character

isation of the genetically determined language faculty. One may think of this as a ‘language

acquisition device’, an innate component of the human mind that yields a particular language

through interaction with presented experience, a device that converts experience into a system

of knowledge attained: knowledge of one or another language”.

This mentally represented grammar has different components: phonological component,

lexicon, syntactic component, and the logical form component (Radford et al., 2009; Chom

sky, 1986). The syntactic component generates legitimate structures which the phonological

component converts into phonetic representations. Independently, the logical form component

converts the structures generated by the syntactic component into interpretable semantic repre

sentations.

UG is a set of principles and constraints which defines the range of possible variations

as well as invariant properties of languages and is assumed to aid language development. UG

consists of two types of constraints: principles and parameters. Principles pertain to those prop

erties of languages which are universal in nature, accounting for the similarities between human

languages. For example, in any language, the interpretation of anaphors and pronouns is gov

erned by common principles. Parameters determine those properties which are specific to an

individual language. For example, the determination of the relative order between heads and

their complements or whether subjectdrop is permitted differs from language to language. In

English, the verb precedes its object (e.g. Ram loves Sita) while in Malayalam, in the equivalent

sentence, the verb follows the object (e.g. ɾaman s̪iit̪aye s̪neehiykkun̪n̪u [ram sita love]). The

child sets the parameters as appropriate to the language(s) being learned (Radford, 1997; Guasti,

2002).
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Thus, according to the innateness hypothesis, children’s innate knowledge of language,

which is the mental grammar, consists of: a) knowledge of syntactic categories and rules for

combining such categories into phrases and sentences, b) principles of language which are uni

versal such as structure dependence, binding principles pertaining to the distribution of anaphors

and pronouns etc., and c) parameters that vary across languages such as the headdirection pa

rameter, nullsubject parameter etc. While the universal principles which are invariant across

languages are part of the child’s language acquisition device and therefore do not have to be

learned by the child, the languagespecific parameters have to be learned by the child and have

to be set according to the correct value (Radford, 1997; Ambridge & Lieven, 2011). Children

are observed to set the parametric values appropriately according to their target language from

very early ages onwards (Guasti, 2002). For example, while English acquiring kids produce ut

terances in which heads precede their complements, heads follow their complements in Japanese

kids’ utterances.

1.2 Inflections in Universal Grammar

Inflections are those morphemes that encode different kinds of grammatical information such

as tense, aspect, number, gender, case and so on. They, typically, neither add lexical meaning

to their stems nor change the grammatical category of their stems. For example, in the sentence

Mary danced, the ed affix places the activity as something that happened prior to the time of

speaking (Fromkin, Rodman, & Hyams, 2011).

Haspelmath and Sims (2010, p. 18) define inflection/inflectional morphology as “the

relationship between wordforms of a lexeme”. A lexeme is an abstract concept of a word

whereas wordforms are concrete words, composed of lexical meaning and grammatical func

tions, and can be phonetically realised. For example, WALK is a verb lexeme in English which

represents the coremeaning shared by wordforms such as walk, walks, walked, and walk

ing (Haspelmath & Sims, 2010). In the above examples, the inflection s signals 3rd person

singular and present tense, and ed and ing signal the past tense and the progressive aspect,

respectively. The wordform walk is assumed to have a nullsuffix (walkø) that signals present

tense and 1st/2nd person singular or plural, or 3rd person plural depending on the subject. As

Haspelmath and Sims (2010, p. 156) explain, “wordforms belonging to the same lexeme are

paradigmatically related because they form a set of contrasting instantiations of the lexeme”.
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For example, the English word bag is identified as denoting the singular number because of the

existence of the contrasting plural wordform bags. Similarly, the inflected forms walkø, walks,

and walked form a paradigm of the tense category in English.

Inflectional morphemes signal a variety of grammatical information on different lexical

categories. The typical inflectional features expressed on verbs are tense, aspect, mood, agree

ment, and number. Case, gender, and number are the common inflectional features expressed

on nouns and adjectives. Inflectional features expressed on a particular lexical category can be

combined as shown in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. Table 1.1 shows the tense forms for two aspects (in

fectum and perfectum) for two moods (indicative and subjunctive) in Latin and Table 1.2 shows

the case marking details in Latin for singular and plural numbers.

Table 1.1 Tense, aspect, and mood marking in Latin.

Indicative Subjunctive

Infectum Perfectum Infectum Perfectum

Present cantat cantavit cantet cantaverit

Past cantabat cantaverat cantaret cantavisset

Future cantabit cantaverit

(Haspelmath & Sims, 2010, p. 84)

Table 1.2 Case and number marking in Latin.

Singular Plural

Nominative insula insula

Accusative insulam insulās

Genitive insulae insulārum

Dative insulae insulīs

Ablative insulā insulīs

(Haspelmath & Sims, 2010, p. 83)

Tense markers signal the temporal location of an action/event (past, present, and future).

Aspect signals the internal temporal constituency of an event as in whether an action/event is

completed (perfective), noncompleted (imperfective), ongoing (progressive) etc. The inflec

tional category of mood expresses a wide range of inflectional values such as imperative (com
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mand/request), subjunctive (nonrealised) events, indicative (events viewed as objective facts),

conditional (condition) etc. (Haspelmath & Sims, 2010).

Case expresses the syntactic (subject, object, indirect object etc.) or semantic (agent,

patient, experiencer etc.) role of a noun/pronoun in a sentence. Nominative, accusative, dative,

and genitive are the major cases found across languages. Typically, the nominative denotes the

subject, accusative the direct object, dative the indirect object, and genitive possession. Number

signals the quantity (singular, plural etc.). Gender assignments are determined by biological sex

differences, animateinanimate distinctions, or are arbitrary (grammatical gender) (Haspelmath

& Sims, 2010).

Inflections differ in their relative positioning within a word. While inflections that follow

the base are called suffixes (e.g. the plural suffix s in the English word cats), inflections

that precede the base are called prefixes (e.g. no in the Nahuatl word nocal ‘my house’).

Infixes are those inflections that occur inside the base (e.g. um in the Tagalog word sumulat

‘write’). Finally, there are certain inflections that occur on both sides of the base. These are

called circumfixes (e.g. ge en in the German word gefahren ‘driven’) (Haspelmath & Sims,

2010).

Languages vary in their propensities when it comes to inflectional assignment. Some lan

guages are predominantly prefixing (e.g. Navajo, Hunde etc.) where the affixes precede their

stems whereas some languages are predominantly suffixing where affixes follow their stems

(e.g. Dravidian languages, WestGreenlandic languages etc.). Another major typological dif

ference is between analytic languages and synthetic languages. The former class has little in

flectional morphology with a lower morphemetoword ratio (e.g. Mandarin Chinese, English

etc.) while the latter has rich inflectional morphology with a higher morphemetoword ratio.

The latter class includes agglutinative languages with highly regular inflections showing a one

toone correspondence between morpheme and meaning (e.g. Malayalam, Turkish etc.) and

fusional languages where a single morpheme signals multiple grammatical features (e.g. Span

ish, Hebrew etc.) (Haspelmath & Sims, 2010; Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013). Such distinctions

employed by their target languages are seen to have an effect on the children acquiring those

systems. For example, the relatively late acquisition of the sparse inflectional morphology of En

glish is attributed to the sparse morphology of English itself (Hyams, 2008). Children born into

languages with rich inflectional systems tend to acquire their inflectional morphology relatively

earlier when compared to their counterparts born into languages that have sparse inflectional
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morphology. Especially, agglutinative systems are seen to facilitate inflectional development

since inflections belonging to such systems are typically syllabic (phonologically transparent)

and can be easily separated from the base (morphologically transparent) owing to their typology

(Dressler, 2012).

Inflections are of particular interest and significance in linguistics because of their po

sitioning at the interfaces between phonology, morphology, and syntax. While inflections are

functional morphemes that add grammatical information to the lexical roots, and thus within

the purview of the morphological domain, their phonetic realisation is governed by the phono

tactic constraints of a language. Consequently, their acquisition and production will also be

constrained by the phonological rules of the target language. Similarly, the assignment of in

flectional markers like case, tense, agreement etc. is governed by the syntactic component which

influences the acquisition of suchmorphemes (Penke, 2012). In short, the patterns of inflectional

development in a particular language yield a better understanding of the grammatical processes

at play in that language.

1.3 Dravidian Languages

The Dravidian language family is the fifth largest language family (Subrahmanyam, 2006). Dra

vidian languages are spoken primarily in the four SouthIndian states Andhra Pradesh, Kar

nataka, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala in addition to the pockets in Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh,

Orissa, Bihar, as well as Pakistan. The languages that belong to the North Dravidian subgroup

are Kurux, Malto, and Brahui. The Central Dravidian subgroup comprises the languages Ko

lami, Naikri, Naiki, Parji, Ollari, and Gadaba. While the SouthCentral family consists of Tel

ugu, Gondi (several dialects), Konda, Kui, Kuvi, Pengo, and Manda, the SouthDravidian fam

ily includes Irula, Kurumba, Kodagu, Toda, Kota, Badaga, Kannada, Koraga, Tulu, Tamil, and

Malayalam (Krishnamurti, 2003).

As per the Census of India (2011), the Dravidian languages have 237,840,116 speak

ers. Figure 1.1 shows the languages belonging to the four main subgroups of the Dravidian

language family based on their geographical distribution. The broken lines in the figure repre

sent uncertain relationships. The four main subgroups are North Dravidian, Central Dravidian,

SouthCentral Dravidian, and South Dravidian (Krishnamurti, 2003).

Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, andMalayalam are the four major literary languages in the fam
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Proto-North Dravidian

Kolami Naikṛi Naiki Parji Ollari Gadaba Kuṛux Malto Brahui

Proto-Central Dravidian

Proto-Dravidian

Proto-South Dravidian Proto-Central Dravidian Proto-North Dravidian

Proto-South Dravidian I
(South Dravidian)

Proto-South Dravidian II
(South-Central Dravidian)

Proto-South Dravidian II

Telugu Gondi Koṇḍa Kui Kuvi Pengo Manḍa

Proto-South Dravidian I

Tamil Malayāḷam Iruḷa Koḍagu Kuṟumba Toda Kota Baḍaga Kannaḍa Koraga Tuḷu

Figure 1.1 Family tree of Dravidian languages. (Krishnamurti, 2003, p. 21)

ily and are also mapped to the four states (state languages). The ancient texts Tolkappiyam ( 5

BC), Kavirajamarga, (9 AD), translation of theMahabharata (11 AD), and Ramacharitham (12

AD) are the first literary texts in Tamil, Kannada, Telugu, and Malayalam, respectively. Among
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the Dravidian languages, Tamil exhibits diglossia. Dravidian languages are predominantly suf

fixing, agglutinative languages that have postpositions and an SOV wordorder (Krishnamurti,

2003). Table 1.3 shows the typological and sociolinguistic features of the Dravidian language

family.

Table 1.3 Typological and sociolinguistic features of Dravidian languages.

Speakers 237,840,116

Spoken in
SouthernIndia, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Bihar, Pak

istan

SubGroups
North Dravidian, Central Dravidian, SouthCentral Dravidian, and

South Dravidian

Proto language ProtoDravidian

Ancient literary texts

Tolkappiyam (5 BC, Tamil), Kavirajamarga (9 AD, Kannada), trans

lation of theMahabharata (11 AD, Telugu), Ramacharitham (12 AD,

Malayalam)

Diglossic Status Tamil

Typology agglutinative, SOV, postpositions, predominantly suffixing

(Krishnamurti, 2003)

1.3.1 Grammatical Features of Dravidian Languages

Most Dravidian languages have a 10 vowel system with five short and five long ones similar

to ProtoDravidian. Table 1.4 shows the vowel inventory in ProtoDravidian. The consonant

system of ProtoDravidian is characterised by the presence of retroflex consonants comprising

stops, nasals, laterals, and approximants. The retroflex approximant is the most distinguish

ing phoneme in the entire phonological inventory. ProtoDravidian has six stops with a rare

threeway contrast between the dental, retroflex, and alveolar, which is retained in the cognate

languages Malayalam, Irula, Kota, Toda, and Kurumba. ProtoDravidian lacks voiced and aspi

rated stops (Subrahmanyam, 2006). Table 1.5 shows the consonant system of ProtoDravidian.

ProtoDravidian has an agglutinative morphology. The major identifiable categories in

Dravidian languages are nouns, pronouns, numerals, adjectives, adverbs, postpositions, parti
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Table 1.4 Vowels of ProtoDravidian.

Front Central Back

Short Long Short Long Short Long

High i ī u ū

Mid e ē o ō

Low a ā

(Subrahmanyam, 2006, p. 786)

Table 1.5 Consonants of ProtoDravidian.

Labial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar

Stop p t̪ t ʈ c k

Nasal m n̪ n ɳ ɲ ŋ

Lateral l ɭ

Trill r

Approximant ɻ

Semivowel ʋ y

(Subrahmanyam, 2006, p. 787)

cles, and interjections. Nominals comprise nouns, pronouns, and numerals since all of them

are inflected for case. Nouns in ProtoDravidian predominantly inflect for case and number.

Pronouns in ProtoDravidian are characterised by the distinctions between exclusivity vs inclu

sivity in 1PL and degrees of proximity in 3SG and 3PL. These distinctions are retained in cognate

languages like Malayalam, Tamil, and Telugu while Modern Kannada has lost this distinction.

For example, in Malayalam, the 1PL pronoun ɲaŋŋaɭ signals exclusion of the hearer whereas

the n̪ammaɭ signals inclusion of the hearer. Also, the Malayalam 3SG pronouns aʋan and iʋan

both meaning ‘he’ refer to someone who is a remote entity and a proximal entity, respectively.

Another feature is the presence of the reflexive pronoun t̪aan referring to the third person subject

(Subrahmanyam, 2006).

Finite verbs in Dravidian languages typically inflect for tense and person (agreement).

Most languages have a threetense system while certain languages like Kannada only make a

distinction between the past and nonpast. WhileModernMalayalam has lost its person suffixes,
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Toda and Kodagu have no person suffixes in the third person. Prodrop is a common feature of

the Dravidian languages owing to their rich inflectional system (Subrahmanyam, 2006). How

ever, in Malayalam, instead of prodrop, there is topic drop where both subjects and objects can

be elided if they can be retrieved from the context.

The characteristic syntactic constructions in Dravidian languages are a) equational sen

tences, b) dative subject constructions, and c) complex sentences having more than one partici

ple. Most Dravidian languages have equational sentences without the copula, as shown in the

Tamil sentence (1). However, Malayalam and many of the central and northern languages have

introduced the copula to the equative constructions under the influence of IndoAryan languages

as shown in the Malayalam sentence (2) (Subrahmanyam, 2006).

(1) en peyar s̪iit̪a

my name sita

‘My name is Sita.’

(2) ente peeɾɨ s̪iit̪a en̪n̪ɨ aaɳɨ

my name sita COMP be.PRS

‘My name is Sita.’

Another common construction that occurs in the language family is the dative subject

construction. Although the subject is typically assigned the nominative case in these languages,

certain predicates lexically assign the dative case to the nominals occurring in the subject posi

tion as shown in the Telugu example (3).

(3) maadhuriki anilmiida preemai kaligindii

madhuri.3SG.MDAT Anil.3SG.Mon love.3SG.NM occurred3SG.M

‘Madhuri fell in love with Anil.’
(Subbarao & Bhaskararao., 2004, p. 162)

While all Dravidian languages show the DATNOM pattern, Tamil and Malayalam show

deviation from this pattern by exhibiting a DATACC pattern as shown in theMalayalam sentence

(4).

(4) s̪iit̪aykkɨ kiɭiye ʋeeɳam

sitaDAT birdACC want

‘Sita wants the bird.’
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Additionally, Dravidian languages also have constructions involving more than one par

ticiple, typically signalling the sequentiality of events as shown in the Kannada sentence (5).

(5) ʋanaɟa manege hoogi snaana maaɖi baʈʈe badalaayisi

vanaja houseDAT goPST bath doPST clothes changePST

uuʈa maaɖidaɭu

food doPST3F.SG

‘Vanaja went home, took a bath, changed her clothes and ate food.’
(Subrahmanyam, 2006, p. 789)

1.4 Malayalam and its Linguistic Features

Malayalam is one of the four major Dravidian languages. It is a statutory provincial language

spoken in the state of Kerala and in the union territories Lakshadweep and Puducherry, belonging

to the Indian Union, by 34,800,000 speakers as their first language (Eberhard et al., 2019).

Table 1.6 presents the characteristic features of Malayalam.

Table 1.6 Features of Malayalam.

Speakers 34,800,000

Spoken in Kerala, Lakshadweep, Puducherry

Wordorder SOV

Typology headfinal, agglutinative

Casemarking 7 cases

Gender masculine, feminine, and neuter

Number singular and plural

Tense past, present, and future

Phonemes 37 consonants, 11 vowels, 4 diphthongs

(Eberhard et al., 2019)

Malayalam evolved as a separate language from the westcoast dialect of Tamil around

the 9th century (Krishnamurti, 2003). Some of the major differences between Malayalam and

Tamil lie in a) the presence of the offglide in words, b) nasal spread, c) marking agreement on

verbs, d) prodrop vs topicdrop, e) accusative marking on objects, and f) having morphological
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vs periphrastic causatives. However, one particular similarity that distinguishes Malayalam and

Tamil from other Dravidian languages and most IndoAryan languages is the dativeaccusative

pattern existing in these languages whereas the others exhibit a dativenominative pattern.

Malayalam lost the offglide in words like ʋila ‘price’, whereas in Tamil the correspond

ing words have the forms with the offglide as in ʋilay ‘price’ (Rajaraja Varma, 1896). Table 1.7

shows the difference between Tamil and Malayalam in the distribution of the offglide. Another

major phonological difference between the two languages is in the nasalisation of the stop con

sonant in adjacent nasal  nonnasal consonant pairs. In Tamil, there is no nasal spread in words

containing such adjacent pairs as can be seen in the example, maaŋkaay ‘mango’. However, in

Malayalam, the nasal spreads to the stop as can be seen in the corresponding equivalent,maaŋŋa

‘mango’, (Rajaraja Varma, 1896). Further examples of equivalent words in the two languages,

exhibiting such difference in the nasalisation of the adjacent nonnasal consonant, are given in

Table 1.8.

Table 1.7 Difference between Tamil and Malayalam in the distribution of the offglide.

Tamil Malayalam Gloss

t̪alay t̪ala ‘head’

maɻay maɻa ‘rain’

ilay ila ‘leaf’

kaʋit̪ay kaʋit̪a ‘poem’

ʋaaɻay ʋaaɻa ‘plantain’

Table 1.8 Difference between Tamil and Malayalam in the nasalisation of stop consonants.

Tamil Malayalam Gloss

manɟaɭ maɲɲaɭ ‘turmeric’

nanri n̪an̪n̪i ‘gratitude’

erinɟɨ eriɲɲɨ [throw.PTCP]

ʋan̪t̪ɨ ʋan̪n̪ɨ [come.PTCP]

t̪uʈaŋgi t̪uʈaŋŋi [begin.PTCP]

Malayalam which originally had agreement inflections on the verbs lost them over the

course of time. Table 1.9 shows the differences in agreement between Tamil and Malayalam
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verb forms. Rajaraja Varma (1896) proposes that the loss of agreement inflections might have

resulted from the Brahminical ascendancy in Kerala around the 14th century. He speculates that

the Brahmins who spoke the IndoAryan Sanskrit and Prakrits must have had difficulties with

the Tamil agreement system because in Sanskrit the verb agrees with the subject only in number

while in Tamil the verb agrees with the subject both in gender and number. This seems to be pos

sible since Brahmins had a tremendous influence over the societal structure of Kerala during that

period. This is most visible in the poetry tradition where the major poets of 14th  17th centuries

resorted to the style called manipravala which is a version of Malayalam with a heavy admix

ture of Sanskrit. During that period, there existed a visible demarcation between two lines of

poetry: a) the Sanskritised manipravala poetry which was mostly the creation of Brahmin poets

and b) paaʈʈu which follows the TamilDravidian tradition (Rajaraja Varma, 1896). Agreement

forms on verbs are visible in the first Malayalam literary text Ramacharitham (12 AD) and the

later text Adhyatma Ramayanam Kilippaaʈʈu, assumed to be written around the second half of

the 16th century or the beginning of the 17th century by Ezhuthachan (Prabodhachandran Na

yar, 1985). Both these texts belong to the TamilDravidian paaʈʈu tradition (Rajaraja Varma,

1896). Also, the popularity of manipravala led to the heavy influx of Sanskritised words into

Malayalam vocabulary. Compared to Tamil, Malayalam has inordinately borrowed words from

Sanskrit.

Table 1.9 Differences in agreement between Tamil and Malayalam verb forms.

Tamil Malayalam Gloss

aʋan ʋan̪t̪ aan aʋan ʋan̪n̪u he came

aʋaɭ ʋan̪t̪ aaɭ aʋaɭ ʋan̪n̪u she came

aʋar ʋan̪t̪ aar aʋar ʋan̪n̪u they came

n̪ii ʋan̪t̪ aay n̪ii ʋan̪n̪u you (SG) came

n̪iiŋgaɭ ʋan̪t̪ iirkaɭ n̪iŋŋaɭ ʋan̪n̪u you (PL) came

naan ʋan̪t̪ een ɲaan ʋan̪n̪u I came

naaŋgaɭ ʋan̪t̪ oom ɲaŋŋaɭ ʋan̪n̪u we came

(Rajaraja Varma, 1896)

Associated with the presence vs lack of agreement in Tamil and Malayalam, respectively

is the kind of nullsubjects each language permits. Tamil permits prodrop because the subject

can be understood from the phifeature marking on the verb. SinceMalayalam lost its agreement
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inflections on the verb, from a prodrop language it became a topic drop language where both

the arguments (subjects and objects) can be elided if they can be understood from the context.

Another major difference between Tamil and Malayalam is in the assignment of the ac

cusativemarker on direct objects. While Tamil optionally drops the accusativemarker on objects

(6) (Sarma, 2014), Malayalam overtly marks the accusative only on [+ANIMATE] objects (7)

and obligatorily leaves the [−ANIMATE] unmarked (8).

(6) enakku ellaamø t̪eɾiyum

IDAT everything know3SG

‘I know everything.’
(Sarma, 2014, p. 115)

(7) ɲaan s̪iit̪aykkɨ kiɭiye koʈut̪t̪u

I.NOM sitaDAT birdACC givePST

‘I gave Sita a bird.’

(8) ɲaan s̪iit̪aykkɨ miʈʈaayiø koʈut̪t̪u

I.NOM sitaDAT candy givePST

‘I gave Sita a candy.’

Malayalam has morphological causatives as shown in (9) and (10). For example, a verb

can bemade causative by the addition of a causative suffix to a transitive verb stem. For example,

kaɻiykk ‘eat’ becomes kaɻippiykk ‘make eat’ by the addition of pp. WhereasModern Tamil has

periphrastic causatives which are formed by combining the causative verbs, ceyya ‘do’, paɳɳa

‘make’, or ʋaikka ‘put’, with the infinitival verb form (Nizar, 2010). The sentences (11) and

(12) show the causative formation in Modern Tamil.

(9) kumaar ʋan̪n̪u

kumar.NOM comePST

‘Kumar came.’

(10) ɾaaɟa kumaarine ʋaɾut̪t̪i

raja.NOM kumarACC comeCAUSPST

‘Raja made Kumar come.’

(11) kumaar ʋan̪t̪aan

kumar.NOM comePST3SG.M

‘Kumar came.’
(Lehman, 1989, as cited in Nizar, 2010, p. 27)
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(12) ɾaaɟa kumaarai ʋara ʋait̪t̪aan

raja.NOM kumarACC come makePST3SG.M

‘Raja made Kumar come.’
(Lehman, 1989, as cited in Nizar, 2010, p. 27)

Like the other Dravidian languages, Malayalam is an SOV, headfinal language and has

postpositions. It has 37 consonants, 11 vowels, and 4 diphthongs in its phonological inven

tory. As mentioned earlier in the previous section, it has inclusive/exclusive pronouns as well

(Eberhard et al., 2019). Malayalam is an agglutinative language with rich inflectional morphol

ogy. It has a threeway tense marking system. Verbs are inflected to signal the present, past, and

future. Malayalam has three genders (masculine/feminine/neuter), seven cases (nominative, ac

cusative, dative, sociative, genitive, locative, and instrumental), and two numbers (singular and

plural). Malayalam inflections are phonologically salient, morphologically transparent, exhibit

biuniqueness and are productive in general. These are factors that aid the inflectional develop

ment in children (Dressler, 2012). Thus, early learners of Malayalam are already in a system

that is designed to facilitate their inflectional development.

1.5 Organisation of the Thesis

Nouns and verbs are the two lexical categories present in every human language. They are

also the two major categories on which languages signal grammatical information using inflec

tional markers. As mentioned in the previous section, Malayalam is an agglutinative language

with a rich inflectional system. Thus, the acquisition of Malayalam inflections is in principle

interesting because of its typological properties since children born into agglutinative systems

are observed to acquire the inflections relatively earlier compared to their counterparts who are

born into languages with sparse inflectional systems, as mentioned earlier in Section 1.2. In this

thesis we look at the nominal and verbal inflections in Malayalam, especially how these sys

tems are acquired. The thesis will pay particular attention to case, gender, and number (CGN)

features in nouns and tense, aspect, and mood (TAM) inflections in verbs. There are two impor

tant questions in the description of Malayalam inflectional grammar that have received a lot of

consideration (Asher, 1969; Prabodhachandran Nayar, 1972; K. P. Mohanan &Mohanan, 1990;

Jayaseelan, 2004) but, in my opinion, have been incompletely accounted for: a) the selection

of the past tense marker by verbs, and b) the noncanonical casemarking on nouns in subject
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positions.

The previous analyses ofMalayalam past tense formation centre around classifyingMalay

alam verbs into morphological classes on the basis of the number of past tense allomorphs that

are identified in the individual analyses. Kunjan Pillai (1965) proposes 16 classes in Malay

alam to account for the differing surface forms based on the surface structure of the verb stems.

Wickremasinghe and Menon (1927) propose eight classes, Sekhar and Glazov (1961, as cited in

Asher & Kumari, 1997) twelve, Asher (1969) four, Prabodhachandran Nayar (1972) four, and

Valentine (1976, as cited in Asher & Kumari, 1997) two. All these accounts attempt to predict

the phonetic realisation of the marker depending on the nature of the stem and divide them into

classes depending on the past tense marker they choose, without explaining why a particular

marker is assigned to a particular class of stems in the first place, i.e, before the realisation of

the surface forms. Therefore, in these accounts, the assignment of the marker remains arbitrary

and thus, they are not generative accounts. This is problematic from a language acquisition

point of view. A child will not know what the past tense marker may be unless he/she hears it in

use. This runs counter to the predictive power of grammatical rules and their use in developing

grammars. In this thesis, we will attempt to provide a unifying account of Malayalam past tense

formation by looking at why a particular marker occurs with a particular class. Instead of group

ing verb stems into different classes based on the past tense marker they select, we focus on the

morphophonological constraints which determine the selection and instantiation of a specific

past tense allomorph.

K. P. Mohanan and Mohanan (1990) attempt to provide a unified account of the da

tive nominals occurring in the subject and nonsubject positions by subsuming them under the

semantic roles goal and possession. However, later accounts (Nizar, 2010) have shown that

K. P. Mohanan and Mohanan’s (1990) proposal does not provide a complete account of the be

haviour ofMalayalam dative subjects. Jayaseelan (2004) argues that dative NPs are obliques and

that there is always a nominative NP (which is either overt or covert) in constructions involving

dative NPs. However, this account does not take into account the resulting valency change if

there were covert nominative NPs in dative subject constructions. Further, none of the binding

or control facts run counter to the treatment of the dative nominal as a subject. Nizar (2010)

demonstrates that the behaviour of experiencer predicates in different syntactic contexts under

scores the subject properties of dative nominals. However, she does not extend her analysis to

modals which assign a lexical dative case in the subject position.
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We argue that the dative nominals occurring in the subject positions in Malayalam sen

tences are indeed subjects by analysing their behaviour in various syntactic contexts. We use

Ura’s (2000) Agrless Checking theory to account for the splitsubject properties of dative sub

jects and to show how the dative nominals enter into various syntactic relations such as EPP,

phifeature checking etc., with T. The overt dative case assignment corresponds to the different

theta roles selected by individual predicates and instantiates inherent case selection since the

case is selected exceptionlessly.

Since these two inflectional assignments (past tense formation and dative subject mark

ing) are grammatically complex, their acquisition is of particular interest and can provide in

sights into the acquisition of inflections in general. We employ the acquisition data to a) sub

stantiate the analysis, and b) demonstrate the various effects predicted by such an analysis on

language development itself, i.e., on the observable acquisition patterns of past tense forms and

dative subjects. We will also show how the existing theoretical models fare in terms of the

Malayalam acquisition data and finally, attempt to explain the observed patterns based on the

conclusions offered by the analyses.

The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the main theoretical models that

try to explain the crosslinguistically observed patterns in inflectional acquisition such as the

dualroute (Pinker & Prince, 1994) vs single route models (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986),

small clause (Radford, 1990) vs full competence hypothesis (Poeppel & Wexler, 1993), trunca

tion model (Rizzi, 1993), Agreement/Tense Omission Model (Schütze &Wexler, 1996), and the

prosodic constraints model (Demuth, 1996, 2001). The various factors that affect the acquisition

of inflectional markers such as phonological salience, morphological and semantic transparency,

frequency, etc. (Dressler, 2012) and the stemparameter theory (Hyams, 2008), which addresses

the crosslinguistic variation in inflectional development as a result of the parameter setting in

children’s grammar rather than affixlearning determined by various factors are also discussed

in this chapter.

Chapter 3 discusses the current acquisition study, the subjects recorded, and the meth

ods adopted for data analysis. The present study focuses primarily on the longitudinal data

which comprise the spontaneous speech production of two monolingual Malayalam speaking

children, a girl (1;92;10) and a boy (2;3  3;0). This chapter presents a developmental sketch

of the subjects. It also discusses productivity in inflectional development and explains the cri

teria employed in the present study in order to determine whether an inflectional morpheme is
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productively used.

Chapter 4 presents an overview of Malayalam inflections focusing on the agglutinative

features, phonotactic constraints, and the selection of the affix alternants of a single inflectional

feature and their impact on acquisition. It demonstrates the properties of Malayalam inflec

tions such as phonological salience, biuniqueness, morphological transparency etc. owing to

the agglutinative typology of the language. Further, it discusses the role of Malayalam phono

tactic constraints such as the coda constraint, which allows only selected phonemes to occupy

the coda position of the syllables, and the syllabic weight constraint, which does not permit

the wordinitial and wordmedial syllables to have more than two morae, in determining the

selection of an inflectional marker as well as the formation of different surface structures of

inflectional markers.

We show that Malayalam has two kinds of inflectional selection: a) phonological se

lection, where inflections are assigned to signal a grammatical category in such a way that the

inflectional morphemes conform to the phonotactics of the language (e.g. past tense marker

selection in underived verbs), and b) morphological selection, where inflections are assigned

based on the morphological features such as [±TRANSITIVE] (e.g. past tense marker selec

tion in derived verbs) or [±ANIMATE] (e.g. accusative marker selection). Children are already

seen to have an early awareness of the phonological systems of their native language as demon

strated by Jusczyk et al. (1993) and Christophe et al. (1994). They exploit information related

to the distributional regularities (statistical information on the sequencing of sounds), typical

word shapes, and phonotactic constraints in order to build their mental lexicon (Guasti, 2002).

Thus, it is only logical to assume that phonologically determined inflectional assignment will be

relatively easier to acquire than those inflectional assignments that go beyond phonology since

children are seen to be equipped with the ability to imbibe their target phonotactics even before

they begin their speech production.

Chapter 5 looks at the various TAM inflections present in the children’s speech in detail

except for the past tense morphemes. We see that all the TAM inflections except the past tense

markers in the derived verbs are assigned across the board without exceptions. We also see

that there are no omission errors involving any of the TAM infections and in fact, most of the

markers are productively used by the children.

Chapter 6 focuses specifically on the past tense formation in Malayalam and examines

its acquisition. We demonstrate that there are two past tense markers: i and Tu, with the latter
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realising as two variants t̪u and n̪t̪u in predictable environments. In the underived stems, the

syllabic weight constraint determines the past tense marker selection. Thus, in heavy stems, the

marker i is selected (eg. maar + i – maari ‘removed’) in order to resyllabify the stemcoda to

the onset position in the inflected forms.

In Malayalam, verbs are either derived through sound change or affixation. In the former

class, sound change is employed to effect valence change such as intransitive to transitive (e.g.

iɭak ‘stirintr’ → iɭakk ‘stirtr’). Such valence increased verbs choose the past tense marker i

since the stems in question are phonologically heavy; consequently, the marker i is selected

(e.g. iɭakki ‘stirredtr) in order to adhere to the syllabic weight constraint. In the latter class, the

transitive verbs are derived through kk affixation to the nominal stems (eg. kuɻi ‘pit’ + kk →

kuɻiykk ‘dig’) and intransitive verbs are derived through zeroaffixation of the nominal stems

(e.g. kuɻi ‘pit’ + ø → kuɻiy ‘crumble’). The resultant transitive verbs select the past tense

marker t̪u and the intransitives, n̪t̪u. However, these derivation rules are not synchronically

productive in Modern Malayalam.

Children’s past tense marking data show that they do not have any issues in correctly

assigning the past tense markers that are phonologically selected, i.e, the ones involving the

underived verbs and the ones derived through sound change. While there are no omission er

rors involving the past tense markers, the synchronic arbitrariness of the derivation rules poses

problems in the acquisition. The overgeneralisation errors show that children prefer the phono

tactically driven inflectional selection and have difficulty in acquiring the past tense marking

depending on the feature [±TRANSITIVE], especially since the latter is synchronically arbi

trary.

Chapter 7 looks at each of the case, gender, and number inflections present in the chil

dren’s transcripts, except the dative subject marking. We see that all the nominal inflections,

except the accusative, gender markers, and plural markers, are phonologically selected. The

children’s data show that while most inflections are productively used with gender and num

ber markers being notable exceptions, the accusative morpheme, e, whose overt assignment is

determined by the [±ANIMATE] feature, is omitted the most number of times with only 85%

correct instances. Accusative has the lowest percentage of correct instances compared to the

other markers in production except for the [+HUMAN] plural marker maar (only 25% correct

instances) in the boy child’s transcripts. The accusative marker omission is seen both in the

crosslinguistic data as well as the EnglishMalayalam bilingual acquisition data (Raghunathan,
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Unpublished data).

Chapter 8 presents an analysis of the dative subject constructions in Malayalam and the

acquisition and use of dative subjects in the children’s transcripts. Malayalam dative subject

predicates can be divided into three classes (Nizar, 2010). Class I predicates include certain

light verbs like t̪oon̪n̪ ‘feel’, ʋaɾ ‘come’, patt ‘be able’ that are mostly N + V constructions

along with the experiencer predicates such as ʋiɕakk ‘be hungry’, d̪aahikk ‘be thirsty’ etc.

Class II predicates include the modals aam and aɳam. Class III, the copula uɳʈɨ ‘have’ assigns

the dative case to the nominals in the subject position to signal possession. We demonstrate that

the typical subject properties of anaphor binding, control, agreement in equative constructions,

nominalisation, as well as verbal properties such as tense and aspect marking, case marking and

theta selection collectively confirm the subjecthood of these atypical subjects. To explain how

the syntactic licensing of features work, we adopt the “split” function framework proposed by

Chomsky (1995) and refined by Ura (2000). As per Ura’s (2000) proposal of the splitting of

GFs, the properties of control into adjuncts and binding of a (purely) subjectoriented reflexive

result from phi and EPP feature checking relations with T, respectively. The agreement between

a subject and its verb also involves phifeature checking with T. We see that the dative nominals

in Malayalam have the ability to have control into adjuncts and bind a purely subjectoriented

reflexive. These properties demonstrate the phifeature checking relations between the dative

subject and T, which further establish the subject properties of these dative nominals.

The acquisition data show that children exhibit a high degree of competence with the use

of dative subjects. Their production of dative subjects is in accord with a) the lexical properties

of the particular predicates used and b) the binding and PROconstrual restrictions of Malay

alam. Also, they clearly make a distinction between the dative marked subjects and indirect

objects. This suggests a high degree of correlation between the adult and child grammars. The

overgeneralisation errors reveal that dative marking rule targets the subject position just like the

nominatives and bring clarity to the fact that both the nominative and dative NPs are treated

on par as potential subject cases. The acquisition pattern of early Malayalam dative subjects

show the same trend as that of early dative subjects in Tamil (Lakshmi Bai, 2004) and Telugu

(Usha Rani & Sailaja, 2004). The omission errors involving the datives (both subjects and ob

jects) are ascribed to the high formal complexity and the lack of biuniqueness of the marker

itself, since the dative case is assigned across grammatical and semantic roles in Malayalam.

Chapter 9 presents a summary of the results and also addresses the broader implications of the
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study, the directions for future work, and open questions that still remain to be addressed.

1.6 Contributions of the Thesis

A majority of studies on early language acquisition centres on the dominant languages of the

IndoEuropean family. Consequently, the theoretical models posited to account for inflectional

development ismostly suited for IndoEuropean acquisition patterns (Ambridge&Lieven, 2011).

This is not an ideal situation since the notion of Universal Grammar is designed to explain the

properties of all the languages spoken by human beings. Mateo Pedro (2015) in his study on

Q’anjob’al inflectional development notes that while many theories have been posited to explain

the omission of inflectional markers, the missing pieces of information have to come from non

European languages with rich inflectional systems. It is only then that the nature of UG can be

understood completely. Data from nonEuropean languages will help in developing the theory

of Universal Grammar by offering new insights into the existing theoretical framework. My the

sis focuses on the inflectional development in Malayalam, which has a rich inflectional system.

Acquisition studies are rare in Dravidian languages (Raghavendra & Leonard, 1989; Sarma,

1999, 2014; Usha Rani & Sailaja, 2004) and on Malayalam in particular (Girija Devi, 1972).

This thesis aims to contribute to a) work on Dravidian languages in general and Malayalam in

particular, b) understanding the acquisition of noncanonical subjects, and c) acquisition studies

in general, by identifying mode of selection as an additional factor that affects the inflectional

development in children.
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Contextualising Inflectional Development

2.1 Acquiring Inflections

One of the major tasks that confronts children is vocabulary acquisition, that is, learning the

lexical and functional words of their target language and building a mental lexicon with the

requisite phonological, morphosyntactic and semantic properties. Children need to figure out

the meanings of lexical and functional items in order to make sense of the whole sentential

structure. This thesis looks at the acquisition of an important functional category: inflections.

Crosslinguistically, children are seen to omit inflectional morphemes in their early sen

tences. This phase is termed as the telegraphic stage (Brown, 1973). Another significant feature

of language development that has been observed is children’s use of nonfinite forms in matrix

clauses rather than finite forms. This is called the root infinitive (RI) stage (Rizzi, 1993) and

is observed in some languages like English, French and Dutch etc. but not in Italian or Spanish.

As explained earlier in Chapter 1, inflections are situated at the interfaces between phonol

ogy, morphology, and syntax. Thus, it is only natural that different models have been proposed

to account for the crosslinguistic patterns in inflectional acquisition addressing different levels

of grammar which are shown in Figure 2.11. In this chapter, we will discuss the major genera

1We are not looking at the lexemelearning models such as syntactic bootstrapping (Gleitman, 1990), and
semantic bootstrapping (Pinker, 1984). However, we will be discussing phonological bootstrapping (Gleitman &
Wanner., 1982) in order to explain the premises of the prosodicconstraints model (Demuth, 1996, 2001) which is
a phonological model. Also, we only discuss the models that fit the current Malayalam data in this chapter. For
example, the Variational Learning Model (Yang, 2002) which assumes that children have access to a set of UG
grammars in the initial stage which are then fixed according to the input data does not explain the omission errors
in the current data since the input has inflected forms in plenty which is enough to set the parameter right. Also,
we do not discuss the Imperative Analogue Hypothesis (Salustri & Hyams, 2003) since the current Malayalam data

23
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tive models on inflectional acquisition such as the prosodic constraints model (Demuth, 1996,

2001), which is a phonological model, the dualroute (Pinker & Prince, 1994) and singleroute

(Rumelhart &McClelland, 1986) models which are morphological models (the latter is the only

nongenerative model discussed since the major debate in morphological acquisition is between

the dualroute and the singleroute models), and several syntactic models such as the small

clause hypothesis (Radford, 1990), fullcompetence hypothesis (Poeppel&Wexler, 1993), the

truncationmodel (Rizzi, 1993) and the Agreement/Tense OmissionModel (ATOM) (Schütze

& Wexler, 1996) which are also fullcompetence models.

Prosodic
constraints

Generativist Non-generativist Full-competence Small-clause

Phonological Morphological Syntactic

Major inflectional acquisition models

Dual-route Single-route ATOM Truncation

Figure 2.1 Major inflectional acquisition models.

Further, the factors that determine the relative ease or difficulty in affixlearning will

be discussed in this chapter. Along with the factors that affect the early inflectional develop

ment, we will also discuss the stemparameter theory (Hyams, 2008) that analyses the leadlag

patterns observed in crosslinguistic inflectional acquisition as a result of the difference in param

eter setting among different languages rather than the impact of various factors on affixlearning.

Following the discussion of factors that affect affix learning and the stemparameter approach,

different data gathering techniques adopted in studies on inflectional acquisition such as exper

imental elicitation or natural production, selective looking, head turn preference procedure etc.

will be discussed in the following sections.

neither has an RI stage nor does it have an imperative analogue stage (or any bare form stage for that matter).
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2.2 Major Theoretical Models on Inflectional Acquisition

2.2.1 Phonological Theories on Inflectional Development

Jusczyk et al. (1993) in their experimental study involving 9month old American and Dutch

infants have shown that in their first year, infants prefer to listen to words which observe the

phonotactic constraints and prosodic patterns of their ‘native’ language. The experiments show

that American infants prefer to listen longer to English words and Dutch infants to Dutch words

that adhere to the phonetic, phonotactic, and prosodic organisation of their respective native

languages (Jusczyk et al., 1993). This implies that children’s tacit understanding of their am

bient language’s phonology precedes their production of word forms. Christophe and Dupoux

(1996) and Christophe et al. (1997) based on their earlier experimental study (Christophe et

al., 1994) have proposed that infants are probably utilising prosodic information to extract the

word boundaries and internal structure of native wordforms. This helps the infants in building

a prelexical representation consisting of native phonemes and syllables. This process has been

called the prosodic or phonological bootstrapping in lexical acquisition. Once infants have

established a prelexical representation of native word forms, they exploit the information about

the distributional regularities (or statistical information on the sequencing of sounds), typical

word shapes, and phonotactic constraints (Guasti, 2002).

Phonological models on inflectional acquisition address how early inflectional produc

tion is closely related to the acquisition of phonotactic constraints of the ambient language and

how those constraints govern the production of inflections. These models attempt to account

for the omission errors in early inflectional production by relating them to the interaction of the

phonotactics of the child’s target language. The prosodic constraints model (Demuth, 1996,

2001) proposes that children’s words may be constrained at different levels of prosodic structure

such as phonological words (PW) and phonological phrases (PP) as shown in (13).

(13)

fnc

PW

PP

lex

PW

Prosodic Words

fnc

PP

lex

PW

b.a.

(Demuth, 2001, p. 16)

Demuth (2001) argues that the nature of these prosodic constraints may vary individually

as well as crosslinguistically. Once these constraints are determined for each level of prosodic
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structure, it is possible to predict which phonological units will be included or omitted in pro

duction given a new target utterance. According to this model, it is expected that the functional

morphemes which are prosodified under the phonological word (PW) level will be acquired

earlier than those that are prosodified at a higher level such as a phonological phrase (PP). The

cases in point are the English plural marker s and the possessive marker ’s as shown in (14).

(14)

lex

PW

PP

pl

PP

poss

b.

PW

lex

PW

Mike

a.

cat s

's

(Demuth, 2001, p. 24)

Brown (1973) reports that children exhibit an earlier acquisition of the plural morpheme

s compared to the possessive morpheme ’s. Thus, phonology may play a crucial role in de

termining the relative ease/difficulty in the acquisition of inflectional morphemes in addition

to the semantic or syntactic constraints that are at play in children’s inflectional development

(Demuth, 2011).

Crosslinguistic studies have shown that children tend to produce prosodically licensed

grammatical forms relatively earlier than those that are not. This accounts for some of the

variability in the production of functional categories in children’s early speech (Demuth, 2011).

Song et al. (2009) demonstrates that children are more likely to produce the 3SGmarker s when

it constitutes a simple coda than belonging to a consonant cluster, as in example sees vs hits.

Also, the morpheme s is produced more often when it occurs utterance finally than medially

since utterancemedial syllables are typically shorter in duration offering only a shorter span for

children to produce these segments.

Demuth (2001) using Spanish acquisition data demonstrates that children’s early aware

ness of different levels of prosodic structure is reflected in the shape of the subject’s early mul

timorphemic utterances. At 1;8 years of age, the Spanish child, Sophia’s speech production that

ranges from monomorphic to multimorphic words are prosodically constrained, where accord

ing toDemuth (2001, p. 13) “the upper bound on prosodic structure permitted is a Foot optionally

preceded by an unfooted syllable” as shown in (15). Examples of Sophia’s utterances are shown

in Table 2.1. She argues that this result is not surprising since children are already seen to have

an early awareness of the phonological systems of their native language as demonstrated by
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Jusczyk et al. (1993), Christophe et al. (1994), and so on.

(15)

Ft

PW

(σ) 'σ σ
(Demuth, 2001, p. 13)

Table 2.1 Examples of Sophia’s prosodically constrained Spanish utterances.

Child Adult Target Gloss

[kaléra] /èskaléra/ ‘stairs’

[eméka] /la muɲéka/ ‘the doll’

[nonáda] /no ai náda/ ‘there isn’t anything’

(Demuth, 2001)

Mateo Pedro (2015) in his study on Q’anjob’al inflectional acquisition has shown that

both the initial sound and the syllable structure of a given verb condition the inflectional mor

phemes produced by the children. The inflectional morphemes that occured with verb stems that

are vowel initial and of CVC syllable structure were seen to be acquired early by the Q’anjob’al

speaking subjects. Not only were the CVCwords more prominent in their speech production, but

when they targeted other syllable structures, they were modified to the preferred CVC structure

as shown in the examples below.

(16) tohi (CVCV)

chøtoji (CCVCV)

INCABS3goIV

‘She goes.’

(Xhuw, 1;11)

[target form]

(Mateo Pedro, 2015, p. 118)

(17) lawi (CVCV)

xølajwi (CCVCCV)

COMABS3finishDERIV

‘It finished.’

(Xhuw, 2;1)

[target form]

(Mateo Pedro, 2015, p. 118)

Malayalam is a language that has a predominant CV/CVV syllable in addition to several

phonotactic constraints which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Malayalam also has
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light stress on the first syllable. Whether these phonotactic constraints condition the inflectional

production in children will be analysed in Chapters 5 to 8.

2.2.2 Morphological Models on Inflectional Acquisition: Rule vs Analogy

or DualRoute vs. SingleRoute Models

Amajor debate in the acquisition and processing of morphological structures, of inflected forms

in particular, concerns the dualroute versus the singleroute models. While the phonological

models generally account for the omission errors in early inflectional production, these mod

els attempt to account for the overgeneralisation errors in children’s speech, as in for example,

forms like *breaked, *singed etc., produced by early English learners. The dualroute model

(Pinker, 1991; Prasada & Pinker, 1993; Pinker & Prince, 1994; Marcus, 1995) argues that reg

ular inflectional marking is carried out by a default affixation rule, and thus, regular inflected

forms are not stored separately in the lexicon. On the other hand, irregular forms are stored in

the lexicon in associated memory. For example, the past tense of the verb walk will be formed

by the application of the default rule, i.e. verb + ed, if it is not blocked by the existence of a

corresponding irregular form in the lexicon (Pinker, 1999).

In contrast, the singleroute model (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; Daugherty & Sei

denberg, 1994; Elman et al., 1996) assumes that inflected forms are noncompositional and are

stored in an associative memory network like the one posited by the dualroute model for irregu

lar forms. According to this model, generalisations are formed based on phonological analogies.

The child will form schemata of particular wordforms that are phonologically similar as he/she

encounters an increasing number of inflected forms. The strength of each schema will depend

on the input frequency and the number of members in a particular schema and so on. For ex

ample, the past tense for the verb walk will be produced by searching the memory for the past

tense form walked. If walked is not available, the child is expected to generate a past tense form

in analogy with all the phonologically similar forms. Even then, if a form is not available, the

child may just say walk without inflecting it (Ambridge & Lieven, 2011).

Jaeger et al. (1996) in their PET emission study show that separate areas in the brain get

activated during the tasks involving regular and irregular past tense forms in English. During

the tasks involving regular past tense forms and nonce words, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,

which is associated with online formulation of intentional and novel behaviours, has been acti
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vated. This part of the brain has not been activated for irregular past tenses. However, during

the tasks involving the irregular past tenses, the middle temporal gyrus, which is associated with

auditory memory traces, has been activated, which has not been the case with regular or nonce

forms (Jaeger et al., 1996). MarslenWilson and Tyler (1997) in their study involving two apha

sic patients, who have difficulties in the comprehension and production of inflected forms in

English, have shown that while the subjects have difficulty with regular past tense forms, they

do not exhibit this deficit for irregular words demonstrating the latter class’ storage as separate

content words. Evidence from German pastparticiple formation using the affix t offers further

evidence for the dualroute model (Penke, 2012). In German, if the verb stem already ends in

a coronal stop [t], the marker t is added after schwa epenthesis as in example gehustet. Going

by the dualroute model, the child should produce forms like *gehustt until it has figured out

the schwa epenthesis rule. Whereas according to the singleroute model, the child should either

produce gehustet through analogy or simply gehust if it cannot retrieve the epenthised form.

However, the form *gehustt should never be found. The acquisition data from German attests

precisely this kind of form lending strength to the proposals of the dualroute model (Penke,

2012).

Malayalam does not have a regular/irregular distinction when it comes to inflectional

morphology, unlike English. Nevertheless, past tense and plural marking in Malayalam is as

signed depending on the different classes of stems. There are default rules and exceptions for

each class of stems. The overgeneralisation errors in inflectional marking in the longitudinal

data have to be examined to determine the predictive strength of these proposals with respect to

the Malayalam data.

2.2.3 Syntactic Theories on Inflectional Development

The Small Clause Hypothesis

English speaking children are seen to produce sentences that appear devoid of functional ele

ments. They typically involve the omission of grammatical morphemes such as tense markers,

auxiliaries such as have and be, and the copula be as can be seen in the examples given below.

(18) Crommer wear glasses. (Eve, 2;0)

(19) Eve gone. (Eve, 1;6)
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(20) That my briefcase. (Eve, 1;9)

(Guasti, 2002, p. 106)

All these sentences lack the overt expression of the functional features expressed by

the I node. In order to account for sentences such as these and others that lack the expected

grammatical markers, Radford (1990) proposes the small clause hypothesis. According to

him, children’s early sentences are VPs (21) and lack the higher functional projections unlike

the adult sentences. This hypothesis also accounts for the use of RIs in finite contexts. Children

cannot assign or check the finite inflections or perform other covert or overt checking because

they lack the required syntactic projections. He argues that although functional categories are

part of UG, their availability is subject to maturation.

(21)

NPV

V'NP

VP

Mumma

horsieride
(Guasti, 2002, p. 107)

However, this is more of an Englishcentric account. Crosslinguistic studies have shown

that children do not lack functional categories in their early speech productions. In languages

with richer functional morphology than English, children are observed to distinguish between

finite and nonfinite verb forms. This is also observed with respect to their use of negation in

French andGerman, and verbmovement in V2 languages such as Dutch andGerman. Children’s

production of whquestions also demonstrates that children’s mental syntactic representations

should include CPs (Guasti, 2002). The production of RIs also varies crosslinguistically. Com

pared to children acquiring English, Italian and Catalan acquiring children produce very few

RIs. The small clause hypothesis cannot explain the varying rates of RIs in different languages

(Ambridge & Lieven, 2011) or account for the variation in the appearance of functional cate

gories. Radford does suggest that it might be a transient stage. Nonetheless, evidence suggests

that this cannot be the reason for the ‘deviant’ forms in children’s productions (Guasti, 2002).
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The FullCompetence Hypothesis

Early learners of nonV2 languages like French are seen to distinguish between the nonfinite

and finite forms in negative sentences which contain a NegP located between IP and VP, just like

in the adult constructions. In languages like French, while the finite verb precedes the negation

(22), the infinitive follows it (23). Children’s utterances also adhere to the same pattern ((24)

(25)) (Guasti, 2002).

(22) Marie ne mange pas

Marie NEG eats not

‘Marie does not eat.’

(Vfin Neg)

(Guasti, 2002, p. 110)

(23) pour ne pas manger

in order to NEG not eat.INF

‘no meaning.’

(Vfin Neg)

(Guasti, 2002, p. 110)

(24) pas manger la poupée

not eat.INF the doll

‘The doll does not eat.’

(Nathalie, 1;9)

(Guasti, 2002, p. 110)

(25) elle roule pas

it rolls not

‘It does not roll.’

(Grégoire, 1;11)

(Guasti, 2002, p. 110)

As mentioned before, negative sentences comprise an IP and a VP with a NegP located

between them, the specifier of which hosts the negation pas in French. The surface structure

of finite negative sentences (where the finite verb precedes negation) shows that the verb has

raised to I (26), which in turn demonstrates that children’s utterances are at least IPs. On the

other hand, the nonfinite verb forms remain in the VP itself (27) (Guasti, 2002). Therefore, the

surface structure of the finite sentence (22) is (26) and the nonfinite (23) is (27).
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(26)

V

V'Spec

VPNeg

Neg'Spec

NegPI

I'DP

IP

ne mangej

pas

tj

Marie

t'j

(Guasti, 2002, p. 114)

(27)

V

V'Spec

VPNeg

Neg'Spec

NegPI

I'Spec

IP

ne

pas

manger
(Guasti, 2002, p. 114)

Likewise, in V2 languages, the finite verb occurs in the second position (28) while the

infinitives remain in the clause final position, i.e., VP (29). The fact that the verb occurs in

the second position in the finie contexts reveal that the verb has raised to a higher node. Since
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German is a headfinal, SOV language, which takes its VP complements to the left, in order to

arrive at the correct surface structure (where the finite verb occupies the second position in a

sentence), the finite verb has to move to C, and not I. Early German learners are observed to

differentiate between the nonfinite and finite forms as they occur in adult grammar as shown in

(30) and (31) respectively. The fact that children produce sentences that adhere to the differences

in positioning between finite and nonfinite verbs demonstrates that children’s finite verbs are

raised to C, which further implies that the finite sentences of early V2 language learners are CPs

and not VPs. The surface structure of the finite utterance produced by the German child Andreas

(30) is shown in (32).

(28) Johann kaufte ein Buch

Johann bought a book

‘Johann bought a book.’

(Guasti, 2002, p. 114)

(29) Simone wird das lesen

Simone will that read.INF

‘Simone will read that.’

(Guasti, 2002, p. 111)

(30) eine fase hab ich

a vase have I

‘I have a vase.’

(Andreas, 2;1)

(Guasti, 2002, p. 112)

(31) hij op kussens slapen

he on cushions sleep.INF

‘He sleep on cushions.’

(Hein, 2;6)

(Guasti, 2002, p. 112)
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(32)

IVP

I'DP

IP

ich

C

C'DP

CP

eine Fasek

VDP t'j

habj

tk tj

(Guasti, 2002, p. 118)

Using evidence from V2 languages which clearly show that children can distinguish be

tween nonfinite and finite forms, Poeppel and Wexler (1993) propose the fullcompetence

hypothesis which states that children have access to functional categories from early utterances

onwards. The truncation model (Rizzi, 1993) and the Agreement/Tense Omission Model

(ATOM) (Schütze & Wexler, 1996), which will be discussed in the following sections, are

two of the prominent models that try to account for the omission errors and RIs under the full

competence framework.

Truncation Model The truncation model (Rizzi, 1993) states that children can project and

have access to all the functional categories up to CP but they do not know that it is obligatory to

do so, unlike adults. Hence, children optionally truncate functional projections. The truncation

mechanism can target any functional projection as shown in (33).
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(33)

V

V'Spec

VPT

T'Spec

TPAgr

Agr'Spec

AgrPC

C'Spec

CP

(Guasti, 2002, p. 142)

Once a functional projection is truncated, every dominant projection above the targeted

projection is also truncated. Only the projections dominated by the truncation site remain. The

fact that truncation is optional explains how children can produce RIs and omissions of markers

along with correctly inflected forms. For example, in a language like Malayalam which is in

flected for tense and not agreement, the model predicts that the truncation below TPwould result

in the omission errors of tense inflections as in (34) where the subject appears in the nominative

case which is the default case in Malayalam.

(34) *aʋan paaʈʈɨ paaʈ_

he song sing.*0PST

aʋan paaʈʈɨ paaʈi

he song singPST

[correct form]

According to this model, RIs are truncated below TP. Therefore, they are either VPs or

they may contain some functional layer above VP which explains their restricted distribution.

Thus, the model correctly predicts the absence of RIs in constructions involving auxiliaries

since auxiliaries are licensed by T. Similarly, RIs cannot occur with clitic and weak pronoun
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subjects since they are licensed by Agr. Further, it also explains the absence of nonsubject

clause in the first position in RIs since the licensing of nonsubject constituents requires a CP

layer which is absent in RI clauses, which are structures truncated below CP (Guasti, 2002).

The model also predicts the absence of RIs in whquestions since the latter involve movement

to C. However, Hamann (2002) has found that RIs occur in early English whquestions which

cannot be explained by the truncation model. Nonetheless, the presence of RIs in early English

whquestions is a disputed phenomenon since this pattern has not been attested in any other

languages so far (Guasti, 2002).

Rizzi (1993) proposes that the complete acquisition of the obligatoriness of the CP pro

jection in all the clauses is subject to maturation. However, like the smallclause hypothesis,

it cannot account for the varying rates of RIs in different languages. Also, it cannot explain

languagespecific patterns of tense/agreement omission or nonomission, for example, the omis

sion of subjects with RIs as compared to finite verbs where the subject is present (Ambridge &

Lieven, 2011, p. 145).

The Agreement/Tense Omission Model (ATOM) This model works under the assumption

that when a grammatical feature is underspecified (or fails to be specified), it does not surface in

a syntactic representation and, consequently, the syntactic processes associated with it (e.g. fea

ture checking) do not take place. The ATOM (Schütze &Wexler, 1996) proposes that children’s

omission of tense or agreement morphemes is the result of the interactions between several

constraints present in the child and adult grammar such as the tense constraint (35), minimise

violations constraint (36), and the uniqueness constraint (37) during the stage of development

termed as the optionalinfinitive stage (Wexler, 1994), which is another term for the root infini

tive stage. Of the three constraints, the first two hold in both adult and child grammars while the

third (uniqueness constraint) only holds in child grammar. Overriding the uniqueness constraint

is subject to maturation.

(35) Tense Constraint

A main clause must include a specification of tense.

(Guasti, 2002, p. 133)

(36) Minimise Violations

Given two interpretations, choose the one that violates as few grammatical constraints

as possible. If two representations violate the same number of constraints, then either
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one may be chosen.

(Guasti, 2002, p. 135)

(37) Uniqueness Constraint

A subject can check the uninterpretable feature of either T or Agr, but not both.

(Guasti, 2002, p. 134)

According to the model, when the child omits tense or agreement markers, the child is

adhering to the uniqueness constraint. Although this omission violates the tense constraint, the

minimise violations constraint allows the violation of one constraint and permits the production

of instances of omission. At the same time, the child can correctly mark both tense and agree

ment adhering to the tense constraint. Both omission of marking and correct marking involve the

violation of one constraint (either (35) or (37)) but is permitted by the minimise violations con

straint in child grammar. This explains the simultaneous occurrences of the correct instances of

inflectional assignments and omission errors in children’s productions during the same develop

mental period. In the adult grammar, the uniqueness constraint does not hold and the utterances

will be correctly marked for both tense and agreement and do not violate (35) and (36).

In addition to explaining the difference between child and adult productions, the ATOM

also offers explanation to the pattern of errors characteristic of children’s utterances in the

optionalinfinitive / root infinitive stage. Table 2.2 shows the patterns of inflectional assign

ment in child language.

Table 2.2 Error patterns predicted under the ATOM.

Inflectional Combination Result Example

[+T, −AGR] −NOM; default case
*Her play

*Her played

[−T, +AGR] +NOM; no tense marking *She play

(Schütze & Wexler, 1996, p. 678)

In the first case, where the child correctly marks the tense but fails to mark the agree

ment, the nominative case is unassigned since it is the Agr that checks the nominative case. As

a consequence, the default accusative case surfaces instead. In the second instance where the

child correctly marks the agreement, but fails to mark the tense, the present tense morpheme s

and past tense morpheme ed cannot be assigned because tense is not specified. However, the
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subject is assigned the nominative case because it is checked by Agr. Similar to the production

of correctly inflected forms and omission of inflections during the same developmental period,

children also produce RIs and inflected utterances during the same period. The child can cor

rectly mark both tense and agreement adhering to the tense constraint, consequently violating

the uniqueness constraint. Since the violation of one constraint (either (35) or (37)) is permitted

by the minimise violations constraint in child grammar, the model explains the cooccurrence

of RIs and correct instances of inflected forms in children’s speech during the optional / root

infinitive stage. According to this model, the disappearance of uniqueness constraint from the

child grammar is subject to maturation.

TheATOMcorrectly predicts the absence of RIs in constructions involving a) nonsubject

constituents in V2 languages, b) auxiliaries, and c) prodrop languages. As mentioned earlier,

RIs are nonfinite constructions and thus, they remain in VP. Consequently, they cannot move

to C, unlike the finite verbs, and license a nonsubject constituent in Spec CP. Since auxiliaries

are licensed by T, they cannot be licensed in constructions where T is underspecified. In pro

drop languages, Agr does not have an uninterpretable feature since it licenses nullsubjects. As

a result, children only have to raise the lexical DPs as far as SpecTP, in order to check the un

interpretable feature of T. Thus, children’s utterances will satisfy both the tense constraint and

the uniqueness constraint whereas in an RI clause, where there is no specification for tense, the

utterance will violate the tense constraint. Therefore, under minimise violations constraint, OI

clauses will not be produced since the child will be producing constructions that have compar

atively fewer violations (Guasti, 2002).

Although the ATOM captures the difference between child and adult constructions and

the varying combinations of inflectional assignment, there are some properties for which the

model fails to provide an account. The model does not predict forms like *Her plays because in

addition to the tense, the morpheme s also marks agreement in English. It has been pointed out

that while themodel predicts that forms like *Her plays should not be produced, researchers have

found that children do produce such formswith agreement between nonnominative subjects and

finite verbs (Ambridge & Lieven, 2011, p. 148). (Guasti, 2002, p. 139) notes that it might be

difficult for ATOM to explain the incompatibility of RI clauses with clitics and weak pronouns.

According to the model, in an RI construction where Agr is specified and tense is not, clitics and

weak subject pronouns are expected to be found since they are licensed by Agr. However, such

constructions are never crosslinguistically attested. Guasti (2002, p. 139) also points out that the
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model does not account for the lack of infinitives in whquestions in crosslinguistic data since

underspecification of tense does not prevent RIs from occurring in whquestions. However, as

mentioned earlier while discussing the truncationmodel, the presence of RIs in early Englishwh

questions is a disputed phenomenon since this pattern has not been crosslinguistically attested

(Guasti, 2002).

Table 2.3 presents a comparative summary of the different syntactic models discussed

above. Malayalam is a language that lacks subjectverb agreement, with nominative as the

default case. However, it is marked for tense and has a rich nominative inflectional system.

Since there is no agreement, the children’s errors in tense marking and casemarking serve as

the primary indicators with which to evaluate the predictions of the syntactic models with respect

to the acquisition of Malayalam inflections. Malayalam is also a language where inflectional

morphology is driven by its phonology and phonotactic constraints as can be seen Chapter 4.

The phonology strongly impacts acquisition as we shall see in the subsequent chapters. We will

discuss the observable patterns in the verb and nominal acquisition data and evaluate the data

visàvis the theories in Chapter 9.

Table 2.3 Comparative summary of the major syntactic models of inflectional acquisition.

Smallclause FullCompetence

Truncation ATOM

Lack of functional categories in early grammar ✓2 × ×

RIs with nonsubject constituents in V2 languages × × ×

RIs with auxiliary constructions × × ×

RIs in prodrop languages × × ×

RIs in whquestions × × ✓3

RIs with clitic and weak pronoun subjects × × ✓2

Maturational account ✓ ✓ ✓

2problematic
3disputed
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2.3 AffixLearning vs Parameter Setting

Dressler (2010, 2012) and Penke (2012) discuss several factors that influence the segmentation

and the acquisition of inflected morphemes. We provide a brief summary of these factors in

Section 2.3.1. and will use these criteria in evaluating the acquisition of inflectional morphemes

in Malayalam in subsequent chapters. The various factors that influence early affix learning are

a) frequency, b) phonological salience, c) relative positioning of the marker, d) morphological

transparency, e) biuniqueness, f) semantic or conceptual transparency, and g) language typol

ogy (Dressler, 2010, 2012; Penke, 2012). On the other hand, Hyams (2008) proposes that the

relative ease or difficulty observed in the acquisition of inflections across languages is a result

of parametersetting differences in child grammar. We will also discuss Hyams’ (2008) stem

parameter theory in detail in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Factors that Influence the Acquisition of Inflectional Morphemes

Frequency of the affixal form is an important factor which is understood in two ways: a) the type

frequency of an inflectional marker, i.e. the number of stems to which an inflectional marker

applies and b) the token frequency of an inflectional marker which denotes the number of times

an inflectional affix occurs in the child’s input. The higher the type and token frequencies, the

faster and easier their acquisition (Penke, 2012).

Phonological salience of an inflectional morpheme also affects the rate of acquisition.

Phonological salience is the perceivability of an inflectional morpheme in the input. Hence,

syllabic or multisyllabic markers should be easier to identify than markers that consist of a

single consonant or even just a VC (Penke, 2012). Associated with the concept of salience is

the relative positioning of the inflectional marker with respect to the base. Markers occuring at

the periphery of a word are seen to be identified earlier than markers that occur wordinternally

(Dressler, 2012). Stephany and Voeikova (2009) attribute the early emergence of case markers

in agglutinating languages, where they constitute separate markers and are expressed after the

plural markers, to the periphery effect.

Morphological transparency plays an important role in aiding the segmentation process.

Morphologically transparent inflectional markers are those which do not alter the phonological

form of a stem to which they are affixed. It is easier to identify such markers than those that

alter the lexical base. For example, forms such as walked can be easily segmented into the
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stem, walk, and the past tense morpheme ed, whereas irregular forms such as brought and

took make it difficult to isolate the lexical base from the affix making segmentation impossible

(Penke, 2012). Dressler (2010, p. 112) demonstrates that while the English plural form brothers

is morphologically transparent, the form brethren lacks morphological transparency since it is

difficult to detect the base. In the latter case, the affix itself is identifiable although it alters the

base.

An inflectional marker is said to exhibit biuniqueness if there is a onetoone correspon

dence between the meaning it expresses and its form. Such markers are expected to be acquired

earlier than others that express different and multiple grammatical features as in the case of fu

sional affixes which will be discussed later while explaining the influence of typology in affix

learning. An example is the s suffix in English which functions as the possessive and plural

marker on nouns but as both the 3rd person and singular number marker on verbs. This affix

is observed to be acquired later (Brown, 1973). The ambiguity between the form and its mean

ing results in a surprisingly late acquisition given the fact that English morphology is so sparse

(Penke, 2012).

Another crucial factor is the semantic or conceptual transparency. Inflectional affixes

that encode semantically or conceptually more basic or transparent notions such as number,

tense, aspect or person are observed to be acquired earlier than affixes that are exponents of

formal features such as case, conjugational classes of verbs, or grammatical gender in languages

like Hindi (e.g. kitaab (feminine) vs pustak (masculine)) (Penke, 2012).

The morphological properties of languages vary when it comes to inflectional assign

ment. Some languages are predominantly prefixing (e.g. Navajo, Hunde etc.) and the affixes

precede their stems, whereas some languages are predominantly suffixing where affixes follow

their stems (e.g. Dravidian languages, WestGreenlandic languages etc.). Another major typo

logical difference is between analytic languages and synthetic languages. The former class has

little inflectional morphology with a lower morphemetoword ratio (e.g. Mandarin Chinese,

English etc.) while the latter has rich inflectional morphology with a higher morphemetoword

ratio. The latter class includes agglutinative languages with highly regular inflections showing

onetoone correspondence betweenmorpheme andmeaning (e.g. Malayalam, Turkish etc.) and

fusional languages where a single morpheme signals multiple grammatical features (e.g. Span

ish, Hebrew etc.). For example, in Turkish, which is an agglutinative language, the form evlere

corresponds to [housePLDAT] where each morpheme exhibits biuniqueness and can be easily
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segmented. Whereas in Russian, a fusional language, the equivalent of the above discussed

Turkish form is domam [houseDAT.PL] where the suffix am signals both dative and plural and

thus less transparent (Dressler, 2010, p. 112). Such distinctions employed by typologically dif

ferent languages affect the course of acquisition of those systems. For example, children born

in environments with richlyinflected languages tend to acquire their inflectional morphology

relatively early in comparison to their counterparts hearing languages with sparse inflectional

morphology (Dressler, 2012). The relatively late acquisition of the inflectional morphology of

English is attributed to the sparseness of the morphology of English (Hyams, 2008).

2.3.2 Parameter Setting and the Acquisition of Inflections

In order to differentiate between the inflectional systems that are typologically different, Hyams

(2008) makes use of the core and peripheral distinctions in grammatical systems. Hyams (2008)

proposes that the grammatical status of inflectional systems varies across languages such that

inflection can either be considered part of the core grammar, which is the case in languages like

Italian, Russian, Turkish etc. with rich inflectional systems, or it can be considered a peripheral

property of the grammar of a language, which is the case in languages like English with sparse

inflectional systems. The former systemwill be acquired relatively easily compared to the latter.

According to Hyams (2008), crosslinguistic variation in the rate of acquisition of verbal

inflections is determined by what she terms as the “stem parameter”. The stem parameter is

stated as “a verbal stem does or does not constitute a well formed word” (Hyams, 2008, p. 197).

Children’s omission errors are seen as the result of the setting of the stem parameter. For ex

ample, the uninflected forms in early English occur because such forms are wellformed at the

morphological level since bare stems constitute wellformed words in English. On the contrary,

in languages like Italian, children rarely produce uninflected verbs because a bare stem is ill

formed in such languages which in turn results in ungrammaticality. In the former case, since the

verbal stem constitutes a wellformed word and the parameter has been set accordingly, in order

to satisfy the wellformedness condition, the child does not have to learn any inflections. As a

result, the acquisition of English inflections is delayed. While in the latter, the stem parameter

setting expedites the inflectional acquisition process.

Hyams (2008) also employs crosslinguistic data to support her proposal. The overgen

eralisation of overt affixes in lieu of zeroaffixation observed in rich inflectional languages like

Russian and SerboCroatian is assumed to be the result of the child setting the stem parameter
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to the positive value thereby replacing all zero affixes with overt ones. Also, the fact that the

acquisition of tensed forms and other morphologically complex structures precedes the mastery

of bare imperatives in Turkish is taken as the result of the parameter setting which fixes bare

stems as illformed. Hyams (2008) argues that the generally observed crosslinguistic phenom

ena such as overgeneralisation and undergeneralisation are better explained by the parameter

setting effects rather than by the effect of affixlearning principles.

As mentioned earlier, Malayalam is an agglutinative language. Most of its inflections

are highly productive (except for very few markers like the sociative marker ooʈɨ which occurs

only with a few verbs of saying, and the second locative at̪t̪ɨ which occurs with a restricted

set of stems), phonologically salient, morphologically and semantically transparent, and exhibit

biuniqueness (a notable exception is the marker aan which signals both the imperative and

the infinitive (eg. pookaan [goIMP / goINF])). Thus, Malayalam, with its rich inflectional

system having features that aid inflectional acquisition and typological advantage, presents an

interesting case. With most of the factors that enhance the inflectional development in place,

Malayalam acquisition presents an opportunity to look beyond the established factors and figure

out the additional constraints that determine inflectional development if there are any. We will

demonstrate in the following chapters that in Malayalam, mode of selection of a marker, i.e,

whether a marker is selected based on phonological or morphological/semantic features, indeed

has an effect on the acquisition of inflections.

2.4 Different Approaches to the Development of Inflections

Acquisition studies focus on children’s structures, their similarities or differences compared to

adult structures, and the kind of errors they make in order to understand the nature of their

linguistic development. In order to do so, researchers adopt different methodologies. The natu

ralistic approach and the experimental approach are the two main methodologies that are often

adopted. Figure 2.2 shows different approaches to the development of inflections and the kind

of studies they employ.

The naturalistic approach deals with naturalistic data. The studies utilising naturalistic

data do so mainly by longitudinally recording children’s spontaneous speech. Advantages of

this approach is that a single corpus can test a range of hypotheses and the role of the input

can be examined as well. Also, the naturalistic approach approximates natural learning without
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Recording of
spontaneous speech
Caregiver diary

Comprehension tasks Production tasks Judgement tasks

Naturalistic approach Experimental approach

Different approaches to the development of inflections

Yes/no tasks
(for young children)
Grammaticality
judgement tasks
(for older  children)

For young infants
(1-2 years)

For very young infants
(few days - few months old)

High amplitude sucking Act out
Preferential lookingConditional head turn

procedure
Habituation

Elicited production
Repetition
Syntactic priming

Figure 2.2 Different approaches to the development of inflections.

the artefact of experimentation. However, these studies are time consuming and the sampling

is often thin. Another variant of this approach is the caregiver diary study where the parent

keeps detailed notes on the child’s linguistic progress. This is often combined with longitudinal

recording of spontaneous speech (Ambridge & Lieven, 2011). Children’s spontaneous speech

can be recorded crosssectionally as well.

In the experimental approach, researchers employ specially designed tasks to test the

child’s linguistic competence. In acquisition experiments, tasks are typically designed to anal

yse children’s comprehension, production, and repetition/imitation skills. Some of the compre

hension study tasks include actout tasks where the child can be asked to enact a scene using a

nonce word and preferential looking tasks where the child usually hears a sentence and watches

two scenes, one of which is matching with the sentence. With very young infants, methods like

highamplitude sucking (e.g. few days old infants), which tests whether infants can distinguish

between sounds, identify phonotactic and prosodic patterns employed by languages etc., condi

tioned headturn preference procedure (e.g. infants aged 4 months), where audio is produced

through two different loudspeakers and children have to fix their gaze on one one of the loud

speakers, and habituation, where new categories are introduced to see if it causes recovery of
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looking times implying the formation of two categories after the child gets habituated with the

repeated presentation of similar stimuli, are generally used (Ambridge & Lieven, 2011).

In the production testing tasks, which are usually employed with older children, the child

is often asked to describe a scene using a novel or nonce verb. This type of an experiment, often

known as elicited production, not only has a high degree of control over the target variables

but can also be used for collecting data on structures that are infrequent in spontaneous speech.

Nonetheless, this is seen to be relatively difficult for children mainly because of memory issues.

In the repetition tasks, the children are asked to repeat the experimenter’s utterance in order to

analyse the deviations from the target utterance. The target utterances can be ungrammatical and

the child’s resulting substitutions or corrections are taken as indicators of grammatical compe

tence. Another production testing task is syntactic primingwhere the experimenter describes a

scene by employing a particular syntactic structure. Then, the child has to describe a new scene

by employing the same structure which was previously presented as the prime (Ambridge &

Lieven, 2011).

Further, there are judgement tasks that analyse children’s interpretations or notion of

grammaticality/ungrammaticality. These involve yes/no judgement tasks, where the child is

shown a picture and is asked a yes/no question where the child just has to answer yes or no,

and grammaticality judgement tasks where the child hears a sentence which is illustrated in a

picture and rates the acceptability of the sentences (e.g. ‘said it right’ vs ‘said it a bit silly’). The

former and latter are suitable for young and older children, respectively (Ambridge & Lieven,

2011).

However, it has to be noted that no methodology can be foolproof since children’s perfor

mance will not just reflect their linguistic knowledge but will depend on factors such as memory

and attention span as well (Ambridge & Lieven, 2011). In this thesis we make use of natural

istic data. The spontaneous speech of Malayalam speaking children is analysed to study their

inflectional development as a whole since a longitudinal corpus offers insights into a range of

phenomena and can test different hypotheses/predictions.





Chapter 3

Subjects and Method

3.1 Longitudinal Data

This study focuses primarily on longitudinal data. Crosssectional data is only used to either

substantiate the analyses of the longitudinal data or to verify if they diverge from each other in

any respect. The subjects in this longitudinal study are two monolingual Malayalam speaking

children, a girl and a boy. Both children belong to middleclass families with Malayalam as the

only language of communication at home and in the larger social environment. Spontaneous

speech samples of the children were recorded once a fortnight as follows. The study is covered

by the Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay’s ethics approval and the recordings were made

with the full consent of the parents. The language profiles of the children’s parents are included

in Appendix A.

The girl child, whomwe label A, was recorded between the ages of 1;9.14 and 2;10.3, and

the boy child, whom we label H, was recorded between the ages of 2;3.28 and 3;0.17. Overall,

A was recorded over 26 sessions and H over 18 sessions. Each session ranges in duration from

30 to 50 minutes. All the recordings were made on a Sony IC recorder in the children’s homes,

capturing the children’s spontaneous interactions with the researcher generally, and occasionally

with their mothers and grandmothers. Additional materials like puzzles and picture books were

used to encourage the children to speak and to facilitate interaction with the researcher.

All the recordings have been transcribed in ELAN (Wittenburg et al., 2006), a multime

dia language annotation tool developed by the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. Six

different tiers have been created to organise the data at different levels and include the following:

utterance → child’s utterance → words → morphemes → gloss → inflections. The utterance
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tier includes utterances of both the child and the people interacting with the child from which

the child’s utterances have been separated to form a different tier. The children’s utterances

have been entered in a primary utterance tier and subtiers were created to separate the data at

the word, morpheme, and gloss levels. A further tier encodes the inflections and is separate

from the morpheme tier. Figure 3.1 presents the sample picture of the data organised at differ

ent levels. The data consists of a total of 3689 and 1072 utterances for A and H, respectively.

While every instance of inflectional marking has been analysed, nonwords, false starts, fillers,

songs, imitations, and repetitions (except when used for emphases) have been excluded from

the analysis. Examples of such exclusions are included in Appendix B.

Figure 3.1 Sample picture of the ELAN file with data organised at different levels.

3.1.1 Error Analysis

Here, we briefly describe the notations used to indicate the disparities between children’s and

adults’ utterances in this thesis. While omission errors are taken as indicators of incomplete

acquisition of a particular marker, commission errors are considered instances of productive use

of a particular affixation rule. The details of error analysis are discussed in the following.

Errors in inflectional production can be broadly classified into two types: a) omission

errors and b) commission errors. The latter can be further subdivided into substitution errors and

overgeneralisation errors. Omission errors occur when the marker is not employed in contexts
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where it is obligatory. In the following example from the Malayalam data, the child fails to

overtly mark the object with the accusative marker e.

(38) puli_ kaɳʈaa?

leopard.*0ACC seePSTQ

puliye kaɳʈaa?

leopardACC seePSTQ

‘Did you see the leopard?’

(H, 2;5.2)

[adult form]

Likewise, in the Turkish and German examples below, the children have omitted the

agreement markers, the first person singular and the third person singular markers, respectively,

in contexts where they are obligatory.

(39) *kaakti_ [Correct form: kaaktim] ‘get up’.

(AksuKoç & Ketrez, 2003, p. 37)

(40) *das komm_ nich in frage [Correct form: das kommt nich in frage] ‘that is out of the

question’.

(Penke, 2012)

In commission errors, when the inflectional marker is employed with stems that do not normally

take that inflection, we call them substitution errors. In the German example below, the 2PL

marker t is incorrectly substituted with the 3PL marker n.

(41) *ihr gehn [Correct form: ihr geht] ‘you go’

(Penke, 2012)

Similarly, in the Malayalam data the accusative marker e which is only assigned to animate

objects is incorrectly assigned to the subject noun.

(42) baagilɨ kokkine* oɳʈoo?

bagLOC crane*ACC haveQ

baagil kokkɨ oɳʈoo?

bagLOC crane haveQ

‘Is there a crane inside the bag?’

(A, 2;5.16)

[adult form]

When the default rule is used with exceptional categories that do not normally obey that rule,

we see commission errors of overgeneralisation. Children’s productions of the past tense forms

of irregular verbs show overgeneralisation of the default past tense rule of ed assignment, cre

ating bleeded*, singed*, *holded etc. (Pinker & Prince, 1994) instead of the expected correct
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forms bled, sang and held respectively. The observed ushaped learning curve provides further

evidence of such a rule application. Children begin by producing the irregulars (rotelearned),

then move to a stage of producing regularised forms (default rule application), and return sub

sequently to the unpredictable irregulars (Pinker, 1999). Both omission and commission errors

indicate that the child has not yet fully acquired the inflectional marker under consideration.

Malayalam is a topic drop language and as such permits discoursesalient arguments to

be dropped. If the child drops arguments (subject, object or indirect object) that are retrievable

from the discourse context and if the productions are otherwise acceptable in adult language, they

are deemed grammatical outputs. When the utterances are expressly marked with an asterisk,

they are deemed to be ungrammatical productions. The adult equivalents are included for the

following standard reasons: a) the elided arguments are given within square brackets as can be

seen in (43), b) they show the actual surface structures of word forms as children’s phonological

productions deviate from those of adults, and c) they provide the correct forms for comparison

against children’s productions with errors in them.

(43) biykkattɨ paappam t̪in̪n̪u

biscuit food eatPST

[ɲaan] bis̪kkattɨ t̪in̪n̪u

[I] biscuit eatPST

‘I ate biscuits.’

(A, 1;9.2)

[adult form]

Where commission errors occur, the utterances aremarkedwith an asterisk ‘*’ to indicate that the

forms are incorrect, as shown in (44), and the correct forms are provided in the adult equivalents

as expected forms.

(44) iiccaye kolli*

flyACC killPST

[ɲaan] iiccaye kon̪n̪u

I flyACC killPST

‘I killed the fly.’

(V: 3;1.3)

[expected form]

Omission errors are indicated using an underscore ‘_’ in the child’s utterance and are

glossed with ‘*0’ in the gloss as shown in (45).
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(45) kiɭi_ kaaɳiccɨ t̪ayaam

bird*0ACC showPTCP giveMOD

kiɭiye kaaɳiccɨ t̪aɾaam

birdACC showPTCP giveMOD

‘Will show (you) the bird.’

(A, 2;1.1)

[expected form]

3.1.2 Morphological Development

Three different criteria are used to analyse the morphological development of the subjects with

respect to inflectional morphology. They are: a) inflectional paradigms, b) Mean Length of

Utterance (MLU), and c) type and token frequencies. To these, we also add productivity of the

markers.

Inflectional Paradigms

Inflectional paradigms represent the development along the paradigmatic axis of the morpho

logical structure. Their occurrence is a critical stage in the development of inflections because

they show that the child has successfully figured out how the minimal phonological changes in

words are related to corresponding changes in the function and meaning of the inflected forms.

Thus, the emergence of inflectional paradigms indicates that the child has been able to seg

regate the stems and inflectional pieces and has also been able to figure out the grammatical

information that is encoded in the inflectional pieces. However, the emergence of inflectional

paradigms does not entail that the acquisition of inflectional morphemes is complete. Rather,

it indicates that the child is in the process of acquiring the inflectional markers (Stephany &

Voeikova, 2009).

In our data, inflectional paradigms are manifest in A’s and H’s speech in the very first

recording itself. The details of inflectional paradigms during each age are given in Appendix C.

Both the children’s speech productions show a subsequent increase in the total number of inflec

tional paradigms as well as in the number of multimember paradigms as the children progress

in age. This increase in both the number and variety of paradigms indicates the productive use

of both nominal and verbal inflections by the children. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 provide examples of

inflectional paradigms in A’s and H’s speech, respectively.
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Table 3.1 Examples of inflectional paradigms in A’s speech.

Number of members Age Category Form Gloss

koŋŋan monkey.NOM

koŋŋane monkeyACC3 2;1.15 noun

koŋŋante monkeyGEN

ʋan̪n̪u comePST

ʋaɾum comeFUT

ʋan̪n̪ɨ comePTCP

ʋan̪n̪iʈʈɨ comePTCPPFV

ʋaɾaʈʈe comeOPT

6 2;7.16 verb

ʋaɾaɳee comeMODIMP

Table 3.2 Examples of inflectional paradigms in H’s speech.

Number of members Age Category Form Gloss

naan I.NOM

naante IGEN3 2;4.14 noun

naanum IDATCORD

pokkoo goIMP

poo go.IMP

pooʋun̪n̪u goPRS

pooyi goPST

pookum goFUT

6 3;0.2 verb

pookuʋaa goPTCPAUX

Mean Length of Utterance (MLU)

The Mean Length of Utterance (MLU) is the number of morphemes per utterance. MLU values

serve both as a criterion to determine productivity and a benchmark to analyse the linguistic

development of a child. Especially for an agglutinative language like Malayalam, MLU values

are important determiners of inflectional development since morphemes are concatenated with

high regularity to signal each grammatical category. The MLU count at each recording for

both the children is given in Figure 3.2. Although the overall development shows an increase
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in the MLU values, we observe that in some sessions the MLU plummets for A. These are

noticeable at the ages of 1;10.15 (MLU=1.9), 2;0.16 (MLU=2.9), 2;1.15 (MLU=2.8), and 2;3.16

(MLU=3.7) We also observe a sudden rise at the ages of 2;3.1 (MLU=4.9), 2;5.16 (MLU=6.3),

2;6.1 (MLU=7.1), and 2;7.16 (MLU=6.7). These local variations are more often the result of the

child’s mood during those particular recording sessions. In the sessions with overall lowMLUs,

she was either unwell or sleepy. H is seen to have lower MLU values in the earlier sessions

compared to A, but as the study progresses, H attains MLU values comparable to that of A as

shown in Figure 3.2. A is more verbal than H in general, but the MLUs of both the children do

not differ by much at the various ages.

1;10 2;0 2;2 2;4 2;6 2;8 2;10 3;0
Age

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

M
LU

A H

Figure 3.2 MLUs of subjects.

Type and Token Frequencies

The type frequency of an inflectional marker is the number of unique stems to which it applies

whereas the token frequency indicates the number of times an inflectional affix occurs in the

child’s output. Both type and token frequencies are markers of productivity as well as indicators

of inflectional development. The occurrence of an inflectional marker across a number of stems

and the use of the marker in every obligatory context are required to determine whether a) it is

productively employed and b) if it has been completely acquired.

The development of vocabulary size and the productive use of inflectional markers go

hand in hand. The vocabulary size has a direct impact on the type and token frequencies of
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inflectional markers. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 provide the details of A’s and H’s vocabulary, re

spectively. Not surprisingly, nouns and verbs constitute a dominant part of the vocabulary in

both the children. A has on the face of it more proper nouns in her speech, primarily because

she refers to herself by her name instead of using the first person pronoun. Children’s pronoun

production tokens comprise personal pronouns involving the distinctions inclusive vs exclusive

and proximal vs remote, demonstratives, interrogatives, indefinites, possessives, and the reflex

ive t̪aan. Table 3.3 presents the details of pronoun tokens in A’s and H’s speech. While there

are more nouns in A’s speech data, H’s data has more verbs than nouns. Although H is older

than A, the latter has greater number of types and tokens in her speech. This is not surprising

because, in general, A is very verbal than H. Adjectives, adverbs, and postpositions constitute a

very small part in both the children’s speech. The numerals in children’s transcripts, especially

the ones signalling more than two entities, are not used correctly by the children. While the

children correctly use the numeral oɾu / on̪n̪ɨ ‘one’ to signal a single entity and ɾaɳʈɨ to signal

two entities, they use the numeralsmuun̪n̪ɨ ‘three’, n̪aalɨ ‘four’, and aɲɟɨ ‘five’ to signal plurality

in general without adhering to the distinct count each numeral encodes. Further, while using the

numerals greater than one, they omit the plural marker. Examples of such instances involving

the production of numerals are given below.

(46) aɲɟɨ paicca

five paise

aɲɟɨ pais̪a

five paise

‘Five paise’ (showing three one rupee coins)

(A, 2;4.18)

[adult form]

(47) *muun̪n̪ɨ ceeʈʈan_

three brother*0PL

muun̪n̪ɨ ceeʈʈanmaar

three brotherPL

‘Three brothers’ (pointing to a picture of a group of boys)

(H, 2;4.14)

[expected form]

Most of the verbal and nominal inflections are in place in the children’s speech from the

very first recording onwards. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 demonstrate the details of A’s and H’s inflec

tional production, respectively. Tense and case inflections are the two dominant and obligatory

markers in Malayalam. These two categories together constitute the majority of inflectional

production in both the children. The chart shows that H has twice as many case inflections as
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Figure 3.3 A’s vocabulary count.
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Adjectives (2.5%)
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Figure 3.4 H’s vocabulary count.

Table 3.3 Pronoun count in A’s and H’s transcripts.

Category A’s Transcripts H’s Transcripts

Personal 712 293

Demonstrative 321 64

Interrogative 158 87

Indefinite 22 6

Possessive 28 49

Reflexive 7 
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A. It is to be noted that Malayalam is a topic drop language and there is a difference between

the two children in their use of topicdrop. A utilises this feature extensively in her speech and

often drops objects as well if they can be recovered from the context of utterance. In contrast,

H tends to have overt subjects and does not resort to topic drop as frequently as A does. This,

then, is the reason for the difference in the use of case markers between the two children.

Case (31.1%)

Number (1.7%)

Gender (15.7%)

Tense (39.0%)

Aspect (7.9%)

Mood (4.7%)

31.1%

15.7%

39.0%

7.9%

Figure 3.5 A’s inflectional production.

Case (41.8%)

Number (1.1%)

Gender (4.9%)

Tense (40.3%)

Aspect (5.0%)

Mood (6.9%)

41.8%

40.3%

6.9%

Figure 3.6 H’s inflectional production.

3.1.3 Productivity

The notion of productivity implies that the child should display the ability to construct newly

inflected forms and that these forms must not be learned by rote. Productivity, then, provides
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corroborative evidence for the acquisition of a relevant morphological/morphosyntactic rule

that governs the use and presence of a specific inflectional marker. Overgeneralisations are

taken to be instances of the child’s productivity since they are revelatory of the process of rule

learning in the child (Berko, 1958). While productivity reveals that the child has induced the

relevant rule, the actual occurrence of the inflectional marker in obligatory morphosyntactic

contexts demonstrates the child’s mastery and complete acquisition of the inflectional marker.

Once the acquisition of the relevant rules is complete, the child produces both the regular and

deviant forms correctly.

Most acquisition studies consider productivity as the primary criterion in determining

whether or not an inflectional marker has been acquired. There are, however, differences across

researchers in terms of the definitional criteria used to determine the productivity of inflectional

markers. Dressler, KilaniSchoch, and Klampfer (2003) define productivity as the ability to

form new potential words. Bybee (2001) similarly defines productivity as the extent to which a

pattern is likely to apply to new forms. Stephany and Voeikova (2009) consider type frequency

as the productivity determining factor. Cazden (1968) suggests that an inflectional marker may

be deemed fully acquired if it is used correctly in the obligatory contexts at least 90% of the time

in three consecutive samples of data. It is to be noted that the productive use of a marker (i.e.,

the number of stem types to which it is added) does not entail that it has been fully acquired.

In this thesis, we determine the productivity of a marker by combining two criteria. First,

the marker has to be used with three or more stem types. We subject all inflectional markers

to this criterion. Second, for those markers that are frequently omitted, we also adopt Cazden’s

(1968) criterion of 90% occurrence in three consecutive samples. By combining the require

ments, we think that greater accuracy is achieved in the determination of productivity of mark

ers that are prone to omissions by the subjects. Nevertheless, a marker can be considered fully

acquired only when the number of errors (both commission and omission) visibly decreases and

the child’s productions approach the adult patterns.

3.2 CrossSectional Data

The crosssectional data used in this thesis, comparatively with the longitudinal data, is taken

from the study, IIT Bombay and Leibniz Dream. We only look at the TAM and CGN marking

details in the crosssectional data. In addition to the crosssectional data, we also make use of
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the bilingual MalayalamEnglish acquisition data (Raghunathan, unpublished data) to see if the

patterns observed in the current monolingual data correspond to or deviate from the bilingual

data.



Chapter 4

Characteristics of Inflectional Selection in

Malayalam

4.1 Introduction

The formal realisation of inflectional markers in Malayalam shows certain properties. First,

agglutination; that is, a wordform signalling several grammatical functions is agglutinatively

concatenated. Second, phonotactic determination; the form of each inflection is subject to

phonotactic, wellformedness constraints. Third, and perhaps the most important property, is

the inflectional selection by the head of the wordform. In the following sections, we will see

that inflectional selection in Malayalam is either a) phonologically determined or b) morpho

logically determined.

The selection of an inflectional marker is driven by phonological rules and phonotactic

(syllable structure) requirements (e.g. the past tense marker i assigned to heavy syllabled verb

stems), or by morphological features of the stem such as animacy, transitivity etc. (e.g. ac

cusative marker e assigned only to [+ANIMATE] objects). Morphologically selected markers

may also require phonological accommodation subsequently. Central to our argument thatmode

of selection is important is that the inflections selected primarily by the phonological compo

nent are shown to have less formal complexity and are acquired more readily when compared

to the morphologically driven counterparts. In the latter cases, children acquiring inflections in

Malayalam have to look beyond the phonology to deduce the inflectional assignment rule. In

Chapter 2, we discussed phonological bootstrapping and as Demuth (2001) argues, children have

an early awareness of the phonological systems of their native languages and, consequently, a
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phonologically determined morpheme selection will be relatively easier to acquire.

4.2 Malayalam Inflections and Agglutination

Malayalam has highly regular inflections which are agglutinatively stacked with a onetoone

correspondence between the inflectional marker and the grammatical feature that it manifests,

as can be seen in (48). There are separate morphemes to signal the grammatical categories of

gender, number, case, and so on.

(48) s̪un̪d̪aɾanmaaɾeyum s̪un̪d̪aɾimaaɾeyum

beautyMPLACCCORD beautyFPLACCCORD

‘Handsome men and beautiful women.’

Typologically, Malayalam inflections also demonstrate characteristic features such as

phonological salience, morphological and semantic transparency, and high productivity, as men

tioned in Chapter 2. These properties enable the acquisition of inflectional affixes, unlike a more

fusional system (e.g. the English verbal affix s, which signals person, number, present tense,

and agreement all melded together).

4.3 Phonotactic Constraints on Inflectional Affixes

In this section, we describe and provide a brief account of the phonotactic rules that are crucial

to the inflectional selection and word formation in Malayalam. This will also facilitate our

discussion of the inflectional material and its acquisition1. K. P. Mohanan (1982, 1986) has

proposed the nocoda hypothesis based on his observation that native Malayalam speakers parse

syllable final consonants as part of the following syllable’s onset in order to avoid creating a coda

despite the potential violation of the sonority hierarchy of the onset sequence.

K. P. Mohanan (1982, 1986) uses the palanguage game to make this argument. Ac

cording to K. P. Mohanan (1982), in palanguage, a dummy syllable pa is inserted between

the actual syllables of the given word. The palanguage forms of Malayalam speakers are in

contrast to that of native Hindi speakers, who parse consonants into the coda and have access

to more complex codas and, therefore, syllables. For example, when asked to convert the word
1I have developed amore complete and detailed account of the syllable structure properties. This is not included

in the thesis since it is somewhat tangential to the core argument being made here and will serve as a distraction to
the main idea of the thesis.
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ban̪d̪ʱanam ‘binding’ into palanguage, Malayalam speakers produced pabapan̪d̪ʱapanam

with the nasal sonorant following the inserted syllable rather than preceding it. Hindi speakers

create pabanpad̪ʱapanam, where the nasal is syllabified into the preceding coda. K. P. Mo

hanan uses this parse as evidence to argue that Malayalam is a nocoda language2. His other

arguments for analysing Malayalam as a nocoda language are a) Malayalam speakers parse the

words like bʱakt̪i ‘devotion’ and campa ‘jasmine’ as bʱa.kt̪i and ca.mpa, respectively, as opposed

to Hindi speakers who parse them as bʱak.t̪i and cam.pa, respectively, b) Malayalam speakers

judge words like amma ‘mother’ and kuʈʈi ‘child’ to comprise three and four segments, respec

tively, while Hindi and Marathi speakers judge those words to contain four and five segments,

respectively (K. P. Mohanan, 1982; T. Mohanan, 1989).

We disagree with this analysis. Malayalam (like the other Dravidian languages) poses

strict restrictions on the contents of the coda. Coda slots are limited to the sonorants – nasals,

liquids and glides. Nasals are further restricted in the wordinternal coda and are only permitted

when they form a member of a homorganic pair (n̪t̪,mp etc.), and stop consonants are permitted

only when they are part of a geminate (Rajaraja Varma, 1896). The paform pabapan̪d̪ʱa

panam produced by the Malayalam speakers is, in fact, the form that should be expected, since

it respects the homorganicity constraint; the target paword respects the phonotactic constraints.

Had they produced the form pabanpad̪ʱapanam the resulting codaonset cluster npwould indeed

have violated Malayalam’s homorganicity constraint.

Steriade (1981) notes that in Malayalam, the clusters at the margins of the words do not

violate the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP) and therefore, there is no reason to expect such

violations in medial clusters. She demonstrates with the Romanian equivalent of palanguage

that one may not assume such language games to be exclusively of the syllable sensitive type.

According to Steriade (1981, p. 2829), “in Romanian, the parule inserts after every vowel,

regardless of whether the vowel exhausts the rime, a p followed by a copy of the vowel: vorbesk

‘I speak’ becomes [voporbepesk] with the pV sequence inserted in the middle of both rimes

rather than after them”.

In another paper, Steriade (1999) argues that the fact that English speakers are divided on

parsing the word lemon as either le.mon or lem.on reflects different parses of the same auditory

stimulus. She states that syllabic intuitions partly correlate with wordphonotactics and that it

2T. Mohanan (1989) argues that the Sanskrit syllable structure is overlaid on the native (Dravidian) one and
creates a series of rules/constraints by which a resolution between the conflicting demands of the two grammars
are resolved.
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is the phonotactics that determines syllable structure and not the other way around. Steriade

(2002) proposes that in Malayalam, the mode of parsing relates to the orthographic and word

edge properties of the language and not coda avoidance per se.

Additional evidence against the nocoda hypothesis comes from the phonetic study con

ducted by Broselow et al. (1997). The study reports that phonetic shortening of both long and

short vowels in closed syllables is observed inMalayalam and, further, that there is no significant

difference in the duration of consonants after long/short vowels. The fact that vowel duration is

shortened when coda increases implies that the coda is part of the rime which comprises both

the nucleus and the coda consonant. The findings of the study demonstrate that Malayalam has

codas and that they are not resyllabified to the onsets in the surface structure as K. P. Mohanan

(1982) and T. Mohanan (1989) argue in their accounts. Given these different arguments, we do

not assume that Malayalam is a noncoda language, but rather one with wellarticulated coda

constraints, as is the norm for Dravidian languages.

The core Malayalam syllable is a V (e.g. the first syllable in a.ri.ʋɨ ‘knowledge’) which

can be augmented to form the following syllables: (C)V(C) (e.g. the second syllable in n̪i.ɻal

‘shadow’), (C)V(V) (e.g. the first syllable in maa.ri ‘moved’), and (C)V(V)(C) (e.g. miin ‘fish’).

Three of the most important constraints that govern the syllable formation in Malayalam are

i) tautosyllabic cluster reduction, ii) coda restriction, and iii) syllabic weight constraint. The

tautosyllabic cluster reduction constraint dictates that consonant clusters are not permitted in

the onset and coda positions. Thus, typically, only single consonants are permitted as onsets

and codas.

The coda constraint dictates that only certain consonants can occupy the coda positions

of a Malayalam syllable. These are the sonorant consonantsm, n, ɳ, l, ɭ, r, ɻ, and y. In addition

to those sonorant consonants, while forming a word, Malayalam phonotactic constraints only

allow geminates and homorganic nasalstop pairs as heterosyllabic consonants in an adjacent

codaonset pair such as ŋk, ɲc, n̪t̪, mp. The underlying voiceless stop consonants surface as

voiced ones and the clusters become ŋg, ɲɟ, n̪d̪, andmb, respectively, phonetically. Thus, coda

augmentation is limited to a specific set of consonants which are the sonorants listed above,

the first half of a geminate, and the nasal of a homorganic nasalstop pair. Table 4.1 provides

examples of legitimate codas in Malayalam.

Coda consonants that occupy the wordfinal position require further analysis. Only the

sonorant consonants [m, n, ɳ, l, ɭ, r, y] are allowed to occupy the coda position at the end of a
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Table 4.1 Examples of Malayalam coda consonants.

Syllable Structure Coda type Example

CVVC sonorant [n] miin ‘fish’

CVC glide [y] n̪ey ‘ghee’

CVCCV initial segment of a geminate kat̪.t̪i ‘dagger’

CVCCV initial segment of a geminate cip.pi ‘seashell’

CVCCV initial segment of a geminate cak.ka ‘jackfruit’

CVCCV initial segment of a geminate muʈ.ʈa ‘egg’

CNCV ŋ of ŋk paŋ.kɨ ‘share’

CNCV ɲ of ɲc ʋaɲ.ci ‘boat’

CNCV n̪ of n̪t̪ t̪an̪.t̪a ‘father’

CNCV m of mp t̪um.pa ‘leucas’

CNCV ɳ of ɳʈ muɳ.ʈɨ ‘’dhoti’

word. For example, maan ‘deer’ vs maaʈɨ ‘cattle’. The stems that have other coda consonants

at the end of the word are resyllabified to the onset position by the addition of the release vowel

[ɨ] which has no phonemic value in Malayalam, and which is also seen to be a Dravidian feature.

The tendency to have an open syllable structure is so strong that except for the consonants [m]

and [n], the rest of the sonorant consonants can alter between the coda and the onset position at

the end of a word, especially in continuous speech, as in example paal and paalɨ both referring

to ‘milk’. Table 4.2 shows the distribution of wordfinal coda consonants in Malayalam.

Associated with the coda constraint is the syllable weight constraint. There is a general

tendency to break up heavy syllables and resyllabify the coda consonants to the onset positions.

This is most visible during the selection of inflectional markers. Vowel markers are selected

to resyllabify the heavysyllabled stems. (49) lists the kinds of syllables that are permitted in

Malayalam. (50) shows the structure of the maximal syllable that is permitted in Malayalam.

(49) V

(C)V

(C)V(V)

*(C)(C)V

(C)V(V)(C)
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Table 4.2 Wordfinal coda consonants.

Word Permissible NotPermissible

miin ‘fish’ miin miinɨ*

maɳam ‘smell’ maɳam maɳamɨ*

kuuɳ ‘mushroom’ kuuɳ / kuuɳɨ 

paal ‘milk’ paal / paalɨ 

t̪eeɭ ‘scorpion’ t̪eeɭ / t̪eeɭɨ 

caar ‘gravy’ caar / caarɨ 

n̪ey ‘ghee’ n̪ey/n̪eyɨ 

ʋiiʈɨ ‘home’ ʋiiʈɨ ʋiiʈ*

paampɨ ‘snake’ paampɨ paamp*

(50)

(Onset) Nucleus (Coda)

Rime

C V(V) C

Maximal Syllable
σ

Given the syllable structure presented above, it is necessary to account for the behaviour

of geminates. In Malayalam, only voiceless consonants occur as geminates in wordmedial

positions. The gemination of voiceless consonants in wordmedial positions occurs in order

to preserve their [−voice] feature and to prevent undergoing voicing. Gemination of voiceless

stops occurs at morpheme boundaries as well in order to retain their [−voice] feature as can be

seen in the wordforms ʋaaɻt̪t̪i [praiseTRPST], n̪eert̪t̪u [thinPST] etc. When this happens at

the morpheme boundaries, the first half of the geminate is attached as an appendix directly to

the syllable node as can be seen in (51). Thus, forms like ʋaaɻt̪.t̪i and n̪eert̪.t̪u have the structure

(51). This analysis deviates from K. P. Mohanan’s (1982, 1986) analysis where he posits the

wordfinal codas as appendices. On the surface of it, these forms appear to be violating the

homorganicity constraint. However, the fact that the first half of the geminate is not a part of the
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rime since it is an appendix which is attached directly to the syllable node enables the violation

of the homorganicity constraint. When the appendix comes between the coda and onset, the

homorganicity constraint cannot apply since it applies only to the adjacent codaonset pairs.

(51)

Onset Nucleus Coda Appendix

Rime

C V C C

σ

Onset Nucleus

V

Rime

σ

V

Word

It is nonetheless necessary to distinguish native Malayalam syllabic structure from that

of Sanskrit, given the large scale lexical borrowing from Sanskrit into Malayalam. Although

numerous Sanskrit words exist in Malayalam, they are either phonologically accommodated or

are infrequent and restricted to formal contexts. Unaccommodated, borrowed Sanskrit words

are learned by children during formal learning and do not form a part of the input they hear oth

erwise. Our analysis also contradicts T. Mohanan’s (1989) syllable structure account. T. Mo

hanan extends K. P. Mohanan’s (1986) nocoda constraint by proposing that because of the

heavy influx of Sanskrit vocabulary in Malayalam, Modern Malayalam has two types of sylla

ble structures (and phonotactics) at play in its phonology. The initial strata of wordformation

are governed by Sanskrit’s phonotactics which permits coda consonants, while the final stratum,

applies Dravidian phonotactics resyllabifying the coda consonant to the onset position even at

the expense of violating the SSP (T. Mohanan, 1989).

This analysis is counterintuitive. Quite apart from the fact that it leans onK. P.Mohanan’s

analysis which itself is unsupported as we saw earlier, there are several reasons not to award such

primacy to the Sanskrit phonotactics. Even though Malayalam has borrowed a large number

of content words from Sanskrit, it is unlikely that Sanskrit phonotactics is given primacy in

Malayalam morphological derivations per se. Compared to the number of content words that

has been borrowed, the number of functional morphemes (affixes) that has been borrowed is

vastly disproportionate and negligible. Thus, Sanskrit has not been able to alter or affect the

grammar of Malayalam in any way (Rajaraja Varma, 1896). The rubric of Malayalam grammar
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is still Dravidian in nature.

We find that a majority of these borrowed words are used in extremely formal contexts

such as literature or in academia. They are not typically part of the core vocabulary. For ex

ample, no one uses the words n̪iiloolpalam ‘blue lotus’ or ambaɾam ‘sky’ in their colloquial

speech unless they are trying to be pedantic. Those Sanskrit words that have transitioned into

the everyday vocabulary are phonologically modified to fit the Dravidian (native Malayalam)

phonotactic constraints through cluster reduction, devoicing, deaspiration and so on. Exam

ples are pappanaaʋan ‘Lord Vishnu’ from the Sanskrit padmanaabʱan and the forms ʋekɨt̪i and

ɕakɨt̪i from vyakt̪i ‘person’ and ɕakt̪i ‘power’ (the former two phonologically accommodated

forms are often employed by Malayali politicians in their speeches). Further examples of such

phonological accommodations are given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Examples of phonological accommodation of Sanskrit based words in Malayalam.

Original Word Phonologically Accommodated Word Gloss

st̪ʰalam s̪alam ‘land’

sraaʋɨ corakɨ ‘shark’

swapnam s̪oppanam ‘dream’

kaaʃʈʰam kaaʈʈam ‘poop’

mooʂʈikk mooʈʈikk ‘to steal’

nyaayam ɲaayam ‘reason/justice’

anyaayam anniyaayam ‘injustice’

d̪viipɨ d̪iipɨ ‘island’

t̪ulsi t̪uɭas̪i ‘holy basil’

kʃama ʂema ‘forgiveness’

It also has to be noted that the Sanskrit borrowings were only accessible to a certain social

class of Kerala society and were never a part of the common man’s vocabulary. The adoption

of some of these words into the general vocabulary is a relatively recent phenomenon and an

outcome of the Kerala Education act of 1958 and Kerala State’s Literacy Campaign of 1990

which in turn led to the achievement of high literacy rates and the consequent influx of more

Sanskrit words into everyday use. Despite the increased awareness and learning of Sanskrit

words, they still undergo phonological accommodation as shown in the examples in Table 4.3.

Thus, it seems counterintuitive to give primacy to Sanskrit phonotactic constraints inMalayalam
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wordformation processes.

The abovediscussed aspects of syllable structure control the resultant surface structure of

an inflectional affix, especially the consonantinitial inflections. For example, the addition of the

plural markers maar and kaɭ violate the homorganicity constraint on the adjacent codaonset

pairs as can be seen in the underlying forms kaɭɭanmaar [thiefPL] and maramkaɭ [treePL],

respectively. However, the corresponding surface structures of the resultant wordforms are

kaɭɭammaar and maɾaŋŋaɭ, respectively, which preserve the homorganicity constraint through

assimilation of features.

Vowel hiatus between a vowelfinal stem and a vowelinitial suffix is resolved by the

insertion of a glide, for example (eg: poo + i – pooyi ‘went’). Consonant final stems show

resyllabification of the final consonant into the onset of the suffixal vowel, for example, paaʈ +

i – paaʈi ‘sang’). An open syllable structure can be seen in both poo.yi and paa.ʈi which have a

CVV.CV structure adhering to the syllabic weight constraint. We will see that phonotactics plays

a crucial role in the selection of the past tense morphemes and case markers in Chapters 6 and 8,

respectively.

4.4 Phonological vs Morphological Selection

As we said at the beginning of the chapter, inflectional selection is determined either phonolog

ically or morphologically. On the one hand, the affixal morphemes conform to the phonological

features of the stem endings and the dominant syllable structure. For example, the past tense

marker i and not t̪u or n̪t̪u is chosen for heavy stems such as cit̪ar ‘scatter’ so that the coda

consonant can be resyllabified to the onset position in the resultant wordforms such as ci.t̪a.ri,

thus adhering to the syllable weight constraint. Thus, the selection of the past tense marker i is

driven by the phonological component. This is similar to the past tense marking in English with

the alternation between t~d as in ripped [t] versus ribbed [d].

On the other hand, the selection of certain affixes is sensitive to the lexical features of

the stem. For example, the allomorphy of the plural marker varies according to the features

[±HUMAN] / [±ANIMATE] of the nominal stem. The [+HUMAN] nouns choose maar as in

the example ammamaar [motherPL]. However, the marker is different for [−HUMAN, +AN

IMATE] nouns. They are assigned the marker kaɭ as in the example kiɭikaɭ [birdPL]. This is

different from the plural marker selection in English where the plural allomorphs are phonolog
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ically driven given the [±voice feature] of the stem and whether the stemfinal consonant is an

alveolar sibilant or not (eg. kæts [catPL], lædz [ladPL], and bʌsiz [busPL]).

4.5 Acquisition and Mode of Affix Selection

As seen in previous chapters, Malayalam inflectional markers are highly productive, phonolog

ically salient, morphologically and semantically transparent, and exhibit biuniqueness. Thus,

children acquiring Malayalam inflections are working with a system that enables learning be

cause the morphology is mostly transparent. Young children have been shown to demonstrate

competence with the phonotactics of the language they are hearing even before they begin their

actual speech production (Guasti, 2002). Therefore, the phonologically determined inflectional

assignment ought to be acquired more easily than those that are determined by the lexical fea

tures of paradigmatic classes. We propose that mode of selection will play a crucial role in the

acquisition of inflections and in later chapters we will test the validity of this proposal.



Chapter 5

The Grammar and Acquisition of

Malayalam Verbal Inflections

5.1 Verbal Inflections in Malayalam

Verbs constitute the grammatical core of an utterance since a) they select their arguments and

assign them case and grammatical roles b) they determine the structure of the clause, and fi

nally, c) they are often the locus of multiple grammatical features such as tense, aspect, mood,

and agreement. Verbs across many of the world’s languages realise grammatical information

through inflections. Hence, the acquisition of verbal inflections is an area of great interest and

is fundamental to furthering our understanding of several key issues in language acquisition.

Themajor verbal inflectional categories inMalayalam are tense, aspect, andmood (TAM).

In this section, we discuss the three main categories of tense (present, future, and past), two as

pects (perfective and imperfective), and three moods (imperative, conditional, and optative)

which are signalled by individual inflectional markers. These abovediscussed categories are

only a subset of the inflected verb forms in Malayalam. We are only looking at those inflections

that are found in colloquial speech and in turn, occurs in the children’s input. It must be noted

that verb stems in Malayalam are bound stems in general, except in the bareimperative forms

(e.g. paaʈɨ ‘sing!’, keeɭkkɨ ‘hear!’), and always carry affixal material, even when nonfinite.

The template of a Malayalam verb form when the TAM affixes are concatenated together is

stem+tense+(aspect/mood) as shown in the examples below.

(52) ʋan̪n̪u [comePST]

69
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(53) ʋan̪n̪iʈʈɨ [comePSTPFV]

(54) ʋan̪n̪aal [comePSTCOND]

All the verbal inflections discussed here, except the past tense morpheme Tu, are vowel

initial and therefore syllabic and phonologically transparent. Vowel hiatuses are resolved by

consonant epenthesis and stemfinal consonants invariably resyllabify as suffixal onsets. They

apply exceptionlessly across all the verbs. This makes them highly productive and being se

mantically and morphologically transparent as well, eminently acquirable.

Crosslinguistically, verbs can inflect for tense, aspect, mood, voice, and agreement. In

the following discussion, we provide a brief overview of these grammatical features to better

understand the verb in Malayalam. Tense may be said to be “the grammaticalisation of location

in time” (Comrie, 1985, p. 9). For example, the ed in the sentence ‘She cooked rice’ signals

that the action happened in the past with reference to the time of speaking and is, therefore,

the past tense marker. Verbs which encode tense and agreement (with the subject) are called

finite verbs (e.g. cooks, cooked) and are otherwise said to be nonfinite, which include in

finitives, gerunds, and present and past participles (e.g. breaking, broken). Many languages

separate the time continuum grammatically into the present, the past, and the future. Dravidian

languages, in general, as well as others like Romance languages, Turkish, Korean etc. gram

maticalise three distinct tense forms. However, not all languages employ all three tenses. Many

languages only make a twoway distinction between past and nonpast in which the latter cov

ers both the present and the future times (e.g. Japanese), or between future and nonfuture (e.g.

Greenlandic, Quechua etc.), or grammaticalise some tenses and periphrastically indicate others

(Germanic languages). More rarely, there are languages that encode degrees of remoteness in

the grammatical feature of tense (eg. Bantu languages of Africa, Australian aboriginal languages

and native languages of the Americas) making elaborate distinctions with various cutoff points

such as remote, recent, one day or a few hours etc. (Comrie, 1985, p. 87). Equally, there are

languages that lack the tense grammaticalisation feature altogether and are called tenseless lan

guages (e.g. Chinese, and Burmese). Agglutinating languages indicate tense distinctions most

often by employing verbal inflections.

Malayalam makes a threeway tense distinction, namely the present, the past, and the

future. The present tense is marked invariably by the suffix un̪n̪u and the future tense by the

suffix um, as can be seen in (55) and (56). Both the present and the future tense markers are

phonologically accommodated with the stem. In Table 5.1 we show examples of the present and
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future tense forms with consonant and vowelinitial stems.

(55) amma pookun̪n̪u

mother.NOM goPRS

‘Mother goes.’

(56) amma n̪aaɭe pookum

mother.NOM tomorrow goFUT

‘Mother will go tomorrow.’

Table 5.1 Present tense and future tense forms in Malayalam.

Gloss Stem Syllable Structure Present Future

‘see’ kaaɳ CVVC kaa.ɳun̪.n̪u kaa.ɳum

‘cry’ ka.ɾa CV.CV ka.ɾa.yun̪.n̪u ka.ɾa.yum

‘die’ caa CVV caa.kun̪.n̪u caa.kum

Malayalam has two past tense markers i and Tu, and the latter is realised as two allo

morphs t̪u and n̪t̪u. In Malayalam, past tense marking is determined in one of two modes. In

underived (lexically primitive) verbs, phonology and phonotactic constraints control/determine

the form of the inflectional suffix. In deadjectival and denominal (derived) verbs, past tense

inflection is determined by the lexical feature [±TRANSITIVE]. Thus, in the latter lexical class,

affix selection is not phonologically motivated. Past tense marking is a much debated and com

plex topic in Malayalam inflectional grammar (Asher & Kumari, 1997) and the acquisition of

past tensemarking is particularly interesting owing to this complexity, as wewill see in Chapter 6

in greater detail. Here we limit ourselves to this brief description of the past tense morphemes.

A second timecentred grammatical category associated with verbs is aspect. Comrie

(1976) defines aspect as a way of viewing the internal temporal nature or constituency of a

situation. Aspect thus conveys other temporal information of the action or event, such as its

duration, or state of completion, or frequency, as it relates to the time of action. It describes

whether an event occurs at a single point of time, over a continuous period of time, or at discrete

points in time, while tense indicates the event’s location in time. Thus, with reference to the

temporal features of the event, tense can be said to encode the ‘when’ while aspect encodes the

‘how’. A basic aspectual distinction seen in a number of languages is that between the perfective

(which marks the completion of events) and the imperfective (which marks the continuity of
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events). Other aspects include the progressive (which indicates ongoing events) and the habitual

(which signals repetitive events). The ing morpheme in the sentence ‘She is cooking rice’,

indicates that the action is not completed and is in progress and hence marks the progressive

aspect, while the form of the verb to be marks the present tense. This happens in Malayalam as

well, where the present tense marker un̪n̪u can also convey the progression of events. Likewise,

the future marker um can signal habitual actions as well. Crosslinguistically, the interaction

between the features of tense and aspect is quite complex and inflectional affixes often signal

information about both rather than achieve a unique onetoone mapping.

In Malayalam, both inflections and verbal auxiliaries can be used to encode the verbal

aspect. For example, the lexical auxiliaries1 like kaɭay ‘lose’, ʋekk ‘put’ etc. signal the per

fective aspect while the auxiliary ʋaɾ ‘come’ signals the imperfective aspect (Asher & Kumari,

1997). In the following, we only look at inflectional aspectual marking. The primary aspectual

distinction in Malayalam is between the perfective and the imperfective. While the perfective

aspect signals the completion of the event, the imperfective signals an ongoing action that is

conceived as happening continuously or repetitively along a timeline. The inflectional marker

iʈʈɨ encodes the perfective as can be seen in (57). The perfective also allows the temporal se

quencing of events.

(57) ɾaaman s̪iit̪aye kaɳʈiʈʈɨ pooyi

rama.NOM sitaACC seePFV goPST

‘Rama left after seeing Sita.’

The imperfective aspect is marked by combining the marker uka with the copula aaɳɨ

‘to be’. It denotes an ongoing action that is conceived as happening continuously or repetitively

along the timeline.

(58) kuʈʈi paʈʰiykkukaaaɳɨ

child.NOM studyPTCPAUX.IPFV

‘The child is studying.’

The grammatical category of mood and modality expresses the speaker’s attitude to the

proposition. Some of the main moods are the indicative (statement or fact), imperative (com

mand, request, or prohibition), conditional, subjunctive (wish, possibility), interrogative (ques

1Malayalam, like the other Dravidian languages, employs a variety of lexical verbs to function as auxiliaries.
These include the reflexive auxiliary koɭɭ, and others such as t̪aɭɭ ‘push’, ʋekk ‘put’, iɾiykk ‘sit’, n̪ookk ‘look’,
kaaɳ ‘see’ etc. used to signal various aspects by removing their lexical meaning (Asher & Kumari, 1997).
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tion) and optative (hopes, wishes, commands). The sentence ‘Cook the rice!’, is a command

and is said to be in the imperative mood. Whether the mood is morphologically encoded varies

crosslinguistically. In Malayalam, while the indicative is not morphologically encoded, other

moods are. Asher and Kumari (1997, p. 304) note that “the indicative forms of the verb are

those which carry no modal overtones. The indicative is obligatorily marked for tense.”

The inflectionally marked moods in Malayalam are the imperative, the conditional, and

the optative. Other moods like intentional, debitive etc. are signalled by the modal aɳam and

permission, potential etc are signalled by the modal aam (Asher & Kumari, 1997). Except for

the bare stem imperatives, all the mood inflections which are discussed below apply across the

board without exceptions and are hence highly productive.

The major imperative markers are oo, ee, and aan and indicate increasing degrees

of emphasis in command2. It has to be noted that in addition to these markers that signal the

imperative mood, there are bare stem imperatives. While the vowelfinal stems do not undergo

any change in their surface structure during the formation of their corresponding bare imperative

forms (e.g. poo ‘go!’, iɾi ‘sit!’ etc. from poo ‘go’, and iɾi ‘sit’, respectively), the consonant

final stems like uuɾ ‘remove’, paaʈ ‘sing’ etc. form their bareimperatives uuɾɨ and paaʈɨ,

respectively, with the aid of the release vowel [ɨ] in order to adhere to the phonotactic constraints

(see Chapter 4) in Malayalam. Two notable exceptions are the sonorant consonantending verbs

ʋaɾ ‘come’ and t̪aɾ ‘give’ which form their bare stem imperatives as ʋaa ‘come!’ and t̪aa

‘give!’, respectively, patterning with the vowelending stems instead of forming the imperative

with the addition of the release vowel [ɨ]. The bare imperative forms can be considered as

instances of zero (null) affixation.

(59) n̪ii pokkoo/pokkee/pookaan

you.SG.NOM goIMP

‘Go!’

The conditional denotes an event whose realisation is dependent upon another event.

It is indicated by adding the inflection aal to the verbal stem. The conditional affix is not a

frequently occurring marker unlike the imperatives or the tense markers. The conditional is also

marked noninflectionally using eŋkil.

2In addition to these markers, the morphemes in and aalum also signal the imperative. However, these are
very much formal and not present in colloquial speech (Asher & Kumari, 1997). These are not discussed in this
thesis.
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(60) amma koʈut̪t̪aal kuʈʈi paal kuʈiykkum

mother.NOM giveCOND child milk drinkFUT

‘The child will drink the milk if the mother gives it.’

The optative expresses hopes, wishes, commands etc. and is signalled using aʈʈe in

Malayalam.

(61) ɾaaman parayaʈʈe

rama.NOM talkOPT

‘Let Rama talk.’

Many languages also have agreement morphemes that encode the properties of the sub

ject and/or object of the verb. These typically express the features of person, number, and gender

(or phifeatures) of the nominal on the verb. For example, in the sentence, ‘She cooks rice’,

the morpheme s indicates that the subject is 3rd person, singular and thus, shows agreement

with the subject for person and number (but not for gender). There are also languages where

the verb does not agree with the subject and in Malayalam (as in Japanese and Chinese) there

is no subjectverb agreement. In this, Malayalam differs from the other Dravidian languages

(especially, Tamil) where the agreement is rich and morphologically visible.

5.2 Acquisition of Verbal Inflections

Given the information that resides in or centres around the verb, as we saw above, the acquisition

of verbal inflections across the world’s languages has been the focus of much research. Verbal

inflectional systems are variegated, and it is both interesting and important to see how children

acquire the various grammars if we are to understand how language becomes manifest in the

growing child. In particular, many European languages as well as nonEuropean languages

(Japanese (Clancy, 1985), Qanjobal (Mateo Pedro, 2015), Turkish (Haznedar & Ketrez, 2016)

etc.) have been wellresearched and documented from a developmental perspective. However,

linguistically rich India is much less documented in this regard and there are only a few studies

scattered over a few languages.

In this section, we will focus on published work on the acquisition of verbal inflections in

Tamil since it is a sisterlanguage and most similar to Malayalam in grammatical terms. Often,

the morphological patterns require reference to Tamil as well as their joint history to enable a

clearer account of the grammar of Malayalam. In the following, we survey studies on the ac
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quisition of Tamil verb morphology by Raghavendra and Leonard (1989), Lakshmanan (2006),

and Sarma (2014).

Raghavendra and Leonard (1989) have investigated the acquisition of verbal inflections

in three monolingual Tamil speaking children aged 2;2, 2;6, and 2;7 over a period of four weeks

each. The results show a high percentage of use of tense inflections and different aspectual

markers in obligatory contexts. The few errors are, primarily, substitution errors as may be seen

in (62) where the child substitutes the present tense agreement marker for the future.

(62) Adult: ni eppaDi skulukku pove:?

you how schoolDAT goFUT2SG

‘How will you go to school?’

Child: skuTTerle pore:n (po:ven expected)

ScooterLOC goPRS1SG

‘I am going in the scooter.’
(Raghavendra & Leonard, 1989)

The authors suggest that this particular substitution error could be because Tamil permits

the use of the present tense marker to indicate the future in certain contexts which might have

triggered the erroneous productions in the kids, though it is not clear that such an interpreta

tion is possible in this example. This study shows that Tamil speaking children as young as

2;2 use a variety of inflections productively. According to the authors, the typological features

of Tamil enable such early development, and these include a) morphological and phonological

transparency of the morphemes, b) basic SOV word order, and c) verbal inflections being suf

fixes rather than prefixes and thus consistent with the verbfinal typology. The authors suggest

that children might be sensitive to such consistencies in typology.

Lakshmanan (2006) analyses the data of two monolingual Tamil speaking children, a

girl, observed between the ages 1;9.16 to 1;11.20 (five recordings), and a boy at the age of 2;0

(one recording). The children have omission errors in obligatory contexts in their use of verbal

inflections even though they employ tense and agreement inflections early enough. Lakshmanan

proposes an alternative analysis by correlating the omission errors with the overall word length

constraints for the individual child. One of the children’s word productions were maximally bi

syllabic. The author suggests that the omission errors may be a consequence of this performance

constraint. However, her analysis also shows that children’s competence does include adultlike

knowledge of inflections.
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Lakshmanan notes that the children tended to use the verbal participle instead of the finite

past tense forms. Since the verbal participle is homophonous with some of the past tense allo

morphs in Tamil, she suggests that the children could actually be using past tense forms without

the overt subject agreement. The author goes a step further to also say that the Tamil children

may actually be going through a stage in which they assume that Tamil is like Malayalam where

verbs inflect for tense, aspect and mood without subject agreement as in (63) where the child is

observing an insect.

(63) Child: puucci pogɨ

insect.NOM goPRS

Adult: puucci poogidi

insect.NOM goPRS3SG

‘An insect goes.’

(P, 1;9.26)

(Colloquial)

[adult form]

(Lakshmanan, 2006, p. 196)

The Tamil speaking children’s grammatical competence in her opinion is not unlike that

of the adults despite the fact that the underlying target inflections are difficult to recover because

of the morphophonemic and assimilation processes in the adult forms (Lakshmanan, 2006).

However, Lakshmanan’s suggestion that Tamil children may be going through a stage

in which they assume that Tamil is an agreementless language like Malayalam cannot be a

possible explanation since children are seen to set their target parameters to the correct value

from very early ages onwards (Guasti, 2002). Thus, there is no reason for the child to set the

value according to Malayalam and then later revise it to Tamil since the input forms contain the

obligatory agreement forms in plenty. Besides, crosslinguistic data have shown that agreement

comes early in children’s productions (Guasti, 2002, 1993). Moreover, Sarma (2014) shows that

early Tamil shows adultlike competence in the use of agreement markers.

Sarma (2014) also supports the fullcompetence hypothesis by looking at the data of a

Tamil speaking child between the ages 0;9 and 2;9 from the CHILDES database. In a language

like Tamil with rich inflectional morphology, the verbal complex contains most of the crucial

grammatical information such as agreement, tense, aspect, mood, reflexivity and voice. Thus,

the verbal system of inflections is critical to language acquisition. The author shows that the

child’s utterances comprise samples of the various constructions in Tamil and that inflections

are present from an early age onwards. The child is seen to be using different kinds of predi

cates together with their associated case assignment and agreement features and is capable of
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distinguishing between types of predicates through the use of default (66), and real agreement

(64), (65).

(64) naa ayiveen

(naan azhuveen)

I.NOM cryFUT1SG

‘I will cry.’

(V, 2;4.5)

[adult form]

(Sarma, 2014, p. 113)

(65) eekku mammam veeNum

(enakku mammam veeNDum)

IDAT food.NOM want3SG

‘I want food.’

(V, 2;9.4)

[adult form]

(Sarma, 2014, p. 114)

(66) eekku kulurdu

(enakku kulurudu)

IDAT coldPRS3SG

‘I am cold.’

(V, 2;1.18)

[adult form]

(Sarma, 2014, p. 116)

This indicates that the grammatical competence of the child is not really different from

the grammatical competence of a native adult speaker (Sarma, 2014). In Sarma’s earlier study

(1999) on the development of Tamil verbal inflections, she demonstrates that even in very young

children (less than two years old) the agreement morphemes are in place.

From these studies, we can see that verbal inflections are in place early enough in child

Tamil. One of the studies argued that the typological features enable such early acquisition.

These studies lead us to expect certain patterns in the acquisition ofMalayalam verbal inflections

and to explain those patterns in terms of both typological and language specific features. In the

rest of this chapter, we discuss each TAM inflection present in the data. This will allow us to

understand the evolving grammars and the principles that govern them.

5.3 Acquisition of Malayalam TAM inflections

In the preceding discussion of verbal inflections we discover that, predominantly, the inflec

tional markers apply across the board. The main accommodation between the stem and the affix
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is governed by phonotactics or syllable structure constraints and involve resyllabification or

glide epenthesis. Only the past tense markers t̪u and n̪t̪u are partially determined by the lexical

features of the verb. Given the previous studies and this highly productive nature of affixation,

we expect that the children should be able to induce the rules of inflectional morphology early.

We would also expect fewer errors and greater type and token diversity. In the following, we

discuss the production patterns of each of these verbal inflections in the speech of the two sub

jects in the study3. As we discuss each inflection, it may be noted that the figures show the token

frequencies of each TAM inflection in the children’s transcripts4 and the utterances in (67)  (99)

show how each inflection is employed by the children.

The data in Table 5.2 provides a summary list of the type and token frequencies of the

different TAM inflections attested in the acquisition data across all the transcripts. As we will

see shortly, there are no omission errors attested for any of the TAM inflections. Thus, our

criterion for productivity only includes the use of the marker with three or more unique stems

rather than the usual criterion of 90% occurrence in obligatory contexts in three consecutive

recordings (Cazden, 1968) for the markers that are omitted.

5.3.1 Tense

A summary of the production of the present tense marker un̪n̪u in terms of the number of tokens

in each transcript is given in Figure 5.1. There are no omission errors attested for the marker. In

A’s data, 51 unique types and 173 tokens are attested for the present tense morpheme. The mor

pheme un̪n̪u is present once in the first transcript (1;9.14) and is seen continuously after 2;0.16

in the transcripts. The type and token frequencies of the marker also increase progressively with

age as may be expected. At the age of 2;1.15, A uses the marker with three different stems. A’s

type frequency shows a subsequent increase and she uses the inflection with 13 different stems

at the age of 2;7.2. The productivity criterion is met at the age 2;1.15.

3It has to be noted that A has been very much loquacious compared to H during the recording sessions. Con
sequently, there are greater number of types and tokens for the affixes in A’s transcripts in general. However, the
MLU values of the children at the corresponding ages or the percentages of each inflection in their transcripts do
not show much difference from each other.

4The graphs are without any pattern since the token frequencies of different inflections vary with and across
each session. Also, there is a general dip in the number of tokens at the ages 1;10.15, 2;0.16, 2;1.15, and 2;3.16.
These local variations are more often the result of the child’s mood during those particular recording sessions,
where she has been either unwell or sleepy, as mentioned in Chapter 3.
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Table 5.2 TAM inflections in A’s and H’s speech.

A’s Transcripts H’s Transcripts

Category Marker Frequency Frequency

Type Token Type Token

Present un̪n̪u 51 173 33 90

Future um 64 485 24 76

Past 1 i 44 260 30 100

Past 2 t̪u 28 172 24 84

T

Past 3 n̪t̪u 15 214 9 81

Perfective iʈʈɨ 38 122 7 16
A

Imperfective uka + aaɳɨ 24 143 14 37

Optative aʈʈe 13 33 15 29

Conditional aal 2 3 2 2

Imperative 1 aan 14 38 2 2

Imperative 2 ee 13 52 8 28

M

Imperative 3 oo 11 30 9 13

(67) koŋŋane kaaɳin̪n̪illa

monkeyACC seePRSNEG

koɾaŋŋane kaaɳun̪n̪illa

monkeyACC seePRSNEG

‘The monkey is not seen.’

(A, 2;1.15)

[adult form]

(68) kaakkeʈe bukkɨ aaɳen̪n̪ɨ t̪oon̪n̪un̪n̪u

crowGEN book be.PRSCOMP feelPRS

[enikkɨ] t̪oon̪n̪un̪n̪u [it̪ɨ] kaakkayuʈe bukkɨ aaɳen̪n̪ɨ

[I.DAT] feel.PRS [this] crowGEN book be.PRSCOMP

‘I think it is the crow’s book.’

(A, 2;9.3)

[adult form]

The inflection occurs in 33 types and 90 tokens in H’s transcripts. The marker is present

continuously in all the transcripts except in the earliest two at 2;3.28 and 2;4.14. H’s first pro

ductive use of the marker is attested at the age of 2;6.16 where he uses it with three different

types. At the age of 2;10.17, he is seen to be using the marker with 10 different stems.
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Figure 5.1 TAM inflections  Present un̪n̪u.

(69) kaaɳin̪n̪illee?

seePRSNEGQ

[ceecciykkɨ] kaaɳun̪n̪illee?

[sisterDAT] seePRSNEGQ

‘Doesn’t sister see it?’

(H, 2;8.2)

[adult form]

(70) ken̪n̪ɨ oŋŋun̪n̪ɨ

liePTCP sleepPRS

[accan] keʈan̪n̪ɨ oraŋŋun̪n̪u

[dad] liePTCP sleepPRS

‘Dad is sleeping.’

(H, 3;0.2)

[adult form]

The future tense marker um is present in the very first session (1;9.14) itself in A’s

productions. Across all transcripts, A has 64 types and 485 tokens for the future marker um.

The first productive use of the marker in A’s transcripts is attested at the age of 1;11.1 where she

employs the marker with three different types. At the age of 2;7.16, the marker has an attested

type frequency of 24.

(71) kaɳɳii kut̪t̪aanɨ ʋimaanam ʋayum

eyeLOC stabINF aeroplane.NOM comeFUT

(A, 1;10.2)
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ʋimaanam [n̪ammuʈe] kaɳɳil kut̪t̪aan ʋaɾum

aeroplane.NOM [weGEN] eyeLOC stabINF comeFUT

‘The aeroplane will come to stab (us) in the eye.’

[adult form]

(72) iicceem kot̪ukum pan̪n̪ɨ pookum

flyCORD mosquitoCORD flyPTCP goFUT

iiccayum kot̪ukum paran̪n̪ɨ pookum

flyCORD mosquitoCORD flyPTCP goFUT

‘The fly and the mosquito will fly away.’

(A, 2;5.16)

[adult form]

H produces the future marker um with 24 different verb types over 76 tokens. The

marker is attested at least once in all the transcripts except at the age of 2;4.14. The marker

meets the productivity criterion at the age of 2;5.18 where H uses it with four different verb

stems. The marker has the greatest type frequency at the age of 2;9.1 where he uses it with nine

different stems. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of the token frequencies of the marker in the

children’s transcripts.
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Figure 5.2 TAM inflections  Future um.
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(73) t̪aaɻe ʋiiɻum

down fallFUT

[ɲaan] t̪aaɻe ʋiiɻum

[I.NOM] down fallFUT

‘I will fall down.’

(H, 2;6.16)

[adult form]

(74) kiiri kaɭayum

tearPTCP loseFUT

[ɲaan] [at̪ɨ] kiiri kaɭayum

[I.NOM] [that] tearPTCP loseFUT

‘(I) will tear (it).’

(H, 2;11.1)

[adult form]

The past tense marker i occurs with 44 verb types and 260 tokens in A’s transcripts, and

with 30 verb types and 100 tokens in H’s transcripts. The productivity criterion is met at 1;9.14

for A and at 2;4.14 for H, where they use the marker with three different stems.

(75) at̪ɨ paaʈi

it.NOM singPST

‘It sang.’

(A, 2;10.2)

(76) oottɨkaaɾan pooyi

autoPLM.NOM goPST

ooʈʈookaaɾan pooyi

autoPLM.NOM goPST

‘The autorickshaw driver left.’

(H, 2;3.28)

[adult form]

The past tense variant t̪u occurs with 28 types and 172 tokens in A’s productions and

24 types and 84 tokens in H’s. A reaches type frequency of three, meeting the productivity

criterion, at 2;2.2 and H does so at 2;5.2.

(77) kuɲɲi puuccakuɲɲum ʋalya puuccakuɲɲum cat̪t̪u

small catbabyCORD big catbabyCORD diePST

‘The big kitten and the small kitten died.’

(A, 2.9.15)
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(78) booɭ eʈut̪t̪illa

ball takePSTNEG

[ɲaan] booɭ eʈut̪t̪illa

[I.NOM] ball takePSTNEG

‘(I) didn’t take the ball.’

(H, 2;6.16)

[adult form]

The third past tense variant n̪t̪u is seen in 214 instances involving 15 verb stems in A’s

transcripts. The marker inflects nine stems for a total of 81 tokens in H’s transcripts. A begins to

employ the marker productively with five different stems at the age of 1;11.1. In H’s transcripts,

the marker n̪t̪u has the type frequency of four at the ages 2;5.2, where he meets the productivity

criterion.

(79) ela paccɨ kayiɲɲu

leaf pluckPTCP finishPST

[ɲaan] ela pariccɨ kaɻiɲɲu

[I] leaf pluckPTCP finishPST

‘(I) am done plucking leaves.’

(A, 1;11.1)

[adult form]

(80) t̪aaɻe ʋiiɳɨ

down fallPST

[ɲaan] t̪aaɻe ʋiiɳu

[I] down fallPST

‘I fell down.’

(H, 2.8.16)

[adult form]

Past tense markers are a key issue in any discussion of Malayalam verbal inflections.

We return to the grammar and acquisition of past tense marking in Chapter 6 since there are

interesting consequences for acquisition.

5.3.2 Aspect

Children’s tokens of the perfective and imperfective aspectual inflections are shown in Fig

ures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. In A’s transcripts, aspect marking does not really surface until

2;0.3 when she uses the perfective marker. The first instance of the imperfective suffix is at

2;1.1. By the end of the period of recording, we see 38 types and 122 tokens of the perfective

suffix and 24 types and 143 tokens of the imperfective, respectively. The productivity criterion

is met for the perfective marker at 2;2.2 with three types and the imperfective at 2;1.1 with four
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types.

(81) koŋŋan pooyiʈʈɨ akkriim kayikkaam

monkeyM.NOM goPTCPPFV icecream eatMOD

koɾaŋŋan pooyiʈʈɨ ais̪kriim kaɻiykkaam

monkeyM.NOM goPTCPPFV icecream eatMOD

‘Let’s eat ice cream after the monkey leaves.’

(A, 2;4.18)

[adult form]

(82) amma paalɨ koʈukkuʋaa

mother.NOM milk givePTCPAUX.IPFV

amma [ʋaaʋaykkɨ] paalɨ koʈukkuʋaa

mother.NOM [babyDAT] milk givePTCPAUX.IPFV

‘Mom is feeding (the baby).’

(A, 2;6.15)

[adult form]
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Figure 5.3 TAM inflections  Perfective iʈʈɨ.

In H’s transcripts, the perfective marker iʈʈɨ occurs sporadically compared to the imper

fective uka which is attested in all the transcripts except two (at 2;6.16 and 2;11.1). The former

affix is seen on seven types and 16 tokens while the latter is used with 14 types and 37 tokens.

The perfective marker is attested with only three different types in any single transcript, and the

imperfective with only four. Both markers meet the productivity criterion, the former at 2;11.1

and the latter at 2;9.1.
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Figure 5.4 TAM inflections  Imperfective uka + aaɳɨ.

(83) caaya kucciʈʈɨ poo

tea drinkPTCPPFV go.IMP

caaya kuʈicciʈʈɨ poo

tea drinkPTCPPFV go.IMP

‘Have tea and then go.’

(H, 2;11.18)

[adult form]

(84) naan ʋaɾuʋaa

I.NOM comePTCPAUX

ɲaan ʋaɾuʋaa

I.NOM comePTCPAUX

‘I am coming.’

(H, 3;0.2)

[adult form]

5.3.3 Mood

Childdirected speech typically includes extensive use of the imperatives. Given its prolific

use in the ambient data, we expect that children will both comprehend and utilise these affixes

readily. Recall that Malayalam has three different affixes as well as a bare form to mark the

imperative. Both the children employ the different imperative forms frequently in their speech.

The least emphatic form oo is used in 30 tokens and over 11 types in A’s data and 13 tokens

involving nine types in H’s transcripts. Figure 5.5 shows the production details of this marker.
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The maximum number of stem types attested in any single transcript does not exceed three for

A and four for H. The suffix meets the productivity criterion in A’s transcripts at 2;8.1 with three

stems and in H’s at 2;3.28 (which is the first transcript) with four stems.
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Figure 5.5 TAM inflections  Imperative oo.

(85) ii baattɨ piʈiccoo

this bat holdIMP

‘Hold this bat.’

(A, 2;10.3)

(86) kuccoo ammee

drinkIMP momVOC

kuʈiccoo ammee

drinkIMP momVOC

‘Mom, drink.’

(H, 2;3.28)

[adult form]

The more emphatic imperative marker (in the degree of command) ee is seen on 13

types and 52 tokens, and eight types and 28 tokens, in A’s and H’s transcripts, respectively. The

distribution of the marker is shown in Figure 5.6. The maximum number of stem types to which

the marker ee is attested in any of A’s transcripts is four. A meets the productivity criterion by

employing the marker with four different stems at 2;0.3 while the first instance of the productive

use of the marker in H’s transcripts occurs at the age 2;8.2 with three different stem types.
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Figure 5.6 TAM inflections  Imperative ee.

(87) muʈʈaayi kaaɳiccee

candy seeTRIMP

‘Show me the candy.’

(A, 2;6.1)

(88) accɨ iʈʈee

closeTRPTCP putIMP

aʈaccɨ iʈʈee

closeTRPTCP putIMP

‘Keep the door closed.’

(H, 2;8.2)

[adult form]

The most emphatic marker aan is seen frequently in A’s transcripts while it only occurs

twice in H’s speech with just one instance each in two of the transcripts (at 2;8.2 and 2;11.1).

Figure 5.7 shows the distribution of the marker in A’s transcripts. A uses it with 14 different verb

stems in 38 instances. The marker meets the productivity criterion in A’s transcripts at 1;11.16

with three different stems while its highest type frequency does not exceed four in any of the

transcripts.
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Figure 5.7 TAM inflections  Imperative aan.

(89) baaginaat̪t̪ɨ ʋekkaanɨ bukkɨ

bagGENinside putIMP book

bukkɨ baaginakat̪t̪ɨ ʋekkaan

book bagGENinside keepIMP

‘Put the book inside the bag!’

(A, 2;3.1)

[adult form]

(90) iʈʈɨ t̪aɾaan

putPTCP giveIMP

‘Throw it (to me)!’

(H, 2;8.2)

The children are frequently seen to express the imperative mood using the bare forms of

the verb. In fact, bareimperatives exceed the other three inflectional markers both in type and

token frequencies in both the children’s transcripts. A and H have 99 and 81 instances of such

bareimperatives, respectively, while the former employs them with 16 different verb types and

the latter with 13 verb types. Of the total bareimperative tokens, A has 39 vowelfinal forms

and 60 consonantfinal forms followed by the release vowel [ɨ], whereas H has 64 vowelfinal

tokens and 17 consonantfinal ones. Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of the bareimperative

tokens in the children’s transcripts. Both A and H meet the productivity criterion for the bare

imperatives at 1;9.14 with four unique types and at 2;3.28 with three unique types, respectively.
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Figure 5.8 Production of bare imperatives.

(91) ammee poʈʈiccɨ t̪aa

momVOC breakTRPTCP give.IMP

‘Mom, open this for me.’

(A, 2;6.1)

(92) aŋŋooʈʈɨ maatti ʋekkɨ

theretowards removeTRPTCP put.IMP

‘Keep it there.’

(A, 1;11.2)

(93) ammaa iʋiʈe iɾi

momVOC here sit.IMP

‘Mom, sit here.’

(H, 2;5.18)

(94) it̪ɨ et̪t̪ɨ maattɨ

this takePTCP move.TR.IMP

it̪ɨ eʈut̪t̪ɨ maattɨ

this takePTCP move.TR.IMP

‘Remove this.’

(H, 2;10.17)

[adult form]

As can be seen of the four kinds of imperatives, the most frequent in the children’s speech

is the bare form followed by ee > aan > oo, and ee > oo > aan in A’s and H’s transcripts,

respectively.

Both children use the optative morpheme to express their suggestions. A has 13 types and
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33 tokens of the optative morpheme aʈʈe in her transcripts. The optative is in regular, errorfree

use. H expresses the optative with 15 types and 29 tokens. He productively uses the optative

marker with eight different stems at 3;0.2 whereas A’s production of the types does not exceed

more than four stems in any of the transcripts. A and H meet the productivity criterion at the

ages 2;3.1 and 2;9.1, respectively, by employing the marker with three unique stems.

1;10 2;0 2;2 2;4 2;6 2;8 2;10 3;0
Age

0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

To
ke

n
fre

qu
en

cy

A H A’s productivity criterion met H’s productivity criterion met

Figure 5.9 TAM inflections  Optative aʈʈe.

(95) n̪ookkaʈʈe

lookOPT

[ɲaan] n̪ookkaʈʈe

[I.NOM] lookOPT

‘Lemme see.’

(A, 2;7.2)

[adult form]

(96) keeraʈʈee maɾat̪t̪ee?

climbOPTQ treeLOC

[ɲaan] maɾat̪t̪il keeraʈʈee?

[I.NOM] treeLOC climbOPTQ

‘Shall I climb the tree?’

(H, 2;8.2)

[adult form]

The conditional morpheme aal is the least frequently employed morpheme both in terms

of types and tokens in both the children’s transcripts. In A’s and H’s speech, the conditional

morpheme comes much later and only towards the end of the period of recording. The children
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employ the conditional with just two different verb types with a total of three tokens in A’s data

and two tokens in H’s data. The marker does not meet the productivity criterion in both the

children’s transcripts. This is not entirely surprising since the conditional marker is also one

of the least frequently employed TAM inflections in adult speech, for, unlike the other finite

inflections, the contexts for conditionals are less frequent in day to day speech. The conditional

marker occurs at 2;3.1, 2;6.1, and 2;7.2 in A’s transcripts while it occurs at 2;9.1 and 3;0.2 in

H’s transcripts.

(97) pooyaa iŋŋane ʋekkum

goCOND like this putFUT

[at̪ɨ] pooyaal [ɲaan] [at̪ɨ] iŋŋane ʋekkum

[that] goCOND [I] [that] like this putFUT

‘If (it) goes, (I) will keep (it) like this.’

(A, 2;10.2)

[adult form]

(98) iccuʋaa naan ʋaɳʈi ooccaa?

hitFUTQ I.NOM vehicle runTRCOND

(H, 2;9.1)

ɲaan ʋaɳʈi ooʈiccaal iʈiykkumoo?

I.NOM vehicle runTRCOND hitFUTQ

‘Will it crash if I drive?’

[adult form]

5.3.4 Errors in TAM marking

In this section, we are not discussing the errors involving past tense formation, which will be

discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. Across all the transcripts we find only one over

generalisation error associated with mood involving the TAM inflections other than the past

tense markers. A forms the bareimperative stem ʋaɾ ‘come’ with the addition of the release

vowel [ɨ], instead of forming the expected bare form ʋaa.
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(99) accayooʈɨ paɾayaɳam meeccooɳʈɨ

dadSOC sayMOD buyPTCPwith

*ʋaɾɨen̪n̪ɨ

come.IMPCOMP

accanooʈɨ parayaɳam [baagɨ] meeʈiccooɳʈɨ

dadMSOC sayMOD [bag] buyPTCPwith

ʋaaen̪n̪ɨ

come.IMPCOMP

‘Should tell dad to buy (the bag).’

(A, 2;5.16)

[expected form]

5.4 Verbal Inflections: Summary

All the major TAM inflections except the conditional (and the imperative aan in H’s tran

scripts) are frequently used by both the children and are contextually appropriate in their usage.

There are no omission errors attested for any of these markers. The only incorrect instance of

TAM marking among the inflections discussed in this chapter involves the overgeneralisation

of the bare stem imperative. It is clear that the kids are able to analyse the verb morphology

successfully, induce the rules, and generate the word forms as required. Since the majority of

the TAM inflections are uniformly and exceptionlessly marked and are without allomorphs, the

performance by the children is not surprising and is congruent with the findings in the other

typologically similar languages. The selection and acquisition of Malayalam past tense markers

will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.



Chapter 6

Past Tense Morphology and Acquisition

6.1 Introduction

Past tensemarking inMalayalam is a complex phenomenon and has been a topic ofmuch interest

to linguists over several decades (Asher, 1969; Prabodhachandran Nayar, 1972; Kunjan Pillai,

1965). Phonological conditioning of the past tense markers during the course of Malayalam’s

linguistic development, historically, has resulted in the formation of a variety of surface struc

tures.

We argue that there are two past tense markers: i and t̪u, with the latter varying pre

dictably with n̪t̪u. The allomorphs t̪u and n̪t̪u themselves have several phonetic alternants,

with the former surfacing phonetically as one of t̪u, t̪t̪u, ttu, ccu, ʈu, and ʈʈu and the latter

as one of n̪t̪u, ɳʈu, ɲɲu, n̪n̪u, n̪u̪, and ɳu as shown in Table 6.1. These surface structures are

the results of regular phonological accommodations1. We argue that the difference in the choice

of the allomorphs is neither sonorant/consonant attributes of the stem or transitive/intransitive

characterisations as argued in the previous accounts, but between underived and derived verbs.

The class of derived verbs includes verbs that are derived from nouns (denominal), adjectives

(deadjectival) and other verbs. Verbs can undergo morphological valency change derivations

with either affixation and/or sound changes to the stem. For example, karuppɨadj ‘blackness’→

karukkverb ‘blacken’ and parakkintr ‘fly’ → parat̪ttr ‘fly’. Our aim in this chapter is to provide

a unifying account of Malayalam past tense formation by analysing the selectional restrictions

on a particular marker as enforced by a particular class of verbs. Rather than sorting verb stems

into different (paradigmatic) classes based on the past tense marker they select, we focus on

1We do not discuss the derivation of these surface structures in this thesis.
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the morphophonological constraints which determine the selection of a specific past tense al

lomorph.

Table 6.1 Malayalam past tense.

Surface Structures of t̪u Surface Structures of n̪t̪u

Past Form Gloss Past Form Gloss

koyt̪u ‘cut’ ʋen̪t̪u ‘boiled’

ʋiirt̪t̪u ‘inflated’ n̪aʈan̪n̪u ‘walked’

ʋittu ‘sold’ kaɻiɲɲu ‘finished’

ciɾiccu ‘laughed’ koɳʈu ‘hit’

iʈʈu ‘put’ ʋiiɳu ‘fell’

keeʈʈu ‘heard’ ʋaarn̪u ‘trickled’

Linguists have differed in their estimate of the actual number of past tense allomorphs

found in Malayalam, and have invariably attempted to classify Malayalam verbs into morpho

logical classes (paradigms) on the basis of the number of past tense allomorphs that they iden

tify in their individual analyses. Kunjan Pillai (1965) proposes sixteen verb classes in Malay

alam to account for the differing surface forms based on the surface structure of the verb stems.

Wickremasinghe and Menon (1927) proposed eight classes, Sekhar and Glazov (1961, as cited

in Asher & Kumari, 1997) twelve, Asher (1969) four, Prabodhachandran Nayar (1972) four,

and Valentine two (1976, as cited in Asher & Kumari, 1997).

All the above analyses have emphasised the selection of the past tense marker as deter

mined by the phonological features of the verb stems, but they also list a number of exceptional

verbs for each class that do not conform to their proposed class divisions. Asher and Kumari

(1997, p. 317) state that this variation in the number of classes (from two to 16) is the outcome

of varying assessments of how many of the different markers can be predicted by phonological

conditioning. Valentine’s (1976, as cited in Asher & Kumari, 1997) twoclass division (simi

lar to our claim) is based on whether a verb takes the marker i or t̪u. Class I contains verbs

marked with i and Class II, the ones marked with t̪u. All the nonderived stems (verbs that

are not formed by the addition of valencychanging suffixes according to his classification) are

assigned to either Class I or II before the application of the phonological rules that yield the

suffix’s actual phonetic realisation. He also assigns derived stems (formed by the addition of

derivational suffixes such as the causative markers) to one of these two classes. He proposes
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that when a geminate in a stem is replaced with another geminate in order to increase the verb’s

valency, as in iɾikk ‘sit’ ~ iɾut̪t̪  ‘seat’, the marker will be i and thus it will belong to Class

I. On the other hand, if a geminate like kk is added directly to the verb stem in order to effect

valency change, the past tense marker will be t̪u and hence such verbs will belong to Class II.

These rules seem ad hoc and do not really explain the grammatical motivation behind the choice

of the allomorph.

Like Valentine, Rajaraja Varma (1896) also groupsMalayalam verbs into two classes. He

does this based on whether or not they have the kk morpheme incorporated into their stems2.

He posits two past tense markers: (i) t̪u for the transitive kk stems that terminate in vowels or

sonorant consonants, with a variant n̪u for sonorant final stems that do not have the kk, and (ii)

i for all the remaining verb stems. However, there are drawbacks to this analysis. There are

intransitive verbs that end in kk that take the marker t̪u such as ciɾiykk ‘smile’ and i occurs

with stems that may or may not end in a sonorant (e.g. kiiruka ‘tear’ – kiiri ‘tore’; kaɻukuka

‘wash’ – kaɻuki ‘washed’) which are not predicted by Rajaraja Varma. Further, the variant n̪u

is assigned to sonorant final stems but not n̪t̪u. Where the nasal marker surfaces as n̪t̪u, ɳʈu

etc, he analyses the forms as having euphonic nasals that occur with t̪u. These rules are also

posited as exceptions to his initial assumptions. However, neither sonorancy of the stemfinal

phoneme nor the transitivityintransitivity feature can provide a fully satisfactory account of the

past tense marking phenomenon, precisely because these markers straddle morphological and

phonological classes.

These earlier accounts of Malayalam past tense formation are focused on forming classes

of assorted verbs as they occur with a particular marker. In other words, the presence of an affix

determined lexical class membership. The exception to this approach is Rajaraja Varma (1896).

Rajaraja Varma’s account, however, fails to provide a definitive account of the underlying rules

as we saw above. The other accounts including Valentine’s (1976, as cited in Asher & Kumari,

1997) do not make a distinction between the allomorphs t̪u and n̪t̪u either. For Rajaraja Varma,

they are exceptional in some sense. All the proposals except Kunjan Pillai (1965) treat the nasal

in n̪t̪u as a euphonic nasal that surfaces with t̪u and attempt to discover the rules for the insertion

of the euphonic nasal. Kunjan Pillai treats the n as a stem final nasal consonant. Valentine

(1976, as cited in Asher & Kumari, 1997) reports that the nasal is evident when the stems end in

either [i, e, r, l, ɭ, ɻ, akk, y, ʋ] (the last two only if the stem has at least two consonantal segments).

2This is a transitivising suffix in Dravidian languages (Krishnamurti, 2003).
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A major flaw of all these accounts is that there is no phonetic motivation for the assumption of

a euphonic nasal. This suggests that the morpheme n̪t̪u is an allomorph whose assignment is

subject to morphophonological rules as with the other variants.

Attempts to predict the phonetic realisation of the past tense marker depending on the

nature of the stem, and creating lexical classes based on the past tense marker they choose puts

the cart before the horse. It is necessary to explain why a particular marker is assigned to a

particular class of stems in the first place, i.e, prior to the actual realisation of the surface forms.

Therefore, in these accounts, the assignment of the marker remains arbitrary and accounts are

not generative. This is problematic from a language acquisition point of view. A child will not

know what the past tense marker may be unless he/she hears it in use. This runs counter to the

predictive power of grammatical rules and their use in developing grammars.

In this chapter, we will demonstrate that the past tense marking works somewhat differ

ently in the two proposed classes of verbs: a) in the underived class, the selection of the past

tense marker is driven by syllable weight constraint and b) in the derived class where verbs are

derived either through affixation or through sound change, the morphological rules of derivation

take precedence over phonological constraints in the context of affixation, and vice versa in the

context of sound change. Therefore the verbs derived through sound change behave like the

underived class and syllable weight constraint is of primary importance in such verbs.

Krishnamurti (2003) says that ntuwas the ProtoDravidian intransitive past tensemarker,

reconstructed from cognate forms in the different daughter languages. The fact that Proto

Dravidian had separate past tense markers for different morphological classes suggests that the

selection of a particular past tense allomorph was determined primarily by the morphology. We

argue that Malayalam is on its way to collapsing these historical class differences in past tense

marking. We employ the acquisition data to a) substantiate these arguments, and b) demonstrate

the various effects these proposals have on language development itself, i.e., on the acquisition

patterns of the past tense markers.

6.2 Past Tense of Underived Verbs

Past tense marking in underived stems is determined by the syllabic weight constraint in Malay

alam which we discussed in Chapter 4. Malayalam has a general tendency to break up heavy

syllables and resyllabify the coda consonants to the adjacent onset positions. This is especially
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reflected in the choice of affixes. It has to be noted that most of the inflectional affixes in Malay

alam are vowelinitial ones. Krishnamurti (2003, p. 296) notes that a similar constraint holds

in ProtoDravidian on the addition of i, which is a past tense marker for heavy stems in the

protolanguage.

Underived verb stems in Malayalam comprise both monosyllabic (e.g. poo ‘go’) and

bisyllabic (e.g. t̪u.ɭumb ‘brim’) ones. Stems which comprise more than two syllables are either

compounds or reduplicated structures in general (e.g. t̪uɭut̪uɭumb ‘brim and spill’). The syllable

structures of verb stems belonging to the underived class are listed in Table 6.2. It has to be noted

that apart from a small class of stems of CVC structure, which constitutes highfrequency verbs

in general, the rest of the underived verbs choose the past tense marker i as shown in Table 6.23.

These exceptional CVC stems choose the past tense marker t̪u as in n̪aʈʈu ‘planted’ from the

stem n̪aʈ ‘plant’, except in t̪aɾ ‘give’ and ʋaɾ ‘come’, which choose n̪t̪u instead, forming the

past forms t̪an̪n̪u ‘gave’ and ʋan̪n̪u ‘came’, respectively, possibly to match the sonorant feature

of the stemfinal consonant. In Malayalam, the marker i occurs with such heavy stems, except

for the CVC class, in conformity with the syllabic weight constraint. For example, the heavy

CVVC stem maar ‘moveintr’ is resyllabified to form maa.ri ‘moved’ in the past tense form as in

(100).

(100) C V V C + V  C V V . C V

m a a r i m a a . r i

6.3 Past Tense of Derived Verbs

Derived verbs are of two types: i) denominal and deadjectival verbs, examples of which are

listed in Table 6.3 and ii) verbs that are derived from other verbs (through valency changing

operations). There are two operations to create derived verbs, a) by affixation (e.g.: ooʈ ‘runintr’

→ ooʈikk ‘chasetr’) and b) by sound change on the stem (e.g. aaʈ ‘swingintr’ → aaʈʈ ‘swingtr’).

Affixation can be used to derive verbs of either type but sound change is used only in valency

changing processes. This means of derivation affects the selection of the past tense morpheme.

Verbs which are derived through affixation (with attendant lexical change) always select t̪u or

n̪t̪u, while verbs derived through sound change such as stemfinal consonant gemination always

choose the past tense marker i as we will show in the following.
3However, the highfrequency verb caa ‘die’ which selects the marker t̪u ,forming the past tense cat̪t̪u ‘died’

is an exception to this. It is unclear whether the underlying form of the verb is caa or ca.
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Table 6.2 List of underived verb stems in Malayalam.

Stem Type Example Past Tense Marker Past Form

n̪aʈ ‘plant’ t̪u n̪aʈʈu ‘planted’
CVC (exceptional)

t̪aɾ ‘give’ n̪t̪u t̪an̪n̪u ‘gave’

CVV poo ‘go’ i pooyi ‘went’

(C)VVC t̪eeʈ ‘search’ i t̪eeʈi ‘searched’

CVCC minn ‘strobe’ i minni ‘strobed’

(C)V.CVC cit̪aɾ ‘scatter’ i cit̪ari ‘scattered’

(C)V.CVCC t̪uɭumb ‘brim’ i t̪uɭumbi ‘brimmed’

CV.CVVC t̪alooʈ ‘caress’ i t̪alooʈi ‘caressed’

Table 6.3 Examples of derived verbs in Malayalam.

Root Word Derived Verb

ciɾinoun ‘laugh’ ciɾiykk ‘laugh’

pukanoun ‘smoke’ pukay ‘smokeintr’

pukanoun ‘smoke’ pukaykk ‘smoketr’

t̪uɻanoun ‘paddle’ t̪uɻay ‘paddle’

karuppɨadjective ‘black’ karukk ‘blacken’

ʋeɭuppɨadjective ‘white’ ʋeɭukk ‘whiten’

(Rajaraja Varma, 1896)

Rajaraja Varma (1896) and Asher and Kumari (1997) state that verbs are derived from

nouns by either affixing kk4 to the nominal stem or by zeroderivation (as English knife ~ to

knife). Formally we notate zeroderivation as an addition of a nullaffix because it allows us

not only to describe the complementary distribution of the allomorphs t̪u and n̪t̪u but also to

capture the uniformity of the derivational processes involving both affixation and sound change.

For example, the intransitive verb t̪iɾiy ‘turnintr’ is assumed to be derived from the noun t̪iɾi

‘turn’ by zeroderivation, while its transitive counterpart t̪iɾiykk ‘turntr’ is formed through the

4The kk suffix is also used to deriveMalayalam verbs from Sanskrit roots. Examples of such verbs are cin̪t̪ikk
‘think’, n̪amikk ‘bow’ etc. derived from the Sanskrit roots n̪am and cin̪t̪ , respectively (Rajaraja Varma, 1896).
However, such derived verbs are used in formal contexts in general, and are typically not found in childdirected
speech. Here, we focus only on the role of kk in deriving verbs from native (Dravidian) roots.
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affixation of kk to the noun. Burrow and Emeneau’s A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary

(1984) confirms and offers corroborative evidence that a majority of these verbs are derived

from nouns or adjectives.

Unlike the underived verbs, whose past tense formation is driven by phonology, it is the

morphological rules that determine the past tense morphemes of derived verbs. The past tense

formation rules may be formulated as follows:

(101) [[ nominal stem + kk]verb t̪u]past

(102) [[ nominal stem + ø]verb n̪t̪u]past

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 provide examples of past tense formation in denominal verbs derived

through (101) and (102), respectively.

Table 6.4 Past tense formation using t̪u in kk affixed stems.

Derived Verb Past Tense Marker Past Form

[1562]5 ciɾiykk ‘laugh’ t̪u ciɾiccu ‘laughed

[5496] ʋeɭukk ‘whiten’ t̪u ʋeɭut̪t̪u ‘whitened’

[5421] ʋilkk ‘sell’ t̪u ʋittu ‘sold’

[2017] keeɭkk ‘hear’ t̪u keeʈʈu ‘heard’

Table 6.5 Past tense formation using n̪t̪u in zeroderived stems.

Derived Verb Past Tense Marker Past Form

[859] eriy ‘throw’ n̪t̪u eriɲɲu ‘threw’

[3770] n̪eeɾ ‘vow’ n̪t̪u n̪eern̪u ‘vowed’

[3793] n̪oo ‘pain’ n̪t̪u n̪on̪t̪u ‘pained’

[5432] ʋiɭ ‘crack’ n̪t̪u ʋiɳʈu ‘cracked’

[5372] ʋaaɻ ‘rule’ n̪t̪u ʋaaɳu ‘rule’

Diachronically, the rules in (101) and (102) derived the transitive and intransitive (typi

cally, unaccusative) verbs, respectively. Evidence for this assumption is available in the history

of Dravidian languages. Krishnamurti (2003) postulates kk as the transitivity affix and ntu as

5The square bracketed numbers correspond to the entries in A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary (Burrow &
Emeneau, 1984) which show the existence of a related noun.
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the past tense marker for ProtoDravidian intransitive verbs. In Malayalam, such a distinction

is not present synchronically and the context in which these rules apply are apparently unpre

dictable. However, an examination of nouns that lend themselves to both the derivations shows

us that this is exactly how the nouns behave. A noun can derive either the transitive verb with

kk or an intransitive one through zeroderivation and the past tense morpheme selected aligns

with that derivational change, reflecting the diachronic difference, covertly, in the synchronic

morphology. Table 6.6 presents examples of such denominal transitive and intransitive pairs

derived from the same base noun. This is one of the strongest arguments for analysing derived

stems in a manner distinct from underived ones.

Table 6.6 Derivation of transitiveintransitive pairs through affixation.

Noun Derivation Past Tense Form

[1709] kut̪ir ‘small mounds6’
kut̪ir + kk

kut̪ir + ø

kut̪irt̪t̪u [soakPST]tr
kut̪irn̪u [soakPST]intr

[3246] t̪iɾi ‘turn’
t̪iɾiy + kk

t̪iɾiy + ø

t̪iɾiccu [turnPST]tr
t̪iɾiɲɲu [turnPST]intr

[811] eɾi ‘fire’
eɾiy + kk

eɾiy + ø

eɾiccu [burnPST]tr
eɾiɲɲu [burnPST]intr

[652] uɾi ‘hide’
uɾiy + kk

uɾiy + ø

uɾiccu [skinPST]tr
uɾiɲɲu [shedPST]intr

[5411] ʋiɾi ‘spread’
ʋiɾiy + kk

ʋiɾiy + ø

ʋiɾiccu [spreadPST]tr
ʋiɾiɲɲu[spreadPST]intr

[3682] n̪ira ‘fill’
n̪iray + kk

n̪iray+ ø

n̪iraccu [fillPST]tr
n̪iraɲɲu [fillPST]intr

[4760] mara ‘cover’
maray + kk

maray + ø

maraccu [hidePST]tr
maraɲɲu [hidePST]intr

[1817] kuɻa ‘mixture’
kuɻay + kk

kuɻay + ø

kuɻaccu [mixPST]tr
kuɻaɲɲu [mixPST]intr

[277] aɻi ‘ruin’
aɻiy + kk

aɻiy + ø

aɻiccu [untiePST]tr
aɻiɲɲu [loosenPST]intr

[1818] kuɻi ‘pit’
kuɻiy + kk

kuɻiy + ø

kuɻiccu [digPST]tr
kuɻiɲɲu[shrinkPST]intr
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As we can see from Table 6.6, kuɻa ‘mixture’ is a noun. Affixing kk to the nominal stem

derives the transitive verb form kuɻaykk whereas zeroderivation results in the intransitive verb

form kuɻay. The difference in valency change in the two derived verb forms is shown in (103)

and (104).

(103) kuɻaykk ‘mixtr’ e.g. ɲaan maaʋɨ kuɻaccu

I.NOM dough mixPST

‘I mixed the dough.’

(104) kuɻay ‘mixintr’ e.g. maaʋɨ kuɻaɲɲu

dough mixPST

‘The dough got mixed.’

Additional support for the rules in (101) and (102) comes from another past tense forma

tion pattern. The morphological marking of verbs that are homophonous in the transitive and the

intransitive forms such as ʋaaɾ and uuɾ are of particular interest. As underived transitive verbs

ʋaaɾ and uuɾ mean ‘to take something by handfuls’ and ‘remove something’, respectively. As

denominal intransitive verbs (through zeroderivation) the verbs mean ‘to trickle down’ and ‘to

crawl’, respectively. Table 6.7 summarises the past tense selection in such homophonous verb

alternants. It is important to note that while the underived, transitive version of these verbs take

the past tense marker i, forming ʋaaɾi and uuɾi respectively, the intransitive version take the

past tense marker n̪t̪u forming ʋaarn̪u and uurn̪u. The fact that while marking homophonous

verbs for past tense, the marker i is selected in the underived verbs observing the syllabic weight

constraints and the marker n̪t̪u is selected by the morphological class (zeroderivation of intran

sitives) in the derived verbs, makes it clear that different principles are in operation in the derived

and underived verb classes. This also underscores and strengthens our analysis of n̪t̪u as the

morphologically selected, intransitive past tense marker.

A possible alternative analysis is that the t̪u marker is selected because of the obstru

ent suffix kk and n̪tu because of sonorancy, thus making the tense marker selection entirely

phonology driven and undermining the case for a morphological selection. However, if that

were the case, any stem that has kk in it will automatically be deemed to be heavy and will

violate the syllabic weight constraint as in ciɾiykk ‘smile’. Given such cases, we would expect

the default marker to always be i. This is incorrect and does not cohere with the facts. ciriykk

6Small mounds of cultivable earth in rice fields which are irrigated and thusmoist. The intransitive verb derived
from the noun means ‘get soaked’ while the transitive verb means ‘soak something’.
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Table 6.7 Differences in past tense marking in homophonous stems.

Verb Form Morphological Class Marker Past Tense Form Meaning

ʋaar
underived transitive

derived intransitive

i

n̪tu

ʋaaɾi

ʋaarn̪u

‘scooped up’

‘trickled down’

uur
underived transitive

derived intransitive

i

n̪tu

uuɾi

uurn̪u

‘removed’

‘crawled down’

forms the past tense ciriccu and not *cirikki. Moreover, there are unergative verbs that pattern

in a manner that locates them between transitives and unaccusatives such that they take the past

tense marker n̪t̪u despite having the obstruent kk in the verb stem, as we shall see below. Thus,

phonology cannot be the primary determiner of past tense affix selection in all these cases.

The morphological behaviour of unergative verbs like iɾiykk ‘sit’ is somewhat like that

of transitive verbs and somewhat like that of unaccusative verbs. Like the transitive verbs they

are marked by the kk morpheme, but pattern with unaccusative verbs in selecting the past tense

marker n̪t̪u, though we might expect them to pattern with the transitive verbs since they are

derived through kk affixation. Examples of such verbs are given in Table 6.8. In Modern

Malayalam, it is not just these unergatives that show this inbetween pattern. Transitive verbs

like karakk ‘to milk’ and unaccusatives like paɾakk ‘to spread’ form the past tenses kara

n̪n̪u [milkPST] and paɾan̪n̪u [spreadPST], respectively rather than the expected *karat̪t̪u and

*parat̪t̪u. We consider verbs that select both kk and n̪t̪u as exceptional verbs.

Table 6.8 Past tense formation of kkderived verbs that select the past tense marker n̪t̪u instead

of t̪u.

Derived Verb Past Tense Marker Past Form

[4020] parakk ‘fly’ n̪t̪u paran̪n̪u ‘flew’

[4760] marakk ‘forget’ n̪t̪u maran̪n̪u ‘forgot’

[1385] karakk ‘milk’ n̪t̪u karan̪n̪u ‘milked’

[480] iɾiykk ‘sit’ n̪t̪u iɾin̪n̪u ‘sat’

[3675] n̪ilkk ‘stand’ n̪t̪u n̪in̪n̪u ‘stood’

A third piece of evidence for kk derivation of denominal verbs comes from the formation

of bare imperatives inMalayalam. In the discussion of TAMmarkers we saw thatMalayalam has
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both inflected and bareimperative forms (see 5.1). Verbs formed through kk derivation have

two bare imperatives, one with kk and another without. These are freely alternating without any

difference in meaning. For example, the verb iɾiykk ‘sit’, has the forms iɾi as well as iɾiykkɨ

both meaning [sit.IMP]. Additional examples of such imperatives are shown in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9 Bare stem imperatives of denominal verbs.

Verb Stem Bare Imperatives Gloss

with kk without kk

n̪ilkk ‘stand’ n̪ilkkɨ n̪illɨ stand!

ʋeykk ‘put’ ʋeykkɨ ʋey put!

oɻiykk ‘pour’ oɻiykkɨ oɻi pour!

n̪anaykk ‘water’ n̪anaykkɨ n̪ana water!

aʈiykk ‘beat’ aʈiykkɨ aʈi beat!

n̪aʈakk ‘walk’ n̪aʈakkɨ n̪aʈa walk!

koʈukk ‘give’ koʈukkɨ koʈɨ give!

t̪oʈaykk ‘wipe’ t̪oʈaykkɨ t̪oʈa wipe!

kuʈiykk ‘drink’ kuʈiykkɨ kuʈi drink!

ʋiɾiykk ‘spread’ ʋiɾiykkɨ ʋiɾi spread!

Thus, the past tense formation patterns in homophonous transitiveintransitive verbs and

derivation of denominal intransitive and transitive pairs from the same base noun together sug

gest that these rules ((101) and (102)) must have originated as clear transitiveintransitive in

dicators. It appears that subsequent reanalysis through overextension and semantic change has

obfuscated their original specifications. Since these are not transitive verbs, the kk addition

might have been overridden as part of paradigm levelling of some kind and got reanalysed as

stem internal consonants. The derivational nature of these verbs is only transparent through the

past tense marking that is selected. This makes this class of verbs synchronically deviant in its

past tense pattern.

Whether a derived verb is transitive or intransitive is dependent on the semantics of the

source noun. When the rules in (101) or (102) are overextended to nouns that do not conform

to the original transitiveintransitive distinction, the rule necessarily loses its predictability. For

example, the overextension of the intransitive formation rule (102) to nouns such as eri [859]

‘throw’ and parai [4301] ‘word’ which only lend themselves to transitive verbs such as eriy
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‘throw’ and paray ‘say’ by virtue of their semantics, contributes to the loss of the rule’s pre

dictability which in turn blurs the transitiveintransitive distinctions in Malayalam past tense

marking. In addition, semantic changes cause valency changes as well. For example, ʋaaɻ

originally meant ‘flourish’ and was zeroderived with the past tense marker n̪t̪u, as we expect.

However, in Modern Malayalam ʋaaɻ has undergone semantic shift and transformed into a

transitive verb meaning ‘rule’, but retains the intransitive past tense marker n̪tu. This results

in conflicting characterisations of its morphology and semantics. These changes, as well as

mismatches, do not ensure ease of acquisition.

It also has to be noted that most of the intransitive verbs were sonorant ending in Proto

Dravidian, and they chose the past tense marker ntu (Krishnamurti, 2003). In Modern Malay

alam, where the original premises of the derivational rules (101) and (102) are obscure, many

sonorant ending verbs select the past tense marker n̪t̪u, the verb eriy ‘throw’ is an example

of such a verb. It is possible that the morphological rules were trumped by the phonological

feature matching between the stemfinal and the affixinitial consonants as an outcome of the

reanalysis of past tense formation rules. Malayalam speakers must have generalised the past

tense rule from the phonological features of the verb stem instead of the original morphologi

cal class differences over the course of time. Thus, synchronically, the past tense marker n̪t̪u

occurs with sonorantending verbs straddling different morphological classes.

We now to turn to the other type of derived verbs, i.e., verbs derived through valency

changing operations which can involve either affixation or stem internal phonological changes.

Transitive verbs and causative verbs can be derived from intransitives, with an increase in va

lency and a modification of the event structure of the verb as shown in (105) and (106). This

increases the valency by the addition of [cause] to the event structure of the verb and mapping

a [cause] thetarole to a new argument in the syntax. These derived transitive and causative

verbs are formed by the regular addition of kk to the verb stems which do not have a morpheme

internal kk sequence as part of the verb’s phonological representation as in (105), and pp to

the stems with a stem internal kk as in (106). Such derived transitive verbs also take the past

tense marker t̪u as shown in Table 6.10.

(105) ooʈ [run.INTR] e.g. aʋan ooʈun̪n̪u

he.NOM runPRS

‘He is running.’
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ooʈiykk [runTR] e.g. aʋan ʋaɳʈi ooʈiykkun̪n̪u

he.NOM vehicle runTRPRS

‘He is driving the vehicle.’

(106) kaɻiykk [eat.TR] e.g. aʋanɨ coorɨ kaɻiykkaɳam

heDAT rice eatMOD

‘He wants to eat rice.’

kaɻippykk [eatCAUS] e.g. enikkɨ aʋane coorɨ kaɻippykkaɳam

IDAT heACC rice make eatMOD

‘I want to make him eat rice.’

Table 6.10 Valency change through affixation.

Base Verb Past Tense Derived Verb Past Tense

[paaʈ]tr ‘sing’ paaʈi [paaʈiykk]caus ‘make sing’ paaʈiccu

[paray]tr ‘say’ paraɲɲu [parayikk]caus ‘make say’ miɳʈiccu

[caɾiy]intr ‘tilt’ cariɲɲu [caɾiykk]tr ‘tilt’ caɾiccu

[ʋekk]tr ‘put’ ʋeccu [ʋeppiykk]caus ‘make put7’ ʋeppiccu

[ʋiirkk]intr ‘inflate’ ʋiirt̪t̪u [ʋiirppiykk]tr ‘inflate’ ʋiirppiccu

Table 6.10 provides further examples which collectively demonstrate that verbs under

going valency change through affixation choose the past tense marker t̪u like the verbs derived

from nouns through affixation, without exception. Thus, affixderived verbs (whether denomi

nal or valency changed) behave uniformly with respect to the past tense marker. We must also

note that all the transitive verbs formed from intransitives through affixation select the past tense

marker t̪u and never n̪t̪u as in Table 6.10. This is further corroborative evidence to our earlier

claim that n̪t̪u is indeed an intransitive past tense marker for the derived verbs. Thus, past tense

affix selection in derived verbs involving affixation is primarily driven by the morphology and

not phonology unlike in the underived verbs.

Valency change can also be effected through phonological modification of the verb stem

by either a) augmenting the coda or b) modifying the features of the coda consonants while

preserving the overall original syllable structure. A summary of these changes is provided in

(107)  (111).

7Make someone put something.
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(107) iɭak ‘stirintr’ −−−−−−−−−−→
gemination

iɭakk ‘stirtr’

(108) anaŋŋ ‘moveintr’ −−−−−−−−−−→
denasalisation

anakk ‘movetr’

(109) maar8 ‘changeintr’ −−−−−−−−−−→
coda augmentation

maatt ‘removetr’

(110) parakk ‘flyintr’ −−−−−−−−−−→
kk to t̪t̪

parat̪t̪  ‘flytr’

(111) ʋiiɻø ‘to fallintr’ −−−−−−−−−−→
ø to t̪t̪

ʋiiɻt̪t̪  ‘to fell’.

These phonologically derived verbs pattern with the underived verb class in choosing

the past tense marker i, whose selection as we established earlier is determined by the syllabic

weight requirements. It is easy to see why. With the incrementation or modification of the codas,

these stems become heavy syllabled. The syllable quantity triggers the selection of the past tense

marker i. Therefore, the past tense marker selection in verbs derived through sound change

is essentially a phonologically driven selection unlike in the verbs derived through affixation.

Thus, underived verbs and phonologically derived verbs pattern together and in both, the past

tense marker selection is determined by the phonology and, specifically, by the syllable weight

constraint. In contrast, affixally derived denominal and valencyincreased verbs select the past

tense marker given the morphological feature [±TRANSITIVE].

Finally, verbs with stem final phonological sequence t̪t̪ require additional consideration.

Table 6.11 provides examples of t̪t̪ derivation in denominal verbs derived by the rules (101) and

(102). Only denominal verbs derived through the affixation of kk and zeroderivation undergo

this valency change involving t̪t̪. parakk ‘fly’ is a denominal verb that is derived by affixing

kk to the nominal base. The remainder of the denominal verbs (typically intransitives) that are

not derived through kk affixation are derived by zeroderivation.

Valentine (1976, as cited in Asher & Kumari, 1997) argues that the kk in the intransitive

stem undergoes a sound change from kk → t̪t̪ as in parakk ~ parat̪t̪ , and t̪t̪ is added to the

zeroderived verb stems as an affix as in ʋiiɻ ~ ʋiiɻt̪t̪  without realising that these are denominal

verbs that are being further derived. An argument against such an affixation account is that both

stem types select the past tense affix i to form parat̪t̪itr ‘flew’ and ʋiiɻt̪t̪icaus ‘make fall’. This

is where our nullaffix account brings in clarity to the derivation processes, especially since

both stem types choose the phonologically selected past tense marker i. Therefore, a more

economical account treats both types of denominal verbs alike with a single rule as in (112).
8K. P. Mohanan and Mohanan (1984) posit maar to have the underlying structure maar

c
r which changes

to [tt] as in maatt. However, we just assume that there is an extra consonant at the syllabic level in the valence
changed form maatt, which is the surface form of the underlying maatr.
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Table 6.11 Examples of t̪t̪ derivation.

Derivation Past Tense Form of the Derived Verb

iɾikk ‘sit’ → iɾut̪t̪ ‘seat’ iɾut̪t̪i [sitTRPST]

kiʈakk ‘lie’ → kiʈat̪t̪ ‘lay’ kiʈat̪t̪i [layTRPST]

n̪aʈakk ‘walk’ → n̪aʈat̪t̪ ‘make walk’ n̪aʈat̪t̪i [walkTRPST]

ʋiiɻø ‘fall’ → ʋiiɻt̪t̪ ‘fell’ ʋiiɻt̪t̪i [fallTRPST]

paʈarø ‘spread’ → paʈart̪t̪ ‘spread’ paʈart̪t̪i [spreadTRPST]

t̪aaɻø ‘sink’ → t̪aaɻt̪t̪ ‘sink’ t̪aaɻt̪t̪i [sinkTRPST]

Valentine’s analysis, with sound change account for one class and an affixation account for the

other, loses out on a more general account of denominals:

(112) kk, ø → t̪t̪/ [suffix]

6.4 Intermediate Summary

The discussion so far has demonstrated that the past tense marker selection primarily depends

on whether a verb is underived or derived. In the underived verbs, the syllabic weight constraint

governs the morpheme selection. The underived verb stems are heavy stems in general and they

choose the past tense marker i except for a certain small class of highfrequency CVC verbs

which typically choose t̪u instead.

As we have also seen, denominal verbs that are affixally derived select the allomorphs

t̪u (when derived with kk) and n̪t̪u (for zero derivation). Diachronically, these past tense allo

morphs were sensitive to the transitive/intransitive distinction and have since lost their original

morphological specifications as a result of overextensions and reanalyses. The morphological

class differences in the inflectional assignment have thus collapsed, though we see its reflex in

the past tense marker that is instantiated. Valency change is effected either by affixation (of kk

or pp) or by modifying the stem to create superheavy syllables. In the latter case, the verbs

pattern with underived verbs that are heavy and the past tense marker is i which allows for

suitable syllable reconfiguration. The former pattern with denominal verbs and select t̪u.

It can be seen from the discussion above that a distinction has to be made in the selection

of the past tense marker in different verbs. The marker is either selected because of the syllable
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weight considerations, or because of the morphological properties of the verbs (derivation from

nouns or for valency change etc.). This mode of selection, as we call it, has consequences for

language acquisition. We will see in Section 6.5 that Malayalam is undergoing a synchronic

shift towards phonological selection as the rules determining morphological class are losing

their predictability.

6.5 Interface Patterns inAffixedVerbs andPhonological Lev

elling

Malayalam is on its way to collapsing the morphological class differences in past tense mark

ing. The collapse of morphological class distinctions can be seen from the past tense formation

patterns exhibited by certain denominal verbs that are derived through the morphological rule

of zeroderivation. In such verbs, we see that instead of past tense marker selection determined

by the morphology and the feature [±TRANSITIVE], the verbs make a phonological selection

of the past tense marker. For example, ʋell ‘challenge’ and coll ‘say’ are heavy stems but are

also denominal, zeroderived forms (rule (102)). Interestingly, these verbs have two past tense

forms ʋen̪n̪u and ʋelli both meaning ‘challenged’, and con̪n̪u and colli, both meaning ‘said’.

This pattern is already reported by Rajaraja Varma (1896) and is treated as special behaviour.

He, however, does not take cognizance of the nature of those stems, i.e., whether they are de

rived or underived. In these verbs, ʋell and coll, the past tense forms marked with n̪t̪u are

predicted according to the original derivation rules. However, these n̪t̪u forms are being used

less frequently. Instead, the past tense forms with i are in current and increasing use, suggestive

of a shift towards the phonologically driven past tense marking using i. Unsurprisingly, when

the morphological class information begins to be less transparent, a phonological levelling is to

be expected. Additionally, these are lowfrequency verbs. So the levelling (regularisation) is

even more likely.

Nonetheless, the past tense forms of a few highfrequency zeroderived stems ending in

lateral geminates like cell ‘go’ and koll ‘kill’, are cen̪n̪u ‘went’ and kon̪n̪u ‘killed’, respec

tively, instead of *celli and *kolli which is what we would expect given a) their phonological

shape and b) the absence of morphological information regarding the derivation. Burrow and

Emeneau in A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary (1984) in fact attest the noun kolli [2132] as
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‘killing’ although that noun is not in use in Modern Malayalam9. Hence, the verb kon̪n̪u could

be derivationally related to either the noun kola (in current use) or the noun kolli (both meaning

‘killing’). This means that the verb belongs to the denominal verb class and given the sonorancy

of the stem, using the marker n̪t̪u is appropriate. Likewise, Sabdatharavali (Padmanabha Pillai,

1918) has the entry cellɨ to mean both ‘debt’ and ‘journey’ related to the verb cell from which

it could have been derived, which in turn explains its nasalised past tense marker n̪t̪u. Unlike

the earlier discussed ʋell and coll, which are phonologically similar to cell and koll, the lat

ter are highfrequency verbs and thus escape phonological levelling as is true of ‘irregular’ but

highfrequency forms.

This kind of phonological levelling is not unusual in languages, the past tense selection

of English irregular verbs being a case in point. Pinker (1999) proposes that frequency can play

a crucial role in determining the existence of an irregular verb. He notes that when the verbs

are of lowfrequency, there may exist doublets of regular/irregular pairs such as slayed/slew,

strived/strove, dived/dove, dreamed/dreamt etc. or else they may completely go out of use such

as chid, dempt, and abode (Pinker, 1999, p. 131).

Another example of such conflict between the phonological and morphological patterns

in Malayalam is the coexistence of the verbal forms ʋaaŋŋ and ʋaaŋŋikk both meaning ‘buy’.

The former takes the past tense marker i to form ʋaaŋŋi as determined by the phonological

rules and the latter forms the past tense with t̪u as in ʋaaŋŋiccu as per the morphological rules

of affixation, both meaning ‘bought’. These are cases where the past tense marking in verbs are

driven by conflicting requirements.

According to Pinker (1999, p. 131) “if a memory entry is faint or blurry because the word

is uncommon, the matching and fetching will be especially erratic, and often the rule may not be

braked in time”. He says that people might start producing forms like slayed as speech errors,

but the listeners may store it in their memory as a genuine past tense form. This can be attributed

to Malayalam past tense formation as well, especially, for past tense forms that exist as doublets.

In the next section, we look at the acquisition of the past tense markers and we will discover

whether the phonological levelling impacts the acquisition of Malayalam past tense markers and

whether the modes of selection affect the course of development.

9Although the noun kolli does not exist independently, few forms like aaɭekkolli ‘man killer’, which typically
refers to animals, still exist in Malayalam.
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6.6 Acquisition of Past Tense

As we described at some length in Chapter 5, Malayalam verbs are inflected for tense, aspect,

and mood, but do not show overt agreement with their subjects for person, number and gender,

unlike the other Dravidian languages. The morphemes un̪n̪u (present tense) and um (future

tense) apply exceptionlessly. The past tense marker selection is of particular interest in language

acquisition because of the morphophonological rules at play and the conflicting paradigmatic

behaviour of many verbs. In the following sections, we will examine the acquisition of Malay

alam past tense markers and argue that children appear to be sensitive to the multiple constraints

at work in Malayalam. The acquisition data will be seen to support our analysis of Malayalam

past tense morphology.

Of the total inflectional forms produced (both nominal and verbal), verbal inflection con

stitutes 52% of A’s and H’s total inflectional production as can be seen in Table 6.12. Analysing

the transcripts of the two children, we find that 37% of A’s total TAM10 inflection forms or

19% of the total inflectional production comprises past tense markers. In H’s speech, past tense

markers comprise 47% of the TAM inflections or 25% of the total inflectional production. The

details of the two children’s inflectional production in absolute numbers, including the past tense

tokens, are given in Table 6.12.

Table 6.12 Subjects’ inflectional production.

Tokens A’s Transcripts H’s Transcripts

Total inflections 3346 1069

Verbal inflections (TAM) 1725 (52%) 558 (52%)

Tense inflections 1304 (39%) 431 (40%)

Present tense markers 173 (5%) 90 (9%)

Future tense markers 485 (14%) 76 (7%)

Past tense markers 646 (19%) 265 (25%)

i 260 100

t̪u 172 84

n̪t̪u 214 81

We have already presented the grammar and acquisition patterns of each TAM inflection

10Tense Aspect Modality (which are the main verbal inflections in Malayalam).
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inMalayalam in the previous chapter. We wish to discuss the past tense markers here, keeping in

mind the extensive allomorphy and the number of constraints that underlie the allomorph selec

tion. Figure 6.1 summarises the difference in past tense formation in the derived and underived

verbs in Malayalam.

Affixation

Sound change:
past tense -i

Underived: past tense -i
e.g. poo- / pooyi  ‘go / went’

Derived

Malayalam
verb stems ø: past tense -n̪t̪u

e.g. t̪uɻay- / t̪uɻaɲɲu ‘paddle / paddled’

-kk: past tense -t̪u
e.g. ʋaɾaykk- / ʋaɾaccu ‘draw / drew’

Gemination
e.g. aaʈi / aaʈʈi ‘swingintr ~ swingtr’

Denasalisation
e.g. muŋŋi / mukki ‘sinkintr ~ sinktr’

Coda augmentation
e.g. maari / maatti ‘change ~ remove’

kk/ø ~ t̪t̪ alternation
e.g. parakk ~ parat̪t̪i ‘flyintr ~ flewtr’
      ʋiiɻø ~ ʋiiɻt̪t̪i ‘flyintr ~ flewtr’

Figure 6.1 Malayalam verb stems.

Malayalam does confer a typological advantage in acquisition given the favourable prop

erties of Malayalam inflections such as phonological and morphological transparency, biunique

ness, and productivity. We have also seen that children are phonologically mature and are

equipped to discover the target phonotactics even before they begin their speech production

(Guasti, 2002; Demuth, 2001; Jusczyk et al., 1993; Mehler et al., 1988; Werker & Tees, 1984,

etc.). Phonologically driven inflectional assignment should be relatively easier to acquire than

those inflections that require other information such as lexical features or paradigmatic class

or morphological complexity of the stem. This should increase the formal complexity of the

rules and thus impact learning. Given the past tense allomorphy, we expect the i marker, being
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phonologically determined, to be the most productive and error free. Since the original condi

tions of affixation are not recoverable synchronically, children cannot predict which affix might

be appropriate with which set of verbs. As a result, we should expect errors to be present in the

production of the allomorphs t̪u and n̪t̪u. We examine each past tense marker in turn in the

following11.

6.6.1 Production of the past tense affix i

The choice of the marker i is governed by the syllable weight considerations. All the underived

stems (except a small class of CVC stems) and the stems that are derived through sound change

(valency change operation) take the marker i. It is also the marker that has the most number of

types and tokens in both the children’s speech.

The marker i is present in both the children’s speech from the very first recording session

onwards at the ages of 1;9.14 in A and 2;3.28 in H, as seen in Figure 6.2. More than 80% of

the tokens comprises the past tense form pooyi [goPST] in both children’s transcripts. While

A starts productively using the marker with three different stem types during the first recording

itself (1;9.14), H starts productively using it at the age of 2;4.14 with three different stem types12.

(113) amboottiilɨ pooyi

templeLOC goPST

[ɲaan] ambalat̪t̪il pooyi

[I] templeLOC goPST

‘I went to the temple.’

(A, 1;9.14)

[adult form]

(114) oottɨkaaɾan pooyi

autoPLM goPST

oottookaaɾan pooyi

autoPLM goPST

‘The autorickshaw driver left.’

(H, 2;3.28)

[adult form]

In A’s transcripts, there are 231 instances of 31 underived verb types inflected with the

past tense marker i while in H’s transcripts, we find 89 instances of 22 types. Both A’s and

11Appendix D contains the complete list of past tense forms present in the children’s transcripts.
12As mentioned earlier in the previous chapter, there is a random pattern to the graph since the child produces

more past tense forms in some sessions than in the others. This cannot be controlled for since it is not an experi
mental data. This does not have any bearing on the child’s morphological competence per se.
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A H A’s productivity criterion met H’s productivity criterion met

Figure 6.2 TAM inflections  Past i.

H’s past tense productions involving i in underived stems include heavy syllabled verbs such

as keeri ‘entered’, pooyi ‘went’, kiʈʈi ‘got’ etc. All the 89 instances are correctly marked.

Of the valency changing derived verbs that take i, A’s transcripts have 13 types and 22 tokens

while H’s transcripts have eight types and 11 tokens. These derived verbs comprise the ones that

have undergone gemination (e.g. aaʈʈi ‘swung’), coda augmentation (e.g. maatti ‘removed’),

denasalisation (e.g. n̪iikki ‘moved’), and kk/ø ~ t̪t̪ alternation (e.g. pat̪t̪ i13 ‘flew’, kamat̪t̪ i

‘toppled’). These are all correctly marked with the expected marker i as well. The children’s

performance is hardly surprising since it is the phonological shape of the stem that determines

affix selection. In addition, children are also seen to use derived, heavy stems appropriately.

6.6.2 Production of the Past Tense suffixes t̪u and n̪t̪u

While the marker t̪u is first attested in A’s speech at 1;11.1, it is already in place in H’s speech

in the first transcript at the age of 2;3.8 (first recording) and continues to be in use till the end of

the recording sessions at the age 3;0.17 as shown in Figure 6.3. The marker t̪u meets the pro

ductivity criterion of marking three different stems at 2;2.2 and 2;5.2 in A’s and H’s transcripts,

respectively. Children’s transcripts show that they do not have issues in forming the different

surface structures of t̪u and n̪t̪u, as can be seen from the list of past tense forms in Appendix D.

13Adult Form: parat̪t̪ i [flyTRPST]
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This is not surprising since the formation of different surface structures results from regular

phonological accommodations. This shows children’s competence in their target phonology.

(115) kuɲɲi puuccakuɲɲum ʋalya puuccakuɲɲum cat̪t̪u

small catbabyCORD big catbabyCORD diePST

‘The big kitten and the small kitten died.’

(A, 2;9.15)

(116) kaɲɲi kuccaa?

porridge drinkPSTQ

[n̪ii] kaɲɲi kuʈiccoo?

[you] porridge drinkPSTQ

‘Did you have porridge?’

(H, 2;5.18)

[adult form]

1;10 2;0 2;2 2;4 2;6 2;8 2;10 3;0
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A H A’s productivity criterion met H’s productivity criterion met

Figure 6.3 TAM inflections  Past t̪u.

The marker n̪t̪u is present from the first transcript onwards at the age of 1;9.4 for A.

The marker occurs in restricted environments in Malayalam and is thus expected to be the least

productive compared to its counterpart t̪u and i. Although n̪t̪u has in absolute terms the max

imum tokens, it is mainly the verb form ʋan̪n̪u [comePST] belonging to the underived class

that comprises the majority of those tokens. The marker is productively used with five different

stem types at the age of 1;11.1 for A, while the marker meets the productivity criterion at 2;5.2

in H’s transcripts. The token frequencies of the marker in each transcript for both the children

are shown in Figure 6.4.
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(117) biykkattɨ paappam t̪in̪n̪u

biscuit food eatPST

[ɲaan] bis̪kkattɨ t̪in̪n̪u

[I] biscuit eatPST

‘I ate biscuits.’

(A, 1;9.2)

[adult form]

(118) t̪aaɻe ʋiiɳɨ

down fallPST

[ɲaan] t̪aaɻe ʋiiɳu

[I] down fallPST

‘I fell down.’

(H, 2;8.16)

[adult form]
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A H A’s productivity criterion met H’s productivity criterion met

Figure 6.4 TAM inflections  Past n̪t̪u.

We established in Section 6.2 that the selection of the allomorphs t̪u and n̪t̪u is de

termined in two different ways in the underived and derived class. Crucially, the selection of

the affix is phonologically driven in the underived class of verbs (based on constraints related

to syllable weight). In the derived verbs (denominal and valencychanging), the morphologi

cal component determines the affix selection (the rules of affixation being determined by the

morphological feature [±TRANSITIVE]).

In the derived class, verbs that are derived through the addition of kk choose the allo

morph t̪u and the ones that are derived by nullaffixation choose n̪t̪u. We have already seen
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that the past tense marking involving the phonologically driven marker i is errorfree in all

the obligatory contexts. We expect that the different modes of selection of the past tense affix

with different classes of verbs increase the complexity of affix selection. This may influence

children’s use of these affixes, which we focus on next.

There are four underived verb stems each in A’s and H’s transcripts that select the past

tense marker t̪u. The past tense forms present in A’s transcripts are cat̪t̪u ‘died’, ceyt̪u ‘did’,

iʈʈu ‘put’, and ʋiʈʈu ‘released’ whereas H’s transcripts have peyt̪u ‘poured’, iʈʈu ‘put’, t̪oʈʈu

‘touched’ and iʂʈappeʈʈu ‘liked’. While there are 22 tokens of t̪u marking in the derived class

in A’s transcripts, H has seven instances.

Only two underived past tense types that choose the allomorph n̪t̪u are attested  ʋan̪n̪u

[comePST] with 60 instances in A’s and 17 instances in H’s speech and t̪an̪n̪u [givePST] with

22 and three instances in both A’s and H’s transcripts, respectively. The vastly smaller number of

verb types reflects the restricted application of n̪t̪u assignment in underived Malayalam verbs,

and the large number of tokens reflects the highfrequency of such verbs in the language. Both

the children correctly mark all instances of the underived verbs of different kinds of stems with

the expected past tense marker without exception.

Among the derived class that choose t̪u as the past marker, A’s transcripts have 24 types

and 150 tokens while H has 20 types and 77 tokens. These verbs include both the verbs derived

from nouns by kk affixation as well as the transitives derived from intransitives by the kk/pp

affixation. Examples of such verbs present in A’s transcripts include kuɭccu14 ‘bathed’, ciccu15

‘smiled’, oʈiccu ‘broke’ etc. and H’s transcripts include oʈʈiccu ‘stuck’, kaʈiccɨ16 ‘bit’, kuccɨ17

‘drank’ etc.

There are 13 past tense types with 132 correct instances and seven past tense types with

59 correct instances of the derived class that select n̪t̪u in A’s and H’s transcripts, respectively.

While H’s past tense forms include the ø derived forms such as ʋiiɳu ‘fell’, t̪in̪n̪u ‘ate’, ka

ɲɲu18 ‘discarded’ etc., A also has the exceptional forms mentioned in Section 6.2. The past

tense forms belonging to this class are iɾun̪n̪u ‘sat’ and n̪aʈan̪n̪u ‘walked’ in addition to the ø

derived forms such as kaɾaɲɲu ‘cried’ and n̪anaɲɲu ‘got wet’. As expected, there are errors

involved in the assignment of the expected past tense marker in the derived forms involving both

14Adult Form: kuɭiccu [bathePST]
15Adult Form: ciɾiccu [smilePST]
16Adult Form: kaʈiccu [bitePST]
17Adult Form: kuʈiccu [drinkPST]
18Adult Form: kaɭaɲɲu [discardPST]
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t̪u and n̪t̪uwhich will be discussed in detail in the next section. The type and token frequencies

of each past tense marker are summarised in Table 6.13.

Table 6.13 Details of children’s past tense marker production.

A’s Transcripts H’s transcripts

Marker Underived Derived Underived Derived

i (e.g. keeri, ‘entered’) 31 (231)19 13 (29) 22 (89) 8 (11)

t̪u (e.g. koʈut̪t̪u, ‘gave’) 4 (22) 24 (150) 4 (7) 20 (77)

n̪t̪u (e.g. eriɲɲu, ‘threw’) 2 (82) 13 (132) 2 (22) 7 (59)

6.6.3 Errors and Error Analysis

Notably, there are no omission errors or uninflected verb forms in any of the transcripts of the

children. As we have seen, present and future tense marking are unexceptional and errorfree.

However, past tense marking in both the children is interspersed with commission errors which

typically involve the use of the wrong past tense morpheme. Given our discussion, we predict

that these are to be expected in acquisition since there are two kinds of past tense marking,

one regular, productive and phonologically determined, and the other, morphologically deter

mined but, synchronically, unpredictable and nonproductive. Children’s early competence in

the phonology of the language (especially phonotactics, which is critical to word learning as

well) helps them master the past tense inflections that are within the ambit of phonology. This

primarily includes the past tense marker i. The morphological rules determining past tense

assignment in Malayalam is not synchronically transparent as to the relevant morphological

features and even in the adult productions, the classes are collapsing and moving towards the

phonologically conditioned marking. We find multiple past tense forms for some verbs and

seemingly irregular forms for others.

As predicted, the errors in inflectional assignment involve the past tense marking of the

verb class derived through affixation of kk and ø which are arbitrary processes synchronically.

There are no incorrect instances involving any of the verbs belonging to the underived class or

the ones derived through sound change (valency changing). One specific error that is attested

in both subjects in several sample sentences involves the morpheme i which is used instead of

19Token frequencies are given in parentheses beside type frequencies.
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the morpheme n̪t̪u with the verb koll ‘kill’ (a zeroderived verb) (119). While A produces this

commission error once each at 2.4.18 and 2.9.3, H produces it once each at 2.8.2 and 2.9.16, and

twice at 2.8.16. We provide the utterances in (120)(122)

(119) kolanoun −−−−−−−−−−→
denominal verb

(coda augmentation)

kollverb −−−−−−−→
heavy syllabled

kolli (predicted) / kon̪n̪u (actual form)

(120) aʈiccu *kolli

beatPTCP killPST

[ɲaan] [iiccaye] aʈiccɨ kon̪n̪ u

[I] [flyACC] beatPTCP killPST

‘I killed the fly.’

(A, 2;4.18)

[expected form]

(121) caanam cooɳe iccɨ *kolli

thing phoneACC hitPTCP killPST

[aa] s̪aad̪ʱanam fooɳine iʈiccɨ kon̪n̪u

[that] thing phoneACC hitPTCP killPST

‘That thing killed the phone.’

(H, 2;10.7)

[expected form]

The same pattern is observed in the crosssectional data as well.

(122) iiccaye *kolli

flyACC killPST

[ɲaan] iiccaye kon̪n̪u

[I] flyACC killPST

‘I killed the fly.’

(R, 4;2.8)

[expected form]

While studies in the acquisition of Malayalam (and other Dravidian languages) are few,

Girija Devi (1972) also observes in her study that her subject produces the incorrect past tense

form *kolli ‘killed’ instead of the correct form kon̪n̪u ‘killed’. She attributes it to learning by

analogy through similarly structured verbs like t̪all ‘beat’ with the past tense form t̪alli ‘beat’.

However, as we saw in Section 6.2, despite ending in geminates, verbs like ʋell ‘challenge’ and

coll ‘say’ which are lexically similar to koll ‘kill’ form their past tenses using n̪t̪u because they

have been originally derived from nouns albeit through nullaffixation/zero derivation. How

ever, the fact that ʋell ‘challenge’ and coll ‘say’ have two alternating past tense forms ʋen̪n̪u

[challengePST] and ʋelli [challengePST] and con̪n̪u [sayPST] and colli [sayPST] demon

strate the increasing shift in usage towards the predictable form derived by phonological rules

rather than the one based on diachronically visible morphological constraints which are arbitrary
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in Modern Malayalam. This shift is not unlike the English past tense form dived (divedived) in

place of the irregular dove (divedove). Interestingly, A’s production reveals this bias. She uses

i on a geminateending highfrequency verb stem koɭɭ ‘hit’ instead of retaining the arbitrary

marker n̪t̪u as shown in (123). A has 5 instances of this verb in her speech out of which she

correctly forms the past tense koɳʈu 4 times.

(123) bukkɨ ʋaayccappam kaɳɳii *koɭɭi

book readPSTADV eyeLOC hitPST

[ammu] bukkɨ ʋaayccappam [bʱad̪ ɾayuʈe] kaɳɳil

[ammu] book readPSTADV [BhadraGEN] eyeLOC

koɳʈu

hitPST

‘The book hit (Bhadra) in the eye when (I) read it.’

(A, 2;3.16)

[expected form]

The overgeneralised form *koɭɭi is attested in the crosssectional data as well.

(124) urumbinɨ kut̪t̪ɨ *koɭɭi

antDAT stab hitPST

urumbinɨ kut̪t̪ɨ koɳʈu

antDAT stab hitPST

‘The ant got stabbed.’

(R, 4;2.8)

[expected form]

Such overextension of the phonologically selected marker i is seen in the bilingual ac

quisition of English and Malayalam as well (Raghunathan, unpublished data). The bilingual

child D is seen to overextend the marker i to the zeroderived, denominal verb ʋee ‘boil’.

The child incorrectly substitutes the phonologically selected marker i instead of the expected

morphologically selected marker n̪t̪u.

(125) ad̪ɨ *ʋeeʋiiʈʈille?

that boilPTCP20PFVNEGQ

at̪ɨ ʋen̪t̪iʈʈillee?

that boilPTCPPFVNEGQ

‘Isn’t it boiled?’

(D, 2;6.5)

[expected form]

(Raghunathan, unpublished data)

Another example from the same bilingual corpus involves the formation of the incorrect

past tense t̪aɳukki* ‘coolPST’ of the denominal verb t̪aɳukk ‘cool’ formed by kk derivation.
20This is the past participle which has the same form as the corresponding past tense marker in Malayalam.
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Here, instead of the expected morphologically selected past tense marker t̪u, the child chooses

the marker i. This is not unwarranted since t̪aɳukk meets the superheavy syllable criterion and

the selection of i shows the child’s adherence to the syllable weight constraint.

The above errors show clearly that children overextend the more regular, phonology

driven rules of inflectional assignment. The errors underscore the difficulty in acquiring a syn

chronically nonproductive past tense rule (i.e., the selection of t̪u or n̪t̪u depending on the

morphological feature [±TRANSITIVE]) and the relative ease in acquiring the phonologically

driven inflectional selection of i.

Two other examples of A’s overgeneralisation errors at 2;5.16 and 2;6.1 involve the ex

ceptional verbs iɾiykk ‘sit’ and n̪ilkk ‘stand’ that select the past tense marker n̪t̪u rather than

t̪u despite these being derived denominal verbs via kk affixation. Here, instead of selecting the

grammatically correct form n̪t̪u, she uses the default past tense form t̪u chosen by the verbs

that are derived through kk affixation as explained in Section 6.2.

(126) ceecci n̪ookki*iɾiccappam oɾu kaʈeelɨ oɾu kokkine

sisterF lookPTCPsitPSTADV one shopLOC one craneACC

kaɳʈu

seePST

ceecci n̪ookki iɾun̪n̪ appam oɾu kaʈeelɨ oɾu kokkine

sisterF lookPTCP sitPSTADV one shopLOC one craneACC

kaɳʈu

seePST

‘When sister looked, she saw a crane.’

(A, 2;5.16)

[expected form]

(127) iʋiʈe *n̪iccappoo koteem koɳʈɨpookuʋaayiɾun̪n̪u

here standPSTADV umbrellaCORD withgoPTCPAUX.PST

iʋiʈe n̪in̪n̪appooɭ koteem koɳʈɨpookuʋaayiɾun̪n̪u

here standPSTADV umbrellaCORD withgoPTCPAUX.PST

‘While I stood here, (she) was walking with an umbrella.’

(A, 2;6.1)

[expected form]

The errors in the acquisition data reveal the mismatch between the child’s grammar and

the target grammar. We expect zeroderivation or null affixation itself to be a problem for the

child. However, we do not have enough acquisition data to statistically validate this assumption.

Given the complexity of the past tense morphology in Malayalam and the synchronic arbitrari

ness of the morphological constraints involved, the young learner is expected to produce errors
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in the output showing a bias towards the predictable rulebound inflectional assignment gov

erned by the phonological component. If the unpredictability of the derivation rules has an

effect on the acquisition of past tense assignment as evidenced by the errors discussed above,

it is only logical that it will have an effect on the acquisition of verbs and verbal inflections in

general. Although we do not have enough errors and correct instances to contrast this with zero

derived denominal/deadjectival verbs, we do have enough data involving the kk derived verbs.

Additionally, A is seen to omit the kk morpheme in her transcripts at the age of 2;4.18. The

omission of the marker apart from showing incomplete learning of the derivation of denominal

verbs, demonstrates that the marker is not part of the underived stem, i.e., the root is ʋey and

not ʋeykk ‘put’ and the child is aware of this.

(128) iʋiʈe *ʋeyyaam

here putMOD

[n̪amukkɨ] [bukkɨ] iʋiʈe ʋeykkaam

[weDAT] [book] here putMOD

‘Let’s put the book here.’

(A, 2;4.18)

[expected form]

In order to examine whether the unpredictability of the derivation rules has an effect on

the verb acquisition, a Fisher’s exact test has been run separately on each child’s speech sam

ples by analysing the verb forms that have kk and the ones that do not have kk in their stems,

since verbs derived through kk affixation are the ones with more exceptions and show greater

arbitrariness in inflectional selection. Interestingly enough, the data show that both the children

produce greater number of stem errors in verbs with kk than in the ones without kk . Tables 6.14

and 6.15 provide the details of stem errors present in A’s and H’s speech, respectively.

Table 6.14 Stem errors in A’s verbs.

with kk without kk

Incorrect 18 11

Correct 702 1947

Table 6.15 Stem errors in H’s verbs.

with kk without kk

Incorrect 14 0

Correct 174 693

Fisher’s exact test for the verb productions of A and H give the pvalues 6.81×108 and

2.74×1010, respectively, which suggest that the correct forms to error ratio is statistically signif

icant. This offers further validation to our argument that the arbitrariness of derivation rules that

force the children to depend solely on statistical learning resulting in the incorrect inflectional
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assignment since phonologically similar stems take different past tense markers in Malayalam.

This complicates the course of the acquisition of verbal inflections, especially, past tense mark

ing since the other verbal inflections are assigned invariably without exceptions. This also pro

vides a strong reason for why there is a shift towards phonologically driven past tense marking in

modern Malayalam, especially since children are the agents of change in a language’s grammar.

6.7 Conclusion

The analysis of past tense formation patterns show that there are two past tense markers: i and

Tu, with the latter realising two variants t̪u and n̪t̪u in predictable environments. The syn

chronic arbitrariness of the derivation rules poses problems for acquisition and creates a shift

from the inflectional marking based on morphological class distinctions towards the predictable,

phonotactically driven inflectional selection. The acquisition data, especially the types of errors

found, give support to the idea that past tense marking works differently in the two proposed

classes and that Malayalam is slowly shifting towards inflectional assignment that is phonolog

ically driven. Despite being a language that typologically enables inflectional development, the

fact that past tense marking is interspersed with errors calls for a closer look at the factors that

determine the relative ease/difficulty in acquiring a marker. With the factors that aid inflectional

development already in place, we see that mode of selection of the morpheme has a crucial role

to play in the acquisition of past tense markers: i.e, the phonologically selected past tense mark

ers are acquired relatively easily and uniformly, compared to the morphologically selected past

tense patterns.



Chapter 7

The Grammar and Acquisition of

Malayalam Nominal Inflections

7.1 Malayalam Nominal Inflections

Languages vary in the extent to which they mark grammatical information on nominals directly

using affixes. Case, number, and gender are the three main nominal inflectional categories. Case

inflections encode the grammatical role of a noun in a sentence such as the subject, the object,

the indirect object, possessor, location, instrument, and so on. More precisely, case morphemes

show the relationship between an argument and the predicate. Theoretically, morphological

case derives from an argument’s structural position in a sentence (structural case) or is assigned

lexically (inherent case, including quirky case on subjects and objects).

Many languages like Finnish, Turkish, Japanese, Tamil, Malayalam etc. have rich case

morphology and a number of inflections that overtly mark them. For example, in the following

Japanese sentence (129), ga, ni, and o signal the subject, indirect object, and the direct object,

respectively. Since there are separate markers to denote the different arguments, scrambling of

the arguments does not change the core meaning of the sentence1.

(129) tarooga hanakoni hono ageta

taroNOM hanakoDAT bookACC givePST

‘Taroo gave a book to Hanako.’
Thus, the sentence Tarooga hono Hanakoni ageta also means ‘Taroo gave a book to

Hanako’. Certain languages like English do not have an elaborate casemarking system and,
1Repositioning of arguments can, of course, add focal meaning to the moved argument etc.

123
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typically, such languages depend on wordorder to encode the grammatical relations of the ar

guments. For example, the sentence The kids liked the Avengers does not mean the same thing

as The Avengers liked the kids.

Malayalam, like the other Dravidian languages, has a welldeveloped case system. The

case morphemes of Malayalam are phonologically salient, morphologically transparent, and

can be easily separated from their stems. Malayalam inflects for seven cases: nominative, ac

cusative, dative, genitive, sociative, locative, and instrumental, as shown in Table 7.1. Among

the case markers, the nominative is unmarked or phonologically null. Although the nominative

typically instantiates the subject, the accusative the object, the dative the indirect object and so

on, caseassignment is a selectional property of the predicate and as such, the match between

grammatical roles and case can be different, notably in the case of dative subject predicates,

some of which also permit nominative objects.

Table 7.1 Malayalam case markers.

case puuca ‘cat’ kuyil ‘cuckoo’

nominative puucca kuyil

accusative puuccaye kuyiline

dative puuccaykkɨ kuyilinɨ

genitive puuccayuʈe kuyilinte

sociative puuccayooʈɨ kuyilinooʈɨ

locative puuccayil kuyilil

instrumental puuccayaal kuyilaal

The allomorphy in case marking is phonologically conditioned. A uniform pattern is ob

served in the selection of variants by the different class of nominal stems. Morphemes signalling

the accusative, dative, genitive, and sociative have two variants, which are shown in boldface

in Table 7.1. The nominal stems which have an underlying palatal offglide [y]2 choose the

allomorphs e, kɨ, ʈe, and ooʈɨ and the rest of the stems choose ne, nɨ, nte, and nootɨ to

signal the accusative, dative, genitive, and sociative, respectively. The phonological variants

comprising the palatal [k], the retroflex [ʈ], the central vowel [e], and the back vowel [o] are

chosen by the former class of stems so that both the stemending and suffixinitial phonemes
2Recall that in Section 1.2, we discussed the loss of the offglide in wordendings as a feature ofMalayalam that

distinguishes it from Tamil. This offglide is there in the underlying structures and surfaces only during affixation.
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share the distinctive feature [−anterior]. This difference is shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2 Phonologically conditioned allomorphs of Malayalam case markers.

stem accusative sociative dative genitive

kiliy ‘bird’ kiɭiye kiɭiyooʈɨ kiɭiykkɨ kiɭiyuʈe

t̪at̪t̪ay ‘parrot’ t̪at̪t̪aye t̪at̪t̪ayooʈɨ t̪at̪t̪aykkɨ t̪at̪t̪ayuʈe

puuʋ ‘flower’ puuʋine puuʋinooʈɨ puuʋinɨ puuʋinte

kaʈal ‘sea’ kaʈaline kaʈalinooʈɨ kaʈalinɨ kaʈalinte

kayar ‘coir’ kayarine kayarinooʈɨ kayarinɨ kayarinte

maan3 ‘deer’ maane maanooʈɨ maanɨ maante

it̪aɭ4 ‘petal’ it̪aɭine it̪aɭinooʈɨ it̪aɭinɨ it̪aɭinte

maɾat̪t̪5 ‘tree’ maɾat̪t̪ine maɾat̪t̪inooʈɨ maɾat̪t̪inɨ maɾat̪t̪inte

The accusative case marker e is assigned to direct objects. The manifestation of the ac

cusative marker depends on the lexical feature of animacy of the noun. The accusative marker

is obligatorily, overtly marked for [+ANIMATE] nouns and is obligatorily dropped with [−AN

IMATE] nouns. Thus, the accusative morpheme is morphologically selected on the basis of the

feature [±ANIMATE].

(130) amma kuʈʈiykkɨ paal / puuccaye koʈut̪t̪u

mom childDAT milkø / catACC givePST

‘The mother gave milk/ a cat to the child.’

When both the subject and the object are inanimate entities, there is scope for ambigu

ity, given that Malayalam also allows scrambling. Accusative is overtly marked on inanimate

objects only in such cases. Otherwise, it is never overtly marked on inanimate objects even to

indicate specificity.

(131) kappal t̪iɾamaalakaɭ bʱeed̪iccu

ship wavePL. øACC breakPST

3Alternative forms such as maanine [deerACC], maaninooʈɨ [deer], maaninɨ, maaninte also exist.
4However, the wordforms ending in the plural suffix kaɭ (e.g. kiɭikaɭ ‘birds’) and the feminine suffix 

aɭ (eg. makaɭ ‘daughter’) choose the [−anterior] markers as in kiɭikaɭe [birdsACC], kiɭikaɭooʈɨ [birdsSOC],
kiɭikaɭkkɨ [birdsDAT], kiɭikaɭʈe [birdsGEN], and makaɭe [daughterACC], makaɭooʈɨ [daughterSOC], makaɭ
kkɨ [daughterDAT], makaɭʈe [[daughterGEN], respectively.

5This stem derives from maɾam ‘tree’, which becomes maɾat̪t̪  during affixation. This is seen in all the am
ending nominals where the stem ending becomes at̪t̪ , at morpheme boundaries without exception.
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The above sentence could either mean ‘The ship broke through the waves’ or ‘The waves

split the ship’. In such instances, the potential ambiguity can be resolved by marking the object

with the accusative case.

(132) kappal t̪iɾamaalakaɭe bʱeed̪iccu

ship wavePLACC breakPST

‘The ship broke through the waves.’
(Asher & Kumari, 1997, p. 204)

(133) kappaline t̪iɾamaalakaɭ bʱeed̪iccu

shipACC wavePL breakPST

‘The waves split the ship.’
(Asher & Kumari, 1997, p. 204)

The dative marker has two variants nɨ and kkɨ that range over different semantic and

grammatical roles. The dative marks the indirect object denoting the recipient of ditransitive

verbs (134), as well as semantic roles such as benefactive (135), purpose (136), price/value

(137), and time (138). The subject of a certain class of verbs can also be marked with the dative.

These include what have been called experiencer predicates (for example, ʋiɕakk ‘be hungry’)

(139) as well as modal verbs (140) and copular constructions (141).

(134) amma kuʈʈiykkɨ paal koʈut̪t̪u

mom.NOM childDAT milk givePST

‘The mother gave the child milk.’

(recipient)

(135) amma kuʈʈiykkɨ ʋeeɳʈi bʱakʂaɳam uɳʈaakki

mother.NOM childDAT for food makePST

‘Mother made food for the child.’

(benefactive)

(136) ɾaaman ameeɾikkayil ɟooliykkɨ pooyi

rama.NOM americaLOC workDAT goPST

‘Rama went to America for work.’

(purpose/reason)

(137) aʋaɭ iɾupat̪ɨ ɾuupaykkɨ miin ʋaaŋŋi

she.NOM twenty rupeeDAT fish buyPST

‘She bought fish for twenty rupees.’

(price/value)
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(138) ɾaaman muun̪n̪ɨ maɳiykkɨ pooyi

rama.NOM three timeDAT goPST

‘Rama left at three o’clock.’

(time)

(139) enikkɨ ʋiɕan̪n̪u

IDAT hungryPST

‘I was hungry.’

(experiencer)

(140) ɾaamanɨ pookaɳam

ramaDAT goMOD

‘Rama wants to go.’

(141) ɾaamanɨ ɾaɳʈɨ kuʈʈikaɭ uɳʈɨ

ramaDAT two children have.PRS

‘Rama has two children.’

The genitive case has two phonologically conditioned variants uʈe (e.g. kuʈʈiyuʈe child

GEN) and nte (e.g. puuʋinte, flowerGEN). The genitive signals possession (142), quantity

(143) and material of which an object is made (144).

(142) kuʈʈiyuʈe kuʈa

childGEN umbrella

‘The child’s umbrella.’

(possession)

(143) oɾu paʋante sʋarɳam

one sovereignGEN gold

‘One sovereign of gold.’

(quantity)

(144) sʋarɳat̪t̪inte ʋaɭa

goldGEN bangle

‘golden bangle’

(material / composition)

The morpheme ooʈɨ marks the sociative case and is lexically assigned to indirect ob

jects of certain verbs of ‘saying’ like paray ‘say/tell’ (145), cood̪iykk ‘ask’ (146), ʋiʋaɾiykk

‘explain’ (147) etc.

(145) ɾaaman s̪iit̪ayooʈɨ oɾu katʰa paraɲɲu

rama sitaSOC one story tellPST

‘Rama told Sita a story.’
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(146) ɾaaman s̪iit̪ayooʈɨ oɾu cood̪yam cood̪iccu

rama sitaSOC one question askPST

‘Rama asked Sita a question.’

(147) ɾaaman s̪iit̪ayooʈɨ aa s̪ambʱaʋam ʋiʋaɾiccu

rama sitaSOC that incident explainPST

‘Rama explained that incident to Sita.’

The common locative marker il occurs with both animate and inanimate nouns without

allomorphic variation (148). An alternate locative marker at̪t̪ɨ is used with place names ending

in am (149). However, certain nouns like maɻa ‘rain’ take both il and at̪t̪ɨ as in maɻayil and

maɻayat̪t̪ɨ both meaning ‘in the rain’, where the former is more formal and the latter is more

colloquial. While the marker il can apply exceptionlessly, the assignment of at̪t̪ɨ is lexically

specified for individual items and for place names ending in am. There is also another marker

kal which signals the location (150). This is the least frequently used locative marker and is

synchronically nonproductive in Malayalam.

(148) kuɭat̪t̪il miin uɳʈɨ

pondLOC fish have.PRS

‘There is fish in the pond.’

(location)

(149) ɲaan kottayat̪t̪ɨ pooyi

I.NOM kottayamLOC goPST

‘I went to Kottayam.’

(toplace name)

(150) ɾaaman paʈiykkal kaat̪t̪ɨ n̪in̪n̪u

rama.NOM stepLOC waitPTCP standPST

‘Rama waited at the steps.’

The instrumental case is marked by the morpheme aal (151). This is one of the least

frequently used case markers in Malayalam, especially since the postposition koɳʈɨ ‘with’ (152)

is the one that is used to signal instrument colloquially, thus restricting the marker aal to formal

contexts. The postposition koɳʈɨ freely alternates with the case marker aal except in passive

constructions, where the morpheme aal signals the demoted agent (153).

(151) ɾaaman ɾaaʋaɳane ʋaaɭaal ʋeʈʈi

rama.NOM ravanaACC swordINS cutPST

‘Rama wounded Ravana with a sword.’
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(152) ɾaaman ɾaaʋaɳane ʋaaɭɨ koɳʈɨ ʋeʈʈi

rama.NOM ravanaACC sword with cutPST

‘Rama wounded Ravana with a sword.’

(153) ɾaaʋaɳan ɾaamanaal kollappeʈʈu

ravana.NOM ramaINSTR killPASSPST

‘Ravana was killed by Rama.’

In languages that mark grammatical gender, nouns are assigned different genders. Gen

der may be aligned with sex distinctions (as in English and Tamil, the male is masculine gen

der, female feminine gender, and everything else is neuter), or arbitrarily two or three genders

(e.g. Marathi, French, German6) or many more (e.g. Mountain Arapesh with thirteen gen

ders). The gender systems also use phonological cues (e.g. Sanskrit) or semantic classes (e.g.

Swahili) to assign a noun to a gender class. Lexical features like animacy or humanness also

play a role. Some common systems of gender division include masculinefeminine (e.g. Celtic

languages), masculinefeminineneuter (e.g. Sanskrit), animateinanimate (e.g. Anatolian lan

guages), commonneuter (e.g. Swedish) etc. Gender is an inherent lexical feature of a noun7

but finds morphological presence in agreement of various kinds (adjectival, verbal etc.)

Malayalam has a threegender system (like the other Dravidian languages and English)

 masculine, feminine, and neuter which corresponds to the natural sex classification. Hence,

only the nouns with the semantic feature [+MALE] are assigned the masculine gender and only

the nouns with the semantic feature [+FEMALE] are assigned the feminine gender. The rest

are assigned the neuter gender including other living organisms and inanimate entities. Hence

nouns like kaɻut̪a ‘donkey’, kuʈa ‘umbrella’ and so on belong to neuter gender. In the contexts

where the gender of an animal has to be specified, the masculine adjective aaɳ ‘male’ or the

feminine adjective peɳ ‘female’ is added. Examples of such contexts are the noun phrases aaɳ

kaɻut̪a ‘male donkey’ and peɳ kaɻut̪a ‘female donkey’. The only exceptions to this classification

are the nouns referring to cattle. [+ANIMATE] nouns like paɕu ‘cow’, eɾuma ‘shebuffalo’ and

kaaɭa ‘ox’, poot̪t̪ɨ ‘hebuffalo’ are assigned feminine and masculine genders respectively. In

Malayalam, gender information must be specified in the lexicon for each noun.

6Again, ignoring that by and large female is marked feminine and male as masculine even in languages with
random grammatical gender classification.

7The predictability of this feature, of course, rests on the degree of transparency that we find in the particular
languages.
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Gender marking8 in Malayalam is not phonologically driven but is governed by the mor

phology depending on the feature [±HUMAN]. However, there are certain exceptional cases

where the nominals signalling the animals koɾaŋŋan ‘monkey’ and kurukkan ‘fox’ as well as

celestial bodies s̪uuɾyan ‘the sun’ and can̪d̪ɾan ‘the moon’ are also marked with the masculine

suffix. Themasculine gender inflectional suffix inMalayalam is an. There are three inflectional

suffixes to indicate the feminine gender: i, at̪t̪i, and aɭ. The marker i is more productive and

more frequently occurring while at̪t̪i is restricted to fewer number of stems. The distribution

of the marker aɭ is further restricted in its distribution. It typically manifests with pronouns,

as in the examples aʋaɭ ‘sheremote’, iʋaɭ ‘sheproximal’, and very few nouns like makaɭ ‘daughter’.

The feminine marker aɭ is synchronically nonproductive in Malayalam. Table 7.3 shows the

Malayalam gender suffixation system.

Table 7.3 Malayalam gender suffixation.

Masculine Feminine

aaɳɨ ‘male’ peɳɳɨ ‘female’

kaaɭa ‘ox’ paɕu ‘cow’

eɾuma ‘shebuffalo’ poot̪t̪ɨ ‘hebuffalo’

makan ‘son’ makaɭ ‘daughter’

kaɭɭan ‘male thief’ kaɭɭi ‘female thief’

ceeʈʈan ‘elder brother’ ceecci ‘elder sister’

yaɟamaanan ‘male superior’ yaɟamaanat̪t̪i ‘female superior’

The final grammatical feature is that of number. Most languages mark number on the

noun while there are a few which mark it on the verb (e.g. Rapanui). Languages differ in terms

of the number values they are capable of distinguishing. Languages like Hindi, English, and

Tamil make a distinction between the singular and the plural. There are systems in which the

singular and the plural are supplemented by a dual (e.g. Central Yupik, Modern Arabic and

Irish) that refers to ‘two distinct realworld entities’, as well as systems in which there are four

number values (e.g. Larike) such as the singular, the dual, the trial, and the plural, among which

the trial refers to ‘three realworld entities’. Among the classical languages, only Sanskrit had

the dual number while in Greek, the only remnant of the dual was the numeral for ‘two’, and in
8There is no particular suffix to indicate the neuter gender. The affix am which also signals neuter is a deriva

tional affix.
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Latin, it was lost as a grammatical category. Certain languages like Baiso, Warlpiri and Serbo

Croatian mark the paucal number which refers to a small set of realworld entities (as opposed to

many). Number systems can also make distinctions between collective and distributive plurals

in addition to the above and some systems show contrasts in the pronominal system but not on

nouns in general.

Malayalam distinguishes the plural with an overt marker and the bare noun is usually

singular (except where the noun is an inherently plural or mass noun). The lexical features

[±HUMAN] and [±ANIMATE] of the nouns determine the degree of obligatoriness in marking

plurality. The plural allomorphs are given in Table 7.4. If a noun is [+HUMAN and +ANI

MATE], then the plural marker maar is used. Nouns that bear the features [−HUMAN, +ANI

MATE], are marked with the affix kaɭ9 (e.g. paɕukkaɭ ‘cows’). In stems that end in nasals, the

marker also undergoes nasalisation as in maɾaŋŋaɭ ‘trees’ from maɾam ‘tree’. Finally, plural

morpheme can be optionally omitted if the noun is [−ANIMATE, −HUMAN]10.

Table 7.4 Malayalam plural formation.

Lexical Features Affix Example

[+HUMAN] maar ammamaar ‘mothers’

[−HUMAN, +ANIMATE] kaɭ kiɭikaɭ ‘birds’

[ −HUMAN, −ANIMATE] ø~kaɭ ɾaɳʈɨ kas̪eeɾa [two chair] ‘two chairs’

Malayalam also has two epicene plural markers kaar and ar, which are lexically con

ditioned as shown in Table 7.5. The former is a humanising marker with a number feature. The

marker kaar inflects [−ANIMATE] nouns to humanise them and further signals a set of entities

including both male and female members. For example, when kaar inflects the nominal kaʈa

‘shop’, the resulting plural does not mean ‘shops’. Instead, it means a group of ‘shopkeepers’

which include both men and women. In order to include only one particular sex, the gender

markers are employed as shown in Table 7.6. The allomorphic variant ar occurs with bound

stems of Sanskrit origin such as gaayak ‘singer’, n̪art̪t̪ak ‘dancer’ etc. These ar inflected

forms are typically used in formal contexts and thus, are not part of childdirected or colloquial

speech.
9There are certain exceptions where [+HUMAN] nouns are also marked with kaɭ instead of the expected

maar. Three such notable exceptions are kuʈʈikaɭ ‘children’, s̪t̪riikaɭ ‘women’, peɳɳɨŋŋaɭ ‘women’.
10Recall that accusative case was also unmarked for nouns that were [ANIMATE]. Sometimes in colloquial

speech, the marker kaɭ is optionally omitted on [+ANIMATE] nouns as well.
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Table 7.5 Epicene plural markers in Malayalam.

stem type stem marker example

free stems paɳi ‘work’ kaar paɳikkaar [workHUM.PL] ‘workers’

bound stem n̪art̪t̪ak ‘dance’ ar n̪art̪t̪akar [dancerPL] ‘dancers’

Table 7.6 Differences in plural formation using kaar.

Category kaʈa ‘shop’ Gloss

Epicene plural kaʈakkaar [shopHUM.PL] ‘shopkeepers’

Masculine singular kaʈakkaaɾan [shopHUM.PLM] ‘male shopkeeper’

Masculine plural kaʈakkaaɾanmaar [shopHUM.PLMPL] ‘male shopkeepers’

Feminine singular kaʈakkaaɾi [shopHUM.PLF] ‘female shopkeeper’

Feminine plural kaʈakkaaɾikaɭ [shopHUM.PLFPL] ‘female shopkeepers’

7.2 CrossLinguistic Patterns in the Acquisition of Nominal

Inflections

The acquisition of nominal inflections is wellstudied across the world languages and docu

mented for a variety of European languages in particular. Since the ways in which world lan

guages employ the inflections on nouns are variegated, it is interesting and important to see

how children grapple with the acquisition of inflections in their ambient language which may

employ different inflectional systems. The various properties of nominal inflectional acquisi

tion in English, Arabic, Turkish, etc. are examined in this section. Early English plurals show

overregularisation of the irregulars. Arabic plurals include more than one default form like

Malayalam. Special focus is given to the acquisition of Turkish owing to its grammatical simi

larities to the Dravidian languages. Noncanonical case marking in Tamil (Lakshmi Bai, 2004),

Telugu (Usha Rani & Sailaja, 2004) and Hindi (Narasimhan, 2005) will be discussed in the next

chapter.

Marcus (1995) examined the plural production of ten English speaking children, five boys

and five girls, between the ages 1;3 and 5;2. Seven out of the ten children produced overgener

alisation errors like foots* and mans* for feet and men, respectively. These children produced

the irregular forms correctly in the beginning before transitioning to produce the overregularised
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forms thus adhering to theUshaped developmental pattern (Marcus et al., 1992). Overregurali

sation errors were not attested in the remaining three children’s transcripts. From the acquisition

patterns exhibited by the children, Marcus et al. concludes that acquisition of inflections is rule

based, and that once the children deduce the inflectional assignment rule, they tend to apply it

by default, across all inputs till they restore the irregularities.

Ravid and Farah (2009) analyse the acquisition of noun plurals in Palestinian Arabic.

Palestinian Arabic employs both internal stem change as well as linear suffixation to form

plurals. The plurals in the former class are called broken plurals (e.g. kaleb/kilaab ‘dog/s’)

and these irregular plural forms occur in four different patterns. The plurals formed out of

linear suffixation are called sound plurals and these are of two kinds, sound masculine i:n

(e.g. falla:H /fallaHi:n ‘farmer/s’) and sound feminine a:t (e.g. kubba:y/kobaya:t ‘glass/es’).

A greater number of stems select the feminine plural suffix which is more productive than the

masculine one.

Ravid and Farah used 4560 minutes long speech samples, of a single, monolingual child

between the ages 1;8  2;8, which were recorded once every week. Among the plural tokens pro

duced by the child, the most frequent were the broken plurals, and then the soundfeminine plu

rals. The most productive pattern among the plurals was also the soundfeminine plural form as

indicated by the number of overgeneralisations and overregularisations. The other plural forms

were generally correct in their occurrences. In spite of being a regular plural morpheme like the

sound feminine, sound masculine plurals were not only fewer in the overall inflectional tokens

produced by the child, but also late to emerge in the child’s speech. Since neither morpheme has

an advantage over the other in terms of phonological salience or transparency, the authors at

tribute the lateness in emergence and the limited number of productions of the sound masculine

plural to its low frequency in the input (and more generally in the language itself).

Ketrez and AksuKoç (2009) study the early development of case and number in Turkish.

Being an agglutinative language, Turkish has a regular and transparent inflectional system. The

case system of Turkish is illustrated in Table 7.7.

Turkish differentiates six cases. Although Turkish case morphemes are highly frequent,

nominal ellipsis is common in Turkish since it has a strong subjectverb agreement. This can

negatively affect the token frequency of the case morphemes since the ellipsis of nominals will

reduce the number of instances where the case markers manifest overtly. In Turkish, the plural
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Table 7.7 Turkish case forms.

Case kedi ‘cat’ ben ‘I’

nominative kediø benø

accusative kediyi beni

dative kediye bena

genitive kedinin benim

locative kedide bende

ablative kediden benden

instrumental kediyle benimle

(Ketrez & AksuKoç, 2009, p. 16)

is formed by adding the morpheme lAr11 to the singular stem, for example, kedi  kediler ‘cat/s’,

adam – adamlar ‘man/men’ etc.

The authors use 20 minutes long speech samples of a monolingual Turkish child who

was recorded twice a month from the age 1;3.3 till the age 2;0.4. The criteria for determining

productivity of a rule included the following: a) an inflection should appear with at least two

different nouns, b) a noun should appear in at least two contrasting inflected forms, c) the num

ber of grammatical productions of an inflection should exceed the number of errors, and d) an

inflection should appear in two consecutive recording samples. As the child progressed in age,

both the overall number of inflectional paradigms as well as the number of individual members

in the paradigms exhibited a significant increase. By the age of 2;0, the child’s productions had

a total of 39 inflectional paradigms with 24 twomembered ones, and three with seven to nine

members. With age, the number of uninflected forms decreased, variations became stable, and

the productions started approaching the adult pattern. Among the case forms, the accusative, the

dative, and the locative case markers were the first ones to emerge. The accusative case marker

was the first one to be productively used, followed by the locative, the dative, the ablative, and

the genitive. The plural forms emerged later than the case forms.

The early acquisition of case markers despite their actual low frequency in the input due

to nominal ellipsis is attributed to the morphological transparency of the case inflections. The

authors ascribe the late emergence of the plural morpheme to its low frequency and to the fact

that number is not strictly grammaticised in Turkish. The study stops at two years of age, and

11With vowel harmony on the affixal vowel.
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the acquisition of nominal inflections was not yet complete at that point and the child was yet

to learn the entire syntactic and semantic constraints on the inflections.

From the above studies, we see that the acquisition of inflection is rulebased, as observed

in English plural marking (Marcus, 1995). We also see that inflectional acquisition is affected

by factors such as frequency (in the input) as seen in Arabic (Ravid & Farah, 2009) and typo

logical features such as morphological transparency as seen in Turkish (Ketrez & AksuKoç,

2009). These studies lead us to expect certain patterns in the acquisition of nominal inflections

inMalayalam and to account for such patterns in terms of both typological and language specific

features. In the rest of this chapter, we discuss the occurrence of each nominal inflection in the

current data.

7.3 Acquisition of Malayalam Nominal Inflections

Malayalam, as we just saw, has a variety of case, number, and gender markers. The template of

a Malayalam noun in which the different nominal markers are stacked together is stem + gender

+ number + case (154) except in the instances where the humanising marker kaar is added to

the stem. In the latter cases, the template is stem + human suffix + gender + number + case

(155).

(154) kaɭɭanmaaɾe

thiefMPLACC

‘thieves’

(155) miinkaaɾanmaaɾe

fishHUMMPLACC

‘fishermen’

The selection of these affixes is determined by the phonological properties of the stem

or the overall syllable shape and, for some affixes, by the lexical properties on the nouns. In

this section, we provide a survey of the nominal inflections in Malayalam as they occur in the

children’s productions. Figures 7.1 to 7.14 show the token frequencies of each nominal inflection

inA’s andH’s transcripts12. The utterances (156)  (199) include examples of how each inflection

is employed in the data. We begin with Table 7.8 which shows the details of the type and
12As noted in the discussion on verbal inflections, the graphs are random since the token frequencies of different

inflections vary in each transcript.
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token frequencies of each nominal inflection (including the variants). We will demonstrate in

the discussion that there are omission errors involving the use of certain nominal inflections in

obligatory contexts. The productivity criteria include a) 90% occurrence in obligatory contexts

in three consecutive recordings for the markers that are omitted, and b) the use of the marker

with three or more different stems.

Table 7.8 Nominal inflections in A’s and H’s speech.

A’s Transcripts H’s Transcripts

Category Marker Frequency Frequency

Type Token Type Token

Accusative 1 e 25 77 8 14

Accusative 2 ne 23 50 16 40

Dative 1 nɨ 9 176 3 35

Dative 2 kkɨ 24 141 6 9

Genitive 1 nte 24 234 13 81

Genitive 2 ʈe 9 48 19 146

Sociative 1 ooʈɨ 6 8  

Sociative 2 nooʈɨ 1 2  

Locative 1 il 53 290 26 113

Case

Locative 2 at̪t̪ɨ 7 14 4 9

Masculine an 13 148 11 50
Gender

Feminine i 1 376 1 2

Plural 1 maar 4 32 2 3

Plural 2 kaɭ 6 6 1 5Number

Plural 3 kaar 4 20 2 4

7.3.1 Case

In A’s transcripts, the accusative variants e and ne emerge at 1;11.16 and 1;11.1, respectively,

with the former having 25 types and 77 tokens and the latter having 23 types and 50 tokens. In

H’s speech, both the variants are first seen at 2;5.18. The variant e has nine types and 14 tokens

across transcripts while ne has 16 types and 40 tokens. Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively, show
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the instances of the accusative variants e and ne in the children’s transcripts. A has 100%

correct instances in three consecutive transcripts. H also has 100%, 90%, and 100% correct

instances of accusative marking in three consecutive transcripts, respectively. The variant e is

productively used with three different stems at 2;0.3 and 2;11.18 in A’s and H’s transcripts, re

spectively, while the variant ne is productively employed with three different stems at 2;1.1 and

2;7.17 in A’s and H’s transcripts, respectively. Recall that the accusative is obligatorily omitted

on [–ANIMATE] nouns unless to resolve an ambiguous situation where both the subject and

object nominals bear the feature [–ANIMATE]. H has such an instance in his transcripts (158).

Both children omit the accusative in obligatory contexts which suggests that the acquisition of

the morpheme is not yet complete. We return to these errors in Section 7.4 when we analyse the

errors.

1;10 2;0 2;2 2;4 2;6 2;8 2;10 3;0
Age
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A H A’s productivity criteria met H’s productivity criteria met

Figure 7.1 Nominal inflections  Accusative e.

(156) amma kuɲɲɨʋaaʋe eʈukkaan pooyii

mom smallbabyACC takeINF goPST

‘Mom went to get the baby.’

(A, 2;7.2)
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Figure 7.2 Nominal inflections  Accusative ne.

(157) ʋeere meeccane kaɳʈilla

another manACC seePSTNEG

[ɲaan] ʋeere manuʂyane kaɳʈilla

[I] another manACC seePSTNEG

‘I didn’t see another man.’

(H, 2;9.1)

[adult form]

(158) caanam cooɳe iccɨ kolli*

thing phoneACC hitPTCP killPST*

[aa] s̪aad̪ʱanam fooɳine iʈiccɨ kon̪n̪u

[that] thing phoneACC hitPTCP killPST

‘That thing killed the phone.’

(H, 2;8.16)

[adult form]

In A’s productions, the dative variant nɨ appears in 176 tokens involving nine types and

the variant kkɨ in 141 tokens involving 24 types, and in H’s productions, nɨ occurs in 35 tokens

involving three types and kkɨ in nine tokens involving six types (see Figures 7.3 and 7.4). A has

100%, 100%, and 96% correct occurrences of dative marking in three consecutive transcripts at

the ages 2;2.15, 2;3.1, and 2;3.16, respectively, and she employs the dative with seven different

nominals in the subsequent transcript at the age of 2;4.2. A’s first productive use of the dative

variants nɨ and kkɨ is with three unique stems at 2;4.2 and 2;3.1, respectively. No omission

errors involving dative marking is attested in H’s transcripts and he productively employs both
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the variants nɨ and kkɨ with three different stems at the age of 2;5.18. The dative marker and

its acquisition will be explored in great detail in Chapter 8.
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Figure 7.3 Nominal inflections  Dative nɨ.
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Figure 7.4 Nominal inflections  Dative kkɨ.
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(159) it̪ɨ paccɨ t̪aa naanɨ

this pluckPTCP give.IMP IDAT

enikkɨ it̪ɨ pariccɨ t̪aa

IDAT this pluckPTCP give.IMP

‘Pluck and give it to me.’

(H, 2;11.1)

[adult form]

(160) ammuunɨ booɭɨ kaɭiykkaɳam

ammuDAT ball playwant.MOD

‘Ammu wants to play ball.’

(A, 2;1.1)

In A’s transcripts, the genitive variant nte appears with 24 types with a token count of

234 instances while the variant ʈe surfaces with 19 types involving a total of 146 tokens. H

has 81 instances of the variant nte involving 13 stem types and 48 instances of the variant ʈe

involving nine stem types (see Figures 7.5 and 7.6). In spite of having omission errors, A has

100% correct instances in three consecutive transcripts. A meets the productivity criteria for

the genitive variants nte and ʈe at 2;1.1 and 2;1.15, respectively, with three different stems. H

only omits the genitive once at the age of 2;4.14 and he productively employs genitive variants

nte with three different stems at 2;4.14 and ʈe with four different nominals at the age of 2;7.17

thereby meeting the productivity criteria.
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Figure 7.5 Nominal inflections  Genitive nte.
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Figure 7.6 Nominal inflections  Genitive ʈe.

(161) aa maamante ʋiiʈʈii pookuʋaa

that uncleMGEN houseLOC goPTCPbe.PRS

[ɲaan] aa maamante ʋiiʈʈil pookuʋaa

[I] that uncleMGEN houseLOC goPTCPbe.PRS

‘Going to that uncle’s house.’

(A, 2;6.1)

[adult form]

(162) kuɲɲɨpiɭɭeeɾuʈe oɾu aʈɨkriim meeʈiykkaam

smallchildPLGEN one icecream buyMOD

[n̪amukkɨ] kuɲɲɨpiɭɭeeɾuʈe oɾu ais̪kriim meeʈiykkaam

[weDAT] smallchildPLGEN one icecream buyMOD

‘Let’s buy one of the ice creams for little children.’

(A, 2;7.16)

[adult form]

(163) naante ceppɨ t̪aaɻeyaa

IGEN footwear belowbe.PRS

ente ceɾuppɨ t̪aaɻeyaa

IGEN footwear belowbe.PRS

‘My footwear is downstairs.’

(H, 2;8.2)

[adult form]
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(164) ammeeʈe ʋiiʈʈii pooyi

momGEN houseLOC goPST

[ɲaan] ammayuʈe ʋiiʈʈil pooyi

[I.NOM] momGEN houseLOC goPST

‘I went to mom’s house.’

(H, 2;8.16)

[adult form]

The sociative marker occurs with very few verbs in Malayalam. This marker is absent

in H’s transcripts. In A’s transcripts, the sociative case is the last to emerge and is only seen at

2;3.1 as shown in Figure 7.7. It is not frequent in the child’s production and is only used with

the verb paray ‘say’ on all occasions. This could be because of the limited distribution of this

marker since it only occurs with the verbs of saying in Malayalam. Sociative case is assigned to

the indirect objects of verbs of saying in lieu of the dative marker which is assigned to indirect

objects across the board. No omission errors are recorded for this marker in A’s productions.

The sociative variant ooʈɨ is used with six different nominals in a total of eight instances meeting

the productivity criteria at 2;7.2 with four different stems while the variant nooʈɨ only occurs

with the proper noun ammu just twice across the transcripts. However, this can be attributed to

the limited distribution of the marker itself. Since it only occurs with very few verbs, despite

being highly frequent, chances of the marker occurring with different stem types are lesser when

compared to the other markers.
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Figure 7.7 Nominal inflections  Sociative ooʈɨ and nooʈɨ.
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(165) accayooʈɨ fooɳilɨ parayaɳam ammuunɨ

dadSOC phoneLOC tellMOD ammuDAT

akkriim koɳʈɨʋaɾaan

ice cream bringINF

[ammuunɨ] accayooʈɨ fooɳilɨ parayaɳam ammunɨ

[I.DAT] dadSOC phoneLOC tellMOD ammuDAT

ais̪kriim koɳʈɨʋaɾaan

ice cream bringINF

‘Should tell dad to bring ice cream.’

(A, 2;3.1)

[adult form]

(166) akkɾiim kayikkaɳʈaa paɲɲu ammuunooʈɨ

icecream eatMOD.NEG tellPST ammuSOC

[ɖookʈar] ammuunooʈɨ ais̪kriim kaɻiykkaɳʈa en̪n̪ɨ

[doctor] ammuSOC icecream eatMOD.NEG COMP

paraɲɲu

sayPST

‘The doctor told Ammu not to eat ice cream.’

(A, 2;4.2)

[adult form]

The children productively use the locative marker il with a number of stems as they

progress in age, as can be seen in Figure 7.8. There are 290 instances involving 53 types in

A’s transcripts for the marker. She omits the marker just twice at 2;2.2 and 2;5.6 and begins to

productively employ the marker with three different stems at the age of 1;11.1.

(167) booɭeel maɳɳɨ pattuʋoo?

ballLOC soil getFUTQ

‘Will the ball get dirty?’

In H’s speech, the marker is present in all the transcripts except the very first one. H has

113 tokens of the locative marker il appearing with 26 different nominal stems. There are no

omissions and the productivity criteria are met at 2;4.14 with four different stems.

(168) naante ʋiiʈʈii oɳʈɨ maɳi

IGEN houseLOC have.PRS bell

ente ʋiiʈʈil maɳi oɳʈɨ

IGEN houseLOC bell have.PRS

‘There is a bell in my house.’

(H, 2;10.2)

[adult form]
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Figure 7.8 Nominal inflections  Locative il.

The use of the locative morpheme at̪t̪ɨ is not so frequent in the children’s speech (Fig

ure 7.9) although there are no omissions of this marker in the transcripts. There are 14 instances

involving seven types and nine instances involving four types in A’s and H’s productions, re

spectively. Despite being a marker with restricted distribution, at̪t̪ɨ is employed productively

with four stems at 2;6.1 and three stems at 2;10.2, in A’s and H’s transcripts, respectively.
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Figure 7.9 Nominal inflections  Locative at̪t̪ɨ.
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(169) bad̪d̪eecci ʋeyilat̪t̪ɨ ammuunte kuuʈe pooyillee?

bhadraF sunlightLOC ammuGEN with goPSTNEGQ

‘Didn’t Bhadra go out with Ammu in the sun?’

(A, 2;6.1)

(170) iŋŋane caaʈi puucceeʈe meet̪t̪ɨ in̪n̪ɨ

like this jumpPTCP catGEN bodyLOC sitPST

[ɲaan] iŋŋane caaʈi puuccayuʈe d̪eehat̪t̪ɨ iɾun̪n̪u

[I.NOM] like this jumpPTCP catGEN bodyLOC sitPST

‘I jumped and sat on top of the cat.’

(H, 2;10.2)

[adult form]

It has to be noted that the locative marker kal and the instrumental aal are absent in

the children’s transcripts. This is not surprising since they are lowfrequency morphemes with

restricted distribution. The former is employed with very few stems and is synchronically non

productive in Malayalam, while the latter is restricted to formal contexts and thus is not present

in the children’s or childdirected speech.

7.3.2 Gender

The masculine marker an is present in A’s transcripts in 148 instances involving 13 types. The

masculine gender marker an surfaces from 1;11.1 onwards. The different stems and the age at

which they are first attested are given in Table 7.9.

At 2;6.1 and 2;8.1, the child inflects the largest number of stems with the marker. The

marker is never omitted and it meets the productivity criteria at 2;5.2 with three different stems in

A’s transcripts. The instances that look like omissions are restricted to the three stems acca ‘dad’,

appuuppa ‘grandpa’, and maama ‘uncle’. Those words are used without the overt masculine

marker in childdirected speech by her parents and relatives as well and thus do not qualify as

omissions in obligatory contexts. The child even uses the marker with the exceptional cases

koɾaŋŋan ‘monkey’, kurukkan ‘fox’, and s̪uuɾyan ‘the sun’ which are [–HUMAN] stems that

take the masculine marker.

(171) koɾaŋŋan keeruʋaa balya maɾat̪t̪i

monkeyM climbPTCPAUX big treeLOC

koɾaŋŋan ʋalya maɾat̪t̪il keeruʋaa

monkeyM big treeLOC climbPTCPAUX

‘The monkey is climbing up the big tree.’

(A, 2;6.1)

[adult form]
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Table 7.9 Masculine wordform types in A’s transcripts.

Age Noun Gloss

1;1.11 maaman ‘uncle’

2;1.1 ceeʈʈan ‘brother’

2;1.1 cittappan ‘paternal uncle’

2;2.2 paccakkaʈikkaaɳan13 ‘green grocer’

2;2.15 koŋŋan14 ‘monkey’

2;3.1 accan ‘dad’

2;4.18 ammaaʋan ‘maternal uncle’

2;5.2 appuppan ‘grand father’

2;6.1 cuuɾiyan15 ‘the sun’

2;7.2 kurukkan ‘fox’

2;7.2 kaɭɭan ‘thief’

2;8.1 manuʂan16 ‘man’

2;8.16 kuuʈʈukaaɾan ‘friend’

(172) manuʂyan ʋan̪n̪ɨ en̪t̪ɨ ceyyum?

manM comePTCP what doFUT

‘What will the man do when he comes?’

(A, 2;8.1)

(173) kurukkante ɕammaanamaa

foxMGEN giftbe.PRS

[at̪ɨ] kurukkante s̪ammaanamaa

[that] foxMGEN giftbe.PRS

‘It is the fox’s gift.’

(A, 2;9.3)

[adult form]

In H’s transcripts, the marker appears with 11 types and 50 tokens and appears in all

the transcripts except one at 2;5.18. The different stem types and the age at which they are

first attested in the child’s transcripts are given in Table 7.10. H assigns the marker to three

distinct stems, meeting the productivity criteria at 2;9.1. Figure 7.10 shows the distribution of

the masculine marker, an, in the children’s transcripts. There are no omission errors attested
13Adult form paccakkarikkaaɾan
14Adult form koɾaŋŋan
15Adult form s̪uuɾyan
16Adult form manuʂyan. She sometimes uses the adult form correctly as shown in (172).
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for the masculine marker in both the children’s transcripts.

Table 7.10 Masculine wordform types in H’s transcripts.

Age Noun Gloss

2;3.8 maaman ‘uncle’

2;3.8 ooʈʈookkaaɾan ‘auto rickshaw driver’

2;4.14 accaaccan ‘paternal grandfather’

2;4.14 ceeʈʈan ‘brother’

2;6.1 appuppan ‘grand father’

2;6.16 accan ‘dad’

2;7.2 koccaccan ‘paternal uncle’

2;8.16 d̪eeʈʈan17 proper name (of the subject’s brother)

2;9.1 meeccan18 ‘man’

2;9.16 kaɭɭan ‘thief’

2;10.2 miinkaaɾan ‘fisher man’
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Figure 7.10 Nominal inflections  Masculine an.

17Adult form d̪eeʋuuʈʈan
18Adult form manuʂyan
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(174) appuuppan maaŋcayaa at̪ɨ

grandpaM buyPSTNMLZbe.PRS that

at̪ɨ appuppan ʋaaŋŋiccat̪aa

that grandpaM buyPSTNMLZbe.PRS

‘Grandpa bought that.’

(H, 2;1.1)

[adult form]

(175) t̪eŋŋɨ aa kaɭɭan iccɨ kaɲɲayaa

coconut palm that thiefM hitPTCP losePSTNMLZbe.PRS

t̪eŋŋɨ aa kaɭɭan iʈiccɨ kaɭaɲɲat̪aa

coconut palm that thiefM hitPTCP losePSTNMLZbe.PRS

‘That thief destroyed the coconut palm.’

(H, 3;0.2)

[adult form]

In A’s transcripts, the feminine marker i occurs once at 1;10.2 and is in regular use from

the age of 2;1.1. Nonetheless, it is mostly used with compound stems ending in ceecci, hence

the tokens lack in variety and productivity. There are no omissions but the marker does not meet

the productivity criterion.

(176) ceecci ʋan̪n̪u

elder sisterF comePST

‘Elder sister came.’

(A, 2;6.15)

(177) bad̪ɾeecci oʈaŋŋiyiʈʈɨ eɳiittiʈʈɨ ʋaɾaʈʈe

bhadrasisterF sleepPTCPPFV wake upPTCPPFV comeOPT

bʱad̪ɾaceecci oraŋŋiyiʈʈɨ eɳiittiʈʈɨ ʋaɾaʈʈe

bhadrasisterF sleepPTCPPFV wake upPTCPPFV comeOPT

‘Let Bhadra come after she finishes her sleep.’

(A, 2;8.1)

[adult form]

In H’s speech, the feminine marker i appears only in two instances with just one type,

ceecci, which is the only type present in A’s transcripts as well and thus is not productively used.

The details of the distribution of the feminine marker are shown in Figure 7.11. The feminine

marker i is not omitted but the feminine marker at̪t̪i is absent in both children’s transcripts.

7.3.3 Number

The details of the production of the different Malayalam plural markers are given in Figures 7.12

to 7.14. In A’s transcripts, the first appearance of the [+HUMAN] plural marker maar is at 2;1.1.

It appears with four stem types, as shown in Table 7.11 where each type is listed along with the
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Figure 7.11 Nominal inflections  Feminine i.

age at which it is attested, with a total of 19 instances. The marker meets the productivity criteria

at 2;4.2 by inflecting three different stems.

At 2;2.2, the epicene humanising plural marker kaar surfaces and occurs intermittently

at later stages between 2;6.1 and 2;10.3. The marker kaar comprises 20 tokens involving four

distinct types with only two unique stem types in any of the transcripts. The types along with

their age of emergence in the transcripts for the marker kaar is given in Table 7.12. The marker

meets the productivity criteria at 2;6.1 by surfacing with three distinct nominals.

Table 7.11 maar plural forms in A’s transcripts.

Age Noun Gloss

2;1.1 ceeʈʈanmaaɾɨ ‘brothers’

2;2.2 piɭɭaaɾɨ19 ‘children’

2;4.2 ceeccimaaɾɨ ‘sisters’

2;7.2 kaɭɭammaaɾɨ ‘thieves’

19The underlying form of piɭɭaar is piɭɭamaar [childPL]. These kinds of elisions happen in Malayalam plu
ral marking. Another example is the epicene form n̪aaʈʈaar, the underlying form of which is n̪aʈʈɨkaar [land
HUM.PL].
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Table 7.12 kaar plural forms in A’s transcripts.

Age Noun Gloss

2;2.2 paccakkaʈikkaaɳan20 ‘green grocer’

2;6.1 aaɭkkaɾɨ ‘people’

2;6.1 kuuʈʈukaaɾɨ ‘friends’

2;7.16 ʋiiʈʈɨkaaɾɨ ‘family’

(178) it̪ɨ ceeʈʈanum ceeccimaaɾum

this brotherMCORD sisterFPLCORD

‘This is elder brother and sisters.’

(A, 2;5.16)

[adult form]

(179) ii ʋiiʈʈukaaɾɨ aarkkaa koʈukkun̪n̪at̪ɨ?

these housePL whoDATbe.PRS givePRSNMLZ

ii ʋiiʈʈukaaɾɨ aarkkaa [pais̪a] koʈukkun̪n̪at̪ɨ?

these housePL whoDATbe.PRS [money] givePRSNMLZ

‘Who is this family giving (money) to?’

(A, 2;7.16)

[adult form]
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Figure 7.12 Nominal inflections  Plural maar.

The [–HUMAN]marker kaɭ is the last one to emerge with six tokens involving six types.

It materialises only at 2;7.16 and is seen in successive recordings, but it never occurs with more
20Adult form paccakkarikkaaɾan
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than one stem in any of the sessions. The marker meets the productivity criteria at 2;8.16. The

late emergence might be due to its optionality. The types with which the marker surfaces and

the corresponding ages are given in Table 7.13.

Table 7.13 kaɭ plural forms in A’s transcripts.

Age Noun Gloss

2;7.16 kaɭippaaʈʈaŋŋaɭ ‘toys’

2;8.1 *baccaŋŋaɭ21 ‘foods’

2;8.1 aaʈɨkaɭ ‘goats’

2;8.16 t̪aʋaɭakaɭ ‘frogs’

2;9.3 pulikaɭ ‘leopards’

2;10.3 t̪at̪t̪akaɭ ‘parrots’

(180) it̪ɨ t̪at̪t̪akaɭaa

this parrotPLbe.PRS

‘These are parrots.’

(A, 2;10.3)
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Figure 7.13 Nominal inflections  Plural kaar.

21Adult form bʱakʂaɳam. This is an instance of overextension. The word bʱakʂaɳam ‘food’ is a mass noun and
is not pluralised. However, this shows that the child correctly understood the [animate] feature of the stem and
used the appropriate marker, although failing to take into account the fact that it is a mass noun.
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In all of H’s transcripts, the plural marker maar occurs once with the stem ceeʈʈan

‘brother’ at 2;11.1 and is incorrectly used with the numeral adjective oɾu ‘one’. H also has

two instances of piɭɭaaɾɨ ‘children’ in his speech at 2;10.17 and 2;11.1. Further, the child omits

the marker four times22.

(181) oɾu* ceeʈʈanmaaɾaa

one brotherMPLbe.PRS

ceeʈʈanmaaɾaa

brotherMPLbe.PRS

‘Those are elder brothers.’

(H, 2;11.1)

[adult form]

The epicene marker kaar is seen at the age 2;9.16. The former has four tokens involving

two types as shown in the examples (182) and (183). None of the epicene markers is used with

more than one unique stem in H’s speech.

(182) miinkaaɾan aaɳaa?

fishPLMbe.PRSQ

‘Is that the fisherman?’

(H, 2;10.2)

[adult form]

(183) oottɨkaaɾan pooyi

autoHUMM goPST

oottookkaaɾan pooyi

autoHUMM goPST

‘The auto rickshaw driver left.’

(H, 2;3.28)

[adult form]

The [−HUMAN] marker kaɭ emerges towards the end of the recordings at 2;11.18. The

marker has five tokens, all of them involving a single type. None of the plural markers meets

the productivity criteria in H’s transcripts since they do not occur with more than two distinct

stems in any of the recordings or across transcripts.

(184) ente ʋiiʈʈii puuccakuɲɲuŋŋaɭ oɳʈalloo

IGEN houseLOC catchildPL have.PRSEMPH

‘There are kittens at my home.’

(H, 2;11.18)

[adult form]
It has to be noted that children correctly follows the template for affix concatenation

in nominals. Also, the epicene plural marker ar occurring with Sanskrit bound stems is not

attested in the children’s transcripts. This is not surprising since the arinflected nominals only

occur in formal contexts.
22We return to this in the discussion on errors.
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Figure 7.14 Nominal inflections  Plural kaɭ.

7.4 Nominal Inflection: Errors in the Data

In this section, we discuss the production errors involving various nominal inflectional suffixes.

We see that all the case markers except the sociative, which occurs very rarely in the transcripts,

are omitted in obligatory contexts at least once in A’s speech. H is also seen to omit different

case markers. Table 7.14 shows the number of correct instances and omissions for the different

case markers that have been omitted in obligatory contexts by the children.

Table 7.14 Omissions vs correct uses in the data.

A’s Transcripts H’s Transcripts

Marker Correct Omission Correct Omission

Accusative 127 (86%) 21 (15%) 54 (89%) 7 (11%)

Dative 318 (95%) 16 (5%) 43 (100%) 

Genitive 380 (98%) 7 (2%) 129 (99%) 1 (1%)

Locative 290 (99%) 2 (1%) 113 (100%) 

Plural maar 32 (97%) 1 (5%) 3 (50 %) 3 (50%)

Accusative is the most frequently omitted case marker in both the children’s speech. The

intermittent omission of the marker is visible throughout the data. There are 127 correct and 21

omission instances in A’s productions whereas in H, there are seven instances of omission errors
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and 54 correct instances.

(185) *kiɭi_ kaaɳccɨ t̪ayaam

bird*0ACC seeTRPTCP giveMOD

kiɭiye kaaɳiccɨ t̪aɾaam

birdACC seeTRPTCP giveMOD

‘Will show (you) the bird.’

(A, 2;1.1)

[expected form]

(186) *elii_ n̪ookkun̪n̪u

mouse*0ACC lookPRS

[puucca] eliye n̪ookkun̪n̪u

[cat] mouseACC lookPRS

‘The cat is looking at the mouse.’

(H, 2;7.17)

[expected form]

In addition to the omission errors, there are a few instances where the accusative is as

signed in lieu of the nominative, once at 2;0.16, and thrice at 2;5.16 in A’s speech.

(187) baagilɨ *kokkine oɳʈoo?

bagLOC crane*ACC haveQ

baagil kokkɨ oɳʈoo?

bagLOC crane.NOM haveQ

‘Is there a crane inside the bag?’

(A, 2;5.16)

[expected form]

There is also one instance of overgeneralising the accusative marker to [−ANIMATE]

objects each in A’s and H’s transcripts.

(188) *booɭine meeccɨ t̪aɾaɳam

ball*ACC buyPTCP giveMOD

booɭɨ meeʈiccɨ t̪aɾaɳam

balløACC buyPTCP giveMOD

‘(You) should buy (me) the ball.’

(A, 2;5.16)

[expected form]

(189) *ʈeine oɳʈaakki t̪aa

train*ACC makePTCP give.IMP

ʈrein oɳʈaakki t̪aa

trainøACC makePTCP give.IMP

‘Make me the train.’

(H, 2;11.18)

[expected form]
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To summarise, we see omission errors 21 times, incorrect assignment four times and one

instance of overgeneralisation in A’s transcripts, in comparison with the 127 correct instances,

while there are seven instances of omissions and one instance of overgeneralisation in H’s pro

ductions compared to the 54 correct instances.

Omission of the accusative marker is also attested in the crosssectional data in older

children who are past four years of age. Nine out of the sixteen children who were recorded are

seen to omit the marker in their speech, as shown in Table 7.15. The presence of omission errors

signal that the acquisition of the marker is not yet complete even in children as old as four years

and eight months of age. Recall that the accusative is only marked on a subset of object nouns

and a bulk of them will remain unmarked, grammatically so.

Table 7.15 Accusative omission in crosssectional data.

Participants (Age) Omissions Correct Instances

AV (4;6) 1 (9%) 10 (91%)

AD (4;7) 3 (33%) 6 (67%)

NP (4;5) 3 (10%) 19 (90%)

AB (4;8) 1 (6%) 17 (94%)

VS (4;7) 1 (6%) 15 (94%)

AA (4;6) 1 (5%) 20 (95%)

VV (4;8) 1 (4 %) 23 (96%)

ND (4;4) 1 (5%) 18 (95%)

AS (4;8) 2 (9%) 20 (91%)

Similarly, omission in obligatory contexts (190) and overextension of the marker to

[−ANIMATE] objects (191) are seen in children acquiring Malayalam and English simultane

ously (Raghunathan, Unpublished data).

(190) eniykkɨ *cɑːlɪ_ kaaɳaɳam

IDAT charlie*0ACC seeMOD

eniykkɨ caarliye kaaɳaɳam

IDAT charlieACC seeMOD

‘I want to see Charlie.’

(A, 2;10.22)

[expected form]
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(191) *bukkine ʋa:yikkɨ

book*ACC read.IMP

bukkɨ ʋa:yikkɨ

book read.IMP

‘Read the book.’

(A, 2;1.25)

[expected form]

We may recall that overt accusative case marking is determined by the lexical feature

[±ANIMATE]. We have already demonstrated in Chapters 5 and 6 that the children do not show

difficulty in acquiring inflections that are phonologically determined. Specifically, with past

tense marking we saw that the children acquired easily and relatively early the allomorphs for

underived stems in particular. In fact, children show a distinct preference for such inflections

over the allomorphs whose selection is dependent on lexical features such as [±TRANSITIVE].

In order to assess whether the mode of selection has an effect on the acquisition process,

a Fisher’s exact test was run separately on each of the children’s speech samples by analysing

the object nouns that are [+ANIMATE] and [−ANIMATE]. Tables 7.16 and 7.17 provide the de

tails of the errors in A’s and H’s speech, respectively. We can see that for [+ANIMATE] nouns

where accusative marking is obligatory, A and H have produced 25 and seven incorrect forms

and 127 and 54 correct ones, respectively. This is not the case for [−ANIMATE] nouns, where

the accusative marking is obligatorily left unmarked. In other words, the nouns do not require

overt marking and can be left bare as a default. Consequently, the error rate also is very low and

the difference is statistically significant.

Table 7.16 A’s accusative productions.

+ANIMATE −ANIMATE

Incorrect 25 1

Correct 127 197

Table 7.17 H’s accusative productions.

+ANIMATE −ANIMATE

Incorrect 7 1

Correct 54 129

Fisher’s exact test for this data gives pvalues of 4.3×109 and 1.6×103 for A and H,

respectively, which are statistically significant. The pattern of errors suggests that the delay in

acquisition could be because of the complexity of the rule which involves lexical features as part

of the selectional restriction.

The genitive marker is omitted once in H’s speech and is assigned correctly 129 times

while there are seven instances of omission in A’s speech compared to the 380 correct instances.
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(192) mom: aaɾuʈe t̪alayaa?

whoGEN headbe.PRS

‘Whose head is it?’

H: *accu

achu.*0GEN

accunte

‘Achu’s.’

(H, 2;4.14)

[expected form]

(193) *ammu paaʋe appiaayi

ammu.*0GEN dollLOC dirtbePST

ammuunte paaʋayil appiaayi

ammuGEN dollLOC dirtbePST

‘Ammu’s doll has become dirty.’

(A, 1;11.16)

[expected form]

(194) *kuɲɲɨʋaaʋa peeɾɨ en̪t̪aan̪n̪ɨ cooyiykkaam

smallbaby*0GEN name whatbeCOMP askMOD

kuɲɲɨʋaaʋayuʈe peeɾɨ en̪t̪aan̪n̪ɨ cood̪iykkaam

smallbabyGEN name whatbeCOMP askMOD

‘Let’s ask what the baby’s name is.’

(A, 2;4.18)

[expected form]

(195) *bad̪d̪u ʋiiʈʈii pooɳam

bhadra*0GEN houseLOC goMOD

bʱad̪ɾayuʈe ʋiiʈʈil pookaɳam

bhadraGEN houseLOC goMOD

‘(I) want to go to Bhadra’s house.’

(A, 1;11.1)

[expected form]

In A’s transcripts, the locative –il is omitted only once at 2;2.2 and never once in H’s.

(196) *ammuunɨ ooʈʈoo pooyi

ammu*DAT auto*0LOC goPST

ammu ooʈʈooyil pooyi

ammu.NOM autoLOC goPST

‘Ammu went in an auto.’

(A, 2;2.2)

[expected form]

Table 7.14 shows that locative and genitive are the most correctly marked case inflections

in the data. A uses the genitive accurately 98% of the time and the locative, 99% of the time,

H has 99% correct instances for the genitive and 100% for the locative. Both affixes apply
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across the board exceptionlessly and we should expect greater success with these affixes. The

few instances of incorrect genitive and locative marking probably arise from an overlap with the

semantic environments of dative marking which we discuss in the next chapter.

With respect to number, in both the children’s data, the only plural marker that is incor

rectly omitted is maar. While A has only one recorded instance of omission of this marker, in

H’s transcripts three instances of omissions are attested.

(197) G: it̪okke aaɾaa?

thisall whobe

‘Who are all these?’

A: *ceeʈʈan_

elder brotherM.*0PL

ceeʈʈanmaar

elder brotherMPL

‘Elder brothers.’

(2;1.1)

[expected form]

(198) muun̪n̪ɨ *ceeʈʈan_

three brotherM.*PL

muun̪n̪ɨ ceeʈʈanmaar

three brotherMPL

‘Three brothers.’

(H, 2;4.14)

[expected form]

(199) n̪aalɨ *meeccan_e ʋekkaɳam

four manM.*0PLACC putMOD

n̪aalɨ manuʂyanmaaɾe ʋekkaɳam

four manMPLACC putMOD

‘We should put four men.’

(H, 2;10.2)

[expected form]

We have discussed earlier in Section 7.1. that the features [±HUMAN] and [±ANIMATE]

of the nouns decide the degree of obligatoriness or optionality in marking plurality. The marker

maar is assigned depending on whether the nominal bears the feature [±HUMAN]. Thus, the

plural marker selection is also not a phonologically driven one. This could be one of the reasons

for the delay in the acquisition of plural markers as well. Although we do not have enough data

to statistically test the validity of this assumption for plural markers, we already had statistically

significant results for the accusative production suggesting that children have issues in overtly
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marking the accusative, possibly because of the delay in the acquisition of the [+ANIMATE]

assignment rule.

We see that both the accusative and the plural markers, whose assignments are determined

by the lexical features [±ANIMATE], and both [±HUMAN] and [±ANIMATE], respectively, are

the most errorprone compared to the rest of the nominal inflections. Both these inflections are

mostly productive  case marking being completely and plural marking being largely exception

less. However, the formal complexity of plural and case marking on the nominal as determined

by one (accusative) or two (plural) inherent lexicalsemantic features appears to cause the delay

 most for plurals and somewhat less so for the accusative.

Acquisition of German plural formation also shows a similar pattern. Plural formation

in German is a morphologically complex phenomenon. German has six suffixes to indicate

plurality: n, en, e, s, er, and ø (zero or no affix), among which ø, e, and er can also be

combined with umlaut (fronting of the stem vowel), resulting in nine different ways to signal

plurality. Further, the realisation of most of these suffixes depends on the gender feature of

the noun stem. For example, 70% of the masculine and neuter nouns select e as their regular

plural suffix and 96% of feminine nouns choose n or en, while the assignment of the marker

er is restricted to neuter nouns and the marker occurs only with a lexicalised class of mono

syllabic nouns. Finally, pure umlaut in German is synchronically nonproductive23 and thus its

occurrence is lexicalised forcing the children to separately learn these items (Kauschke, Kurth,

& Domahs, 2011).

Similar to the syllabic constraint that drives the past tense marking in Malayalam un

derived verbs (see Section 6.2), German plural formation is prosodically driven, that is, there

is a prosodic constraint that requires a plural wordform to end in an unstressed syllable with

either e (schwa) or a syllabic consonant, resulting in bisyllabic structures, according to Wiese

(1996, as cited in Kauschke et al., 2011). This makes the German plural system an ideal case

to investigate the prosodic influences on the acquisition of morphological systems. Thus, the

acquisition of German plural formation is an ideal case to check our mode of selection proposal.

Since children are shown to have mastery over the phonotactic and prosodic constraints of their

target language, we expect the children to have greater success in the prosodically driven plural

formation compared to the ones that require the learning of lexical features.

Kauschke et al. (2011) have performed a plural elicitation task which comprised words

23This is similar to the synchronic nonproductivity of past tense formation in Malayalam derived verbs.
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covering all German plural forms, with 60 typically developing Germanspeaking children be

tween three and six years of age. Children are shown to achieve complete mastery over the plural

formation patterns relatively late by 56 years of age given the complexity of the plural mark

ing system. Kauschke et al. report that children’s plural productions rarely violate the prosodic

constraint. In fact, children’s productions are shown to meet the prosodic constraint for German

noun plurals when the subjects produced trochees with an unstressed final syllable by choosing

the marker e (schwa), which according to the authors is the most unmarked way of plural for

mation. Children have also shown particular difficulty in mastering the pure umlaut forms. This

is not surprising because of the synchronic nonproductivity of the plural umlaut rule. What is

most interesting is that children’s productions demonstrate sensitivity to the prosodic constraint.

Their substitution errors are prosodically driven which reveal that prosodic shape of the word

stem is a decisive factor in the selection of the plural allomorph. For example, s was mainly

substituted to trochaic stems instead of zeroplurals (e.g. *vaters instead of vɑ̈ter ‘fathers’),

thus preserving the trochaic structure which ends in an unstressed syllable, whereas e (schwa)

was substituted for en in monosyllabic noun stems (e.g. *bäre instead of bären ‘bears’), thus

making it a trochaic structure.

Thus, the acquisition of German plural formation shows that prosodically driven inflec

tional assignment is relatively easier for the children to acquire compared to the other kind of

assignments that require mastery of referential and lexical features. This is congruent to the

acquisition patterns observed in Malayalam in both verbal inflections (past tense formation)

and nominal inflections (accusative and plural marking). This shows that mode of selection is

not limited to Malayalam inflectional acquisition, but it has a role to play in the acquisition of

inflections in general.

7.5 Summary

We find that among the nominal inflections, case markers are in place early and are interspersed

with omission and commission errors. Among the case markers, the accusative case that is

predicated on the lexical feature of [±HUMAN] is the most difficult while the more uniformly

assigned locative and genitive are successfully and completely learned. Compared to the case

markers, gender, and number inflections emerge quite late and are not as frequent. The total

number of unique stems that are marked for plurality is severely restricted to 14 and seven types
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in A’s and H’s speech respectively. Similarly, the gender marked unique stems do not exceed 14

for A and 12 for H. Gender marking and number marking rely on lexical features of the noun

and in combination pose a challenge to the children. Across all inflectional material, we find

that mode of selection turns out to be a complicating factor in acquisition. In the next chapter,

we focus on the dative case and in particular, the use of dative subjects.





Chapter 8

Dative Subject Marking in Malayalam

8.1 Introduction

Nonnominative subjects are a crosslinguistic phenomenon. Most SouthAsian languages as

well as languages like German, Icelandic, Finnish, Faroese etc. (Verma & Mohanan, 1990;

Butt, 2006) feature dative (and sometimes other cases as well) nominals in what is the subject

position of a sentence, structurally defined. The status of these noncanonically casemarked

subjects has been a topic of discussion for over three decades (Belletti & Rizzi, 1988; Landau,

2002; Butt, 2006). The verbs that permit such subjects are variously known as experiencer or

quirkycase marking or psych predicates.

Belletti and Rizzi (1988) argue that psychverbs like precoccupare ‘to worry’ (200) and

piacere ‘to please’ (201) pattern differently from other predicates like temere (202) ‘to fear’,

which pattern with canonical agentive predicates in having nonderived subjects, by analysing

their syntactic behaviour with respect to anaphoric cliticisation, arbitrary pro, embedding under

causative verbs, and passivisation. They argue that the psychverbs in Italian differ minimally

in the selection of inherent cases which is a lexical parameter. They propose that each verb has

a specified casegrid and a thetagrid. The former determines the selection of inherent cases and

subsequently, each of the selected inherent cases is linked to specific roles in the thetagrid. The

resulting verb entries are further mapped to syntactic projections. Thus, while temere has an

external argument which is the experiencer and has a simple transitive structure, preoccupare

and piacere have no external arguments. The latter predicates’ internal experiencer arguments

get the inherent accusative case and the inherent dative case, respectively.

163
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(200) Questo preoccupa gianni

This worries Gianni

Underlying structure: [_[[preoccupa questo]V’ Gianni]VP]TP

(201) A Gianni piace questo

To Gianni pleases this

Underlying structure: [_[[piace questo]V’ a Gianni]VP]TP

(202) Gianni teme questo

Gianni fears this

Underlying structure: [Gianni [teme questo]VP]TP

(Belletti & Rizzi, 1988, p. 291)

Verma and Mohanan (1990) present studies on the experiencer subject construction in

various SouthAsian languages. A range of languages such as Marathi, Bhojpuri, Sinhalese,

Marwari, Oriya, Punjabi, Bengali, Kalasha, Gujarati, Nepali, Maithili, and Malayalam are cov

ered and Verma and Mohanan argue for an approach focused on the semantics of dative nom

inals. We return in particular to K. P. Mohanan and Mohanan’s account of Malayalam dative

nominals (in Verma & Mohanan, 1990) in the following.

Landau (2002) follows the same classification of experiencer predicates as adopted by

Belletti and Rizzi (1988): Class I involves a nominative experiencer and accusative theme as in

John loves Mary, Class II involves a nominative theme, accusative experiencer as in The show

amused Bill and Class III involves a nominative theme, dative experiencer as in The idea ap

pealed to Julie. He proposes that all experiencers are mental locations and therefore locatives.

Following Belletti and Rizzi (1988), Landau assumes that the object experiencers are assigned

inherent case and that such inherent cases are assigned by (phonologically null) prepositions.

That is, just like the nonsubject locatives that are generally introduced by a preposition, the

object experiencers (which are also locatives of mental locations) are introduced by a preposi

tion which is null in bare object experiencers. He argues that all object experiencers are either

oblique or dative. Just like the quirky experiencer subjects that move to the subject position,

the object experiencers also undergo ‘locative inversion’. That is, they undergo raising to the

subject position at LF.

However, treating Malayalam experiencer subjects as locatives (mental locations) does

not successfully explain their distribution and behaviour. We follow Butt’s (2006) analysis

where she considers dative experiencers as agents lacking volition. As we will demonstrate

shortly, the nominative experiencers inMalayalam patternwith canonical agentive verbswhereas

dative experiencers pattern differently showing complete lack of volition.
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Butt (2006) argues that the analysis of case, based on the notion of structural/lexical

cannot fully explain the significance of casemarking in a language. According to her, languages

employ case alternations on arguments in order to express semantic contrasts. The selection of

a particular case marker to signal a particular semantic contrast is determined by a language’s

case system as a whole. Butt (2006) proposes that both the ergative and the dative in the Indo

Aryan languages come from a common ancestor with the former signalling control (over the

event/action) and the latter goalness. She further explains that dative can be interpreted not

just as a goal, but in languages that employ the marker to indicate semantic contrasts, it can be

construed as an agent with reduced control over the action as in Urdu.

(203) nadya=ko zu jana hE

Nadya.F.SG=DAT zoo.M.SG.LOC goINF.M.SG be.PRS.3SG

‘Nadya has/wants to go to the zoo.’

(204) nadya=ne zu jana hE

Nadya.F.SG=ERG zoo.M.SG.LOC goINF.M.SG be.PRS.3SG

‘Nadya wants to go to the zoo.’
(Butt, 2006, p. 22)

In the examples above, the ergative subject signals greater control over the event and

the dative subject signals obligation or desire. According to Butt, the semantics of case plays

a crucial role in understanding its full import and therefore, the analysis of case has to be done

both in terms of a language’s entire case system and the semantic contrasts the language employs

with particular reference to space and control/agency.

A major debate around these dative marked nominals is whether they really are subjects

(Ura, 2000; Davison, 2003). Ura (2000) proposes the splitting of grammatical functions (GFs).

He notes that a GF results from a certain feature checking relation with T. Thus, the properties of

control into adjuncts and binding of a (purely) subjectoriented reflexive result from phi and EPP

feature checking relations with T, respectively. Subjectverb agreement involves phifeature

(gender, number, and person) checking with T. He demonstrates using these feature checking

properties that the dative nominals occurring in subject positions in Japanese qualify as actual

‘subjects’.

Davison (2003) classifies the transitive verbs of Hindi/Urdu into four classes (Table 8.1)

and in (205)  (208) we see examples of constructions involving predicates that belong to these

four classes.
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Table 8.1 Classification of transitive verbs in Hindi/Urdu.

Case of Subject Case of Direct Object Case of Indirect Object

Class A Obligatorily ergative Nominative or dative Dative (lexical)

Class B Optionally ergative Nominative or dative *

Class C Dative (lexical) Nominative *

Class D Nominative Lexical postposition *
(Davison, 2003, p. 201)

(205) Class A: Obligatorily ergative subject

bhaaluunee apnee daaNtooNsee baccooNkoo Daraayaa

bear.M.SGERG self’s teethfrom children.M.PLDAT fearCAUSPRF.M.SG

‘The bear frightened the children with its teeth.’

‘(The bear caused the children to be afraid of its teeth)’
(Davison, 2003, p. 201)

(206) Class B: Optionally ergative subject

a. jab maiNnee maasTarjiisee sawaal samajhaa, too

when IERG teacherHONfrom question understandPRF then

maiNnee usee dubaaraa apnee aap hal karkee deekhaa

IERG 3SG.DAT again self’s self solution doPTCP seePRF

‘When I understood the question from the teacher, then I saw it again solved.’
(Nespital, 1997 as cited in Davison, 2003, p. 201)

b. maiN yah baat pahlee hii samajhaa [ki

I.NOM this matter first only understandPRF [that

raakee apnii zidpar dṛh hai]

Rakesh self’s obstinacyon fixed is]

‘I understood from the first that Rakesh had become fixed on his own obstinacy.’
(Nespital, 1997 as cited in Davison, 2003, p. 202)

(207) Class C: Dative (lexical) subject

mujhee eek upay suujhaa

I.DAT one means.M.SG.NOM seePRF.M.SG

‘A solution came to my mind/ I saw a solution.’
(Bahri, 1992 as cited in Davison, 2003, p. 202)
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(208) Class D: Nominative subject

baccee bhaaluusee Dartee haiN / Dar gayee

childrenPL.NOM bearM.SGfrom fearIMPF.M.PL be.PRS.3PL/ fear goPRF.M.PL

‘The children are afraid of the bear/became afraid of the bear.’
(Davison, 2003, p. 202)

Classes A and B differ from C and D in having a complex vP shell with a light verb v

while C and D are said to have only a simple VP projection. Davison proposes that the dative NP

and the nominative NP in Class C are equidistant from [Spec, TP] and thus, either of them can

raise there and enter into a featurechecking relation with T resulting in different GFs. When

the dative DP is raised to [Spec, TP], it acquires subjecthood properties such as binding the

reflexive. If the nominative DP raises, then, the dative remains in situ within the VP, and in such

cases, the nominative is the subject. Then, the dative shows properties of nonsubjects such as

binding a pronoun.

Malayalam has two variants for the dative marker: nɨ and kkɨ. The selection of these

variants is phonologically conditioned as we saw in Chapter 7. As may be expected, the dis

tribution of dative marked nominals subsumes subject and nonsubject argument positions. In

nonsubject positions, the dative nominals function as indirect objects (of a ditransitive verb) or

as adjuncts signalling goal, purpose, price/value, and location (see Section 7.1). In this chapter,

we focus on dative subjects as they occur in a range of constructions in Malayalam.

Dative subject predicates in Malayalam can be broadly divided into three classes based

on their distribution in the language (Nizar, 2010). Class I includes dative nominals that are

lexically marked by certain light verbs like t̪oon̪n̪  ‘feel’, ʋaɾ ‘come’, patt ‘be able’ that are

mostly N + V constructions (209) and experiencer predicates (210) like ʋiɕakk ‘be hungry’,

d̪aahikk ‘be thirsty’ etc. It has to be noted that Class I predicates assign the dative case only to

nouns bearing the feature [+ANIMATE].

(209) ɾaamanɨ koopam ʋan̪n̪u

ramaDAT anger comePST

‘Rama became angry.’

(210) ɾaamanɨ ʋiɕan̪n̪u

ramaDAT be hungryPST

‘Rama became hungry.’
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Class II predicates are the bound modals aam and aɳam1 (cliticised form of ʋeeɳam

‘want’) that take infinitival TPs as their complements. These modal predicates lexically case

mark the nominals like the Class I predicates.

(211) [kuʈʈikaɭkkɨi [PROi kaɭiykk]aɳam]

childPLDAT [PRO play]MOD

‘The children want to play.’

Class III predicates include verbs that occur with the copula uɳʈɨ and indicate possession.

Unlike Class I predicates, Class II and III predicates are not restricted by the animacy feature.

(212) s̪iit̪aykkɨ paɳam uɳʈɨ

sitaDAT money have.PRS

‘Sita has money.’

(213) kas̪eeɾaykkɨ kaal uɳʈɨ

chairDAT leg have.PRS

‘The chair has leg(s).’

It must be noted that not all experiencer verbs assign the dative case to their subjects.

For example, experiencer verbs like s̪an̪t̪ooʂiykk ‘be happy’, d̪ukʰiykk ‘be sad’ etc. assign

nominative case to their subjects as in (214) and (215).

(214) aʋaɭ s̪an̪t̪ooʂiccu

she.NOM happyPST

‘She was happy.’

(215) ɾaaman d̪ukʰiccu

Ram.NOM sadPST

‘Ram was sad.’

Jayaseelan (2004) tries to establish a demarcation between verbs that correspond to physi

cal experiences and those that correspond to mental experiences. He argues that verbs pertaining

to physical experiences such as ʋiɕakk ‘be hungry’ take a dative subject in both the simple (216)

1When the modal occurs without the infinitival complement, it surfaces as ʋeɳam ‘want’ and can assign the
accusative case to its object.
e.g. s̪iit̪aykkɨ kiɭiye ʋeeɳam

sitaDAT birdACC want
‘Sita wants the bird.’
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and the complex constructions involving light verbs (217), whereas verbs associated with men

tal experiences like s̪an̪t̪ooʂikk ‘be happy’ take a nominative subject for the simple predicates

(218) and a dative subject for the complex predicates (219).

(216) aʋaɭkkɨ ʋiɕan̪n̪u

sheDAT be hungryPST

‘She became hungry.’

(physical experiencer simple)

(217) aʋaɭkkɨ ʋiɕappɨ ʋan̪n̪u

sheDAT hunger comePST

‘Hunger came to her.’

(physical experiencer complex)

(218) aʋaɭ s̪an̪t̪ooʂiccu

she.NOM be happyPST

‘She is happy.’

(mental experiencer simple)

(219) aʋaɭkkɨ s̪an̪t̪ooʂam t̪oon̪n̪i

sheDAT happiness feelPST

‘She felt happiness.’

(mental experiencer complex)

However, his theory cannot account for the behaviour of experiencer predicates like

iʂʈappeʈ ‘to like’ and d̪aahiykk ‘be thirsty’ which permit both nominative and dative subjects

with differences in interpretation. In a footnote, Jayaseelan does identify the verb iʂʈappeʈ and

calls its behaviour exceptional. He does not mention other such predicates.

We argue that the essential difference between nominative experiencer predicates and

dative experiencer predicates is that the latter express absence of volition/agency of the sub

ject/experiencer compared to the former. This can be clearly demonstrated with verbs like

iʂʈappeʈ and d̪aahiykk where both structures are possible. Jayaseelan also says that his men

tal experiencer verbs (the ones with the nominative case subjects) encode greater volition. The

subject in the nominative is interpreted as having greater volition/control over the action than

in the dative subject alternative, as shown in the examples (220)  (223). This is similar to

the ergative/nominative difference in Urdu ((203)  (204)) discussed in Butt (2006) where the

ergative subject shows more control/agency over the event and the nominative shows reduced

control/agency. Malayalam is a nonergative language and the nominative/dative case is used

to indicate the two semantic states.
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(220) enikkɨ aʋaɭe iʂʈappeʈʈu

IDAT sheACC likePST

‘I liked her (despite myself).’

[nonvolition]

(221) ɲaan aʋaɭe iʂʈappeʈʈu

I.NOM sheACC likePST

‘I (willingly) liked her.’

[volition]

(222) enikkɨ d̪aahiccu

IDAT thirstPST

‘I am thirsty.’

[nonvolition]

(223) ɲaan d̪aahiccu

I.NOM thirstPST

‘I thirsted (for something).’

[volition]

Unlike Malayalam, in Tamil, the experiencer verbs that take the nominative case are

morphologically different from those that take the dative case. For example, in Malayalam, the

nominative experiencer verb s̪an̪t̪ooʂiykk ‘be happy’ and the dative experiencer verb ʋiɕakk ‘be

hungry’ aremorphologically identical. In Tamil, the nominative experiencer verb s̪an̪t̪ooʂappeʈa

‘be happy’ is a complex predicate comprising a noun and a light verb and morphologically dif

ferent from the dative experiencer verb pas̪ikka ‘to be hungry’.

Landau (2002, p. 7) demonstrates that adverbs like deliberately cannot occur with sta

tive verbs by virtue of their semantics since they lack agency. Similarly, in Malayalam, adverbs

that qualify the predicate can pick up on the available semantic property of volition/agency of

the subject and can be used as a diagnostic. For example, only the agentives (224) and nomi

native experiencers (225) can occur with the adverb ariyaat̪e ‘unknowingly’ but not the dative

experiencers (226).

(224) aʋaɭ ariyaat̪e praart̪ʰiccu

she.NOM unknowingly prayPST

‘She prayed unknowingly.’

(225) aʋaɭ ariyaat̪e s̪an̪t̪ooʂiccu

she.NOM unknowingly be happyPST

‘She became happy unknowingly.’
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(226) *aʋaɭkkɨ ariyaat̪e ʋiɕan̪n̪u

she.DAT unknowingly be hungryPST

‘She became hungry unknowingly.’

The adverb ariɲɲukoɳʈɨ ‘knowingly’ also has the same effect as ariyaat̪e ‘unknowingly’.

(227) aʋaɭ ariɲɲukoɳʈɨ praart̪ʰiccu

she.NOM knowingly prayPST

‘She prayed knowingly.’

(228) aʋaɭ ariɲɲukoɳʈɨ s̪an̪t̪ooʂiccu

she.NOM knowingly be happyPST

‘She became happy knowingly.’

(229) *aʋaɭkkɨ ariɲɲukoɳʈɨ s̪an̪t̪ooʂam ʋan̪n̪u

she.DAT knowingly happiness comePST

‘Happiness came to her knowingly.’

(230) *aʋaɭkkɨ ariɲɲukoɳʈɨ ʋiɕan̪n̪u

she.DAT knowingly be hungryPST

‘She knowingly became hungry.’

Likewise, the dative experiencers cannot occur with the adverb manappoorʋam ‘deliberately’.

(231) aʋaɭ manappoorʋam praart̪ʰiccu

she.NOM deliberately prayPST

‘She deliberately prayed.’

(232) aʋaɭ manappoorʋam s̪an̪t̪ooʂiccu

she.NOM deliberately be happyPST

‘She deliberately became happy.’

(233) *aʋaɭkkɨ manappoorʋam s̪an̪t̪ooʂam ʋan̪n̪u

she.DAT deliberately happiness comePST

‘Happiness deliberately came to her.’

(234) *aʋaɭkkɨ manappoorʋam ʋiɕan̪n̪u

she.DAT deliberately be hungryPST

‘She deliberately became hungry.’
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It can be seen that the agentive verb prart̪ʰiykk ‘pray’ and the nominative experiencer

s̪an̪t̪ooʂiykk ‘be happy’ pattern together and differently from the dative experiencer ʋiɕakk

‘be hungry’. With respect to casemarking and adverb usage, experiencers like s̪an̪tooʂiykk

‘be happy’ are similar to agentive predicates showing their semantic differences from dative

experiencer predicates.

The modal suffix aam that select infinitival TP complements also shows alternation

between dative and nominative casemarked subjects with different semantic interpretations.

With a nominative subject, aam indicates possibility (235) and with dative subjects, it shows

potential/ability or permission as in (236) and (237), respectively.

(235) kiɭi parakkaam

Bird flyMOD

‘The bird may fly away.’

(236) kiɭiykkɨ parakkaam

birdDAT flyMOD

‘The bird can fly.’

(237) ʋid̪ʱyaart̪ʰikaɭkkɨ pookaam

studentPLDAT goMOD

‘Students may (are permitted to) leave.’

Themodal aɳamwhich is a cliticised form of the verb ʋeeɳam ‘want’ employs the dative

to show internal need, wish, desire or compulsion (238) and the nominative subject to indicate

external demand, compulsion or requirement (239) (K. P. Mohanan & Mohanan, 1990).

(238) ammaykkɨ kuʈʈiye aʈiykkaɳam

momDAT childACC eatMOD

‘The mother wants to beat the child.’

(239) amma kuʈʈiye aʈiykkaɳam

mom.NOM childACC eatMOD

‘The mother must beat the child.’
(K. P. Mohanan & Mohanan, 1990, p. 45)

However, unlike aam, which is a cliticised form of aakum ‘will be’ which is the future

form of aak ‘be’ (Rajaraja Varma, 1896), ʋeeɳam is not an alternating predicate. The nomina

tive subjects indicating obligation as in (239) always have an underlying subject which can be
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a discourse antecedent. The underlying subject of (239), which is an impersonal construction

meaning ‘It is necessary for the mother to beat the child’, is an arbitrary pro as shown in (240).

Here the arbitrary pro corresponds to a dative subject. The presence of an underlying dative sub

ject is revealed in constructions (241)(243). This becomes clearer especially in constructions

where dative NPs surface as overt subjects as in (242) and (244).

(240) [proarb [amma kuʈʈiye aʈiykk]TP aɳam]TP

(241) ɲaan ais̪kriim ʋaaŋŋaɳam

I.NOM icecream buyMOD

[prodat [ɲaan ais̪kriim ʋaaŋŋiykk]TP aɳam]TP
‘I should buy ice cream.’

The import of (241) is that ‘Someone wants me to buy ice cream’. This is shown in

(242) where only dative subjects are permitted as the external argument. The sentences (243)

and (244) further clarify this distinction.

(242) [aʋanɨ [ɲaan ais̪kriim ʋaaŋŋ]TP aɳam]TP
heDAT I.NOM ice cream buy MOD

‘He wants me to buy ice cream.’

(243) ɾaaman katʰa parayaɳam

rama.NOM story sayMOD

[prodat [ɾaaman katʰa paray]TP aɳam]TP
‘Rama should tell a story.’

(244) s̪iit̪aykkɨ ɾaaman t̪annooʈɨ katʰa parayaɳam

sitaDAT rama.NOM selfSOC story sayMOD

[s̪iit̪aykkɨi [ɾaamanj t̪annooʈɨi/*j katʰa paray]TP aɳam]TP
‘Sita wants Rama to tell her a story.’

Class I dative nominals assign the accusative case to the objects (245). However, Class

II predicates (when they are clausal complement predicates) and Class III predicates cannot

assign the accusative case to objects. In Class II clausal complement constructions that have

an apparent accusative marked object, the accusative case is actually assigned by the embedded

infinitival verb (246). Class II predicates’ inability to assign the accusative is demonstrated in

(247). Class III predicates assign the nominative case to the objects (248). We assume that while

the copula assigns the dative case to the external argument which is the possessor, the possessed
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nominal bears a structural case (nominative). In Tamil, this nominal also triggers phiagreement

on the verb, though in Malayalam this is not visible because of the lack of such subjectverb

agreement. The licensing of features in these constructions will be discussed in Section 8.2.

(245) ɾaamanɨ s̪iit̪aye iʂʈamaaɳɨ

ramaDAT sitaACC likebe.PRS

‘Rama likes Sita.’

(246) s̪iit̪aykkɨ kiɭiye piʈiykkaɳam;

[s̪iit̪akkɨi [PROi kiɭiye piʈiykk]TP aɳam]TP
sitaDAT birdACC catchMOD

‘Sita wants to catch the bird.’

(247) s̪iit̪aykkɨ kiɭi uraŋŋaɳam;

[s̪iit̪aykkɨ [kiɭi uraŋŋ]TP aɳam]TP
sitaDAT bird.NOM sleepMOD

‘Sita wants the bird to sleep.’

(248) s̪iit̪aykkɨ n̪aalɨ paɕukkaɭ uɳʈɨ

sitaDAT four cowPL.NOM be.PRS

‘Sita has four cows.’

We have seen the properties of predicates that have dative subjects. In the following, we

will critically analyse the various accounts in the literature of the Malayalam dative subject phe

nomenon. We also establish that the dative nominals, such as those we have discussed above,

are indeed subjects by analysing their syntactic behaviour. We will use Ura’s (2000) Agrless

Checking theory to account for the subject properties of dative nominals and to show how these

nominals enter into various syntactic relations such as EPP, phifeature checking etc. The overt

dative case assignment is aligned to the thetagrid of individual predicates and instantiates in

herent case selection. Finally, we employ the acquisition data to a) substantiate the analysis,

and b) demonstrate the various effects predicted by such an analysis on language development

itself, i.e., on the observable acquisition patterns of dative subjects.

K. P. Mohanan and Mohanan (1990) attempt to provide a unified account of the subject

and nonsubject dative nominals by subsuming their occurrence within the ambit of the two

semantic roles of goal and possession. They demonstrate this by using two instances involving

the verb ʋaɾ ‘to come’ which can function as either a light verb or a main verb.
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(249) baalanɨ d̪ukʰam / s̪an̪t̪ooʂam ʋan̪n̪u

boyDAT grief / happiness comePST

‘The boy became sad/happy.’

(Lit: To the boy came happiness or sadness.)
(K. P. Mohanan & Mohanan, 1990, p. 47)

(250) baalan s̪kuuɭileekkɨ ʋan̪n̪u

boy.NOM schoolLDAT comePST

‘The boy came to school.’
(K. P. Mohanan & Mohanan, 1990, p. 48)

K. P. Mohanan and Mohanan analyse the dative nominals in both the examples above as

targets of movement and as bearers of the same semantic category goal which can combine with

other semantic categories such as experiencer and location forming categories like experiencer

goals. They extend this idea to dative experiencer verbs by making a distinction between dative

and nominative experiencers. They treat the former as signalling the advent of a state to an

individual (thereby assigning the goal theta role to the individual) and the latter as the change

of state in an individual. They treat the dative experiencer predicates like ʋiɕakk ‘be hungry’,

d̪aahikk ‘be thirsty’, uʂɳikk ‘feel hot’ etc. as experiencer goals.

As Nizar (2010) points out, this analysis fails to account for the dative assigning modals

like aam and aɳam. Despite acknowledging the behaviour of these modals, K. P. Mohanan and

Mohanan do not explain how the dative case assignment can account for modal constructions

under the semantics of goal or possession. For example, the dative nominal marked by aɳam

signals an internal need (251) and can only be labelled experiencer, but the dative assigned by

aam signals potential/compulsion (252). The semantics of goal cannot be associated with these

dative nominals.

(251) aʋanɨ s̪kuuɭil ʋaɾaɳam

heDAT schoolLOC comeMOD

‘He wants to come to school.’

(252) aʋanɨ s̪kuuɭil ʋaɾaam

heDAT schoolLOC comeMOD

‘He can come to school.’

Moreover, not all dative subject constructions can be treated as goals.
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(253) aʋanɨ t̪alaʋeed̪ana ʋan̪n̪u

heDAT headache comePST

‘He got a headache.’ (Headache came to him)

(254) aʋanɨ t̪alaʋeed̪ana aaɳɨ

heDAT headache be.PRS

‘His head aches.’ (He is experiencing a headache)

(255) aʋanɨ t̪alaʋeed̪ana uɳʈɨ

heDAT headache have.PRS

‘He has a headache.’

Native speakers agree that there is a clear semantic difference between (253) and (254).

While the dative nominal in (253)may be seen as a goal (movement towards), the dative nominal

in (254) is by no means a goal, nor does it signal possession since there is a semantic difference

between (254) and (255). While the subject in (255) is a possessor, the one in (254) is straight

forwardly an experiencer (dative and not nominative) with the light verb signalling the state of

the individual. Hence, their attempt at generalising the goalness and possessedness fails in

these cases.

In another analysis of Malayalam dative subjects, Jayaseelan (1999, 2004) argues against

the treatment of the dative NP as a subject at all. In many languages, the binding of subject

oriented anaphors by a ccommanding antecedent (typically longdistance) is taken as a diag

nostic of subjecthood and as an identifier of the structural position of the dative nominal. It is

seen that indirect objects cannot serve as binders, unlike the experiencer argument2. In his ac

count of possessiveexperiencer datives, Jayaseelan uses anaphor binding facts to argue against

the use of this test altogether. His argument runs as follows: since the anaphor t̪aan can also

be bound by a possessor NP (256) and a direct object (257), it does not need a ccommanding

antecedent and, hence, the test itself is empirically unreliable.

(256) ɟooɳintei ʋicaaɾam [meeɾij t̪annei/*j s̪neehikkun̪n̪illa en̪n̪ɨ] aaɳɨ

johnGEN thinking.N mary.NOM selfACC lovePRSNEG COMP be.PRS

‘John’s thinking (impression) is that Mary does not love him.’

2The dative experiencer also occurs linearly ahead of objects. The canonical word order being SOV, prima
facie it seems to be in the subject position.
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(257) [t̪antei makaɭuʈe ʋiʋaahakaaɾyam] ɟooɳinei alaʈʈi

selfGEN daughterGEN marriagematter johnACC botherPST

‘(The thought of) his daughter’s marriage bothered John.’
(Jayaseelan, 2004, p. 236)

Malayalam t̪aan is a simple, longdistance, pronominalanaphor (like Dutch zich) and

is subjectoriented in all cases. It must be free in its governing category (like other pronouns)

but it is phideficient for gender and therefore, is preferentially bound by any ccommanding

subject with which it will share the gender feature. Other nominals like a matrix object or an

indirect object cannot bind t̪aan as can be seen in (258). t̪aan can also be bound by a discourse

antecedent.

(258) ɟooɳi t̪antei/*j peena meeɾiykkɨj koʈut̪t̪u

john selfGEN pen maryDAT givePST

‘John gave Mary his pen.’

Jayaseelan’s argument throws away the bulk of the data that deals with the binding of t̪aan

in the quest to get experiencer dative nominals to pattern with indirect objects or other oblique

nominals. In (256) which is a copular construction, the possessor NP is within the subject phrase

and the anaphor is within the complement, which is a CP. Example (257) has an unaccusative

verb alaʈʈ and the subject is a derived one (Pesetsky, 1995). Neither the derived subject nor the

possessor can bind t̪aan. However, they can be coreferential with it. In languages with long

distance anaphors, the overall point of view also matters. t̪aan is acceptable in these sentences

only when the point of view coheres with the referent of the possessor or the object. Otherwise,

the regular pronoun aʋan [he.NOM] is appropriate and t̪aan is ungrammatical. In other words,

t̪aan has a logophoric function as well which cannot be conflated with its general pattern of

use. So these examples cannot be used as counterevidence for the subjectorientation of t̪aan in

general. Dative nominals can bind t̪aan as can be seen in (259) and (260) where it occurs in the

object position and as the possessor of the object, respectively. In the former cases, it requires a

long distance antecedent whereas, in the latter, the antecedent can be a local one.

(259) ɟooɳinɨ meeɾi t̪anne kaɳʈu en̪n̪ɨ ariyaam

johnDAT mary.NOM selfACC seePST COMP knowMOD

[ɟooɳinɨi [PROi [meeɾij t̪annei/*j kaɳʈu en̪n̪ɨ ]CP ariy]TP aam]TP
‘John knows that Mary saw him.’
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(260) ɟooɳinɨ t̪ante kaar uɳʈɨ

john.DAT selfGEN car have.PRS

[ɟooɳinɨ [t̪ante kaar]DP uɳʈɨ]TP
‘John has his (own) car.’

The evidence for both the position of the dative nominals as the highest in the structure

and their subjecthood, since they are able to bind the pronominal anaphor, appears incontro

vertible.

A second argument that Jayaseelan (2004) advances against the subjecthood of dative

nominals is control. The ability of a dative nominal to control the subject of the embedded

infinitival clause is taken as empirical evidence of its subjecthood. Jayaseelan believes that since

object control is also possible, the dative NP’s control properties do not underscore or confirm

their subjecthood. A better test for the subjecthood of dative nominals in his opinion would be

sentences where the dativeNP is a null subject (PRO) in an infinitival complement clause (i.e., an

infinitival experiencer predicate). In other words, the ability of a potential experiencer argument

to be controlled by a matrix subject would establish its subjecthood. He states unequivocally

that such a construction is impossible in Malayalam, However, Nizar (2010) points out that such

a construction is indeed possible and perfectly grammatical (261).

(261) [aʋaɭi [PROi s̪an̪t̪ooʂam t̪oon̪n̪aan]TP s̪ramiccu]TP
she happiness feelINF tryPST

‘She tried to feel happy.’
(Nizar, 2010, p. 31)

It must be noted that in the above example, an overt dative marked nominal (but not a

nominative NP) is permitted as the subject of the infinitival clause instead of PRO (262). Inher

ently case marked and theta marked arguments can appear in the subject position of infinitivals.

(262) [aʋaɭi [t̪aniykkɨi/*t̪aan s̪an̪t̪ooʂam t̪oon̪n̪aan]TP s̪ramiccu]TP
she selfDAT/*self.NOM happiness feelINF tryPST

‘She tried to feel happiness.’

The fact that PRO alternates with a dative marked nominal underscores the point that

dative NPs are subjects as shown in (263) and (264).
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(263) aʋanɨ pookaan ariyaɳam

heDAT goINF knowMOD

[aʋanɨi [PROi [PROi pookaan]TP ariy]TP aɳam]TP
‘He wants to know how to go (there).’

(264) aʋanɨ t̪aniykkɨ pookaan ariyaɳam

heDAT selfDAT goINF knowMOD

[aʋanɨi [t̪aniykkɨi [PROi pookaan]TP ariy]TP aɳam]TP
‘He wants to know how to go (there).’

Jayaseelan’s third argument is that the lack of subjectverb agreement with the dative does

not favour the subjecthood of dative nominals. This argument is irrelevant because Malayalam

lacks subjectverb agreement altogether and nominative subjects are no more privileged than

dative subjects. In languages like Tamil, Kannada etc. with phiagreement, the main verb bears

default agreement but that does not argue against treating the dative NP as a subject. Inherently

casemarked nominals in subject positions do not show phiagreement with their predicates in

most of the world’s languages. We return to this aspect in Section 8.2 to discuss the subject

properties of the dative nominals.

Using the above as empirical arguments, Jayaseelan proposes that all of the socalled

dative subject constructions, in fact, contain a nominative NP, which can either be overt (as in

Class III predicates with a DATNOM combination) or covert (as in Class I and II predicates).

In support, he offers the following two sentences where he says that the dative nominal (sub

ject) (265) can freely alternate with other oblique nominals (266) which shows that dative is an

oblique case.

(265) eniykkɨ kaɻiyilla n̪inne n̪ookkaan

IDAT be ableNEG youACC look afterINF

‘I cannot look after you.’

(266) ennekkoɳʈɨ kaɻiyilla n̪inne n̪ookkaan

IINSTR be ableNEG youACC look afterINF

‘I cannot look after you.’

(267) eniykkɨ / *ennekkoɳʈɨ n̪inne iʂʈam illa

IDAT/ IINS youACC liking NEG

‘I don’t like you.’
(Jayaseelan, 2004, p. 240)
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However, in (266), koɳʈɨ is not an instrumental case marker but a participial selecting an

accusative case object with a null subject as enumerated in (268). Jayaseelan’s example sentence

(266) does not provide the correct parse of the morphemes or the underlying structure. This

construction certainly does not provide evidence that the dative NP is an oblique argument that

freely alternates with other obliques and this is further supported by (267) where such alternation

is impossible. The underlying structure of (266) with correct morpheme parses are given in

(268). Further, (269) shows that dative NP is the underlying subject of (268) which clearly

argues for the subjecthood of dative NPs.

(268) [proi [enne koɳʈɨ] [PROi n̪inne n̪ookkaan] kaɻiyilla]

IACC V.PTCP youACC look afterINF be ableNEG

‘I cannot look after you.’

(269) [eniykki [enne koɳʈɨ] [PROi n̪inne n̪ookkaan] kaɻiyilla]

I.DAT IACC V.PTCP youACC look afterINF be ableNEG

‘I cannot look after you.’

In constructions like (265), the dative nominal can in fact bind t̪aan in the object position

of the embedded clause (via PRO) (see (270)). Given this, the dative nominal must be the

argument of thematrix verb since the embedded verb is a regular, transitive verb, in the infinitival

form andwill not be able to casemark its subject. There is no covert nominal as a potential binder

for the anaphor as Jayaseelan says must be the case.

(270) aʋanɨi [PROi t̪annet̪annei n̪ookkaan] kaɻiyilla

heDAT selfACC lookINF be ableNEG

‘He cannot look after himself.’

Finally, if there is a null/pleonastic, nominative pronoun in all the dative subject con

structions that lack a nominative NP, as Jayaseelan says they do, then it would mean that the

valency of all the predicates in question is increased by one, since a null pronoun is an argument

position regardless of its theta properties. He fails to take into account this potential acrossthe

board valency change. There is no other evidence which might indicate that these verbs show

an increase in valency and their semantics does not support it either. This move appears to be

uneconomical and runs counter to all the facts at hand.

In contrast, Nizar (2010) argues for the subjecthood of dative NPs (especially the Class

I experiencer subjects) based on their syntactic behaviour. She applies several syntactic tests
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to demonstrate that the dative NPs and their nominative counterparts in the subject position

behave alike in a variety of structures. She demonstrates that in constructions involving sequen

tial events with a matrix clause and an embedded clause, where the embedded verb is a finite

participial, the subject NPs are coreferential with the null subject (271).

(271) aʋaɭkkɨi d̪aahicciʈʈɨ [ proi ʋeɭɭam kuʈiccu]

sheDAT be thirstyPFV water drinkPST

‘She became thirsty and drank water.’
(Nizar, 2010, p. 19)

(272) *aʋaɭkkɨ d̪aahicciʈʈɨ [aʋan ʋeɭɭam kuʈiccu]

sheDAT be thirstyPFV he.NOM water drinkPST

‘She became thirsty and he drank water.’

The ungrammaticality of (272) shows that the matrix and the embedded subjects have to

be coreferential. Nizar does not include these, but (271) has other variants as in (273)3.

(273) a. [aʋaɭkkɨi d̪aahicciʈʈɨ [aʋaɭ i ʋeɭɭam kuʈiccu]]

sheDAT drinkPFV she.NOM water drinkPST

b. [aʋaɭ i [proi d̪aahicciʈʈɨ] ʋeɭɭam kuʈiccu]]

she.NOM drinkPFV water drinkPST

c. aʋaɭi [t̪aniykkɨi d̪aahicciʈʈɨ] ʋeɭɭam kuʈiccu

she.NOM selfDAT drinkPFV water drinkPST

d. *aʋaɭkkɨi d̪ahicciʈʈɨ t̪aani ʋeɭɭam kuʈiccu

sheDAT drinkPFV self water drinkPST

t̪aani ʋeɭɭam [aʋaɭkkɨi d̪aahicciʈʈɨ] kuʈiccu (underlying structure)

That is, in both subject NP positions, the fullNP can be realised (273a) or either one

can be left null (271 vs 273b). The point is that there is referential identity since the subjects

involved in the two events are the same though their casemarker can vary depending on the

predicate. (273c) shows that an anaphor in the embedded dative subject can be bound by the

matrix subject but not viceversa. The ungrammaticality of (273d) arises from the fact that t̪aan

3These are probably VP conjoined sentences. There is no overt conjunction but the subject is the same for
both verbs and in fact, must be the same. When both predicates are of the nominativeaccusative type, only one
subject is visible. When the predicates are a mix of nominativeaccusative and dative subject, the dative nominal
can be overtly present since it is generated VP internally. But we do not pursue this here except to show that dative
nominals are really subjects.
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cannot be bound by aʋaɭkkɨ and further, cannot take a discourse antecedent since these subjects

have to corefer.

Nizar demonstrates that an indirect object cannot share the reference with such a null

subject (274). This underscores the difference between dative subjects and dative objects.

(274) [aʋaɭi kuʈʈiykkɨj pais̪a koʈɨt̪t̪iʈʈɨ] [ proi/*j kaʈayil pooyi]

she.NOM childDAT money givePTCP shopLOC goPST

‘She gave the child money and went to the store.’
(Nizar, 2010, p. 18)

The above string can also be assigned the structure [aʋaɭi [proi/*j kuʈʈikkɨj pais̪a koʈɨt̪t̪ 

iʈʈɨ] kaʈayil pooyi]. However, in neither structure can the indirect object corefer with the

embedded subject NP, whether overt or null. The dative NP in (271) and the nominative NP in

(275) behave alike in sharing the coreference with the nullsubject.

(275) [aʋaɭi iɾun̪n̪iʈʈɨ [proi ʋeɭɭam kuʈiccu]]

she.NOM sitPFV water drinkPST

[proi iɾun̪n̪iʈʈɨ [aʋaɭi ʋeɭɭam kuʈiccu]]

‘She sat and drank water.’

In control structures, Nizar (2010) shows that PRO can be controlled by either a nomi

native or a dative subject in the matrix clause (276). Conversely, a null subject of an embedded

dative predicate can be controlled by the matrix subject (277). Further, (278) shows an instance

of a dative controller with an embedded dative predicate.

(276) nominative controller with embedded dative

[aʋaɭi [PROi s̪an̪t̪ooʂam t̪oon̪n̪aan]TP s̪ramiccu]TP
she.NOM happiness feelINF tryPST

‘She tried to feel happy.’
(Nizar, 2010, p. 31)

(277) dative controller with embedded nominative

[aʋaɭkkɨi [ PROi ameeɾikkayil pookaan]TP aagɾaham illa]TP
sheDAT americaLOC goINF wish NEG

‘She does not wish to go to America.’
(Nizar, 2010, p. 21)
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(278) dative controller with embedded dative

[aʋaɭkkɨi [PROi s̪an̪t̪ooʂam t̪oon̪n̪aan]TP s̪aad̪ʱiykkum]TP
sheDAT happiness feelINF be ableFUT

‘She can feel happy.’

Having established the subject properties of the dative subject, Nizar (2010) concludes by

saying that these tests are only reliable for dative experiencer predicates but not for modal verbs

belonging to Class II. Nizar cannot account for the control properties of the Class II predicates

because she treats the modals aam and aɳam as common suffixes, and not as bound predicates

that take infinitival TPs as their complements. The fact that these are bound modals that take

infinitivial TPs as their complements automatically shows that these are control constructions.

We show that, just as dative experiencer subjects can corefer with the nullsubject of a finite

participial embedded clause, the subjects of dative modals can also corefer with the nullsubject

of an embedded clause.

(279) [aʋaɭkkɨi [PROi uraŋŋ]TP aɳam]TP
sheDAT sleep.INFMOD

‘She wants to sleep.’

(280) [aʋaɭkkɨi [PROi uraŋŋ]TP aam]TP
sheDAT sleep.INFMOD

‘She can sleep.’

(281) [aʋaɭkkɨi [PROi kiɭiye ʋaɭart̪t̪aan]TP ʋeeɳam]TP
sheDAT birdACC raiseINF want

‘She wants to raise the bird.’

Finally, Nizar uses causativisation to analyse dative subject constructions. Morpholog

ical causativisation is highly productive in Malayalam as we have seen in Chapter 6. In such

causative constructions, both dative and nominative NPs behave alike. The subject of the tran

sitive verb in (282) is changed to the object of the predicate with the introduction of the causer

as the new subject (valency increase by one) in (283). In the dative construction in (284), the

dative nominal is converted to a direct object in (285). In other words, the valency increase of

the derived predicate instantiates a new argument/case/theta structure.
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(282) paɕukkaɭ pullɨ t̪in̪n̪u

cowPL.NOM grass.ØACC eatPST

‘The cows ate grass.’

(283) ɲaan paɕukkaɭe pullɨ t̪iitti

I.NOM cowPLACC grass eatCAUSPST

‘I fed the cows grass.’
(Nizar, 2010, p. 24)

(284) aʋaɭkkɨ ʋeed̪aniccu

sheDAT hurtPST

‘She was hurt.’

(285) aʋan aʋaɭe ʋeed̪anippiccu

he.NOM sheACC to painCAUSPST

‘He hurt her.’

Causativisation in Malayalam shows that when valency change is effected, dative and

nominative subjects are both transformed into accusative objects which in turn shows that both

the NPs are same kind of syntactic beings4.

It can now be clearly seen that the goal and possession role attributions (K. P. Mohanan&

Mohanan, 1990) do not provide a proper account of the behaviour of Malayalam dative subjects.

However, K. P. Mohanan and Mohanan’s (1990) initial idea that the dative case assignment is

directed by specific semantic roles appears to be a move in the right direction. As we saw earlier

in this chapter, there are dativenominative alternants of the same verbs (including modals) and

this difference is centred on the semantic differences of the two predicates and their argument

selection properties (case and theta role). Jayaseelan’s (1999, 2004) argument that the dative

nominals are oblique and that there is always a nominative NP (which is either overt or covert)

4This makes an interesting contrast in Tamil which has periphrastic causatives. Here the causative verb typi
cally changes the erstwhile embedded nominative subject into an accusative object. Dative subjects are not modi
fied; compare 1 and 2:

1. raaman [siitaavai saapiDa] veitaan
rama.NOM sitaACC eat.INF make.3SG.M

2. raaman [sitaakku pasikka] veitaan
rama.NOM sitaDAT hunger.INF make.3SG.M

The syntax of structural caseassignment is different from the morphology of valency change and its impact on the
s and c selection properties of the derived causative.
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in all such constructions is clearly problematic, not the least because of the resulting valency

change which is unaccounted for, but also because there are constructions that are grammatical

in Malayalam which he predicts do not exist. None of the binding or control facts run counter

to the treatment of the dative nominal as a subject. Nizar (2010) has also demonstrated that

the behaviour of experiencer predicates in different syntactic contexts underscores the subject

properties of dative nominals. We have shown that the property of control can be extended to

modals as well. In the next section, we will analyse the subject properties of dative nominals in

greater detail.

8.2 Structure of Dative Subject Constructions

In order to establish the subjecthood of the dative nominals with Class I, II and III predicates that

we saw earlier, we can apply a number of empirical tests. These tests are intended to compare the

behaviour of dative nominals occurring in subject positions to the nominative marked nominals,

which are considered to be the canonical subjects, since we need to establish the position and

grammatical status of these dative arguments. In the previous section, while arguing against

certain extant proposals of Malayalam dative subjects, we have already touched upon several

of these properties. Here we make a more systematic case for the subjecthood of these dative

arguments. We show that the typical subject properties of anaphor binding, control, agreement,

nominalisation, as well as verbal properties of tense and aspect marking, case assignment and

theta selection collectively confirm the subjecthood of these atypical subjects.

Like the other Dravidian languages, the third person pronoun t̪aan is phideficient for

gender and requires a suitable, ccommanding antecedent which must be the subject (and not

other nonsubject ccommanding nominals). The subject of the local clause can serve as an

antecedent only in reflexive constructions. Otherwise, any matrix subject with the appropriate

phifeatures can bind the pronoun (subject to principle B). As can be seen in (286)  (288), a

dative subject can serve as a suitable antecedent like a nominative subject (289), a property that

we discussed in the last section as well5.

(286) [ɾaamanɨi [t̪antei maat̪aapit̪aakkaɭe]DP oorma ʋan̪n̪u]TP
ramaDAT selfGEN motherfatherPLACC memoryN comePST

‘Rama remembered his parents.’

5We pointed out earlier that t̪aan can also be logophor.
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(287) [ɾaamanɨi [t̪aani paʈʰikk]TP aɳam ]TP
ramaDAT self study.INFMOD

‘Ram wants to study.’

(288) [aʋanɨi [t̪aniykkɨi ʋiɕakk]TP aɳam]TP
heDAT self.DAT be hungryMOD

‘He wants to be hungry.’

(289) [ɾaamani [t̪antei kuʈʈikaɭe]DP urakki]TP
rama.NOM selfGEN childPLACC sleepCAUSPST

‘Rama put his children to sleep.’

The understood subject (PRO) of an embedded, nonfinite predicate is determined by

a suitable controller (subject or object) in the matrix clause. PRO is distributionally restricted

to external, theta position without case and picks up referential features form the controller

/antecedent. Being controlled by the subject of the matrix clause and being able to control

the subject of a subordinate clause are characteristic features of subjecthood. Nominative NPs

which are the canonical subjects show these properties and we have seen that dative subjects do

so too. In (290), PRO is in the subject position of a dative subject predicate and in (291) that

of a nominative subject predicate. In (292) the PRO can be controlled as well as t̪aan could be

bound by either the nominative or the dative subject which show that both are equally potential

subject cases.

(290) [aʋaɭi [PROi s̪an̪t̪ooʂam t̪oon̪n̪aan]TP s̪ramiccu]TP
she.NOM happiness feelINF tryPST

‘She tried to feel happy.’

(Nizar, 2010, p. 31)

(291) [aʋaɭkkɨi [PROi pookaan]TP kaɻiyum]TP
sheDAT goINF be ableFUT

‘She can go.’
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(292) ɾaaman s̪iit̪aykkɨ t̪ante pus̪t̪akam ʋaayikkaɳam

rama.NOM sitaDAT selfGEN book read.INFMOD

en̪n̪ɨ paraɲɲu

COMP sayPST

[ɾaamani [ s̪iit̪aykkɨj [PROi/j t̪antei/j pus̪t̪akam ʋaayikk]TP aɳam

en̪n̪ɨ]CP paraɲɲu]TP
‘Rama said Sita wants to read his/her book /

Rama said Sita wants Rama to read his/her book.’

A third property that signals subjecthood is the behaviour of dative NPs in equative con

structions. Both the dative and the nominative NPs can be derived as the subject of an equative

construction with a null copula, indicating that the nominals occupy the same subject position

and continue to be the subjects when the predicates are nominalised to form the equative con

structions.

(293) ɾaaman bʱakʂaɳam kaɻiccu

rama.NOM food eatPST

‘Rama had food.’
bʱakʂaɳam kaɻiccaʋan ɾaaman ‘the one who ate’ = Rama

(294) ɾaamanɨ s̪iit̪aye iʂʈappeʈʈu

ramaDAT sitaACC like.PST

‘Rama liked Sita.’
s̪iit̪aye iʂʈappeʈʈaʋan ɾaaman ‘the one who liked Sita’ = Rama

(295) ɾaamanɨ s̪iit̪aye n̪aʂʈappeʈʈu

ramaDAT sitaACC lose.PST

‘Rama lost Sita.’
s̪iit̪aye n̪aʂʈappeʈʈaʋan ɾaaman ‘the one who lost Sita’ = Rama

As might be expected, the nominative subject predicates and dative subject predicates

of all the three classes occur in different tenseaspect combinations. These predicates are finite

and not deficient in any sense with respect to the TAM markers.

(296) s̪iit̪aykkɨ ɾaamane iʂʈamaaɳɨ/aayiɾun̪n̪u/aakum

sitaDAT ramaACC likebe.PRS/PST.PFV/FUT

‘Sita likes/had liked/will like Rama.’

(Class I)
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(297) s̪iit̪aykkɨ ɾaamane iʂʈamaakaɳam/ aɳamaayiɾun̪n̪u

sitaDAT ramaACC likebeMOD/MOD.PST.PFV

‘Sita should/should have liked Rama.’

(Class II)

(298) s̪iit̪aykkɨ ɾaɳʈɨ makkaɭ uɳʈɨ/uɳʈaayiɾun̪n̪u/uɳʈaakum

sitaDAT two children have.PRS/have.PST/have.FUT

‘Sita has/had/will have two children.’

(Class III)

The dative NPs are in a direct theta marking relation with the predicate like their nom

inative counterparts. As we suggested earlier, theta marking differences yield the interpretive

differences of volition/no volition (or control over the event and lack of control) between the two

nominals. In the minimal pair in (299) and (300), we see a single predicate alternating between

the nonvolitional, experiencer (with the dative case marking) and the true agentlike reading/a

robust volitional reading (with the nominative case). The interpretive differences are triggered

by the predicate via the thetarole and the inherent/structural case assigned on the subject. This

also shows us that the two nominals are of equivalent structural status as subjects.

(299) eniykkɨ aʋaɭe iʂʈappeʈʈu

IDAT sheACC likePST

‘I liked her despite myself.’

[nonvolition]

(300) ɲaan aʋaɭe iʂʈappeʈʈu

INOM sheACC likePST

‘I liked her.’

[volition]

Butt (2006) argues that languages like Urdu employ casealternations to show the differ

ence in semantics and that datives can be interpreted as an agent with reduced control over the

action in such languages(see Section 8.1). Malayalam employs the nominative and dative cases

to mark such semantic differences.

In a pattern that diverges from most languages with dative subject predicates, (Sridhar,

1979; Ura, 2000; Davison, 2003, etc.) Malayalam (and Tamil) permit accusative objects with

the Class I experiencer predicates6 and Class II ʋeeɳam.

(301) s̪iit̪aykkɨ kiɭiye ʋeeɳam

sitaDAT birdACC want

‘Sita wants the bird.’

6The accusative case is overtly assigned only on [+ANIMATE] nouns as seen in Chapter 7.
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(302) ɾaamanɨ s̪iitye iʂʈamaaɳɨ

ramDAT sitaACC likebe.PRS

‘Ram likes Sita.’

In these constructions, the dative nominal is the experiencer and the accusative object

is the theme. However, constructions like (303) and (304) cannot be passivised, unlike the

equivalent nominativeaccusative constructions as shown in (305). The nominative case subject

signalling greater volition/agency with an accusative object can be passivised (306) whereas the

dative version signalling lack of volition cannot be passivised (307).

(303) a. s̪iit̪aykkɨ kiɭiye ʋeeɳam

sitaDAT birdACC want

‘Sita wants the bird.’

[active]

b. *kiɭi s̪iit̪ayaal ʋeeɳʈappeʈʈu

bird.NOM sitaINS wantPASS

‘The bird was wanted by Sita.’

[passive]

(304) a. ɾaamanɨ s̪iit̪aye iʂʈam aaɳɨ

ramaDAT sitaACC like.N be.PRS

‘Rama likes Sita.’

[active]

b. *s̪iit̪a ɾaamanaal iʂʈamaakappeʈʈu

Sita.NOM ramINS likebePASS

‘Sita was liked by Rama.’

[passive]

(305) a. ɾaaman s̪iit̪aye s̪neehiccu

ram.NOM sitaACC lovePST

‘Ram loved Sita.’

[active]

b. s̪iit̪a ɾaamanaal s̪neehiykkappeʈʈu

sita.NOM ramINS lovePASS

‘Sita was loved by Ram.’

[passive]

(306) a. ɾaaman s̪iitaye iʂʈappeʈʈu

rama.NOM sitaACC like.PST

‘Rama liked Sita.’

[active]
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b. s̪iit̪a ɾaamanaal iʂʈappeʈappeʈʈu

sita.NOM ramaINS likePASS

‘Sita was liked by Rama.’

[passive]

(307) a. ɾaamanɨ s̪iitaye iʂʈappeʈʈu

ramaDAT sitaACC like.PST

‘Rama liked Sita.’

[active]

b. *s̪iit̪a ɾaamanaal iʂʈappeʈappeʈʈu

sita.NOM ramaINS likePASS

‘Sita was liked by Rama.’

[passive]

The inability to create passives (despite the availability of the accusative case marked

object) is because the external argument is not an agent argument and the event characterised

by the predicate does not encode agency. In many sentences in English too, the lack of agentive

force prevents passivisation of what are overtly transitive constructions (e.g. marry, meet, fail

etc.) (de MattiaViviès, 2009).

One major test suggested by Belletti and Rizzi (1988, p. 325) to identify the canonical

objects (structurally accusative marked) is to check whether they allow extraction of material.

They show that in Italian, the accusative marked object of the verb preoccupare (309) does not

allow extraction of material unlike the verb temere ‘to fear’ (308), and thus, the former assigns

the morphological accusative to its object whereas the latter assigns the structural accusative.

(308) La ragazza di cui Gianni teme il padre.

The girl of whom Gianni fears the father.

(309) *La ragazza di cui Gianni preoccupa il padre.

The girl of whom Gianni worries the father.
(Belletti & Rizzi, 1988, p. 325)

Similarly, this test can be used to checkwhether the accusative case assigned by the dative

experiencer predicates is structural or inherent. The adjective n̪iramuɭɭa ‘coloured’ in (310) can

be extracted out of the NP as shown in (311).

(310) puuccaykkɨ s̪iit̪ayuʈe [n̪iramuɭɭa kiɭiye]DP ʋeeɳam

catDAT sitaGEN coloured birdACC want.PRS

‘The cat wants Sita’s coloured bird.’
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(311) n̪iramuɭɭai s̪iit̪ayuʈe [ti kiɭiye] ʋeeɳʈa puucca

coloured sitaGEN birdACC want.ADJ cat

‘The cat that wants Sita’s coloured bird.’

The fact that these objects allow extraction of material demonstrates that they are bearers

of the structural accusative case and not an inherent one. Belletti and Rizzi (1988, p. 344)

propose that a verb is a structural case assigner iff it has an external argument. In that case, the

converse should also be true. Therefore, if a verb assigns a structural objective case, it has an

external argument, which in our case is the dative NP. In other words, the dative NP is a true

subject as much as the nominative NP.

We have demonstrated that indirect objects can never bind t̪aanwhich differentiates Class

IIII dative NPs from dative indirect objects. Another point to be taken into account is the

ungrammaticality of object control in dative subject constructions. The fact that object control

is not permissible implies that dative subject NPs are treated on par with subjects and never

with objects. Their selection is determined lexically by the predicate and they manifest the

inherent case marking in the overt syntax. We demonstrated this through the use of empirical

tests such as control and binding and the analysis of several constructions such as causatives,

alternating predicates, accusative marking etc. Earlier accounts of the phenomenon attempted

to treat the dative nominal as either not the subject (Jayaseelan, 2004) or as having the theta

roles goal and possession uniformly making them similar to indirect objects (K. P. Mohanan &

Mohanan, 1990). We have shown that these treatments a) make the wrong predictions and b)

are not comprehensive. We look at how the dative subjects belonging to each class is licensed

in the following.

The subjecthood tests show that the dative NP behaves like a subject rather than an object.

We adopt the split function framework proposed by Chomsky (1995) and refined by Ura (2000)

to account for the structures of these sentences. We propose the following tree structures for the

different types of dative subject constructions present in Malayalam.
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a. Class I dative predicates b. Class II dative predicates (modals -aam and -aɳam)

c. Class III dative nominals

As per our analysis, only Class I predicates can assign the accusative case to the object if

transitive. In the above structure, intransitive dative experiencers like ʋiɕakk ‘be hungry’ will

not have an object.

The object DP is optional depending on whether the embedded verb is transitive or in

transitive in Class II as in piʈiykk ‘catch’ [s̪iit̪aykkɨ(dat) [PRO kiɭiye(acc) piʈiykk]TP aɳam]TP ‘Sita
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wants to catch the bird.’ versus uraŋŋ ‘sleep’, [s̪iit̪aykkɨ(dat) [PRO uraŋŋ]TP aɳam]TP ‘Sita wants

to sleep.’

The Class III copular dative predicates cannot assign the accusative case to their objects.

As a result, the object NP undergoes covert feature movement to T to get the nominative case.

We assume that T and its nominative feature is weak and the checking of features takes place at

the LF in Malayalam. The dative which is inherent and the structural accusative are assigned by

V for the Class I constructions. By the time the ʋP shell is formed and T is introduced bymerge,

both the NPs are assigned cases and thus there are no more active probes in the derivation to

check the nominative feature of T. It is the dative NP that raises to satisfy T’s EPP feature. We

argue that since the nominative feature of T is weak, it can be deleted at the LF if the casefilter is

fulfilled. The EPP feature of T, however, is strong. In Class II constructions, the EPP is satisfied

by the dative NP in the matrix clause and the nominative feature of the matrix T is deleted at the

LF as in the Class I constructions since the casefilter conditions are alreadymet. However, when

there are constructions like (313), the nominative feature of the embedded infinitive clause is

checked off by the matrix T, since it has a nominative feature left to be checked (which otherwise

gets deleted if the casefilter is fulfilled).

(313) s̪iit̪aykkɨ ɾaaman kiɭiye urakkaɳam

sitaDAT rama.NOM birdACC sleep.INFMOD

[s̪iit̪aykkɨ [ɾaaman kiɭiye urakk]TP aɳam]TP
‘Sita wants Rama to put the bird to sleep.’

In Class III constructions where the copula cannot assign the accusative case, the nomi

native object checks off the T’s nominative feature at the LF with only feature movement, while

the dative subject raises to satisfy T’s EPP feature.

Ura (2000) proposes that the properties of control into adjuncts and binding of a (purely)

subjectoriented reflexive result from phi and EPP feature checking relations with T, respec

tively. The agreement between a subject and its verb also involves phifeature checking with T.

Here, we account for the feature checking properties of Malayalam dative subjects NPs.

The dative NPs belonging to all the three classes can control into adjuncts, as shown in

the examples below.

(314) [s̪iit̪aykkɨi [PROi kiɭiye ʋaɭart̪t̪aan]TP t̪oon̪n̪i]TP
sitaDAT birdACC growCAUSINF feelPST

‘Sita felt like raising the bird.’
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(315) [kuʈʈiykkɨi [PROi paʈʰikkaan]TP s̪kuuɭil pookaɳam]TP
childDAT studyINF schoolLOC goMOD

‘The child wants to go to school to study.’

(316) [kuʈʈiykkɨi [PROi paʈʰikkaan]TP pus̪t̪akam uɳʈɨ]TP
childDAT studyINF book have.PRS

‘The child has books to study.’

However, it has to be noted that despite being able to control into adjuncts, the Class III

dative nominal in (316) does not enter into phifeature checking with T. It is the nominative NP

that enters into direct phifeature checkingwith T. This is not visible inMalayalam because of the

absence of subjectverb agreement. Nonetheless, this is evident in Tamil where constructions

involving Class III predicates are seen to agree with the nominative NP instead of the dative

NP. Hence, if there is a nominative NP present in a dative subject construction, the phifeature

checking with T is carried out by the nominative NP and not the dative NP because of the

former’s need to check T’s nominative feature and meet the case requirement.

Similarly, the dative NPs belonging to all the three classes can bind a purely subject

oriented reflexive t̪aan (317) – (319).

(317) ɾaamanɨi t̪antei maat̪aapit̪aakkaɭe oormaʋan̪n̪u

ramaDAT selfGEN motherfatherPLACC memorycomePST

‘Ram remembered his parents.’

(318) ɾaamanɨi t̪antei maat̪aapit̪aakkaɭe kaaɳaɳam

ramaDAT selfGEN motherfatherPLACC seewant.MOD

‘Ram wants to see his parents.’

(319) ɾaamanɨi t̪antei pus̪t̪akam uɳʈɨ

ramDAT selfGEN book have.PRS

‘Ram has his own book.’

The ability to have control into adjuncts and bind a purely subjectoriented reflexive

demonstrate the phifeature checking relations between the dative subject and T, and conse

quently, establishes their subject properties. So, if we analyse the subjecthood properties of the

three classes including accusativity, we can see that it is the Class I and II dative nominals that

exhibit all the properties of a nominative subject. Class III dative nominals show subjecthood

properties of binding and control but they cannot cooccur with accusative objects. Thus, we
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conclude that Class III dative NPs are lesssubject like compared to Class I and II dative NPs. In

the following section, we bring in additional evidence from developmental data to substantiate

our analysis and this difference between the predicates.

8.3 Acquisition of Dative Subjects

Acquisition studies have shown that children are aware of their target language’s parameter

settings quite early as with, for example, the head directionality parameter and their utterances

are like the adult forms. Early Italian and English utterances are seen to be headinitial while

early Japanese, Turkish, and so on are seen to be headfinal (Guasti, 2002).

HirshPasek and Golinkoff. (1996) conducted a preferential looking paradigm study on

17monthold children who were at the oneword stage in their language development to see if

they relied on word order to comprehend active reversible sentences such as Big Bird is washing

Cookie Monster. When presented with two scenes featuring the same characters but with the

agent and patients reversed, the children preferred to look at the scene that matched with the

heard utterance. Since these are reversible sentences, practical knowledge of the world could

not have driven the children’s preference. Children’s preference for looking at the scene that

matched the utterance heard, even before beginning to produce sentences, shows that children

rely on word order to understand the grammatical roles.

Guasti (2002) proposes that children’s sensitivity to word order and their correct assign

ment of headdirection show that they are sensitive to the distributional regularities of the am

bient language. Additionally, children’s knowledge of the target word order also indicates their

tacit understanding of the grammatical roles such as subject and object. If children can success

fully distinguish between the arguments in an inflectionallydeficient language like English,

where they have to rely solely on word order, languages that have systematic case systems

should enable the acquisition of the argument structure.

Guasti (1993) looks at the syntax of verbs in Italian child grammar by analysing the tran

scripts of three monolingual Italian children between the ages 1;8 to 2;7 from the CHILDES

database and the data contributed by Ciprani et. al. (1989, as cited in, Guasti, 1993). Guasti’s

study shows that children employ both agent and experiencer subjects in their utterances. She

reports that verb agreement with experiencer subjects is accurate in the majority of cases and that

agreement errors are not confined to experiencer subjects alone. Further, in languages like Tamil
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with dative subject constructions, where the dative occurs with an accusative object, the agree

ment is default while the dative subject shows subjecthood properties of binding the pronominal

anaphor t̪aan and construing PRO in embedded clauses despite not agreeing with the verb. Thus,

a child acquiring Tamil has to understand both the split properties of the subjecthood of dative

nominals and the difference between real and default agreement in Tamil. Sarma (2014) demon

strates that children can distinguish between real and default agreement in Tamil, as discussed

earlier in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.2).

There arewidely different casemarking systems such as ergative/split ergative, accusative,

and split casemarking. Therefore, the task for children in acquiring these systems is a reason

ably challenging one. Pinker (1984) proposes that children learn argument structure by relying

directly on semantic notions such as agency. In fact, agentivity bias is hypothesised to help the

child find the subject of a sentence and determine the requisite case marker. However, in lan

guages like Malayalam and Tamil, where there are noncanonical subjects which are not agents,

whether children make use of the agentivity bias to figure out the subject has to be checked. The

acquisition of ergative languages can also help verify his hypothesis. If the idea of agentivity

bias is correct, overgeneralisation errors involving the ergative marker ought to be expected in

children acquiring ergative systems.

Narasimhan (2005) studies the acquisition of ergative case marking in Hindi by looking

at the longitudinal data from three children between the ages 1;7 to 3;9. Ergative case marking

in Hindi is associated with agentive participants of transitive perfective actions. Narasimhan re

ports that children are never seen to overextend the ergative marker ne to agentive participants

of imperfective or intransitive actions. In fact, children are seen to adhere to the tenseaspect

restrictions involved in the assignment of the ergative marker ne. This shows that Hindi ac

quiring children are not operating with an agentivity bias. However, there are omission errors

involving the marker in obligatory contexts. Narasimhan proposes that the acquisition pattern

of ne can be attributed to the shaping of the appropriate construal of agency required for the

ergative assignment by the distributional patterns in the input.

There are only a few studies on the acquisition of Dravidian languages. We have already

discussed the acquisition of Tamil verbal inflections by Raghavendra and Leonard (1989) and

Lakshmanan (2006), and the demonstration of fullcompetence in early Tamil by Sarma (1999,

2014), in Chapter 5. Lakshmi Bai (2004) and Usha Rani and Sailaja (2004) study the acquisition

of Tamil and Telugu dative subjects, respectively, and demonstrate that children treat dative
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subjects differently from dative marked nonsubjects.

Lakshmi Bai (2004) studies the acquisition of dative subjects in Tamil by analysing the

longitudinal data of three children Ramya (R), Deepa (D), and Chetan (C). The author notes

that once the children begin to use the dative case in their productions in Tamil, there is a clear

tendency on their part to differentiate dative marked subjects from other nonsubject dative nom

inals. To maintain the difference, they appear to resort to different strategies. One such strategy

has been to selectively use the dative marker to encode certain semantic roles preferentially

over other semantic roles. For example, of the 25 tokens of dative forms in D’s transcripts be

tween the ages 1;5.3 and 1;7.3, 23 forms encoded the benefactive role (320) and only two the

directional role (321).

(320) Mother: laalipaap vaankalaam.

lollypop buyHORT

‘Let us buy lollypop.’

D: taataayaki.

grand.fatherDAT

‘For grandfather?’

(321) D: neene allaa iNTiki.

I Sarala houseDAT

‘I want to go to Sarla’s house.’
(Lakshmi Bai, 2004, p. 258)

Another strategy has been to mark only the subject datives and leaving the nonsubject

dative positions unmarked during different stages of their development. For example, the child

C’s early dative nominals were exclusively the experiencer subject.

(322) naaku pikkatu.

IDAT like3N.SG

‘I like it.’

(323) idi veenum naaku.

this wanted IDAT

‘I want this.’
(Lakshmi Bai, 2004, p. 256)

During the period when the child exclusively assigned the dative marker to the experi
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encer subjects, he did not overtly express nominals encoding the recipient (324) or benefactive

(325) roles in his utterances.

(324) adi kaaTTu maa

that showIMP mother

‘Mother, show that!’

[missing nominal: enakku, IDAT]

(325) adi taa maa

that giveIMP mother

‘Mother, give me that!’

[missing nominal: enakku, IDAT]

(Lakshmi Bai, 2004, p. 257)

Further, Lakshmi Bai reports that the children were seen to overextend the dative marker

to other subject positions as well. According to her, the child’s utterances, (326) and (327), are

obligatory situations requiring a nominative subject signalled by the modal Num.

(326) *enakku kraap veTTikkaNum.

IDAT crop cutPTCPREFMOD

‘I have to have a crew cut.’

(R, 2;6)

(327) *paapaakku goregaon pookaNum.

babyDAT Goregaon goPRSMOD

‘The baby has to go to Goregaon.’

(R, 2;6.15)

(Lakshmi Bai, 2004, p. 253)

However, it has to be noted that these could very well be perfectly grammatical sentences

where the child is expressing her wish to get these things done by employing the dative subject

with the modal Num. For example, (326) and (327) could mean ‘I want to have a crew cut’ and

‘The baby wants to go to Goregaon’, respectively.

Usha Rani and Sailaja (2004) look at both spontaneous speech and elicited speech data

to analyse the acquisition of dative subjects in Telugu. The authors analyse the spontaneous

speech samples of six children between the ages 2;0 and 2;9 that were taken from Sailaja (1989,

as cited in, Usha Rani & Sailaja, 2004). They find that in the spontaneous data, children distin

guish between indirect objects and dative subjects. Usha Rani and Sailaja have also performed

imitation tasks with 36 children between the ages 2;0 and 5;0 to compare the productions with

the longitudinal data. Children have been asked to imitate sentences including both dative and

nominative subject constructions. The elicitation tasks performed by them show that only the
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nominals in the subject position (both dative and nominative) were dropped and not objects,

irrespective of the agreement; i.e., even when the nominative object phiagrees with the verb

(and presumably recoverable from context), it is the dative subject that is dropped. They argue

that children treat dative and nominative subjects alike and prodrop applies uniformly.

(328) naaku muuDu iLLu unnaayi

IDAT three houses bePST3PL.NH

Ø muuDu iLLu unnaayi

three houses bePST3PL.NH

‘I have three houses.’

[target form]

[child form]

(329) aame naaku uttaram raasindi

she IDAT letter writePST3SG.NM

Ø naaku uttaram raasindi

IDAT letter write

‘She wrote me a letter.’

[target form]

[child form]

(Usha Rani & Sailaja, 2004, p. 217)

The works on the acquisition of Tamil and Telugu demonstrate that children understand

noncanonical subject case assignment in their languages. These studies also offer additional

evidence that subjecthood is privileged in certain ways and that the dative subject is treated in

the same way as the nominative subject, offering further evidence of its subject status. Anal

yses such as Jayaseelan’s (2004) or K. P. Mohanan and Mohanan’s (1990) cannot account for

the acquisition patterns of dative nominals occurring in the subject position. The Malayalam

acquisition data we discuss will also demonstrate that children exhibit higher grammatical com

petence in assigning the noncanonical subject case which differentiates between the agentive

volitional and nonvolitional subjects. Dative subject assignment in Malayalam also helps in

understanding whether the agentivity bias is operational in children acquiring Malayalam.

8.3.1 Dative Marking in the Data

We may recall that in the previous section we offered syntactic evidence for a) the lexical prop

erties of certain predicates (Class, I, II and III predicates) that assign a noncanonical dative case

to the subject argument and, b) we used empirical tests and analyses of various constructions

to show that these are indeed subjects. When we analyse the production data of children, we
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find that the patterns of use bear out these conclusions. The three different classes of dative

predicates are reproduced in Table 8.2. The list of various dative assigning predicates used by

the children are given in Appendices E and F.

Table 8.2 Classification of Malayalam dative subject predicates.

Classification Predicate types Examples

light verbs of N+V con

structions

ɾaamanɨ koopam ʋan̪n̪u ‘Rama became an

gry’
Class I

experiencer predicates ɾaamanɨ ʋiɕan̪n̪u ‘Rama became hungry’

ɾaamanɨ kaɭikkaɳam ‘Rama wants to play’
Class II modals aam and aɳam

ɾaamanɨ kaɭikkaam ‘Rama can play’

Class III copula uɳʈɨ ɾaamanɨ paɳam uɳʈɨ ‘Rama has money’

Before we discuss dative subjects, we need an aside on children’s use of the first person

singular pronouns. The first person nominative pronoun is ɲaanwhile the accusative, dative and

genitive are built on a suppletive stem en with the identifiable accusative, dative and genitive

cases (enne, eniykkɨ and ente, respectively). Therefore, these suppletive forms have to be learned

by the children. None of the other pronouns shows suppletion7. Subject A never uses first

person pronouns and instead uses her own name when she refers to herself. On the other hand, H

typically uses the first person pronoun form but instead of the suppletive stem enne, eniykkɨ and

ente he uses ɲaane, ɲaanɨ, and ɲaante for the accusative, dative, and genitive, respectively,

using ɲaan as the base stem.

In Table 8.3 we provide the numbers for the use of nonsubject datives in the transcripts.

In addition to the 93 tokens of indirect objects, A uses the dative in a variety of thematic roles

such as location, time, and purpose, though the use is not prolific. H’s use of nonsubject datives

is very limited in comparison. Both the children show competence in the use of the dative case

across a variety of predicates and across a variety of argument positions as appropriate to the

predicate as can be seen in the following.

Both children appear to be competent in the use of the dative subject with the different

classes of predicates. In A’s speech, subject datives are found in the data, from the very first

recording, at the age of 1;9.14, although she omits the predicate oɻiykkaɳam ‘want to pee’ in

that utterance.
7In Tamil, suppletion in pronouns is acrosstheboard, whereas in Malayalam, it is restricted to a few stems.
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Table 8.3 Dative marking in nonsubject positions in children’s transcripts.

Grammatical roles A H

Indirect objects 93 7

Location 4 

Purpose 1 1

Time 2 1

(330) ammuunɨ muut̪t̪am

ammuDAT pee

ammuunɨ muut̪t̪amoɻiykkaɳam

ammuDAT peepourMOD

‘Ammu wants to pee.’

(A, 1;9.14)

[adult form]

As we might expect, the dative case is not limited to subjects. A uses the dative case

marker in nonsubject positions for indirect objects (331), location (332), time (333), and pur

pose (334), like adults do.

(331) indirect object

s̪uɾaaɟinɨ ʋikkaam bad̪d̪eeccine

suraajDAT sellMOD bhadraACC

[n̪amukkɨ] bʱad̪ɾeecciye s̪uɾaaɟinɨ ʋilkkaam

[weDAT] bhadraACC suraajDAT sellMOD

‘Let’s sell Bhadra to Suraaj.’

(A, 2;1.1)

[adult form]

(332) location

aikriim meeʈiykkaan oɾu kaʈeente t̪iɳɳaykkɨ oɾu aana

icecream buyINF one shopGEN floorDAT one elephant.NOM

ʋan̪n̪en̪n̪ɨ

comePSTCOMP

(A, 2;1.1)

oɾu aana oɾu kaʈayuʈe t̪iɳɳaykkɨ ais̪kriim meeʈiykkaan

one elephant.NOM one shopGEN floorDAT icecream buyINF

ʋan̪n̪en̪n̪ɨ

comePSTCOMP

‘An elephant came to the shop floor to buy ice cream.’

[adult form]
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(333) time

n̪aaɭe uccaykkɨ ʋaɾum

tomorrow afternoonDAT comeFUT

‘will come tomorrow afternoon.’

(A, 2;8.1)

(334) purpose

acca ɟooliykkɨ pooyi

dad.NOM jobDAT goPST

‘Dad went for work.’

(A, 2;6.16)

H uses dative subjects as well, but somewhat less prolifically and his nonsubject dative

productions, are restricted to indirect objects (336) with just one instance signalling time (337)

and purpose (338) each. The first instance of a dative subject attested in his transcripts is at the

age of 2;5.2 (335).

(335) naanɨ kiʈʈiyee

IDAT gotPSTEMPH

(H, 2;5.2)

enikkɨ [at̪ɨ] kiʈʈiyee

IDAT that gotPSTEMPH

‘I got it.’

[adult form]

(336) indirect object

it̪ɨ paccɨ t̪aa naanɨ

this pluckPTCP give.IMP IDAT

(H, 2;11.1)

eniykkɨ it̪ɨ pariccɨ t̪aa

IDAT this pluckPTCP give.IMP

‘Pluck and give it to me.’

[adult form]

(337) time

Mother: ceeʈʈan eppo ʋaɾum?

brother.NOM when comeFUT

‘When will brother come?’

H: uccaykkɨ

afternoonDAT

‘In the afternoon.’

(2;4.14)
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(338) purpose

ɟooliykkɨ pooyi appaaccan

workDAT goPST grandpa.NOM

(H, 2;8.2)

appaaccan ɟooliykkɨ pooyi

grandpa.NOM workDAT goPST

‘Grandpa went to work.’

[adult form]

The details of dative subject marking as they occur in the data are given in Table 8.4.

Sample utterances of dative subject marking are shown in (339)  (341). A has greater num

ber of dative marking instances compared to H. In general, H has been less loquacious than A

throughout the period of the study. Both the children have fewer number of instances of Class

III predicates.

Table 8.4 Children’s dative subject production.

A’s Transcripts H’s Transcripts

Total Overt TopicDrop Total Overt TopicDrop

Class I 43 32 9 20

Class II 59 203 7 55

Class III 4 2 3 4

(339) Class I

a. ammuunɨ d̪aayikkun̪n̪u

ammuDAT be thirstyPRS

ammuunɨ d̪aahiykkun̪n̪u

ammuDAT be thirstyPRS

‘Ammu is thirsty.’

(A, 2;1.1)

[adult form]

b. naanɨ peeʈiyaa

IDAT fearbe.PRS

eniykkɨ peeʈiyaaɳɨ

IDAT fearbe.PRS

‘I am scared.’

(H, 2;9.1)

[adult form]
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(340) Class II

a. ammuunɨ booɭɨ kaɭiykkaɳam

ammuDAT ball playwant.MOD

‘Ammu wants to play ball.’

(A, 2;1.1)

b. ɲaanɨ miʈʈaayi meeɳam

IDAT candy want.MOD

eniykkɨ miʈʈaayi ʋeeɳam

IDAT candy want.MOD

‘I want candy.’

(H, 2;5.18)

[adult form]

c. n̪amakkɨ ammummeeʈe ʋiiʈʈii pookaam

weDAT grandmaGEN houseLOC goMOD

‘Let’s go to grandma’s place.’

(A, 2;9.3)

d. n̪amakkɨ it̪ɨ kaɭiykkaam

weDAT this playMOD

‘Let’s play this.’

(H, 2;6.1)

(341) Class III

a. aanaykkɨ kaɳɳɨ oɳʈɨ

elephantDAT eye have.PRS

‘The elephant has eyes.’

(H, 2;11.18)

b. kariykkɨ eɾiʋɨ oɳʈɨ

curryDAT spiciness have.PRS

‘The curry is spicy.’ (‘The curry has spiciness’)

(H, 2;5.18)

c. cambuunɨ uʈuppɨ oɳʈɨ

shambhuDAT dress have.PRS

‘Shambhu has a dress.’

(A, 2;6.15)

Class III dative predicates that mark possession are fewer when compared to Class I and

II in both the children’s speech production. A and H have only four and three such instances,

respectively. This could be because of the lack of biuniqueness in the assignment of the dative

marker since the genitive case markers nte and uʈe also signal possession in Malayalam. In

Chapter 7, we saw that children are prolific in the use of the genitive. In A’s transcripts, there are

375 instances of genitive marking while in H’s transcripts, there are 227 instances. This could
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delay the acquisition of the dative assignment rule to signal possession, in early Malayalam

learners.

Malayalam is a topicdrop language, as we saw in Chapter 1. Consequently, arguments

(both subjects and objects) may be dropped in sentences, given the discourse context. Not un

expectedly, both children drop arguments. It is well understood that children set the prodrop

and topicdrop parameter very early and this is visible in their productions very early. In pro

drop languages like Italian and Tamil, where the subject can be recovered from the agreement

on the verb, and in topicdrop languages like Chinese and Japanese, where subjects and objects

can be dropped when they can be recovered from the discourse, children’s productions do not

deviate from that of the adult native speakers (Wang et al., 1992; Rizzi, 1994). This in fact tells

us that children’s grammatical competence is adultlike (Guasti, 2002). Similarly, A’s and H’s

speech productions show both overt and covert8 instances of various arguments as summarised

in Table 8.5.

Table 8.5 Overt and topicdrop instances of arguments in the data.

A’s Transcripts H’s Transcripts

Argument Total Overt TopicDrop Total Overt TopicDrop

Nominative subject 469 419 217 234

Dative Subject 106 237 19 79

Object 447 179 192 155

A’s topic drop instances exceed the number of overt dative subjects primarily for Class II
8Both the children’s dative subject drop instances are appropriate to the context of utterance, as can be seen in

the following examples. However, we are only focussing on the overt instances in this chapter.

1. A: (pointing to the picture of a ball)
Ø ii booɭɨ ʋeeɳaʋen̪n̪ɨ t̪oon̪n̪un̪n̪u
[ammuunɨ] ii booɭɨ ʋeeɳamen̪n̪ɨ t̪oon̪n̪un̪n̪u
[ammuDAT] this ball wantCOMP feelPRS
‘Ammu wants that ball.’

(2;7.2)
[adult form]

2. Mother: kot̪ukine n̪amukkɨ en̪t̪ɨ ceyyaɳam?
mosquitoACC weDAT what do.INFMOD
‘What should we do to the mosquito?’

H: Ø Ø accɨ kollaam
[n̪amukkɨ] [kot̪ukine] aʈiccɨ kollaam
[weDAT] [mosquitoACC] beatPTCP kill.INFMOD
‘Let’s swat the mosquito.’

(2;10.7)
[adult form]
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dative subject predicates (which includes themodals aam and aɳam) with 35 unique predicates.

H topicdrops the dative subjects preferentially across all predicate classes. In comparison, A has

469 overt nominative subjects and 419 instances of dropped nominative subjects. H produces

217 overt nominative subjects and drops it 234 times. Accusative objects are also dropped

frequently. Topicdrop of dative nominals in the subject position cannot be an indicator of a

differential competence in the use of dative vs. nominative subjects, since the children apply

topic drop across the board. The net numbers of dative subjects are fewer than the nominative

subjects but this also follows form the fact that there are far fewer such predicates in the lexicon

than the regular transitive or intransitive predicates.

Children’s productions also reveal that they understand the subject properties of the da

tive nominals. Their productions can be used to demonstrate the following: a) binding the

reflexive pronominal t̪aan; b) occurrence with accusative objects; c) subject control; and d)

casealternations with the same predicate to encode different theta roles. We discussed these

properties as empirical findings that mark the subjecthood of these nominals. The presence of

these properties in the children’s productions tells us that children can differentiate between the

dative subjects and dative nonsubjects.

Sentences like (342) show us that dative subjects act as an antecedent to the phideficient

pronominal anaphor t̪aan resulting in the EPP feature checking with T and also that the null

subject of the embedded infinitival is controlled by the same dative nominal.

(342) ammuunɨi t̪annei9 kuɭiykkaan pattat̪t̪illa

ammuDAT self batheINF be ableFUTNEG

[ammuunɨi [PROi t̪annei kuɭiykkaan]TP pattat̪t̪illa]TP
‘Ammu can’t bathe by herself.’

(A, 2;10.3)

The matrix subject ammu binds the pronominal t̪aan through PRO and the phifeatures

of the pronominal t̪aan are filled. This shows the child’s tacit understanding of the underlying

grammatical principles such as binding that licenses pronominal anaphors and the requisite fea

ture checking relationship with T which in turn determines the subjecthood properties of the

dative nominal. There are also dative subjects with accusative objects marking the former as the

legitimate syntactic subject of the utterances as explained in Section 8.2.

9 t̪anne is used as the short form for the reflexive t̪annet̪aan in colloquial speech, both in adult and children’s
speech.
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(343) ammuunɨ kaʈuʋaye kaaɳun̪n̪ill.alloo

ammuDAT tigerACC seePRSNEG.EMPH

‘The tiger is not visible to Ammu.’

(A, 2;3.1)

(344) naanɨ peeʈiyaa ammeene

IDAT fearbe.PRS momACC

eniykkɨ ammaye peeʈiyaaɳɨ

IDAT momACC fearbe.PRS

‘I am scared of mom.’

(H, 2;8.16)

[adult form]

Children’s production data also exemplify the control properties of dative subjects. In

the sentences (345) and (346), the matrix subject, which is assigned the dative case, controls the

nullsubject of the adjunct clause and shows subjectcontrol. In (345), the subject ammu which

is lexically assigned dative by the predicate ʋeeɳam ‘want’ (Class II) controls the null subject

of the nonfinite embedded verb pook ‘go’. In (346), the subject first person pronoun is dative

marked by the predicate ariy ‘know’ and controls the null subject of the embedded predicate

caacc ‘sleep’. By employing subject control into adjuncts, children reveal that they know it is

the dative nominal that enters into phifeature checking relationship with T. These two examples

also demonstrate the children’s understanding of the control properties of different predicates.

(345) ammuunɨ kuuɭii pooʋaanɨ baagɨ ʋeeɳam

ammuDAT schoolLOC goINF bag want

[ammuunɨi [PROi s̪kuuɭil pookaan]TP baagɨ ʋeeɳam]TP
ammuDAT schoolLOC goINF bag want

‘Ammu wants a bag to go to school.’

(A, 2;5.16)

[adult form]

(346) naanɨ caaccaan ariyaam

IDAT sleepINF knowMOD

[eniykkɨi [PROi caaccaan]TP ariyaam]TP
IDAT sleepINF knowMOD

‘I know how to sleep.’

(H, 2;10.2)

[adult form]

A also employs casealternations that correspond to different semantic roles with the

same predicate as in (347) and (348). Here, kaaɳ can mean ‘see’ and can be used transitively

with a nominative subject and accusative object (348). Alternatively, it can mean ‘appear’ or

‘be visible’ (347) and occurs with a dative subject and accusative object (Class I) .
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(347) ammuunɨ kaʈuʋaye kaaɳun̪n̪ill.alloo

AmmuDAT tigerACC seePRSNEG.EMPH

‘Ammu is not able to see the tiger.’

(A, 2;3.1)

(348) oɾu koɾaŋŋan caaʈi~caaʈi pooyappam oɾu aanaye

one monkey.NOM jump~jumpPTCP go.PSTADV one elephant

kaɳʈu

seePST

‘When the monkey jumped and went he saw an elephant.’

(A, 2;5.16)

The utterances demonstrate the assignment of dative and nominative cases to the subjects

by the same verb kaaɳ ‘see’ given the degree of volition/ agentitvity/control of the subject.

This shows a) the child’s understanding of the semantic differences resulting from case and

theta alternations and b) that she treats the dative and nominative nominals as both appropriate

syntactic subjects.

We can see that the children show a high degree of competence with the use of dative

subjects in accordance with the lexical properties of the particular predicates used. There is a

high degree of correlation between the adult and child grammars. However, the production data

is not without errors and these errors offer interesting insights into both the acquisition process

and the syntactic properties of Malayalam, as we shall see in the next section.

8.4 Errors in the Production of Datives

The dative case inflection lacks biuniqueness since the case to theta role (goal, location, purpose,

experiencer, potential, possession etc.) and case to grammatical role (subject, indirect object,

adjunct) map is onetomany. It is a lexical property of the predicates to select dative subjects

(which must be learned) and the nominals that bear the dative case also vary in their lexical

features across the predicate classes (Classes I requires [+ANIMATE] nouns while Classes II

and III have no such restrictions). The formal complexity is high and thus, we should expect

errors in the data.

No omission errors are attested in H’s speech but H’s dative productions themselves

are far fewer when compared to A. The lack of prolificity could be attributed to the formal

complexity of the inflectional morpheme. The unique dative marking error in H’s transcripts is

given in (349).
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(349) *ɲaanɨ n̪anaɲɲee

IDAT get wet.PSTEMPH

ɲaan n̪anaɲɲee

I.NOM get wet.PSTEMPH

(H, 2;8.16)

[expected form]

The predicate is unaccusative and has a nominative subject. The child’s production has

a dative subject. This may be induced by the semantics of the verb where the subject is not an

agent and is more experiencerlike. However, without further data it is not possible to aver that

this is indeed the case.

A’s productions have omission errors involving both subject and nonsubject datives, as

can be seen in Table 8.6. A omits the required/expected dative marker twice on an indirect object

(with the same verb and the same noun but in different transcripts ((350) (351)). Her overall

accuracy in the use of the dative for indirect objects is 98%.

Table 8.6 A’s omission errors vs correct uses.

Grammatical Role Omission Correct Use Total

Indirect object 2 93 (98%) 95

Subject Class I 2 43 (96%) 45

Subject Class II  59 (100%) 59

Subject Class III 1 4 (80%) 5

(350) Mother: bad̪ɾeecciykkɨ koʈukkaɳoo?

bhadraFDAT giveMODQ

A: *bad̪d̪eecci_10 kokkaɳam

bhadraF.*0DAT giveMOD

bʱad̪ɾaceeccikkɨ koʈukkaɳam

bhadraFDAT giveMOD

‘Should give this to Bhadra.’

(2;5.16)

[expected form]

(351) *bad̪d̪eecci_ koolɨmiʈʈayi kokkaɳam

bhadraF.*0DAT lollipop giveMOD

bʱad̪ɾaceecciykkɨ koolɨmiʈʈayi koʈukkaɳam

bhadraFDAT lollipop giveMOD

‘Should give the lollipop to Bhadra.’

(A, 2;5.2)

[expected form]
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A does not mark the dative on the subject on three occasions, twice for Class I predicates

(352), (353) and once for a Class III predicate (354). A produces very few Class III datives

(only 4 correct instances) compared to Classes I and II where her accuracy is very high11.

(352) *ammu_ paniyaa

ammu.*0DAT feverbe.PRS

ammuunɨ paniyaa

ammuDAT feverbe.PRS

‘Ammu has fever.’

(A, 2;2.2)

[expected form]

(353) it̪ɨ *ceecci_ iʈaan pattuʋoo?

this.Ø sisterF.*0DAT putINF be ableFUTQ

ceecciykkɨ it̪ɨ iʈaan pattuʋoo?

sisterFDAT this.Ø putINF be ableFUTQ

‘Can sister put this on?’

(A, 2;10.3)

[expected form]

(354) *acca_ kaʈuʋaye peeʈi illa

dad.*0DAT tigerACC fear have.NEG.PRS

accanɨ kaʈuʋaye peeʈi illa

dadDAT tigerACC fear have.NEG.PRS

‘Dad is not scared of tigers.’

(A, 2;5.16)

[expected form]

In one instance, A incorrectly substitutes a dative nominal for an expected, possessive

nominal (355).

(355) Mother: aaɾuʈe kaaraa?

whoGEN carbe.PRS

‘Whose car?’

A: ammuunɨ*

ammu*DAT

ammuunte

ammuGEN

‘Ammu’s’

(2;2.2)

[expected form]

10This could be a grammatical instance if A meant ‘I want Bhadra to give..’. However, the context shows that it
is not the case. Plus, she uses the dative marker correctly in every other instance involving the verb koʈukk ‘give’.

11To estimate error rates, we only count the overt instances of the dative subjects used with the error.
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We may recall that Malayalam does have dativesubject possessives (Class III) as well.

This may be an instance of overgeneralisation. There are a few omission errors involving the

genitive case though the overall accuracy of genitive marking is 98%, as we saw in the previous

chapter where the low error rate in production was attributed to the uniformity of the genitive

marker.

This overextension of the dative marker to indicate possession is similar to the dative

substitution for the locative in Tamil where both the markers can signal location (goal which

is encoded by the dative is also an indicator of location). Lakshmi Bai (2004) reports that the

child C’s speech showed an overextension of dative to the locative. Examples (356) (358) are

from Lakshmi Bai’s paper.

(356) (Expected: Dative)

ammaa danni viiTTu*la poolam

mother Dhanni houseLOC go.HORT

‘Mother, let us go to Dhanni’s house.’

(C: 2;1)

(357) (Expected: Locative)

bablu viiTT*ukku aaNTi illa

Bablu houseDAT aunty is.not

‘Aunty is not there in Bablu’s house.’

(C, 2;1.12)

(Lakshmi Bai, 2004, p. 257)

Lakshmi Bai reports a similar substitution error in R’s transcripts as well.

(358) Father: rammiyooTa buk enka.

RammiGEN book where

‘Where is Rammi’s book?’

R: haalu*kku irkku.

hallDAT is

‘It is to the hall.’

(2;4.15)

(Lakshmi Bai, 2004, p. 254)

Likewise, A’s substitution errors also target the nominative subject NPs. There are five

sentences where she substitutes the dative case subject for the nominative subject.
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(359) *ii ceecciykkɨ maɻayat̪t̪ɨ n̪ikkuʋaaɾun̪n̪u

this sisterF*DAT rainLOC standPTCPbe.PST

ii ceecci maɻayat̪t̪ɨ n̪ilkkuʋaaɾun̪n̪u

this sisterF.NOM rainLOC standPTCPbe.PST

‘That girl was standing in the rain.’

(A, 2;5.2)

[expected form]

(360) *ammuunɨ ooʈʈooyii pooyi

ammu*DAT auto rickshawLOC goPST

ammu ooʈʈooyil pooyi

ammu.NOM auto rickshawLOC goPST

‘Ammu went in an auto.’

(A, 2;5.16)

[expected form]

(361) *oɾu kokkinɨ pan̪n̪ɨ pooyi

one stork*DAT flyPTCP goPST

oɾu kokkɨ paran̪n̪ɨ pooyi

one stork.NOM flyPTCP goPST

‘A stork flew away.’

(A, 2;5.16)

[expected form]

(362) *at̪inɨ kaʈiykkum

that*DAT biteFUT

at̪ɨ kaʈiykkum

that.NOM biteFUT

‘That will bite.’

(A, 2;8.1)

[expected form]

(363) *kuɲɲinɨ ammuummeem accanem iɾut̪t̪um

baby*DAT grandmaACCCORD dadACCCORD sitTRFUT

kuɲɲɨ ammuummeem accanem iɾut̪t̪um

baby.NOM grandmaACCCORD dadACCCORD sitTRFUT

‘Baby will make grandma and dad sit.’

(A, 2;10.3)

[expected form]

Both the omission and the substitution errors continue till the last recording session at

the age of 2;10.3. The child appears not to have completed her learning of the different rules

involved in the dative assignment. One reason for such substitution errors in both Tamil and

Malayalam may be the incomplete learning of the lexical properties of the predicates. As we

have seen, there is no onetoone correspondence between the case markers and the underlying

theta roles of the arguments, in Malayalam. It is conceivable that this causes difficulties in
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early language development, allowing for misanalysis of the verb meaning, which will also

affect the surface (case) properties of the arguments. Of greater interest is the dative subject

substitution for nominative subjects in A’ speech ((359)(363)). At the very least, these errors

tell us that the child has two competing subject case assignment rules at her disposal. They also

show us that the child has not yet completely acquired the dative subject assignment rule across

predicates, grammatical roles, and theta roles. A closer look at the constructions involving the

overextension of the dative marker with the nominative assigning predicates reveals that these

involve the predicates aaɳɨ (359)‘to be’ and pook ‘go’ (360)  (361), and the rest in the future

tense, marked by the morpheme um (362)  (363). The predicate aaɳɨ also licenses the dative

subject to signal an experiencer subject as in (364).

(364) aʋaɭkkɨ paampukaɭe peeʈiaaɳɨ

sheDAT snakesACC fearbe.PRS

‘She is afraid of snakes.’

Further, the verb pook ‘go’ involves movement. This is one of the characteristic seman

tic feature of dative subject predicates when they instantiate the goal theta role that involves

movement. Finally, the future tense marker um is phonologically close to the modals ɳam and

aam. Further, the predicates involving these substitution errors are not canonical agents. These

could all be confounding factors that will increase the difficulty in the acquisition of the dative

subject.

From the above discussion, we can see that the children’s dative case assignment shows

that they make a clear distinction between dative subjects and nonsubjects. They use these

forms correctly, across different predicates, and also understand the properties of control and

binding. The overgeneralisation errors tell us that dativemarking rule targets the subject position

just like the nominatives and offer evidence for the view that both the nominative and dative

NPs are treated on par as potential subject cases. Nonetheless, the continuing errors in dative

marking reveal that the acquisition of the dative assignment rule is incomplete at the age of

2;10.3 for A, which is the last recording session. There are no omission errors attested in H’s

transcripts and the only incorrect instance of dative assignment includes an overgeneralisation

error. The pattern of errors shows us that the lexical properties can be confounding to the child

since the same verbs could use different casemarkers and the same semantic properties may

surface with different case forms. The formal complexity of the dative rule and the lack of

onetoone correspondence (biuniqueness) between the casemarkers and the theta roles that
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they encode, are the underlying reasons for the mismatches. The fact remains that for many

of the predicates, the learning converges on full competence and there is ample evidence that

the noncanonical subject phenomenon has already been successfully built into the developing

grammar.

8.5 Conclusion

The analysis of the different classes of dative subject predicates shows that the dative nominals

assigned by them behave as subjects and never as objects. Empirical tests included control,

binding, causativisation, casealternation, accusativity etc. Children’s dative productions also

reveal that they treat dative marked subjects differently from dative marked indirect objects. In

fact, their dative productions reveal that they understand the subjecthood properties of dative

nominals quite clearly and we offered evidence for the same from the transcripts. The fact

that dative subjects are present in their speech as soon as they start combining words together to

form sentences and that they overextend the dative to nominative assigning predicates show that

early Malayalam learners are not operating with an agentivity bias. Their constructions provide

ample evidence to show that noncanonical subject marking is included in child grammar as it is

in Malayalam adult grammar. However, the omission errors can be attributed to the high formal

complexity of the marker assignment rule itself.
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Conclusions and Further Research

The main purposes of the thesis were a) to analyse the verbal and nominal inflectional morphol

ogy of Malayalam and identify the grammatical processes involved, and b) to study the effects

of the grammatical properties on the developing grammars. We found that Malayalam is an

agglutinative language where many of the inflections exhibit several key morphological prop

erties that facilitate language learning. These include phonological salience of the morpheme

for identification and segmentation, morphological transparency, biuniqueness, and high level

of regularity and productivity. The inflectional system (as in many typologically similar lan

guages) has many attributes that make it acquirable with relative ease by the young child. As

also established by many others (Guasti, 2002; Demuth, 2001; Jusczyk et al., 1993; Mehler et

al., 1988; Werker & Tees, 1984, etc.), competence in the phonological system develops early

and enables word and syntactic learning. A system that uses the phonology reliably within the

other levels of grammar, permits the children to acquire those levels relatively early and readily.

In our analysis of Malayalam TAM inflections, we find that all the inflectional mor

phemes other than a subset of the past tense allomorphs are acrosstheboard affixes and there

are no omission errors involving any of them. The subset of past tense suffixes that prove the

most difficult and where we find errors in the children’s productions are exactly those whose use

is determined by lexical and grammatical features of the verb rather than its phonology, specif

ically, its phonotactics. The past tense of denominal/deadjectival verbs and valency changed

verbs fall into this class. The verbal inflectional errors attested in the data are overgeneralisa

tion errors, but in the nominal inflectional morphology, we find both overgeneralisation errors

and omission errors. Similar error patterns are found in the Malayalam crosssectional data and

the MalayalamEnglish bilingual data for both verbal and nominal inflections, as was discussed

215
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in the preceding chapters.

Children’s productions show phonological accommodations such as cluster simplifica

tion and phoneme substitutions, but earlyMalayalam utterances are not prosodically constrained.

This is substantiated by the fact that no verbal inflections are omitted. In fact, during the course

of the study, the children have shown a clear understanding of their target phonotactics as was

demonstrated by the past tense marking patterns where the selection of the tense marker de

pended on considerations of what constitutes a legitimate syllable as well as the properties of

the stemfinal consonants. We do not know whether the children’s target syllable structures

were prosodically constrained prior to the period of study, though there are no real grounds to

suggest that it may have been the case. The prosodic constraints model (Demuth, 1996, 2001)

which tries to explain the production (and lack) of early functional categories through phonology

cannot account for the current Malayalam data.

The acquisition of morphology has been addressed by two influential models, the dual

route model (Pinker, 1991; Prasada & Pinker, 1993; Pinker & Prince, 1994; Marcus, 1995)

and the singleroute model (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; Daugherty & Seidenberg, 1994;

Elman et al., 1996). In the former, regular inflectional marking is rulebased, compositional,

composed online, and not stored in the lexicon (evidenced by regular affixation on noncewords

in various production tasks, most famously with Berko’s wugtest (Berko, 1958)). In contrast,

irregular forms are stored in the lexicon as different clusters of phonological neighbourhoods

that share associative links to one another (Ambridge&Lieven, 2011). In the singleroute mech

anism model, inflected forms are noncompositional, stored in an associative memory network

like the irregular forms in the dualroute model, with phonological analogies contributing to the

formation of generalisations. The child forms schemata of particular word forms that are phono

logically similar as it encounters more and more inflected forms and the strength of each schema

is dependent on the input frequency and the number of members within a particular schema.

In Malayalam, although there is no regularirregular distinction among inflections, the

past tense and plural morphology is sensitive to stem classes. We discussed overgeneralised past

tense forms in Section 6.6.3. Recapitulating the discussion here, in brief, we saw that each stem

class has exceptions. The overgeneralisation error kolli ‘killed’ in the acquisition data (instead

of the exceptional kon̪n̪u) appears to be an overextension of the phonologically driven past tense

formation rule using i. Equally, kolli could also be the outcome of a schema where stemfinal

lateralgeminates choose the past tense marker i, in analogy with t̪alli ‘pushed’, colli ‘said’ etc.
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The overgeneralisation errors involving kk derived, exceptional verbs, that choose n̪t̪u instead

of t̪u, are *iɾiccu and *n̪iccu, instead of the expected (adult) iɾun̪n̪u ‘sat’ and n̪in̪n̪u ‘stood’, re

spectively. While *iɾiccu can be accounted for by both the models since phonologically similar,

highfrequency forms like ʋiɾiccu ‘spread’ and t̪iɾiccu ‘turned’ exist in Malayalam, *n̪iccu can

only be explained by the dualroute model since no analogical forms exist. The form *niccu can

only be predicted by an overgeneralisation of the default tense formation rule of inflecting kk

derived verbs with t̪u.

A third example of overgeneralisation that we saw involved the bare stem imperative and

the sentence is reproduced below (see also Section 5.3.4).

(365) accayooʈɨ paɾayaɳam meeccooɳʈɨ *ʋaɾɨen̪n̪ɨ

dadSOC sayMOD buyPTCPwith come.*IMPCOMP

(A, 2;5.16)

accanooʈɨ parayaɳam [baagɨ] meeʈiccooɳʈɨ

dadMSOC sayMOD [bag] buyPTCPwith

[expected form]

ʋaaen̪n̪ɨ

come.IMPCOMP

‘Should tell dad to buy (the bag).’

As we saw in Section 5.1, consonantfinal Malayalam verb stems like uuɾ ‘remove’ and

paaʈ ‘sing’ form the bareimperatives uuɾɨ ‘remove!’ and paaʈɨ ‘sing!’, respectively, with the

aid of the release vowel [ɨ]1. The vowel is added in accordance with the phonotactic constraints

which do not permit any consonant except [m, n, ɳ, l, ɭ, r, y] at the end of a word. On the other

hand, the vowelfinal stems do not change in the bare imperative forms (e.g. poo ‘go!’, iɾi ‘sit!’

etc. from poo ‘go’, and iɾi ‘sit’, respectively). The stems ʋaɾ ‘come’ and t̪aɾ ‘give’ form the

irregular bareimperatives ʋaa ‘come!’ and t̪aa ‘give!’ instead of the predicted regular forms

*ʋaɾɨ and *t̪aɾɨ, patterning with the vowelending stems. The child overgeneralises the rule for

sonorant ending CVC stems which are exceptional cases in Malayalam2. If the assumptions of

the singleroute model are correct, then, the child should produce the correct forms ʋaa ‘come’

and t̪aa ‘give’, especially since they are highfrequency forms which constantly occur in child

directed speech. The child is not expected to produce ʋaɾɨ* since this is a form that the child

will never hear in the input. Since errors of imperative and past tense formation are predicted

1This vowel is not a phoneme in Malayalam.
2These are the underived stems that choose the past tense marker n̪t̪u instead of i, which is the default past

tense marker for underived stems, or t̪u, which is the marker for the rest of the exceptional CVC stems (see
Section 6.2).
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by the dualroute model to be overextensions of the default rules, Malayalam acquisition data

offer support to the dualroute model of acquisition of inflectional morphology.

We have also seen that the children have no trouble in using the various inflectional cat

egories. They never omit the tense markers in obligatory contexts and show no difficulties in

producing finite sentences as was seen from the many examples discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

Also, there is no use of a nonfinite verb where a finite verb is required. Argument structure

and cases are also appropriately used. Additionally, unlike other phideficient languages, there

is no identifiable Root Infinitival stage. Malayalam patterns in this regard with Italian, Tamil

etc. In the discussion of the dative subjects, we showed that noncanonical subject marking is

built into the child’s grammar just as it is in the adult grammar. The children’s use of dative

subjects was correlated with their ability to handle the binding of the reflexive pronominal t̪aan,

subjectcontrol, accusative objects, and case alternation with the same predicate. Their produc

tions demonstrate that children’s grammatical knowledge includes the subject properties of both

the dative and nominative subject nominals. Thus, early Malayalam data support the Full Com

petence Hypothesis which proposes that functional categories are available in the developing

grammar from the very beginning (Poeppel & Wexler, 1993).

The dative subject marking acquisition data does not support Pinker’s (1984) agentivity

bias hypothesis since the dative marked experiencer (nonagentive) subjects are present in the

children’s utterances as soon as they begin to produce sentences, and dative experiencer case

marking is overextended to agentive verbs as well. Children clearly have a tacit understanding

of the subject properties and treat the dative marked experiencer subjects on par with nominative

marked agentive subjects.

The two main models which attempt to account for the production of early functional

categories across languages are the truncation model (Rizzi, 1993) and the ATOM (Schütze

& Wexler, 1996) which we discussed in Chapter 2. As we have already seen, there are no

omission errors involving any of the verbal inflections. The subjects always employ the markers

on verbs in all the obligatory contexts without exception. Hence, the truncation model which

states that children can project and have access to all the functional categories but that they could

optionally truncate functional projections, and the ATOM which states that the child can check

the uninterpretable feature of either T or Agr can both account for the patterns in Malayalam.

The former model predicts that early Malayalam learners will have access to all the functional

projections, just like in Italian. Likewise, the ATOMcan also account for the acquisition patterns
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in the current Malayalam data, where the children’s utterances adhere to theminimise violations

constraint.

The omission errors in Malayalam primarily involve the omission of the accusative case

marker, which is also observed in both the crosssectional and the bilingual data. This cannot

be explained by the syntactic models since the accusative is structurally assigned by the V in

the lower VP which must obviously be available to the children since their speech productions

show the presence of all the higher functional projections. The VP is also required for theta

assignment and casemarking of the internal arguments. Therefore, the omission of accusatives

most likely follows from a lack of mastery of the morphological rule of accusative assignment

which is determined by the lexical feature of animacy, [±ANIMATE]. Not all objects are overtly

marked and the child needs to learn the exact lexical feature restriction3.

In the discussion of nominal inflections, we saw that different nominal inflections are

subject to different modes of selection. Among the case markers, the two genitive case markers

and the locative affix il are uniformly and exceptionlessly applied across all nouns. The socia

tive ooʈɨ and the locative at̪t̪ɨ are lexically selected; the former by verbs of ‘saying’ such as

paray ‘say’, cood̪iykk ‘ask’ etc., and the latter by place names ending in am (e.g. kooʈʈayam

‘Kottayam’) and certain weatherrelated nouns like maɻa ‘rain’, ʋeyil ‘sun’ etc. The accusative

and the dative cases are contingent on the morphological feature of animacy. We observed in

Chapter 7 that in both the children’s data the accuracy of caseassignment is very high, never

falling below 85%. This is not unexpected. However, it can be seen that the accuracy varies for

different casemarkers (Table 7.14 is reproduced here as Table 9.1).

Table 9.1 Omissions vs correct uses in the data.

A’s Transcripts H’s Transcripts

Marker Correct Omission Correct Omission

Accusative 127 (86%) 21 (15%) 54 (89%) 7 (11%)

Dative4 318 (95%) 16 (5%) 43 (100%) 

Genitive 380 (98%) 7 (2%) 129 (99%) 1 (1%)

Locative 290 (99%) 2 (1%) 113 (100%) 

Plural maar 32 (97%) 1 (5%) 3 (50 %) 3 (50%)

3We speculate that it is not a question of understanding animacy as an ontological category, but a question of
making case marking contingent on the lexical feature.
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While A uses the sociative 10 times with the same predicate paray ‘say’, H does not

use it at all. The locative marker at̪t̪ɨ occurs 14 times in A’s transcripts and nine times in H’s

transcripts. In both the children’s data, the accusative marker has the lowest accuracy rate, and

as was seen earlier in Section 7.4, its selection is based on the morphological feature of animacy,

[±ANIMATE]. The Fisher’s exact test shows that the difficulty in case marking is observed only

when it is obligatory (overt) with animate nouns. As we see from the above, accuracy rates fall

when lexical distinctions are necessary for inflectional selection.

Other than the past tense markers, all the verbal inflections in Malayalam are applied

across the board, with only phonotactic accommodations at the morpheme boundary. The past

tense markers, as we saw, undergo two different kinds of selection: a) phonology based, gov

erned by syllabic weight constraints, and b) lexical feature based, transitivity [±TRANSITIVE].

While there are no omission errors in the verbal inflections, children do well when phonology

drives the inflectional selection and not the lexical features, and likewise for the nominal in

flections. Children produce nominal inflections that are selected by the phonological properties

of the stem with greater success while being more errorprone and much less productive with

nominal inflections that attend to lexical properties such as animacy or humanness.

We already saw that the accusative morpheme is the least correctly marked case inflec

tion and that the Fisher’s exact test shows that the odds of occurrence of errors while overtly

marking the accusative are higher and the results are statistically significant. The plural marking

data corroborate this argument. Plural markers which are selected based on the threeway featu

ral distinction for the features humanness, [+HUMAN] and animacy, [±ANIMATE] are the least

used among the nominal inflections. H’s accuracy for maar is only 50%; it is the least correctly

used and one of the least productive inflections in the data. Production of the plural markers

across classes is restricted to a total of 58 instances involving 14 unique nominal stems in A’s

transcripts and 12 instances involving five unique nominal stems in H’s transcripts. They consti

tute a mere 1.7% and 1.1% of A’s and H’s total inflections, respectively. The formal complexity

of the rules, accusative case marking as determined by a single lexical feature (animacy) and

plural, determined by a combination of two lexical features (humanness and animacy), delays

the complete acquisition of the inflectional pieces and lowers frequency of usage to the extent

that the acquisition of plural is even more delayed and incomplete compared to the accusative.

We also showed that congruent with our data is the data on the acquisition of German plural

4Both subjects and indirect objects.
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formation which is a complex inflectional process involving various suffixes, stem umlaut that

is either pure or accompanies suffixation, knowledge of semantic features of the noun, and an

overall consideration of the prosodic structure of the word. Their data also reveal that chil

dren have greater success in the production of prosodically driven plural formation compared

to the other plural markers which are morphologically complex and require lexicalised learning

(Kauschke et al., 2011).

There are different proposals that try to account for the omission errors and the relative

ease or difficulty observed in the crosslinguistic acquisition of inflections. Slobin (1985) and

Dressler (2012) discuss several factors such as phonological salience, morphological and seman

tic transparency, biuniqueness, productivity, and the relative positioning of the marker which

have a discernible effect on the acquisition of inflections. On the other hand, Hyams (2008)

attempts to account for the crosslinguistic patterns in inflectional acquisition by adopting a

parametersetting account rather than using factors that are external to the mental grammar.

Hyams (2008) in her parameter setting account (discussed in Chapter 2) claims that chil

dren’s omission errors are the result of a stem parameter. For example, early English learners

produce uninflected forms because such forms are deemed to be wellformed at the morpho

logical level since the parameter is set to allow bare stems as wellformed words in English.

In languages like Italian, a bare stem is illformed (by an alternate setting for the stem param

eter) and results in ungrammaticality. In child Italian, therefore, uninflected verbs are rarely

attested. According to Hyams, in English, the child does not have to learn any inflections since

the verbal stem constitutes a wellformed word. Consequently, the acquisition of English in

flections is delayed. In Italian, the stem parameter setting by disallowing bare stems expedites

the inflectional acquisition. The stem parameter theory runs into problems because it cannot

explain the cooccurrence of omission errors and correctly inflected forms during the same de

velopmental period. When the child comes across the inflected forms, he/she should be able to

figure out the members of an inflectional paradigm. This raises the question of when the stem

parameter setting value can be altered to accommodate the inflected forms in a language like

English. Hyams also uses crosslinguistic data such as overgeneralisation of overt affixes in

place of zeroaffixation in Russian and SerboCroatian, or the delay in the acquisition of bare

imperatives in Turkish as evidence for the stem parameter setting that rules out bare stems. The

child is then led to replacing all zeroaffixes with overt ones or postponing the acquisition of

bare stems altogether.
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TheMalayalam data discussed here do not show overgeneralisation in the context of zero

affixation despite Malayalam being a language where bare stems are ungrammatical in verbs

except in imperatives. In fact, the opposite is observed, where the markers are omitted in oblig

atory contexts, especially in the case of the accusative marker and the plural markers. Young

learners do not seem to have a problem in acquiring the bare imperative forms in Malayalam

unlike the children learning Turkish5. In actual fact, bare imperatives occur more frequently

in both the children’s transcripts compared to the inflected imperative forms. While there are

only 120 instances in total for the three imperative markers (aan, ee, and oo) together, bare

imperatives occur in 99 instances, in A’s data, whereas in H’s transcripts the token frequency

of bare imperative forms (81 instances) exceeds that of the three imperative markers combined

together (43 instances). Thus, while variation in acquisition may result from the properties of

the grammar itself, the impact of various factors that affects affixlearning cannot be dismissed

and seem to have a significant role in determining the course of acquisition.

The role ofmode of selection (i.e., whether a marker is selected based on phonological or

morphological features) in determining the relative ease/difficulty in the acquisition of inflec

tional markers is most visible in the acquisition data of nominal inflections as we saw. Dressler

(2012) observes that markers occurring at the periphery of a word are identified earlier than

markers that occur wordinternally. The early emergence of case markers in agglutinating lan

guages is attributed to this periphery effect (Stephany & Voeikova, 2009). In Malayalam, which

is also an agglutinative, topicdrop language, all the case markers (except the sociative ooʈɨ

whose distribution is restricted to a few verbs) are in place early. However, it is the accusative

that is the most challenging. Despite its relative positioning (at the periphery), phonological

salience, morphological transparency, and high productivity, there is another factor that affects

the developing grammar. We have argued with evidence from the acquisition data that mode of

selection plays a crucial role in the developing grammars. Acquisition of German plurals also

reveals that mode of selection is not limited to Malayalam, but it has a crucial role to play in the

acquisition of inflections in general.

Associated with the mode of selection is the absence of RIs in early Malayalam. The

current Malayalam data patterns with prodrop languages like Italian and Tamil where the RI

stage is not discernible. Malayalam is a topic drop language with no subjectverb agreement

like Japanese and Chinese. Both Japanese and Chinese attest an RI analogue stage (Murasugi,

5Bare imperatives are readily acquired in Tamil as well (Sarma, 1999, 2014).
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2015) which is absent in the present data. Murasugi (2015) notes that the Japanese RI analogue

stage occurs in children between 12 years old and typically between the ages of 1;6 and 1;7.

In the current Malayalam data the earliest recording is at 1;9. It is possible that the subjects

are past the RI stage during the period of the present study. However, in Chinese and other

European languages, the RI stage is seen after 2 years of age, which is not the case in either

Malayalam or Japanese. In both the longitudinal and crosssectional data, children are never

seen to omit verbal inflections or produce optional infinitives. Guasti (1993, p. 13) elaborating

on the ATOM (Schütze &Wexler, 1996) and the truncation model (Rizzi, 1993) has argued that

the cause of the production of optional infinitives is the lack of mastery of the referential system

associated with functional categories such as tense and determiners. All the verbal inflections in

Malayalam apply either across the board or on the basis of the phonological features of the verb

stems (except for the past tense in derived stems). Thus, children’s creation of various inflected

wordforms does not have to look beyond the phonology. This could be the reason for the lack

of omission errors and optional infinitives in Malayalam. Assuming that Guasti is correct, we

argue that inMalayalam, the exceptionless and phonologycentred selection of verbal inflections

obviates children’s difficulties in assigning inflectional markers resulting from a lack of mastery

of the referential system associated with functional categories. In fact, whenever the selection

is not a phonological one, children show difficulty in correctly and frequently employing the

marker.

There are at least three open problems that require further work in the acquisition of

Malayalam inflectional morphology. One is to understand the lexical property of animacy and

its expression in the developing grammar. Animacy as a lexical feature is the determining factor

in the assignment of accusative and dative case markers, gender, number, and pronouns not just

in Malayalam but also in other Dravidian languages. Further research is needed to understand

how animacy as a feature is built into early and adult grammars and what its cognitive status

is for the child. Two, Malayalam syllable structure plays a central role in its morphology and

in children’s acquisition. While we touched upon aspects of the syllable structure in our dis

cussions of the past tense, this was at best a limited discussion. A more complete discussion of

syllable structure would have changed the entire focus of the thesis. In particular, with the heavy

overlay of Sanskrit vocabulary which places conflicting and contradictory demands on the native

(Dravidian) core phonotactics, it is important to understand how children navigate between the

native Dravidian phonology and the Sanskrit phonology during different stages in development.
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This may afford greater clarity to the study of acquisition and grammar of inflections. Three,

Malayalammorphology is better understood in relation to its sisterlanguage, Tamil. Many gaps

in our understanding were actually filled when we considered parallel constructions in Tamil as

well as the languages’ joint history. A comparative study of the inflectional morphology of

both languages in adult and child grammars will enable a more nuanced understanding of the

theoretical questions.

With respect to methods, we focused on the longitudinal developmental data since there

is very little systematic data available for Malayalam. We do realise that elicitation tasks can

help bolster many of the arguments given here and will offer certain definite advantages, since

we can pay attention to details of lexical items used, or particular inflectional markers, or the

semantics of the predicate.

Finally, there are large areas of acquisition of Malayalam that have been left unexplored.

Even in the few sample utterances that we presented as examples, the child is able to scramble

arguments, bind anaphors, control, form questions etc. Questions on the acquisition of Malay

alam syntax remain completely open for future work.



Appendix A

Linguistic Profiles of the Subjects’ Parents

Table A.1 Language profile of A’s parents.

Mother Father

Education PostGraduate PostGraduate

Monolingual/Bilingual Monolingual Monolingual

First language Malayalam Malayalam

Language/s spoken at home Malayalam Malayalam

Other familiar language/s English English

Table A.2 Language profile of H’s parents.

Mother Father

Education Graduate Graduate

Monolingual/Bilingual Monolingual Monolingual

First language Malayalam Malayalam

Language/s spoken at home Malayalam Malayalam

Other familiar language/s English English
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Appendix B

Examples of Discarded Items from the

Transcripts

a) unknown word

at̪ɨ ʋeccappam kuuɭinɨ ʋekkaan pattat̪ t̪ illa

that putPSTADV ?DAT putINF canFUTNEG

‘[unknown] can’t place it.’

(A, 2;5.2)

b) filler

it̪ɨ pinne oʈʈakam

this then camel

‘This is a camel.’

(A, 2;7.2)

c) repetition

it̪ɨ aaŋkoccɨ aaŋkoccɨ

this malechild malechild

‘This is a boy’

(A, 2;8.1)

d) false start

ɲaŋŋaʈe ŋaŋŋaɭinte* aʋaʈe oɾu ancɨkaɳɳanpuli oɳʈɨ

ourGEN ourGEN there one fiveeyeMleopard have.PRS

‘There is a fiveeyed leopard at our place.’

(A, 2;10.3)
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Appendix C

Inflectional Paradigms in the Transcripts

Table C.1 Number of inflectional paradigms in H’s speech.

Age 2 3 4 5 6 710 Total

2;3.28 9 2 0 0 0 0 11

2;4.14 3 2 0 0 0 0 5

2;5.2 5 3 0 0 0 0 8

2;5.18 2 5 0 2 0 0 9

2;6.1 4 4 2 0 2 0 12

2;6.16 4 2 0 0 0 0 6

2;7.2 4 1 0 0 0 0 5

2;7.17 4 5 1 0 0 0 10

2;8.2 6 3 1 0 0 0 10

2;8.16 3 2 1 2 0 0 8

2;9.1 9 5 1 1 0 1 17

2;9.16 5 4 1 2 0 0 12

2;10.2 6 2 1 1 0 1 11

2;10.17 9 5 1 1 0 0 16

2;11.1 9 1 1 0 0 2 13

2;11.18 5 5 2 0 1 1 14

3;0.2 10 2 2 0 0 3 17

3;0.17 5 2 0 0 0 1 8
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Table C.2 Number of inflectional paradigms in A’s speech.

Age 2 3 4 5 6 710 Total

1;9.14 6 0 0 0 0 0 6

1;10.2 5 0 0 0 0 0 5

1;10.15 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

1;11.1 6 0 0 0 0 0 6

1;11.16 11 2 1 0 0 0 14

2;0.3 8 2 0 1 0 0 11

2;0.16 4 1 0 0 0 0 5

2;1.1 6 7 0 0 0 0 13

2;1.15 11 4 0 0 0 0 15

2;2.2 6 10 1 1 0 0 18

2;2.15 7 5 1 1 0 0 14

2;3.1 11 8 3 1 1 0 24

2;3.16 10 4 2 1 0 1 18

2;4.2 12 4 3 2 1 1 23

2;4.18 12 10 1 1 0 2 26

2;5.2 10 7 2 1 0 0 20

2;5.16 24 9 3 1 3 2 42

2;6.1 19 12 5 1 2 2 41

2;6.15 11 4 1 0 0 0 16

2;7.2 27 6 7 2 1 2 45

2;7.16 21 9 6 3 1 1 41

2;8.1 14 9 2 0 2 1 28

2;8.16 20 6 2 1 1 0 30

2;9.3 23 8 1 1 0 1 34

2;9.15 17 7 4 0 1 1 30

2;10.3 14 7 2 2 0 1 26



Appendix D

Past Tense Forms in the Transcripts

Table D.1 Past tense forms of the underived class in A’s transcripts.

Child Form Adult Form Gloss

uuɾi uuɾi [removePST]

kiiri kiiri [tearPST]

maari maari [movePST]

pooyi pooyi [goPST]

caaʈi caaʈi [jumpPST]

keeri keeri [enterPST]

ooʈi ooʈi [runPST]

ciiki ciiki [combPST]

kayi kaɻuki [washPST]

eɻut̪i eɻut̪i [writePST]

maan̪t̪i maan̪t̪i [scratchPST]

t̪aʈʈi t̪aʈʈi [hitPST]

poʈʈi poʈʈi [breakPST]

eɳɳi eɳɳi [countPST]

oŋŋi uraŋŋi [sleepPST]

t̪enni t̪enni [slipPST]

n̪iiŋŋi n̪iiŋŋi [movePST]

cappi cappi [suckPST]
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Past tense forms of the underived class in A’s transcripts. (Continued from previous page)

Child Form Adult Form Gloss

kut̪t̪i kut̪t̪i [stabPST]

t̪uuŋŋi t̪uuŋŋi [hangPST]

n̪ookki n̪ookki [lookPST]

pammi pammi [cowerPST]

et̪t̪i et̪t̪i [arrivePST]

t̪oon̪n̪i t̪oon̪n̪i [feelPST]

cammi cammi [be ashamedPST]

kot̪t̪i kot̪t̪i [nipPST]

maʈaŋŋi maʈaŋŋi [foldPST]

keʈʈi keʈʈi [tiePST]

ciitti ciitti [sprayPST]

t̪uppi t̪uppi [spitPST]

cat̪t̪u cat̪t̪u [diePST]

ceyt̪u ceyt̪u [doPST]

iʈʈu iʈʈu [putPST]

ʋiʈʈu ʋiʈʈu [releasePST]

t̪an̪n̪u t̪an̪n̪u [givePST]

Table D.2 Past tense forms of the derived class in A’s transcripts.

Child Form Adult Form Gloss

keeʈʈu keeʈʈu [hearPST]

koʈut̪t̪u koʈut̪t̪u [givePST]

eʈut̪t̪u eʈut̪t̪u [takePST]

oʈiccu oʈiccu [breakPST]

oɻiccu oɻiccu [emptyPST]

ayiccu aɻiccu [untiePST]

kuccu kuʈiccu [drinkPST]

kuɭccu kuɭiccu [bathePST]

maaŋccu ʋaaŋŋiccu [buyPST]
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Past tense forms of the derived class in A’s transcripts. (Continued from previous page)

Child Form Adult Form Gloss

ʋeccu ʋeccu [putPST]

coyccu cood̪iccu [askPST]

ciccu ciɾiccu [smilePST]

kayiccu kaɻiccu [eatPST]

oɭiccu oɭiccu [hidePST]

ʋaayiccu ʋaayiccu [readPST]

muriccu muriccu [cutPST]

meeʈiccu meeʈiccu [buyPST]

piccu piʈiccu [holdPST]

paʈiccu paʈʰiccu [studyPST]

iʈiccu iʈiccu [punchPST]

oɳʈaakki oɳʈaakki [makePST]

maatti maatti [changePST]

keetti keetti [enterPST]

mukki mukki [sinkPST]

t̪uukki t̪uukki [hangPST]

maʈakki maʈakki [foldPST]

karakki karakki [spinPST]

n̪iikki n̪iikki [movePST]

pokki pokki [raisePST]

pat̪t̪i parat̪t̪i [flyPST]

iɾut̪t̪i iɾut̪t̪i [seatPST]

keet̪t̪i keʈat̪t̪i [layPST]

ʋan̪n̪u ʋan̪n̪u [comePST]

t̪in̪n̪u t̪in̪n̪u [eatPST]

kaɳʈu kaɳʈu [seePST]

uɳʈu uɳʈu [dinePST]

koɳʈu koɳʈu [hitPST]

ʋiiɳu ʋiiɳu [fallPST]
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Past tense forms of the derived class in A’s transcripts. (Continued from previous page)

Child Form Adult Form Gloss

paɲɲu paraɲɲu [sayPST]

kaɭaɲɲu kaɭaɲɲu [discardPST]

n̪anaɲɲu n̪anaɲɲu [wetPST]

kayiɲɲu kaɻiɲɲu [finishPST]

oɳan̪n̪u oɳan̪n̪u [wakePST]

iɾun̪n̪u iɾun̪n̪u [sitPST]

n̪aʈan̪n̪u n̪aʈan̪n̪u [walkPST]

Table D.3 Past tense forms of the underived class in H’s transcripts.

Child Form Adult Form Gloss

pooyi pooyi [goPST]

uuɾi uuɾi [removePST]

kiiri kiiri [tearPST]

caaʈi caaʈi [jumpPST]

keeri keeri [enterPST]

ooʈi ooʈi [runPST]

et̪t̪i et̪t̪i [arrivePST]

muʈʈi muʈʈi [bumpPST]

poʈʈi poʈʈi [breakPST]

n̪akki n̪akki [lickPST]

puuʈʈi puuʈʈi [lockPST]

eɳɳi eɳɳi [countPST]

n̪ookki n̪ookki [lookPST]

t̪aʈʈi t̪aʈʈi [hitPST]

kot̪t̪i kot̪t̪i [nipPST]

poɭɭi poɭɭi [burnPST]

keʈʈi keʈʈi [tiePST]

kiʈʈi kiʈʈi [getPST]

t̪uɭɭi t̪uɭɭi [caperPST]
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Past tense forms of the underived class in H’s transcripts. (Continued from previous page)

Child Form Adult Form Gloss

n̪iiŋŋi n̪iiŋŋi [movePST]

oŋŋi uraŋŋi [sleepPST]

t̪an̪n̪u t̪an̪n̪u [givePST]

peyt̪u peyt̪u [pourPST]

iʈʈu iʈʈu [putPST]

t̪oʈʈu t̪oʈʈu [touchPST]

Table D.4 Past tense forms of the derived class in H’s transcripts.

Child Form Adult Form Gloss

iccɨ iʈiccu [punchPST]

kuccɨ kuʈiccu [drinkPST]

accɨ aʈaccu [closePST]

kaccɨ kaɻiccu [eatPST]

oɭiccɨ oɭiccu [hidePST]

ʋaaccɨ ʋaayiccu [readPST]

ʋeccɨ ʋeccu [putPST]

kaʈiccɨ kaʈiccu [bitePST]

kut̪t̪iʋeccɨ1 kut̪t̪iʋeccu [stabPTCPputPST]

maaŋccɨ ʋaaŋŋiccu [buyPST]

aʈaccu aʈaccu [closePST]

paccu pariccu [pluckPST]

poʈʈiccu poʈʈiccu [breakPST]

t̪iccu t̪iɾccu [turnPST]

oʈʈiccu oʈʈiccu [stickPST]

kaaɳiccu kaaɳiccu [showPST]

caaʈiccu caaʈiccu [jumpPST]

oɳʈaakki oɳʈaakki [makePST]

1‘inject’
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Past tense forms of the derived class in H’s transcripts. (Continued from previous page)

Child Form Adult Form Gloss

maatti maatti [changePST]

n̪iikki n̪iikki [movePST]

keetti keetti [enterPST]

aakki aakki [makePST]

pat̪t̪i parat̪t̪i [flyPST]

kamat̪t̪i kamaɻt̪t̪i [topplePST]

ʋan̪n̪u ʋan̪n̪u [comePST]

t̪in̪n̪u t̪in̪n̪u [eatPST]

kaɲɲu kaɭaɲɲu [discardPST]

paɲɲu paraɲɲu [sayPST]

eɲɲu eriɲɲu [throwPST]



Appendix E

Dative Subject Predicates in the

Transcripts

Table E.1 Dative subject predicates employed by the children.

A’s Transcripts H’s Transcripts

Predicate Overt TopicDrop Overt TopicDrop

ariy ‘know’ 13 3 4 

t̪oon̪n̪ ‘feel’ 3 3  

d̪aahiykk ‘be thirsty’ 1   

ʋaɾ ‘come’ 5 5 1 3

patt ‘be able’ 6 11 1 7

kiʈʈ ‘get’  1  5

coriy ‘to scratch’    1

aaɳɨ ‘be’ 15 10 10 3

aam [MOD] 21 54 1 32

aɳam [MOD] 38 149 5 23

uɳʈɨ ‘have’ 2 2 3 4
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DativeAssigning Modal Predicates in the

Transcripts

Table F.1 Unique predicates occurring with modals in H’s transcripts.

Overt Subject Predicates Predicates Involving TopicDrop

pariykkaam [pluckMOD]

kaɭiykkaam [playMOD]

aaʈaɳam [swingMOD]

kaaɳaɳam [seeMOD]

koɳʈɨpookaɳam [take

alongMOD]

pookaam [goMOD]

pariykkaam [pluckMOD]

keeraam [enterMOD]

kaɭiykkaam [playMOD]

n̪ikkaam [standMOD]

iʈaam [putMOD]

ʋiʈaam [releaseMOD]

uuɾaam [removeMOD]

oɳʈaakkaam [makeMOD]

kollaam [killMOD]

kaɭiykkaɳam [playMOD]

pookaɳam [goMOD]

maattaɳam [remove MOD]

uuɾaɳam [removeMOD]

kaɻiykkaɳam [eatMOD]

keeraɳam [enterMOD]

eriyaɳam [throwMOD]

n̪ookkaɳam [lookMOD]

eʈukkaɳam [takeMOD]

kaaɳaɳam [seeMOD]

ʋekkaɳam [putMOD]

oɳʈaakkaɳam [makeMOD]

kollaɳam [killMOD]

iɾiykkaɳam [sitMOD]

iʈaɳam [putMOD]

poʈʈiykkaɳam [breakMOD]
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Table F.2 Unique predicates occurring with modals in A’s transcripts.

Overt Subject Predicates Predicates Involving TopicDrop

kaɭiykkaam [playMOD]

t̪innaam [eatMOD]

kaɭiykkaɳam [playMOD]

maattaɳam [remove MOD]

ʋiɭiykkaɳam [callMOD]

maattiʋekkaɳam [keep

asideMOD]

kaɭiykkaam [playMOD]

n̪ookkaam [lookMOD]

ʋekkaam [putMOD]

ʋiɭiykkaam [callMOD]

kuʈiykkaam [drinkMOD]

oɭiccɨkaɭiykkaam [play hide

and seekMOD]

ʋekkaɳam [putMOD]

iɾiykkaɳam [sitMOD]

koʈukkaam [giveMOD]

iɾiykkaam [sitMOD]

t̪orakkaam [openMOD]

pookaam [goMOD]

kaaɳaam [seeMOD]

meeʈiykkaam [buyMOD]

aaʈʈaam [rockMOD]

ʋecceekkaam [keep

putMOD]

eraŋŋaɳam [get downMOD]

ʋaɾaykkaɳam [drawMOD]

iʈaɳam [putMOD]

paʈiykkaɳam [studyMOD]

aʈiykkaɳam [beatMOD]

kaaɳaɳam [seeMOD]

kaɭaɲɲeekkaam

[discardMOD]

ʋiiɕaɳam [fanMOD]

t̪aɾaɳam [giveMOD]

eʈukkaɳam [takeMOD]

kaɻukaɳam [washMOD]

koʈukkaɳam [giveMOD]

t̪orakkaɳam [openMOD]

pookaɳam [goMOD]

ciɾiykkaɳam [laughMOD]

n̪ookkaɳam [lookMOD]

huuʋekkaɳam

[hooputMOD]

muut̪t̪am oɻiykkaɳam

[peeMOD]
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